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PREFACE

The present volume brings to a close the task undertaken some

ten years ago of writing a series of volumes on various aspects of

mechanics. The first volume dealt with the subject of statics

and the dynamics of a particle, the second with the theory of

the potential, and the present volume deals with the dynamics of

rigid bodies. In this volume references to Statics and the

Dynamics of a Particle are indicated by the roman numeral I

followed by the section number, and to the Theory of the

Potential by the numeral II and the section number.

It is assumed that by the time a student undertakes a study

of the dynamics of rigid bodies his mathematical training is well

advanced. The three laws of motion as given by Newton furnish

the foundation for the entire structure. Two methods of develop-

ment are in common use : the intuitive, or geometrical, method,

leading to the invention and development of the theory of vectors,

and the purely analytic method that results from the equations

of Lagrange and of Hamilton. Both of these methods are used

in the present work, as they were in studies in statics and the

dynamics of a particle in the first volume. Analysis, however, is

indispensable even in the intuitive method. But analysis by
itself is incomplete without intuition. A mere mathemaitical

formula is meaningless unless it is accompanied by an inter-

pretation that makes it really worth while.

The subject of small oscillations, as it is called in many books,

really infinitesimal oscillations, is extended here to the finite

periodic oscillations, known as the periodic solutions of Poincar^.

Lack of space forbids the development of solutions that are

reentrant only after many periods, and of solutions that are

asymptotic to periodic solutions. The same reason also forbids

a treatment of the figures of equilibrium of rotating fluid masses,

which, I think, properly belongs in this volume, for such bodies

move just as though they were rigid.
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DYNAMICS OF KIGID BODIES

CHAPTER I

ALGEBRA OF VECTORS

1. Introduction.—In the volume on Statics and the Dynamics
of a Particle^' vectors were defined as directed magnitudes which

combine in accordance with the parallelogram law, and were

denoted by bold face type, thus A, B,

C, a, b, c, etc. Graphically they are

represented by arrows. Thus in Fig.

1, the sum of A and B is C, since C is

the diagonal of the parallelogram of

which the sides are A and B. The
other diagonal D drawn from the terminus of B to the terminus

of A is the difference between A and B. Thus

A + B = C,

A - B = D.

C is said to be the vector sum of A and B, and D is the vector

difference.

Inasmuch as the combinations of vectors in addition and sub-

traction obey the associative, commutative, and distributive

laws of algebra, the usual notation of algebra for these operations

can be used, and the vectors in these operations act like algebraic

magnitudes.

A scalar is a quantity which possesses magnitude but not

direction, like the numbers of arithmetic. Thus the length of

the vector A (its tensor) is a scalar and, to distinguish between

the vector A and its tensor, the tensor will be denoted by the

italic lettex A.

The multiplication of a vector by a scalar merely alters the

length of the vector without changing its direction. Inasmuch

as the vector character is not changed, the laws of algebra hold

1

Fig. 1.
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for vectors with scalar multipliers for the operations of addition

and subtraction. For example, the equations

2A + B = M,
A + 2B = N,

in which M and N are expressed in terms of A and B, can be
solved forA and B in terms ofM and N, just as though the vectors

were algebraic quantities, giving

3A = 2M - N,

3B = -M + 2N;

for the solutions require only the operations of addition and
subtraction, together with multiplication or division by scalars.

2. Scalar Multiplication of Vectors.—There are two types of

vector products, one of which is a scalar and the other a vector.

The scalar product is represented by a dot between the two
vectors. Its value is the product of the tensor of one of the

vectors into the tensor of the projection of the second vector

upon the first
; thus

A • B = B . A = AJS cos AB. (1)

As an example, it will be remembered that the work done by a
force A in a displacement B is

AB cos AB = A • B.

From the definition of a scalar product it follows that

rs a-b
cos AB =

-J-J5-

;

AB ’

and if a and b are any two unit vectors, it is seen that

a • b = cos ab.

Consequently, if i, j, and k are three mutually perpendicular
unit vectors,

i • i = j • j = k • k = 1,\
i

. j = j . k = k . i = 0./
(2)
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Scalar Multiplication Obeys the Distributive Law ,—^Let A, B,
and C be three vectors such that, Fig. 2,

A + B = C,

and let D be any fourth vector, not necessarily in the same plane.

Let da, o6, an^dc be the projections of A, B, and C upon the line

of D. Then oh = ac, since the projection of B upon the line of D
is independent of the position of

B. Now

D • C = DC • cos DC = D * dc

= D(da + dc) = D(dd + oh)

= DA cos iJD + DB cos DB
= D • A + D • B,

and therefore Fia. 2.

D.C = D.(A + B)=D.A + D.B, (3)

which shows that the distributive law holds for scalar multiplica-

tion.

It is a simple matter to generalize and show that

(Ai -H A2 + * *
* + An) • (Bi + B2 + * •

* Bm)
= Ai • Bi -f- Ai • B2 + • *

’ + Ai • Bni

+ A2 • Bi + A2 • B2 + * *
• + A2 • Btn

+
+ An • Bi + An • B2 + * *

* + An • Bni*

In particular, if i, j, and k are mutually perpendicular unit

vectors, and if

A = a;ii + •+• 01k,

B = a;2i + 2/23 + 2:2k,

then

A • B = xix^i • i + Xiyzi • j + XiZ 2i • k

+ yiXii • i + ymi • i + yiZ2i • k I

-f ZiX2k • i + Ziy2k •
j + Zizik • k

j

^

= X1X2 + yiy2 + Z1Z2, by Eqs. (2).
^

Example .—Consider the triangle formed by the three vectors

A ~ B = C.
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On taking the scalar product of C into itself, there results

C . C = (A - B)
. (A - B) = A . A - 2A . B + B • B.

Hence

_ 2AB cos

which is the cosine law of trigonometry.

3. The Vector Product of Two Vectors.—The vector (or cross)

product of two vectors is indicated by the ordinary multiplication

sign (X) placed between the symbols of the two vectors, thus

A X B = AB sin AB,

and, since the angle AB is opposite in sign to BA, it is evident that

A X B = ~B X A.

The commutative law is not obeyed, and careful attention must
be paid to the order of the letters.

It is seen in Fig. 3 that AB sin AB represents the area of the

parallelogram of which the vectors A and B form two of the sides.

Any plane area can be represented by a vector which is perpen-

dicular to the plane and whose
tensor is equal to that of the area.

Hence A X B can be represented

by a vector C which is perpen-

dicular to the plane of A and B
and whose tensor is

C = AB sin AB.

If the vector B in Fig. 3 is drawn with its origin at the terminus
of A, the arrows of the vectors indicate a counterclockwise
circuit of the boundary of the area; but, if the origin of A is at
the terminus of B, the arrows indicate a clockwise circuit of the
boundary. An area is regarded as positive if the circuit is

counterclockwise, and negative if the circuit is clockwise. If a
point describes a circuit in a plane, the area thus bounded is

positive on one side of the plane, and negative on the other side.

The plane can therefore be regarded as having a positive side
and a negative side. This understanding is always implied
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in the statement that the projection of any closed surface upon

any plane which does not intersect the surface is zero.

The projection of any plane area A upon any plane is the same

as the projection of its vector A upon the normal to the plane,

since the angle between the two planes is the same as the angle

between the two normals. Consequently the vector sum of two

plane areas is the projection of the two given areas upon a plane

which is perpendicular to the vector sum of their two vectors.

Since the projection of any closed polyhedral surface upon

any plane which does not intersect the surface is zero, it follows

that the sum of the projections of the vectors Ai, directed out-

ward, which represent its plane faces, upon any line whatever

is zero. Hence the vector which represents such a surface is

zero; and, since a curved surface can be regarded as the limit

of a sequence of polyhedral surfaces, the proposition holds for

any closed surface.

The Distributive Law Holds for Vector Products .—It is desired

to prove that

(A + B) X D = (A X D) +, (B X D). (1)

In Fig. 4, let the vectors A, B, and C form a closed triangle,

and let D be any other vector. Let D be placed first at the

terminus of A, then at the ter-

minus of B, and finally at the

terminus of C. In these three

positions the vector D defines a

prism whose vector is zero since

the prism with its two bounding

triangles is a closed surface.

Since the two triangles are equal

and lie in parallel planes, their

vector sum is zero. Therefore

the vector Sum of the three sides

of the prism also is zero. That is, if Fa> Fb? Fc are the three

vectors which represent these sides,

Fa + Fa + Fa = 0.

This fact is otherwise obvious, since Fa is perpendicular to A,

Fa to B, Fc to C, and

Fa>Fb»Fo: :A:B:C*f

and the three vectors are coplanar.
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Now

= A X D,

Fs = B X D,

Fc = C XD;
so that, on taking the sum,

0 = (A X B) + (B X D) + (C X D).

But

Hence

C = -(A + B).

(A + B)XD = AXD+BXD,
which is the theorem that was to be proved.

Three Mutually Perpendicular Unit Vectors.—^Let i, j, and k be

three mutually perpendicular unit vectors forming a right-handed

system. Then

iXi = jXj = kXk = 0,

j X k = i,
I

fk Xj = i, 1

k X i = j, > but <i X k = - j, > (2)

i X j = k,J U X i = -k.j

Suppose the vectors A and B are expressed in the form

A = a:ii -f- yij -)- z^k,

B = azi -f ?/2j -b Zik;

then, since the distributive law holds,

A X B = (aiii -f 2/ij + Zik) X -f y^j -f 2sk)

= XiX^ X i + xiy^i X j + a;i22i X k
+ yiXtj X i -1- yiyij X j + yiZtj X k
+ ZiXtk X i + Ziyik X j -b 2122k X k,

which reduces to

A X B = (yiZi - ZiPiYi -b (21X2 — xiS2)j + (xiyt — yiX2)k; (3)

or in the form of a determinant, which is convenient for the
memory.

A XB =
i j k
xi yi zi

Xi Vi Zi

(4)
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The coefficients of i, j, and k in this formula will be readily

recognized as the projections of the parallelogram formed by
A and B upon the jk, ki and ij planes respectively.

4. The Scalar Triple Product.—The product A * B C must be

understood to mean (A • B)C, for the reading A • (BC) has no

meaning, since the combination BC has not been defined. Since

(A • B) is a scalar, the product A • B C, Itiotwithstanding that it

involves three vectors, is essentially a simple scalar product.

The product A • (B X C) is called the scalar triple product,

and, since (A - B) X C has no meaning, being the vector product

of a scalar and a vector, the parentheses are not necessary, so

that it can be written simply A • B X C.

The interpretation of the scalar triple product A • B X C is

simple. Since

B XC =D

is the area of the parallelogram defined by the vectors B and C,

Fig. 5, and A • D is the product of D and the projection of A on D,
it is readily seen that A • B X C is the volume of the parallel-

epiped defined by the vectors A, B,

and C. The volume is positive '

if A and D lie on the same side of

the BC plane, negative in the d

opposite case. It is positive if

A, B, and C form a right-handed

system as is the case in Fig. 5, and

negative if they form a left-handed

system. If any two of the vectors

A,B, and C are interchanged, the system passes from a right-hand

system to a left-hand system, and the volume changes sign.

If merely the lettering is changed, the vectors themselves

remaining unaltered, the volume of the parallelepiped is unal-

tered. The sign of the volume is unaltered if the change of

lettering is cyclic, that is, in the order A —» B —» C A or

jV. —> C —» B —> A. But if only two of the letters are inter-

changed, the sign changes. It is evident therefore that

A*BXC«B.CXA =C-AXB 1

- -A • C X B * --B . A X C - -C . B X A.J
(1 )
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A comparison of these expressions shows that the dot and the

cross can he interchanged provided the cyclic order of the letters is

preserved. Since the commutative law holds for scalar products,

A.BXC==BXC-A.

As there are altogether six of these expressions which have the

same value, they can all be denoted by the symbol

[ABC] =:A.BXC = B.CXA=:C-AXB1
= AXB.C = BXC.A = CXA-B,/

and

[ABC] = --[ACB]. (3)

If i, j, k are mutually orthogonal unit vectors, and if

A = a:ii + 2/ij + 2;ik,

B = a;2i + + aJ2k,

C ^ xsi + yzi +
then, by actually carrying out the operations indicated, it is found

that

[ABC] = XiiyzZz - yzZz) + yi{z^x% - Zzxf) + Ziix^yz - Xzyf)\ (4)

or, in the form of a determinant,

yi

[ABC] = X2 2/2 Z2 . (5)

xz 2/3 2J3

Obviously, for the three mutually orthogonal unit vectors,

[ijk] - -[ikj] = +1. (6)

The scalar triple product vanishes if all three of the vectors are

coplanar, if any two of them are collinear, or if any one of them
vanishes.

5. The Vector Triple Product.—^The vector triple product is

written

A X (B X C).

It is the vector product of two vectors, one of which is itself a

vector product. The vector B X C is perpendicular to the plane
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which contains B and C, assuming that B and C have the same

origin. The vector A X (B X C) is perpendicular to A and to

(B X C) and therefore lies in the plane of B and C. If ^ is the

angle between A and the normal to the plane which contains

B and C, then the tensor of A X (B X C) is ABC sin BC sin (p.

Likewise the vector (AXB)XC = —CX^XB) lies in the

plane of A and B, and its tensor is ABC sin AB sin where cpi

is the angle between C and the normal to the

plane of A and B. Therefore in general

A X (B X C) (A X B) X C.

The parentheses are important, and cannot

be omitted.

Consider first two coplanar vectors A
and B. Let Bi and B2 be the components of

B perpendicular to A and parallel to A
respectively, Fig. 6. Since Bi/Bi is a

pendicular to A
unit vector per-

(A X B) X A = A^B sin AB

= A^Bi
== A. A Bi.

(1 )

Hence the component of B which is perpendicular to A can be

written

Bi = (A X B) X A
A-A

The component of B which is parallel to A is

A-B .
B2 =

A-A
Consequently

•D I -D _ X B) X A
,

A • B ^B, + B. = B + ATa
Whence

(AXB)XA = A.AB-A.BA;
and similarly

BX(AXB)=B.BA-A-BB.

(2)

(3)

(4)
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Consider now three coplanar vectors As, B, and C. Since they
are coplanar (I, 16), ^ there exist scalars h and c such that

As = 6B + cC.

Hence

As X (B X C) = 6B X (B X C) + cC X (B X C)

= +bB • C B - 6B • B C + cC • C B - cC • B C,

by Eq. (4).

Therefore

As X (B X C) = d-As • C B - As . B C. (5)

Finally let A be any vector in space. Let Ai be its component
perpendicular to the plane of B and C, and As its component in

the plane; so that

A = Ai + As,

and

A X (B X C) = Ai X (B X C) + As X (B X C).

But

Ai X (B X C) = 0,

since Ai is parallel to B X C. It can be written

Ai X (B X C) = Ai . C B - Ai . B C, (6)

since

Ai • C = Ai . B = 0.

On taking the sum of Eqs. (5) and (6), it is seen that in general

A X (B X C) = A . C B - A • B C. (7)

The scalar triple product [ABC] is unaltered by cyclical

permutations of the letters, but if the letters in the vector triple

product are circularly permuted, the vector itself is altered; in

such a way, however, that

A X (B X C) + B X (C X A) + C X (A X B) = 0,

* References to “Statics and the Dynamics of a Particle” will be denoted
by the roman numeral I, the number following being the section number.
References to the “Theory of the Potential" will be denoted by the roman
numeral II.
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as is readily verified by means of Eq. (7). That is, the sum of

all the circular permutations of the vector triple product vanishes.

6. Any Vector in Terms of Three Reference Vectors.—^Let

A, B, and C be any three non-coplanar, non-vanishing vectors;

then any other vector R can be expressed in terms of A, B, and C
and certain scalars. Thus

R = oA “1- hB -|- cC, (1)

if a, h, and c are properly chosen numbers (I, 17).

Let Eq. (1) be multiplied by • (B X C). It then becomes

R • (B X C) = uA . (B X C) -t- 6B . (B X C) + cC . (B X C).

Since the vector B X C is perpendicular to both B and C, the
last two terms of this equation vanish, and there remains

R-BXC = oA-BXC,
or

[RBC] = a[ABC].

Therefore

„ - [RBC],
~ [ABC]’

and similarly,

h = ^
[ABC]’ “ [ABC]'

If these values of a, 6, and c are substituted in Eq. (1), there
results

_ [RBC]
I

[RCA] [RAB]^ ~ [ABC]'^ ^ [ABC]" *'
[ABC]^'

On multiplying through by [ABC] and taking all terms to the same
side of the equality sign, there results the symmetric form

[ABC]R - [BCR]A -|- [CRA]B - [RAB]C = 0. (3)

Now

[RBC] = R.BXC, [RCA]=R.CXA,
and

[RAB] = R . A X B,
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so that Eq. (2) can also be written

«
- (® •vMy + (^ • + (® •

If the ABC system of vectors is an i, j, k system, that is, a

mutually orthogonal system of unit vectors, then

[ijk] = 1, j X k = i, k X i = j, i X j = k,

and Eq. (4) becomes

R - (R.i)i+ (R. j)j + (R.k)k. (5)

7. The Reciprocal System of Vectors.—The three vectors

__BXC _CXA _AXB ..

^ [ABC] ’ [ABC]
’

^ [ABC]
’ ^ ^

which are perpendicular to the planes of B and C, C and A, and

A and B respectively, are an interesting system of vectors that is

associated with the system A, B, C, provided A, B, and C are

non-vanishing and non-coplanar vectors. They are known as

the reciprocal system of the system of vectors A, B, C. Using this

system of vectors also, Eq. (6.4) becomes

R = R . a A + R . b B + R . c C. (2)

From the definitions, Eq. (1), it is readily seen that the scalar

product of any two corresponding vectors of the two systems is

A-a =B.b = C-c = 1; (3)

and that the product of any two non-corresponding vectors is

zero. That is,

A-b=A‘C==B-a = B- c = C- a = C*b = 0; (4)

and therefore A is perpendicular to the plane of b and c, B is

perpendicular to the plane of c and a, and C is perpendicular to

the plane of a and b.

Equations (3) and (4) show that if a, b, c is the reciprocal

system of A, B, C, then A, B, C is also the reciprocal system of

a, b, c. Suppose it were not so and that the reciprocal system of

a, b, c were A:, Bi, Ci, different from A, B, C. Then the equations

Ai • a = Bi • b = Cl • c = 1,
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Ai • b = Ai • c == Bi • a === Bi • c = Ci * a == Ci • b = 0

also would hold. That is, Ai is perpendicular to the plane of

b and c, and therefore collinear with A, Furthermore

A • a = 1 and Ai • a = 1.

Hence

(A Ai) • a = 0.

Therefore

Ai = A,

and is not different from it, as was supposed. One concludes

therefore that a necessary and sufficient condition that the

systems of vectors A, B, C and a, b, c be reciprocal systems is that

they satisfy Eqs. (3) and (4).

8. Vector Equation of a Plane.—If A is a fixed vector and R is a

variable vector which has the same origin

as A, the equation

R*A = a (1)

obviously represents a plane if a is a

fixed scalar. For

R . ^ = ii! cos RA
A

a

I (2 )
Fig. 7.

is the projection of R upon the line of A. If the plane Po is per-

pendicular to A at a distance a/

A

from 0, and if the terminus of

R lies in Pa, it is evident that. Fig. 7,

R • A = a.

This equation, therefore, can be regarded as a vector equation of

the plane Po.

Two such equations,

R • A = a and R • B = 6, (3)

however, can be satisfied only by the line of intersection of the two
planes which the equations represent. Hence Eqs. (3) represent
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a straight line in space. If the vectors A and B are collinear, the

planes Pa andP^ will be parallel and Eqs. (3) will be incompatible

unless

a b

W
in which case Eqs. (3) are essentially identical

If three such equations are given, namely,

R*A = a, R‘B = iE), R*C==c,

and if the vectors A, B, and C are non-coplanar, the vector R is

restricted to the point of intersection of the three planes, and is

completely determined.

If a, b, c is the system of vectors reciprocal to A, B, C, then, by

Eq. (6.4),

R = R.Aa+R.Bb + R.Cc,

or

R — aa + &b + cc,

or again

R = R-a A + R-b B + R-c C.

Vectors.—Suppose the vector r is a

continuously varying vector, and that,

its origin remaining fixed, its terminus

describes a certain curve C, so that r

is a function of the time. Let ri, Fig. 8,

be the position of r at the time h, and

let Ti be its position at some subsequent

time ^2 . If the time interval h — h =
At is small, the vector

Ar = r2 - ri (1)

quotient

At

is the average rate of change of the vector r in the interval

ti to h. In accordance with the usual methods of the calculus,

9. Differentiation of

also will be small. The
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the limit of this expressioa as ti tends toward h is the derivative

of r at the instant h. That is,

Ar dtlim— = ^ (2)

That this limit, which, when t is the independent variable, will

be denoted by r', is a vector which has the direction of the tangent
to the curve C at the position ti is obvious.

Let a, b, c be any three non-coplanar, constant vectors and let

r = ria + + rgC.
(3)

Since r varies with the time, and a, b, c do not, it is clear that

fi, ri, and are functions of the time, and that

rj = ri + Ar = {jx + Ari)a + (rj + Ar2)b + (rs + Ar3)c. (4)

Consequently, on subtracting Eq. (3) from Eq. (4),

Ar = Aria + Ar2b + ArsC,

from which it follows at once that

r' = r/a + r^'h + n'c. (5)

In a similar manner, it follows for the second derivative that

^ ' = ri"a + r2"b + ra^c,
(6)

and so on, for derivatives of any order. In particular if i, j, and k
are unit vectors having the directions of the x-, y-, and z-axes of

a rectangular system

r = a: i + 2/ j 4- z k,

r' = x' i + y' j +z' k,

i" = x"i + y"j -|- z"k,

Example .—Suppose a particle describes a space curve in such
a way that its radius vector is

r = a cos i + b sin < + ntc. (7)

Its velocity is (I, 28)

r' = —a sin < + b cos f + nc,
(8)
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and its acceleration is (I, 31)

r" = — a cos ^ — b sin ^ + Oc. (9)

If n is zero, the curve described by the particle is a plane curve,

which is evidently an ellipse; for if its coordinates parallel to a

and b are A and B, referred to the same origin as r, it is seen that

A = a cos t, B = b sin t,

and therefore

which is the equation of an ellipse of which a and b are conjugate

semidiameters.

If n is not zero, the particle can be regarded as moving in an

ellipse, the plane of which is moving uniformly in the c direction,

remaining always parallel to its initial position, with the velocity

nc. That is, Eq. (7) represents an elliptical helix.

By combining Eqs, (9) and (7), it is seen that

r" = — r + ntCy

which is a vector differential equation, the right member being

the component of — r which is in the a, b plane. Hence the

acceleration of the particle is always toward the center of the

moving ellipse.

10. Differentation of Vector Products.—Suppose A and B are

vectors that vary with the time. The derivative with respect

to the time of the scalar product A • B is

4(A . B) - llm
(A

.
+ AA).(B + AB)-A.B

.

dt Af =s 0 Ai

Since

(A + AA) . (B + AB) = A . B + A . AB + B • AA + AA . AB,

it is seen that

i(A.B) A~ + B
AA AA AB
At At
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|(A.B) = A-B'+B.A'. (1)

Thus the derivative of the scalar product is formed just as the

derivative of the product of two functions is formed in the

differential calculus.

The same rule holds also for the derivative of the vector

product of two vectors, only in this case the order of the factors

must be preserved, since the vector product does not obey the

commutative law. That is,

|(A X B) = (A' X B) + (A X BO- (2)

Likewise

|(A . B X C) = (A' . B X C) + (A . B' X C) + (A . B X C'),

(3)

and

|[A X (B X C)] = A' X (B X C) + A X (B' X C)

+ A X (B X C'), (4)

their derivation being quite similar to that of Eq. (1).

11. Applications to Geometry^—The above results are valid

whatever the independent variable may be, but the accents can-

not be used to denote the derivatives with respect to other

variables, since the notation would not indicate what the inde-

pendent variable is.

Suppose 8 is the length of the arc of a curve described by the

terminus of r measured from some convenient point. Then

dr Ar= Imi —
ds Atf «a0 As

= t.
(1 )

Since, Fig. 8, Ar is the chord of the arc As, and, since the limit

of the ratio of these two variables, as As diminishes, is unity,

it follows that t is a unit vector tangent to the curve at the

terminus of r. It is not a constant vector notwithstanding that
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its length is always unity, for its direction changes as the terminus

of r moves along the curve. The equation

t • t = 1 (2)

however holds at all points of the curve. On differentiating

Eq. (2) with respect to a, there results

Hence

ds ds^

is a vector which is perpendicular to t, since its scalar product

with t vanishes, and, since it lies in the

osculating plane of the curve, it is collinear

with the principal normal.

It is seen from Fig. 9 that, if M is the

angle through which the tangent has turned

in the distance As, the length of At is 2

sin (Ad/2), since the length of t is unity.

Hence in magnitude

dt ,.2 sin (Ad/2) dd 1^ = lim ^
ds Ae-o As as p

where p is the radius of curvature. Hence, if n is a unit vector

directed from the terminus of r toward the center of curvature,

then

^ ^ _ n
Ts~ ds^~ p’

and dtjds = d*i/ds^ is called the curvature.

If b is a unit vector in the direction of the binormal, then t, n,

and b is a right-handed rectangular system of unit vectors, and

b = t X n. (4)

The Normal Derivative.—Suppose

<p(x, y,z)=‘C
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is a certain surface. It was shown in II, 64 that the derivative

of the function ip normal to this surface is the direction in which

the values of the function <p are changing most rapidly, and the

normal derivative is denoted by the symbol d<f>fdn.

If the direction cosines of the normal are X, and v, the deriva-

tives of <p with respect to x, y, and z are related to the normal

derivative by the equations

d(p _ ^d<p

dx dn

d(p _ d<p

dy ^dn

d<p _ d<p

dz ''dn

Now let i, j, and k be unit vectors in the x-, y-, and z- directions

respectively. Multiply the first of the above equations by i,

the second by j, the third by k, and add. There results

dx
^

^dy ^ dz
(Xi + I'k)

dp

dn

But

Xi -f juj -1- pk = n

is a vector which has the direction of the normal; and it is a

unit vector, since the sum of the squares of its components is

equal to unity. Hence

dx ^dy dz dn (5)

is a vector which has the direction of the normal and in magnitude

is equal to the normal derivative. Or, if preferred, it is the

derivative in the direction in which the function p is changing

most rapidly.

For the sake of brevity the operator

.d
,

. d , 1
d

is denoted by the symbol v (an inverted Greek capital delta)

which is called del in the vector analysis of Gibbs-Wilson. Thus

VP
dx
^

^dy ^ ^dz’ (6)
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from its significance, it is obviously independent of the particular
rectangular coordinate system which is used.

In particular, if V{x, y, z) is a potential function, it is evident
that the force which is acting at any point P is the vector VF
at that point (see II, 27). It will be observed that F is a scalar
function of position (x, y, z), while VF is a vector function of
position.

12. Applications to Kinematics.—Suppose an origin 0 is chosen.
The position of a particle with respect to 0 can be defined by
means of a vector r, whose origin is at 0 and whose terminus is
at the particle. The velocity of the particle was defined at I, 28
as the rate of change of its position. Hence, if v is its velocity,

since r' also is its rate of change of position.

Similarly, if « is its acceleration, or the rate of change of its
velocity (I, 31), then

« = v' = r".
(2)

If vi is the mass of the particle, its momentum is

mv = nt',

and since force is the rate of change of momentum, by Newton’s
second law, the force acting on a free particle is

f = mv' = mr",
(3)

since the mass is assumed to be constant.
Gonsider the motion of a particle which is moving in a circle

of radius r Let r be its vector of position referred to the center
of the circle. The equation of the circle is

r.r = r^
(4)

where the scalar r is constant, although the vector r is not
constant. If Eq. (4) is differentiated with respect to the time
there results

'

r • r' = r • V = 0.
(5)
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If neither r nor v is zero, this equation states the geometrically

obvious fact that the velocity v is perpendicular to the radius

vector r. If Eq. (5) is differentiated, it is found that

r . r" + r' . r' = 0. (6)

If the speed of the particle is constant,

r' . r' = and r' • r" = 0.

The vectors r and r", therefore, are collinear, but oppositely

directed, and

r . r" = —ra;

so that Eq. (6) gives the result

^2
a == ;

r

in agreement with the expression for the acceleration given for

uniform circular motion in I, 39.

In uniform circular motion the acceleration is always directed

toward the center of the circle. In general the acceleration

vector lies in the osculating plane (I, 266), which coincides with
the plane of motion when the curve described by the particle

is a plane curve. If the acceleration is resolved into components
along the tangent, normal and binormal, the binormal component
is always zero.

In order to find the general expressions for the tangential and
normal components, take the formula

r' = V = i;t, (7)

where

= a'

is the speed. On differentiating Eq. (7) with respect to the time,

there results
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by Eq. (11.3). Hence

a = r" = s"t + -n,
P

which shows that, in magnitude, the component of the accelera-

tion along the tangent is s", and along the normal is v^/p.

If a particle moves in such a way that its moment of momentum
is constant, a case that is of much interest, its momentum is

mv, and its moment of momentum with respect to the origin 0,

is (I, 133)

M = mr X V.

If M is a constant, there results by differentiation

m(r' X V + r X v') = 0.

Since r' = v, it is seen that r' X v is zero by itself. Hence

r X (mv') = 0,

which reduces to

r X f = 0,

since mv' is the rate of change of momentum, or the force.

This result shows that the force which is acting always lies in the

line of r, or, stated otherwise, the force is a central force.

13. Integratioii of Vectors.—^Integration, regarded as the

inverse of differentiation, proceeds in much the same way as in

the integral calculus, and diflBlculties of the same type are encount-
ered. If

A' = B',

it is not difficult to understand that

A = B -h C,

where C is a constant vector; that is, C is independent of the
time. Of course, such an expression as

A' = B

would have no sense, since a vector cannot equal a scalar. But
if

A' - B,
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where B is a constant vector, the general integral is

23

A = + C,

where C is a constant vector.

Falling Bodies ,—In the case of a falling body, for which the

acceleration is constant, the equation of acceleration is

r" = g;

therefore

r' = + a,

and

r = + h, (1)

where a and b are constant vectors that play the r61e of constants

of integration. The vector b is the value of r at i = 0, and a

is the value of r', or the velocity, at i = 0. This result can be

translated into the familiar form in rectangular coordinates by

taking

r = d + 2/j, g = a = rco'i + 2/o'j, b = a:oi + J/oj.

Equation (1) then becomes

xi + yi - (xot + X(i)i + 4- yot + yo)h

and therefore

X = Xo't + Xo,

y = ^ ^ y^^

Simple Harmonic Motion,—In simple harmonic motion the

acceleration is always directed toward the origin and is pro-

portional to the distance. In this case

r" = (2)

This is a linear vector differential equation of the second order.

In analogy with the ordinary differential equation, one is led to

suspect that the solution is

r = A cos + B sin kt, (3)

where A and B are any two constant vectors; and on substituting

Eq. (3) in Eq. (2) it is found that the differential equation is
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satisfied. Equation (3) is therefore the general solution of

Eq. (2), since it contains two arbitrary vectors. As was seen in

Sec. 9, Eq. (3) represents an ellipse in which A and B are con-

jugate semidiameters.

Keplerian Motion .—If a free particle is attracted towards a

fixed point by a force which varies inversely as the square of its

distance from the point, its acceleration equation is

(4)

where is the factor of proportionality. On multiplying both

sides of this equation by r X ,
the right side vanishes, since

r X r = 0.

The left side then gives

r X r" = 0.

To this, add

r' X r' - 0,

and there results

(r' X r') + (r X r") = 0,

or

Hence,

(r X I'Y = 0.

r X r' = h, (5)

where h is a constant vector which represents the moment of the
velocity

,
or twice the rate at which the radius vector sweeps over

areas. Equation (5) shows that the particle moves in a fixed
plane.

The vector product of Eqs. (4) and (5) gives

But

r"Xh
h2

X (r X r')

1.2

-^(r-r'r-r.rr'), by Eq. (5.7).

r • r = 7*2,
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and, by differentiation,

25

r • r = rr

;

hence

h2

r" X h == —gCrr'r - rV),

(6)

which can be written

(r' X h)' =

On integrating, this equation becomes

r' X h = + eay

where a is a constant unit vector and e is an arbitrary scalar. The

vector a lies in the plane of motion,

as is indicated in Fig. 10.

Now let Eq. (6) be multiplied

by r •
. There results

r • (r' X h) = + ei • a^>

(7 )

and since, Eq. (4.2), Fig. lo.

r • r' X h = r X r' • h == h • h =

and

Eq. (7) reduces to

r • r = r-'.

= k^(r + re cos fcl).

If a new constant p is introduced by the relation

= k^p,

there results finally the general equation of a conic referred to its

focus, namely.

1 + e cos 6
where 0 = fit.
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n^. V. .), the „,rotta ' r*’

:

fEq. (11.6)]
^ single particle becomes

mr' -vF.i|r+j^ y:dX dy ^
"Iliply this equaaon by r- ., „d It be«„m„

mi' . t" = r' . VF
Notvt

(8)

(9)

and
^'•r" = l(r'.rO',

'' • VF - (rf + ,
/w ^ ^ ^

aV .rr ^

+ ~v^ 4-

so

^
to* + QyV' + —2'

^ >

that Eq. (9) can be written

iw(r' . r')' = yf

which, on integration gives

hni' - r — F =

Wtential funcMorT^^tbe “Wive of tl

energy; and tt t„wT i”""-' - tb
e Kewtonfan U. ^

If

r/

p4.-Tbo“S"of^T'‘°° ?
““ '»v « Cena

applies only to theL^'^f f"“v “ Partioular
tial equation of the orbit for »«-.

^ dififera

e ne a unit vector which has th
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direction of r. Then the differential equation of motion for any

central force can be written

mr" = f&. (1 )

If / is negative the force is attractive, and if / is positive the force

is repellent. On multiplying both sides of Eq. (1) by r X there is

obtained

r X r" = 0, since r X ^ = 0.

Hence, on integrating,

r X r' = h, (2)

just as in Sec. 12 . This equation shows that the motion is in a

plane perpendicular to h. Now let

1

Then, since

Eq. (2) becomes

0 X 9
' = u^h. (3)

Let 6 be the angle in the plane of motion which gives the direc-

tion of r. Then

In a unit circle, the ds of Eq. (11 . 1 ) is the same as dd. Hence

9
' = e%

where t is a unit vector in the plane perpendicular to and, if p is

a unit vector perpendicular to the plane of motion,

9 X p' = ^'9 X t — d'p.

Hence 9 X 9
' is the angular velocity, and Eq. (3) then gives

d' = hu^, since h = Ap. (4)
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The expression for r' can now be written

r' =

,du

-^JS^s + uTe^

and

[~4^^ + *“§]'''•

But, by Eq. (11.3),

dt

so that the expression for the acceleration reduces to

On comparing this expression with Eq. (1 ), it is seen that

tto dB«®iui equMioa of tho orbit, jual

Problems

aad ffisirne the san

B» = tjA, + ((, _ i)A,^

MadBieii tbst B B.. *<1

J

^ ** ~ ^

4 Bj, and B, diall be concurrent is

- 1^(1 -
hotog^-ufi and p and D are the diagonals

v,
' ?(4* .
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3. The condition that two non-vanishing vectors are parallel is that their

cross product is zero j
and the condition that they are mutually perpendicular

is that their scalar product is zero.

4. If

A == diL + dilA 4“ CI3N,

B = biL + hM + 63N,

C = ciL + C2M + C3N,

show that

[ABC] -
d2

hi

dz

hz [LMN].

C2 Cz

6.

By regarding the scalar product of two vectors, each of which is a

vector product 'of two vectors (A X B) • (C X D)> as a scalar triple product

of the three vectors A, B, and C X B, namely,* A X B • (C X B), show that

(A X B) . (C X B) = A • C B . B - A . B B • C.

6. If A, B, C, and B are unit vectors with the same origin, they define a

quadrilateral on a unit sphere. Let A be the terminus of A, B the terminus

of B, etc., and, finally, let AB and CD be the diagonals of the quadrilateral.

Show that the interpretation of the formula in Problem 6 leads to Gauss's

theorem for the spherical quadrilateral, namely,

sin AB sin CD cos I = cos AC cos BD - cos AD cos BC,

where I is the angle of intersection of the diagonals.

7. Show that

(A X B) X (C X B) - [ACBIB - [BCB]A = [ABB]C - [ABC]B.

8. Show that, if i, j, and k are mutually orthogonal unit vectors,

i X (i X i) = 0, i X (i X j)
= -j, i X (j X k) = 0.

9. Show that the i, j, k system of vectors is its own reciprocal system.

10.

If A, B, C and a, b, c are reciprocal systems, show that

- sfer

11.

The equations

R . A = aA, R • B = 5B,

represent two planes. Let C = A X B so that C = AB sin 6, where 9 = AB.

Show that the vector equation of the straight line in which the two planes

intersect is

R « aAB-B - hBA
[ABC]

a — 6 cos 6 A

dAk • B
[ABC]

+ t{A X B)

sin^ Q 6 B

where i is a variable parameter.
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12. The scalar, triple product [(A X B)(B X C)(C X A)] is equal to

IABC]2.

13. Also

[(A X P)(B X Q)(C X R)] + [(A X Q)(B X R)(C X P)]

+ [(AXR)(B XP)(C XQ)]sO.

14. The tortuosity of a curve T is the limit of the ratio of the angle through

which the osculating plane turns to the length of the arc; that is, it is the

magnitude of dh/ds^ taken negatively, however. Show that

_ Ida ds^\

ds^ ds^

16. If the origin of the velocity vector is a fixed point, the locus of its

terminus is called the hodograph. If i and j are unit vectors which have the

directions of the x- and jr-axis respectively, show that the hodograph for

Keplerian motion is

x' = -[-sin di A- {e i- cos 0)j]

and that this locus is a circle.

16. For simple harmonic motion the force equation is

mr" = -kh.

Integrate this equation and show that the hodograph is an ellipse which is

similar to the path of motion.

17. If 9 and t are unit vectors in the direction of r and perpendicular to it,

show that the components of the velocity in plane motion along r and per-
pendicular to it, respectively, are

r'9 and r0't;

and the components of the acceleration are

(r" — re'^)Q and {r$" + 2r'e')t

16. If a, b, and c are constant vectors, and i is a parameter which can be
regarded as the time, show that the equation

I — ta “h b

represents a straight line, and that

r = 4- ib 4- c

represents a parabola.



CHAPTER II

MOMENTS OF INERTIA

16. Definition of Moment of Inertia.—In treating the motion

of finite bodies, or systems of particles, two types of integrals

arise which belong essentially to the geometry of the body.

The first type, which defines the center of gravity of the body, or

system of particles, arises when the translation of the system is

considered. These integrals were discussed at sufficient length

in I, 76-91
;
but the second type of integrals, viz,, the moments

and products of inertia, which were discussed briefly in I, 91-99,

are worthy of further discussion. Both types belong to the

general class of inertial integrals

which, was defined in II, 60; i, j, and k being positive integers, or

zero. For centers of gravity

f + i + fc = 1,

and for moments or products of inertia

i+j + k = 2.

The moment of inertia of a system of particles with respect

to a plane, line, or point is the sum of the products of the mass

of the particle into the square of the perpendicular distance from

the particle to the plane, line, or point (or merely the square

of the distance in the case of a point). If m* are the masses of

the particles and p* are the perpendicular distances mentioned,

the moment of inertia has the form

I — mipi* + mzpa’® + • •
• +

If the system of particles forms a continuous body this sum

passes over into the definite integral,

I = dm.

31
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If ly, is the moment of inertia with respect to the j/z-plane,

then

lyx — or dm,

and similarly,

or fydm,

or dm.

The moments of inertia with

respectively are

respect to the X-, y-, and z-axes

7* = Xmi{yi^ + Zi^), or + 2") dm,

ly = + Xi^), or f(z^ + dm,

Ix = + y.^), or f(x^ + y^) dm.

From these definitions it is evident that

Ix ~ ^zx “i" Ixy)

ly ^ Ixy ^yzj

Iz ~ ^yz d” ^ zz»

The moment of inertia with respect to the origin is

Jo = + yi^ + Zi^), or dm,

= lyZ + /ZX I xy

- Wx + Iy + Iz).

Since the choice of the coordinate system is entirely arbitrary,

it is seen from these relations that:

The moment of inertia with respect to any line is the sum of the

fmmenis of inertia with respect to any two mutually perpendicular

planes which pass through that line.

The moment of inertia with respect to any point is equal to the

sum of the moments of inertia with respect to any three mutually
perpendicular planes which pass through that point, or onC’dialf

the sum of the moments of inertia with respect to any three mutually
pm^^ndicular lines which pass through that point.
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16. Products of Inertia.—Similar expressions which involve

the products of the coordinates are called 'products of inertia.

They are

hniiyiZij 'EniiZiXij

or

fyzdm, J^zxdm, J^xydm;

and can be denoted by Px, Py, and P^ respectively. Since

(2/
- zY ^ 0

,

it is evident that

(2/2 + z^) ^ 2yz,

and therefore

that is

and similarly,

and

+ 2^) dm S 2j‘^yz dm,

Ix ^ 2Px;

ly s 2Py,

Ix ^ 2Px,

lo > (Px +Pv+ Px).

17. The Radius of Gyration.—Suppose that the entire mass

Jlf of the body, or system of particles, is concentrated into a

single particle of mass M at a distance k from the plane, line, or

point, with respect to which the moment of inertia is /. If ft

is chosen so that

Mk^ = I,

it is called the radius of gyration with respect to that plane, line,

or point.

The principal radius of gyration is the radius of gyration with

respect to a parallel plane or line which passes through the center

of gravity.
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1

18. The Principal Radius of Gyration Is a Minimum.—^Let

I be the moment of inertia with respect to a given axis, which

will be taken as the 2-axis of a coordinate system. Let k be the

radius of gyration. of the body with respect to this axis and

fco the radius of gyration with respect to a parallel axis through

the center of gravity, so that fco is a principal radius of gyration.

Let ajo, 2/0, be the coordinates of the center of gravity, and

a; = a;o + 2/ = 2/o + 17
,

z ^

so that 17, and f are the coordinates with respect to the center

of gravity. Then

Mkt? =

and

Smifi = = SWtfi = 0.

Also

Mk^ = 'Zmi{xi^ + 2/<®)

= Sm<[(a;o + + (2/0 +
= + rji^) + M{xo^ + 2/0^) + 2xQ'2mi^i + 22/o2m<i7t.

If p is the perpendicular distance between the two axes, then

I>^
= XQ^ + yo^;

and the above expression reduces to

Affc2 = Mko^ +

or

fc
2 = fco

2 + p^ (1 )

Since is always positive or zero, it follows that a principal

radiuB of gyration is smaller than the radius of gyration for any
other parallel axis.

If fc is the radius of gyration with respect to a plane, fco the
radius of gyration with respect to a parallel plane through the
center of gravity, and p is the perpendicular distance between
the two planes, I5q. (1) still holds, and the principal radius of

i fi/ratk>n is a minimum.
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Similarly, if k is the radius of gyration with respect to a point,

fco is the radius of gyration with respect to the center of gravity,

and r is the distance between these two points, it is found that

and the radius of gyration with respect to the center of gravity is

smaller than the radius of gyration with respect to any other point.

For the products of inertia it is easily shown that

^rmxiyi = Mx^yo +
that is, the product of inertia with respect to any two perpen-

dicular axes is equal to the product of inertia with respect to a

parallel set of axes through the center of gravity plus the product

of inertia with respect to the original axes of a particle of mass M
situated at the center of gravity. Since the product Xoyo may
be either positive or negative, there is no minimum principle

involved.

19. The Direction of the Axis Varies.—In the preceding sec-

tion it was shown how the moment of inertia varies from any

axis to any parallel axis, the constant element being the direction

of the axes. In the present Section the constant element will

be a fixed point 0, and attention will

be directed to the changes which

occur in the moment of inertia as the

direction of the line through 0
changes.

Let the point 0 be taken as the

origin of a system of rectangular

coordinates. Fig. 11; let OL be any

line through 0, and a, P, y be its

direction cosines. Let a be any Fig. ii.

point of the body with the coordin-

ates x^y^z] ah — p the perpendicular from the point a to the line

OL] and r the distance Oa, Then

Ob\ (1)

The direction cosines of the lines r and OL are, respectively,

X y
r^ / r'

a, /3, y.
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If w is the angle between these two lines, then

cos 0) = a- + /5—h 7 -j

r r

and

06 = r cos 0) = ax + 02/ + yz:

Hence, from (1),

p2 — (^2 ^ ^2 2;2) — (ax + 02/ + 72:)^

= (x2 + + 2:2)(a2 + 02 + 72) — + 02/ + 72^)^

since

a^ + 0^ 4- 7^ = 1.

On expanding, it is found that

p2 ^2(^2 4. ^2) ^ ^2(2;2 + x'^) + 72(x2 + y^)

— 2072/25 — 2yazx — 2a^xy,

If the mass of the particle at a is the moment of inertia

of the system of particles, or the body, with respect to the line

OL is

II = = a}^m{y’^ + z^) + p^'Em(z^ + x^) + y^i:m(x^ + 2/^)

— 207Sm2/25 — 2yal:,mzx — 2a0Smx2/.

Let

A = Xm(2/2 4- ^2), B = Sm(;22 + ^ 2
)^ (; ^ 2:m(x2 + 2/^),)

D = 2myZy E = 'LmzXj F = 2;mx2/.
j

(2)

These quantities are the moments and products of inertia of

the body with respect to the coordinate axes, and are therefore
independent of the direction of the line L. With this notation
then,

Swp2 =r = J.a2 + J502 + C7^ ~ 21)07 - 2Eya - 2jPa0, (3)

and the moment of inertia with respect to the line L is thereby
expressed in terms of the direction cosines of L and the moments
and products of inertia of the body, or system of particles,
with respect to the coordinate axes.
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20. Cauchy’s Ellipsoid of Inertia.—^The relation Eq. (19.3)

can be represented in a simple manner to the intuition by taking

a point P on 1/ at such a distance from 0 that

( 1 )

where M is the total mass and X is an arbitrary length. Then,

on setting,

OP = p, pa = =
7?, p7 = f, (2)

Eq. (3) becomes

Ae + - 2Drit ~ 2En - 2P$7, = MW (3)

This is a central conicoid which, evidently, is an ellipsoid, since

the moment of inertia is essentially positive, and therefore p

is always real and finite. There is but one possible exception

and that is the moment of inertia of a straight line with respect

to itself. In this case the ellipsoid of inertia is an infinitely long

cylinder which has the given line as its axis.

This ellipsoid is called the momental ellipsoid, or the ellipsoid of

inertia. It was introduced by Cauchy,^ but owing to the skillful

use made of it by Poinsot, it is sometimes called Poinsot’s

ellipsoid of inertia. Since the surface is an ellipsoid, there exists,

in general, a direction for which the moment of inertia is a maxi-

mum and one for which it is a minimum, these directions corre-

sponding to the minimum and maximum axes of the ellipsoid.

In order to find the values of the moments of inertia which

correspond to the axes of symmetry of the ellipsoid, consider the

direction cosines of the normal at a point f, 77, f of the ellipsoid.

If the equation of the ellipsoid is ^(f, 1), f) = 0, the direction

cosines of the normal are proportional to

d(p dip dip

M’ W
and the direction cosines of the radius vector to the point under

consideration are proportional to f
{*. At the ends of the axes

1 Cauchy, ‘‘Exercices de Math6matique,’^ Vol. II, p. 93 (1827)*
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of symmetry the direction of the normal coincides with the direc-

tion of the radius vector. Hence, at these points,

A^-Frj - Et ^ ^
I ^ f

or, on account of Eq. (2),

Aa — Ffi — Ey __ — Dy Fa _ Cy — Ea — _ j
a jS 7

*

If the numerator and denominator of the first of these ratios is

multiplied by a, the second by jS, and the third by y, then, since

Ul ^2 ^3 ttl ^2 ^3

hi i)2 hz 6i "t” 62 "b hz

it is found that the common value of these ratios is J. The

following three equations then follow easily:

(A - I)a -FP -Ey = 0,

—Fa -[“(£— J)j3 —Dy = 0,

-Ea -D^ +{C - I)y = 0 .

In order that these three linear equations may be compatible,

it is necessary, since a, jS, and y cannot all be zero, that the

determinant shall vanish. That is,

(A - 1) -F -E
-F (B - I) -D
-E -D (C ~ /)

= 0. (4)

The three values of I which are determined by this cubic equa-

tion are the moments of inertia of the body with -respect to axes

which coincide with the three axes of symmetry of the ellipsoid

of inertia at the point 0. If the direction of the axes of reference,

which up to this point have been arbitrary, are chosen in such a

way as to coincide with the axes of symmetry of the ellipsoid,

Eq. (3) reduces to

Ae + Bv^ + = M\\ (5)

and therefore the products of inertia, H, E, and F, referred to

these axes, all vanish; it will be observed also that the roots of

Eq. (4) become A, B, and C, as, of course, they should.
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Lines which coincide with the axes of symmetry of the ellipsoid

of inertia at the point 0 are called the principal axes of inertia

at the point 0, and the moments of inertia with respect to these

lines are called the principal moments of inertia at the point 0. If

the point 0 is the center of gravity of the system, the ellipsoid is

called the central ellipsoid of inertia. If the ellipsoid of inertia is

a spheroid, every axis in the plane of its equator is a principal

axis; and if it is a sphere, every axis through the point 0 is a

principal axis.

It is evident that if a body has three planes of symmetry which

are mutually perpendicular these three planes are the principal

planes of the central ellipsoid of inertia.

Imagine that the ellipsoid of inertia at the point 0 has been

drawn. The moment of inertia of any line OL which passes

through 0 and intersects the surface of the ellipsoid in the point

Pis

r =
^ OP^

'

It is evident from this that It is a maximum when p is a

miniTTuim
,
and conversely. Furthermore, if a, h, and c are the

semiaxes of the ellipsoid, with respect to which A, B, and C are

the moments of inertia, and if

A < B < C, then a > b > c.

Example 1.—It is seen from I, 98, that if the edges of a right

parallelepiped are 2Sx, 2Sv, 2Sz and are parallel to the x-, y-,

and z-axes respectively, the principal moments of inertia of the

central ellipsoid are

^ ^ + S/),

B =^ = + SJ),

C =~ = + Sy^).

For an ordinary brick the dimensions are 8, 4, and 2 inches.

The axes of the central ellipsoid expressed in inches, X = 1 inch,

are

o = VI = 0.775,

5 = VA = 0.420,

c = VA = 0-388.
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resStlr^aMSr
" correspondi^^

A _ Af\*A "
-

5
{Sy + S.2),

B M\* M,
62

=

T<«-’ + -S.2),

/7c _
c2

°- ^(S.> + Sy%

ellfn^fin
same for the paraUelopiped and

ell^soid, the central ellipsoids for the two bodies are similar, since
^he long axis of the empsow of

rthreUin^'hT a.>cxB

For ri T body-
ellinsoid nf '• f-

regular polyhedron, the central
ellipsoid of inertia is a sphere.

of Se ellint!L'^“?-®‘’' K
?®®«ble.-If a, b, and c are the axeBof the ellipsoid of inertia, and if, for definiteness,

then,

^ ^ ^ c.

Sv fof
®' ft® ftird

.

equality not excluded; m particular

Tf j
A +B^C.

z = 0 andV-Tr*^'
eccentricrties of the eUipsoid in the planes0 and

2/ - 0 respectively, it is found that

B — A n A
and=

Starting with the inequality

rSL « *“ “ft ft.-

B
B = = 2rT~B> (2)
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or, Eq. (1),

A<^2<«2< ^
u ^ e, e„ = 2 _ (3)

That is, for a given value of 6*, the values of ey are restricted.

This result is shown graphically in Fig. 12, the shaded area

representing the possible positions of

the point (e/, The lower limit

is attained, as is seen from Eq. (1),

if B — C; and the upper limit is

attained if

A + B = C,

In the first case, B ~ C, the ellip-

soid of inertia

Ae + Brj^ + Cf2 = M\^ Fig. 12.

is a prolate spheroid about the ;E-axis, and its eccentricity may
have any value from zero to one; that is, the prolate spheroid

may be anything from a sphere to an infinitely long cylinder, the

latter being attained if all of the particles lie on a straight line.

In the second case, A + 5 = C, it is necessary that, Eq. (19.2),

- 0
,

which means that all of the particles lie in the x^z-plane, or, in the

case of a continuous body, is a disk of some sort.

The third limiting case is = 0, or A == J5. In this case the

ellipsoid is an oblate spheroid. It is evident from the diagram.

Fig. 12, that the maximum value of is one-half. Hence, while

there may be prolate spheroids with any degree of prolateness

from a sphere to an infinitely long cylinder, the oblate spheroids

range only from the sphere to the spheroid of maximum oblateness

(V2 - 1)/V2.

22. A Property of the Central Ellipsoid.—In order that the

z-axis, say, may be a principal axis of inertia at the origin, it is nec-

essary that the products of inertia which are linear in z should

vanish
;
that is

D = l^myz == 0, E = 2mxz = 0. (1 )
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Suppose these conditions are satisfied at a certain poim *

that Oi is any other point on the z-axis at a distance h Imu .

'

order that the 2:-axis may be a principal axis at Oi it is i^r ’

that

'Lmx{z — /i) = 0, hmy{z A) = 0,

and therefore

hhmx = 0, hlliiny = 0.

These conditions are satisfied if, and only if, the ;2;-axii §'

through the center of gravity of the system.

Theorem.—A principal axis of inertia of the central ellipm^t^

principal axis of inertia for all of its points. Conversely, ij

axis is a principal axis of inertia for any two of its points, il

principal axis of inertia for all of its points
^
and it passes Ik^

the center of gravity.

23. Envelope of Planes with Respect to Which the M#l
of Inertia Is Constant.—^Let the coordinate system be chii^
as to coincide with the principal axes of the central elli|mi*l

inertia. Let the moments of inertia with respect to the rcwl

nate planes be

Ma^ = 'hmx^, Mh^ = Mc^ =

whereM is the total mass of the system. The moment of

with respect to the plane

+ vrj + = I

is

M¥ = 2mpi^
juxi + vyi + wzj —

1^2
«J_ ^2 ^ ^2

On expanding the numerator of this expression and bearit«^
mind that by virtue of the choice of coordinate axes

Ifmx limy = T^mz = 0
,

2myz = llmzx = 2mxy = 0.

there results

Mk^ = Ma^u^ + MhV + McV + M
y% ^ y^2
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Cleared of fractions this becomes

43

- a^) + i;2(fc2 ^ 62) 4. _ ^2) (2)

a relation that must exist between the given constant k and the

coefficients of Eq. (1). It is evident that must be greater

than the smallest one of the three quantities a^,

On account of this relationship, Eq. (2), the coefficients % v,

and tt; can be regarded as functions of two independent parameters,

qi and On taking

Eq. (2) takes the familiar form

^ + ^2 + y
= 1 . (3)

Since Eq. (3) represents a conicoid, I, 363 suggests the para-

metric representation

2 _ ““(a** - - Qi)

- - 7*)
'

- 3i)(|8^ - Qi)

-.yiy
-

3i)(r“ - Qi)

(r“-- a^){y^ --

The elimination of qi and qt between the three equations

/(«., J.) -
1, li

- 0, - 0,

where f{qi, gj) is the left member of Eq. (1), gives the envelope

of the planes which satisfy Eq. (2). These three equations are

ttf -f vri + wf = 1,

~r~— + ar*"— + “T~
—

'“'f
=

— qi — Qi — qi

-r^— + •SF
'-—vri

---- --wf = 0,
a® — Qi iS* “ Qi y^ ~

which are linear in u^, vri, and wf. By subtracting the first col-

umn from each of the second and third, removing common factors,
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D = — y^Ka^ - y^)(a, _^ - qiXfi^ -"^(t^ - 5i)(y2 _ ^
The solution follows easily

= -,f =

"-ft- or =

II

7f =

4-
yi^i = J.

or, m lems of the orlgm,!
5,_

+ .

’f*
^* ~ «“ "**

A* —62 A2 _ g2
- 1 -

valho. of i=wLrSS

‘

e"W “'“

follow,:
'« ‘‘"“«e<i in order of megrutude

0 < C* < ft,* < J2 < ^^2 < a* < AjS.

Then these surfaces are

~,+ ’ j. f"*
Af^j

—

Ai2-62 A, 2 - f,2

— 4
»a

Aj* — a* ^ As* - 6* As* ,— c*

-4 f*
^^2 — a2^Aa2-6*'

A;.^^ — /!2

= 1 (hyp. of one sheet),
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The tangent planes at a point P(fo, fo) are respectively

‘V>««

== 1 (ellipsoid), f

1 (hyp. of one sheet),
^ (6)

I

= 1 (hyp. of two sheets),
j

ki^ -
L. *
^

fcl“
—

1

Vov
11

for
1 - b

^''^ k,^ - c*

T O 0
,

VoV
1r 7 0 1 0 “1
,

fof
I 7. 0 _ 0

24 . Binet’s Theorem.—It is possible now to prove the very

beautiful theorem due originally to Binet.^

The three principal planes of inertia at the point P(fo, fo)

are the three planes which are tangent to the three conjocal conicoids

which pass through the point P(fo, r/o, fo); and the moments of inertia

with respect to these three planes are Mki^j and Mkz^
respectively.

Since the f-axes coincide with the principal axes of

inertia at the center of gravity, it will be recalled that

= Ma\ Xmv^ = Mb% = Mc\
Xmr}^ = 0, = 0, Smf); = 0,

Xm^ == 0, Imr] = 0, = 0.

Let a new system of axes be taken with its origin at the point

fo, rjot f 0 with the a;-axis normal to the ellipsoid, the t/-axis normal

to the hyperboloid of one sheet, and the 2-axis normal to the

hyperboloid of two sheets. The equations of transformation are

f == Jo + + a2y + azZ,'\

77
= 770 + ^ix + P^y + > (1 )

= fo + lix + y^y + yzZ.
j

Since the direction cosines ai, . . . , 73 in this transformation

are proportional to the coefficients in Eqs. (23 .6), it is^ easily

verified that

- a^’
a2 — a^’

0:3 = —
^70 ^0

=s=
^0

— b*’
P2 — 6^' P8 — — b^’

ijL 72
fo To

— c*’ - c*’
78 = —

> (2 )

Binbt, J., Journal de VScole Polytechnique (1813).
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where

i=
If

^0 \
Pi - ay + \ki^ - by + [ki^ - cy'

Since, from Eq. (2),

oii^o + + 7«fo = Pi,

the inversion of Eqs. (1) gives

(3 )

X — OCl^ + fflT} + 7lt ~ Pi,

y = ai^ + 182)7 + Y2f — P2,

Z = asl + ^3)7 + yzt — P3 .

The moment of inertia with respect to the yz-plane, that is, the

plane tangent to the ellipsoid, is

= Sm(ai{ + fiiTi + 7if — pi)*

= + pi^)

— Mpi^\/—
V(fci“

-
+ hW

a2)2
-r

(^^2 _ {,2)2

But since, by the first of Eqs. (23.5),

+ -cy ->

^ hW - bW
, , _ ,,

{ki^ - a^Y (fci^ - b^Y {kY - c^Y ’

this reduces to

Sot*® = Mkx^pY\ - a®)®
+

>70^

+Y ' ^ {kt
II—

\

- c®)®/

or

Sm*® = ilflci®, by Eqs. (3);

and similarly,

Sotj/® = MkY,
'Lmz^ - Mkt^.

The products of inertia vanish, as is readily verified. The
ellipsoid of inertia at P is, then,

{kY + kY)x-^ + (fca® + A:i®) 2/® + (Ai® + kY)z^ = X‘;

its longest axis is normal to the ellipsoid which passes through
P, and its shortest axis is normal to the hyperboloid of two sheets.
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26. The Equimomental Cone .—The intersection of the ellipsoid

of inertia at P with a sphere whose center is also at P defines a

curve L upon the ellipsoid of inertia which has the property that

all of its points are equidistant from P. Hence the cone which is

described by a straight line through P which always touches the

curve L is an equimomental cone, that is, the moment of inertia

with respect to the straight line is constant.

In order to find the equation of this cone, let I be the given

moment of inertia, and a, /S, y the direction cosines of a line

through P with respect to the principal axes of inertia. Then for

any line of the cone

Aa^ + P/32 + C72 = /
= /(a:2 + ^2 ^2)^

Hence

(A - 1)0^ + (P ~ + (C - I)y^ = 0;

or, in rectangular coordinates

(A -- i)e + (p - iw + (c - j)f^ = 0, (1)

which is a cone of the second order.

If

A < P < C,

it is evident that

A < J< C,

since the terms of Eq. (1) cannot all have the same sign. If

I is equal to A, the cone degenerates into a straight line which

coincides with the f-axis. If I equals 0, the cone degenerates

into the f-axis. But if / = P, the cone opens out into two planes

which are defined by the equation

f

26. The Principal Point of a Line.—Given a body, or a system
of particles, B, and any line L. Does there exist on L a point

P{x, y, z) at which L is a principal axis of inertia for the body B1
Obviously, the point P must lie on the line L, if it exists at all.
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Consider first the case in which the central ellipsoid of inertia

is a sphere. In this case every line through the center of gravity

is a principal axis for all of its points. If the line L does not pass

through the center of gravity, drop a perpendicular A upon it

from the center of gravity. At the point of intersection A is a
principal axis, and the ellipsoid of inertia at that point is a
spheroid about A as an axis. Since L lies in the equator of this

ellipsoid and intersects A, it, too, is a principal axis of inertia, and
the point of intersection is the point P which is required. The
point P is called the principal point on the line L, and there

always exists such a point if the central ellipsoid of inertia is a
sphere and the line L does not pass through the center of gravity.

Suppose the central ellipsoid of inertia is not a sphere, and that

the principal moments of inertia of the central ellipsoid are

Ma^, Afc^, and that the coordinate axes are chosen so as to

coincide with the principal axes of the central ellipsoid. If the

direction cosines of L are a, jS, 7, the parametric equations of

L are

X — XQ + ai,!

2/ = ^0 + > (1)

2: = 2:0 + yt,]

If the point P{x, y, z) is a principal point of L, one of the three

surfaces through P, which are defined by the equation, Eq. (9.4),

1

y"
. ^ 1

/i;2
— ' (2)

must be normal to L, This condition gives the three equations

_ 1 Xo + aH

_ 1 2/0 +
>

1 + 7^
^ Rk^- c^\

where

=

(3)
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If the line L passes through the center of gravity,

= = = (4)
a jS 7

and the three equations, Eq. (3), can be satisfied only if two of

the three quantities a, y are zero and the third is unity, and

this requires that L shall coincide with one of the coordinate axes.

Hence if L passes through the center of gravity and does not

coincide with a principal axis, a principal point on it does not

exist.

If L does not pass through the center of gravity, Eqs. (3)

become

„ _ Xo + _ 2/0 + + yt

o:(fc2 - a2) /3(P ^ 62) 7(fc2 - c2)‘ .

^

The second and third members of this equality give the equation

_ a 2/0 +
/S Xo + o^t

On subtracting unity from both members and then multiplying

by suitable factors, it is found that

Zq at 0 a

a(J^ - W)
^

a2 - 62^

and similarly,

^
yo + /3^ _ 7

i3(/c2 - 62) 62 „ ^2^

Xq Zo

Zo + 7<l _ « 7

7 (fc
2 - C^) c* - o“’

Hence, on account of Eqs. (5),

1
_£o £o_M2

a _ 7 j3 _ a 7
ZIj2 - _ c^- ^ (6)
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Thus which is the distance from the given point Xo^yoi 2^0, to

the principal point, also is uniquely defined, and, in general, there

is but one principal point on a line, if there is any at all. The
three principal axes of the central ellipsoid are exceptions, and
also, of course, if the ellipsoid is a spheroid, all lines in the plane

of the equator which pass through the center of gravity.

27. The Ellipsoid of Gyration.—The ellipsoids

m
and

m

a2 52 -t-

are called reciprocal ellipsoids because the products of the

corresponding axes, that is, the two a;-axes, the two y-axes, and
the two 2:-axes, are constant and equal to

If p is the perpendicular distance from the center of the ellipsoid

El to a tangent plane and a, jS, 7 are the direction cosines of this

perpendicular, then

p^ = + cV^* (1)

Let the point Q on this perpendicular be at a distance q from the

center of Ei, and let q be related to p in such a way that

pq = g\

Then the locus of the point Q is the ellipsoid E^; for if Eq. (1)

is multiplied by there results

p2g2 _ + c^t),

or in rectangular coordinates

(E2) ^ ^4^

If the same operations are carried out starting with E% and
the product pq = it is found that Ei is the locus.

The ellipsoid of inertia at any point 0, referred to axes which

coincide with the principal axes of inertia, is

Ax^ + By^ + Cz^ = MW
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This condition on the given constants must certainly be satisfied
If a pnncipal point exists. The third member of Eq. (6) is merely
a consequence of the equality of the first two and does not impose
a second condition. It reduces to the single equation

5* — C'

*0 +
/3

-yo +
0“ - 6“

3o = 0.

This IS the equation of a plane through the origin, if the direction
cosines a,p y are regarded as given; and the line L lies in it as is
easily verged by means of Eq. (1). Lines parallel to this plane,
but not lymgm it, cannot have a principal point, even though the
direction cosines are a, jS, and 7.
From Eqs. (5) and Eq. (2), it is found that

or

Hence

-j-
-f- c^7^) = 1

(8)

^ “1“ C^7^).

This equation determines ¥ uniquely, since R is given by Eq. (6),From the equations just preceding Eq. (6) are obtained

t = R{¥ - a*) -
a

t = R(k^ - b^) -

!< = Rik^ - C‘) - 1*.

•y

S 1 ^ multiplied by the second by
/5 , and the third by y^, and are then added, there results

^

t = Rk‘ - R(aV + ^ ^ .

and by virtue of Eq. (8) this reduces to
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The reciprocal ellipsoid

yl
B

1

M'

where M is the mass of the body, is called the ellipsoid of gyratioUf

since its x-axis is the radius of gyration for the a:-axis, and

similarly for the and z-axes. That is

= A, Mky^ = B, = C.

This relation holds only for the principal axes. It does not

hold for directions in general, since the inversion of an ellipsoid

by reciprocal radii gives a surface of the fourth order, and not

another ellipsoid.

Problems

1. The moment of inertia of a rectangle, the sides of which are 2a and
2&, about an axis in its plane and perpendicular to the side 2a at its center is

Ja*; and about an axis through its center and perpendicular to its plane is

2. The moment of inertia of an ellipse whose axes are 2a and 2h about the

axis 2a is about the axis 26 is ia^; and about an axis perpendicular to its

plane through its center is i(a^ + 5^).

3. The moment of inertia of an ellipsoid whose semiaxes are a, 6, and c,

about the axes a, 6, and c, is iM{b^ -f c^), lM(c^ 4- and lM(a^ + 6^)

respectively.

4. Show that if a > h > c are the semiaxes of an ellipsoid of inertia,

the semiaxis c is always greater than the perpendicular dropped from the
center of the ellipsoid to the straight line that joins the extremities of a and 6.

6.

The moment of inertia of a right parallelepiped whose edges are 2a,

26, and 2c about an axis through its center and parallel to the edges 2a is

iM(62 c2).

6. Show by differentiation that the moment of inertia about the a-axis

of an infinitely thin homogeneous ellipsoidal shell which is bounded by two
similar and similarly placed ellipsoids is iM{h^ -h c^).

7. Show that the expressions

^ B -f C,

AB + BC CA - D^ - E^ - F\
ABC ~ 2DEF ~ AD^ - BE^ - CF^,

are always positive, and at any fixed point are independent of the axes of
reference.

8. If d is the length of a diameter of an elliptical disk whose semiaxes
are a and 6, show that the moment of inertia of the disk about this diameter is

4 *
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If fci, h2,
and kz are the radii of gyration of a body B with respect to the

principal planes of the central ellipsoid, and E is & homogeneous ellipsoid of

the same mass as B and which, referred to the principal axes of the central

ellipsoid is defined by the equation

A" -lhI.4.11 - ^
kz^

then the ellipsoid E (Legendre’s ellipsoid) and the body B are equimomental;
that is, they have the same moments of inertia with respect to any given line

or plane.

10.

Let a body B be transformed into the body A by the method of

reciprocal radii with respect to a point 0 and a sphere S of radius a (see II,

106). If r is the distance of a point in B from 0, and p is the distance of the
corresponding point in A from 0, then rp = a\ If the ratio of the density

at the transformed point to the density at the original point is

10

or
6

according as the body J? is a volume distribution of matter, a surface distri-

bution, or a line distribution, the moment of inertia of the body B with
respect to any line L which passes through 0 is the same as the moment of

inertia of A with respect to the line L, and therefore the two ellipsoids of

inertia at 0 for B and A are identical.

11.

Continuing from the preceding problem: let Oi be any point at a

distance ri from 0, and let Oz be the corresponding transformed point.

Let Tb be the moment of inertia of the body B relative to the point Oi, and
I

A

be the moment of inertia of the body A relative to the point O 2 . Prove
that

Ta Ib^

if the ratio of the density at a point of A to the density at the corresponding

point of B is

according as the body JB is a volume, a surface, or a line distribution of

matter.

12. Show that an edge of a tetrahedron will coincide with a principal

axis of inertia at some point if, and only if, it is perpendicular to the opposite

edge.

13. In order that there may exist a point at which the ellipsoid of inertia

is a sphere, it is necessary that the central ellipsoid of inertia be an oblate

spheroid. If this condition is satisfied, there exist two such points, both of

which lie on the axis of revolution of the central ellipsoid of inertia.
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14. Show that the plane

is a principal plane at the point where it intersects the straight line

ax — A — hy — B — cz — C*

16

.

Show that any straight line drawn on a lamina is a principal axis of
inertia at some point.

16 . A line L is drawn through a fixed point 0. The radius of gyration, of
a given body with respect to L is k. At a distance k from 0 a plane is drawo
perpendicular to L, Show that the envelope of these planes, as L varies in
direction, is an ellipsoid.

17. Show that of all homogeneous bodies of a given mass the moxnent of
inertia with respect to a fixed point 0 is least for a sphere which has 0 as its
center.

18. If Tij is the distance between the particles rm and m,-, and p.i « mi/Mp
where M = wi + • * . -f mn, show that the moment of inertia of
n particles, distributed in any manner in space, with respect to the center
of gravity of the particles can be written

19. the earth to be a sphere which is homogeneous in concentrio
layers, the law of its density as given by Laplace has the form

<r == (To

sin mp
;; .,

p sm m

c^ter s“Zt P°»*t from the earth’sc^ter, that If a IS the radius of the earth, and r is the distance f«.m the

Show that with this law of density the mass of the earth is

M - 4rvoa»
gin w - m cos m

sin m ’

and its moment of inertia with respect to a diameter is

I = ~ ”1 ~ — 6m) cos m
^

m* sin m
= litfaf oo. rn

•- m®(sm m - TO cos m)
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Taking the radius of the earth at 3958 miles and the mean density at
5.5 show that

m = 141° 40.'5 = 2.4727

and

I = .335il/a*.

20.

Given a closed plane area, and a point 0 in the plane. Show that
there exists an inertial ellipse for the plane area at the point 0, similar to
the ellipsoid of inertia for a volume, and that for properly chosen axes its

equation is

4. IL" -
a® 6*

where kis & factor of proportionality that has the dimension of a length, C is

the area, and b and a are the radii of gyration of the area with respect to the
X- and y-axis respectively.

21.

The moment of inertia of a homogeneous, solid, right circular cone
about a generator of the surface is

3 + 6^1*

20

where h is the height of the cone and r is the radius of the base.

22.

If D has the dimensions of a moment of inertia show that the three

principal moments of inertia of any body can be written in the form

1 - (1 + B = (1 + MD, C « (1 - «I>,

where ^ and rj are pure numbers that lie between minus one and plus one.



CHAPTER III

SYSTEMS OF FREE PARTICLES

28. The Equations of Motion.—If r is the position vector of

a free particle of mass m relative to a fixed point 0, and if F is

the resultant of all of the forces which are acting upon the

particle, then in accordance with Newton^s laws of motion,

mr" = F (1)

is the equation of motion of the particle in vector notation.

It is a vector differential equation of the second order. If i, j, and

k are three mutually perpendicular unit vectors, if

r = ad + 2/j + 2k, \ /
2\

F = Zi+Fj+Zk,/

and if equation (1) is resolved into its three components, it yields

the three ordinary differential equations,

mx'' ^ XA
my" = 7, }

(3)

mz" = Z, ]

which is a system of differential equations of the sixth order.

Six integrals are required for a complete solution and therefore

six independent constants of integration. These six constants

can be regarded as the three coordinates of position and the three

components of velocity at the time t = 0.

If a system of n free particles is given, a vector differential

equation similar to Eq. (1) is required for each particle. If

is the mass of the jth particle, r, its position vector, and F,- is the

resultant of all of the forces which are acting upon it, these

differential equations are

m,r/' = F,-, j = 1,
• .

.
,
n, (4)

and these n vector differential equations can be transformed

into 3n ordinary differential equations each of the second order

56
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similar to Eqs. (3). The problem is therefore of the order 6n.

If the initial coordinates of position and velocity are given, the

subsequent motion is determined by Eqs. (4) for as long a period

of time as Eqs. (4) remain valid.

29. The Nature of the Forces,—It will be assumed that the

particles of the system attract or repel one another according

to some law, and that the mutual action of any two particles is a

pair of forces which lies in the line that joins them. In accord-

ance with Newton^s third law these two forces are equal and
opposite. Forces of this kind will be called interior forces.

Necessarily, they occur in pairs, the two members of which are

collinear, equal in magnitude and oppositely directed.

A second class of forces is represented by the mutual action

of the particles of the system under consideration with other

particles which are exterior to the system. Forces of this

kind will be called exterior forces. Exterior forces also occur

in pairs, the two members of which are equal and opposite and
have the same line of action; but only one of tlie two members
acts upon the given system, the other member acting upon some-
thing else which is exterior to the system under consideration.

It is this difference which gives rise to the classification of interior

and exterior forces.

If F/^^ is the resultant of all of the interior forces that are

acting upon the particle my, Fy^*^ is the resultant of all of the

exterior forces that are acting, and Fy is the resultant of all of

the forces of every kind that are acting, then

Fy = Fy<^^ + Fy<*\

and Eqs. (4) become

myry" = Fy<^) + Fy<*>, J =: 1,
• •

•
,
n. (1)

30. The Equation of Motion of the Center of Gravity.—^Let

M = 2my, and MG ^ hmit (1)

then M is the total mass of the system and G is the position

vector of the center of gravity of the system. By differentiation,

it is seen that

MG' = Smyry'
(2)
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is the total momentum of the system. Stated in words thto

equation says that the total momentum of the system is the suf^^

as the momentum of a particle of mass M that moves in such a

as to he always at the center of gravity.

If the sum of all of the equations in Eqs. (29.1) is taken, thei^

results

2m,r/' = (31

Since the interior forces occur in pairs, the members of whieb
are equal and opposite, it follows that

2F/‘^ = 0;

and since m,- and M are constant,

2m,r/' = (Sm,-r,-0' = (MG')';

so that Eq. (3) reduces to

(MG')' = 2F/-^ (4)

This equation can be stated in words as follows: The time rate &£
change of the total momentum of the system is equal to the vect^^'

sum of all of the exterior forces that ar#
acting on the system.

This theorem can be represent^
geometrically as follows: Let F be tbi#

vector sum of all of the exterior fore«®f
and let A be the total momentum of tb*
system; then

A = MG' and F « 2F/«\

Equation (4) now becomes

A' = F. 0) '

j

Since A' represents the velocity of the terminus of the vector
it is seen that the velocity of the terminus of the vector A iii

equal and parallel to the vector F, Fig. 13.

If a single particle of mass M were at the center of gravity
of the system and had the same velocity at the instant, say

j

t = 0
,
and if forces, which are equal to the exterior forces that i

are acting upon the individual particles of the system, W6«a I
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acting upon it (that is, upon M) the particle M would move
exactly like the center of gravity of the system.

Examples .—Suppose a handful of small pebbles is thrown into

the air, that the resistance of the air can be neglected, and that

gravity acts upon the pebbles in lines that are parallel. Since

the mutual attraction of the pebbles upon one another is neg-

ligibly small it can be said that the only forces that are acting

are the exterior forces myg, where g is the acceleration of gravity;

and since

= 2m.jg = Mg,

Eq. (4) becomes

MG" = Mg, or G" = g.

The acceleration of the center of gravity is therefore constant,

and the center of gravity describes a parabola relative to the

surface of the earth, just as a single particle with the same velocity

does.

On the other hand, if the moon in its motion arouad the earth

should explode, the exterior forces which would act upon the

fragments would be directed towards the center of the earth, and

after the fragments had scattered somewhat the vector sum of

the forces which were acting upon the fragments would not be the

same as they would be if the fragments were united into a single

unit, the original moon. Therefore the motion of the center of

gravity of the system would be altered by the explosion. The
mutual attraction of the fragments, however, would not affect

the motion of this common center of gravity.

31. The Motion of the Center of Gravity of an Isolated Sys-

tem.—A system is isolated if there are no exterior forces acting,

or if the exterior forces are so small as to be negligible. The sun

with its attendant family of planets is such a system for an

interval of time which is not too great. In this case the equation

of motion of the center of gravity, Eq. (30.4), reduces to

MG" = 0, (1)

an equation which is immediately integrable. The first integral

is, after removing the mass factor,
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where F is a constant of integration. Hence the velocity of

the center of gravity, G', is constant. The second integral is

G = + Go, (3)

in which Go is the value of G at the time ^ = 0. This is the

vector equation of a straight line, the parameter being in this

case the time.

Hence the center of gravity of an isolated system moves on a

straight line with constant speed. It will be observed therefore

that Newton's first law of motion can be extended to the motion
of the center of gravity of any isolated system.

The resultant attraction of all of the stars upon the solar system
must be very small. Eelative to the stars in its neighborhood
the sun is moving in the general direction of the bright star

Vega with a speed of about 12 miles per second. Millions of

years must elapse before either its direction or its speed is sensibly

altered by the attraction of other stars. It is only for such inter-

vals of time that the system can be regarded as isolated, but in

hundreds of millions of years its direction, and probably its speed
also, will undergo sensible changes. In the strict sense of the
term there are probably no isolated systems in existence.

32. The Moment of Momentum of a Free System.—The
equations of motion of any system of free particles are
Eqs. (29.1),

m^r/' = + F/«\ j = i, . .
.

, (1)

Let the jth equation of this system be multiplied by r, X and
then summed as to j. There results the single equation

X r/0 = 2(r,- X F/«) + V(r,. x F/')). (2)
^ i i

The resultant force F,^^^ which is acting upon the jth particle is

the vector sum of the interior forces which are acting upon it. If
fjk is the force acting upon the jih particle which is due to the
jkth particle, then

F/« = k9^j
k

and

r,- X F,«) = X/tj X fjk,

k
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is the moment of with respect to the origin. Let f*,* be the

action of the jth body on the fcth body, then by Newton's third

law

fjfc ffc/)

and the two forces lie in the same straight line. Consequently

(ry X fjk) = -(r* X ffcy),

or

(tj X fjk) + (r* X fkj) — 0.

That is the sum of the moments of these two equal and opposite

forces which lie in the same straight line with respect to the origin

is zero. Indeed, it is zero with respect to any point whatever.

Therefore

5(r,- X F/«) = X frt),

j j k

which is merely the sum of the moments of all such pairs of forces

with respect to the origin, is necessarily zero.

Since

2(r; X F,<«) = 0,

J

Eq. (2) reduces to

X r/O = 2(r,- X F/“>), (3)

J

the right member of which is the sum of the moments of all the

exterior forces which are acting upon the system with respect

to the origin. The left member can be written

since

r/ X r/ = 0.

Consequently Eq. (3) can be written

X r/) = X r/)' = ^(r; X F,-<‘>)-

0 3 3
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Finally, since

X r/)

i

is the moment of momentum of the system with respect to the

origin, Eq. (4) can be stated in words as follows:

The time rate of change of the total moment of momentum {or

angular momentum) of any system of free particles with respect

to any point 0 of fixed space is equal to the sum of the moments

with respect to 0, of the exterior forces which are acting upon the

system.

This theorem, like the theorem on momentum. Sec. 30, can be

represented geometrically as follows:

Let L be the total moment of momentum of the system, and

let N be the sum of the moments of the forces; then

L = Sm
3
'(r,- X r/) and N = S(r/ X

Equation (3) now becomes

L' = N, (5)

that is, the velocity of the terminus of the vector L is equal and

parallel to N, Fig. 14.

In this theorem the moment of momentum and the moment
of the forces are taken with respect to any point in fixed space.

But since, I, 134, the moment of a

vector with respect to any axis which

passes through a given point is equal

to the projection upon that axis of the

moment with respect to the given

point, it follows that:

The time rate of change of the total

moment of momentum {or angular

momentum) of any system of free par-

ticles with respect to any axis which is fixed in space is equal to the

sum of the moments with respect to that axis of all of the exterior

forces that are acting upon the system.

The moment of momentum of the system with respect

to any axis A which passes through the origin and for which a
is a unit vector is

Ftg. 14.

Ma = a • S?ny(r/ X r/) a = Sm/[ar;r/] a.
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If there are no exterior forces acting, the moment of the
exterior forces is zero and the moment of momentum with respect
to any fixed axis is constant. Even though the exterior forces
are not all zero, there may exist fixed axes with respect to which
the sum of the moments of the exterior forces is always zero.
In this event the moment of momentum of the system with
respect to such axes is constant. For example, if the system of
exterior forces is a system of forces parallel to a given axis fixed
in space then the sum of the moments of the forces with respect
to such an axis is zero, for the moment of each force separately
is zero.

33. Extension of the Theorem on Moment of Momentum.

—

The preceding theorem, which relates to an axis fixed in space,
can be extended to an axis which passes through the center of
gravity of the system, and therefore moving with it, but fixed
as to direction, as follows:

Let G be the position vector of the center of gravity with respect
to a point 0 of fixed space, and let Qj be the position vector of the
particle nij with respect to the center of gravity, so that

'LmjQj = 0, 2m;p/ = 0. (1)

Then

r, = G + Pj,

r/ = G' + p/;

and

r, X r/ = G X G' + 9/ X G' + G X 9/ + 9i X 9/-

With this change of variables Eq. (32.4) becomes

2wXG X GO' + 2mK9,- X GO' + 2m,<G X 9/)' +
Sm,-(9y X 9/)' = 2(G X + 2(9,- X (2)

But

. Sm,<G X GO' = ikf(G X GO' = M{G X G'O,
2m,•(9,- X GO == (2m39,-) X G' ^ 0, by Eq. (1),

2m,(G X 9/) = G X 2m9,' = 0, by Eq. (1).

Hence Eq. (2) reduces to

M(GX G'O + 2m;(9,- X 9/)' = 2:(G X F,-^«>) +
S(9,-XP/«0- (^)
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From Eq. (30,4),

and therefore

ikfG" =

Af(G X G") = S(G X (4 )

On subtracting Eq. (4) from Eq. (3), there remains

X q/Y = X F/«>), (5)

which is the same in form as Eq. (32.4) . The origin of the vectors

however, is the center of gravity of the system instead of a

point in fixed space. The desired theorem follows at once,

namely;

The time rate of change of the moment of momentum of the system

with respect to any axis which passes through the center of gravity

{and therefore moves with the system) and is fixed in direction is

equal to the moment of the exterior forces with respect to that axis.

If the system is an isolated one the moment of momentum with

respect to any axis which passes through the center of gravity is

constant. In this case the plane which passes through the center of

gravity and is perpendicular to the vector which represents the total

moment of momentum is called the invariable plane.

Since the moment of momentum with respect to any axis is the

projection of the total moment of momentum on that axis it

follows that the tensor of the total moment of momentum is the

maximum for all axes.

34. The Energy of the System.—^The equations of motion

of the system, Eqs. (29.1), are

m^T/' - F/^> + F/«>, j = 1,
. .

.
,

If the ith equation of this system of equations is multiplied by
r/- ,

and then summed as to j, there results

r/' - S(r/. F/^> + r/. F/«0- (1)

Since

r/* r/' = Mr/' r/Y,

it is seen that, if Eq. (1) is multiplied by dt and then integrated

from to to t,

iSm,-r/. r/ - MSmyr/- r/)o = /S(F/«. dn + F/'>. dt/). (2)
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m,r/ • r/ =

where is the speed of the particle m,-. Hence the left side of

Eq. (2) is the change in kinetic energy of the system in the inter-

val of time specified.

The right member of Eq. (2) cannot be integrated formally

without further information, but since and are forces

and dtj is the displacement of the jth particle, it is readily seen

that right member represents the total amount of work done on

the system by both the internal and the external forces. If the

kinetic energy of the system is denoted by T, so that

T = = S|?ra,-r,' • r/,

and if IF”' is the total work done by the interior forces, and If”'

is the total work done by the exterior forces, Eq. (2) can be

written

T -To = TF”> +

or, expressed in words, the change in the kinetic energy of the system

in any interval of time is equal to the total work done on the system hy

both the interior and the exterior forces during that interval of time.

The change in the momentum and in the moment of momentum

of the system due to a pair of equal but oppositely directed

interior forces is zero; but the work done by such a pair of forces

would vanish only if the components of the displacements of the

two particles, on which the forces were acting, in the line of the

forces were the same in both magnitude and direction. Since, in

general, this is not the case, the work done by the interior forces

does not vanish in general.

36. Interior and Exterior Kinetic Energy. ^The position

vectors r,- of the particles are referred to a point 0 of fixed space.

Let G be the position vector of the center of gravity of the

system, and p,- the position vectors of the particles referred to

the center of gravity. Then

r,- = G + Pfi r,-' = G' + Qj t

and

"Zm^Qj = 0,
Zm^g/ — 0 .
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r/ • r/ = G' . G' + 2G' • «>/ + • p/,

YiinjGt' • p/ = G^ • Yttn/Qj' — 0,

it is easily seen that

ISOTyr/ • r/ = iMO' • G' + iSmyp/ • &/, (1

)

where M = Sm,- is the total mass of the system. The expression

tSWJyp/ • g/

is the kinetic energy of the system relative to the center of gravity,

and, for the sake of a name, may be called the interior kinetic

energy. The expression

WO' • G'

is the kinetic energy which the system would have, relative to
fixed space, if it were a particle of mass M moving like the center
of gravity, and may be called the exterior kinetic energy. Hence
the total kinetic energy of the system relative to fixed space is the
sum of the exterior and the interior kinetic energies.

It is seen from Sec. 31 that a change in the exterior kinetic
energy is due to the exterior forces. Indeed, [Eq. (30.4)],

MG" =

therefore

MG' G" = . G',

and on integrating,

iMG'- G' - |M(G'- GOo = /SF,*') -dG. (2)

That is, the change in the exterior kinetic energy in any interval of
time is equal to the work done on the system by the exterior forces in
the di^lacement of the center of gravity that actually occurs.

This does not, however, represent the total work done on the
system by the exterior forces; for the total work done by all
of the forces is, Eq. (34.2),

/S(F,'« + FyW)
. (dG + dgi) = J 2F,«' • dG + /2F,“> • dG +

/2(F/« + F,<‘>) . dp,-.
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The first of these integrals

/SF/« • cfG = / (fG • SF/«

vanishes, since the sum of the interior forces vanishes. Hence
the interior forces have no effect upon the exterior kinetic energy.

It is the second integral that affects the exterior kinetic energy, as

is indicated in Eq. (2).

The third and fourth integrals

/s(F/«+F,<»>)-dp,-

measure the change in the interior kinetic energy due to the

interior and the exterior forces. The interior work done by the

exterior forces is

/ sF/«> . de,:

This does not vanish in general, but it may do so; for example,

if

F/‘^ = m,F

where F is independent of the letter j, the expression

/SF,.<«> • dQj becomes JF • Sm,- dp,-,

which vanishes, since

hmjdQi = 0.

The exterior forces that are acting upon the solar system are of

this type, in so far as they are due to the attraction of the stars, on

account of the remoteness of the stars; but if in the course of time

the solar system should pass close by some star, then the exterior

forces acting on the various members of the solar family, due to

the attraction of this star, would not be parallel, and the internal

energy of the solar system would be altered.

36. There Exists a Potential Function.—If a single particle is

moving in a field of force for which there exists a potential

function U{x, y, z), the force acting upon the particle, by Eq.

(11.6), is

dC/.
,
dU

,

. dU.
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and therefore the equation of motion of the particle is [Eq. (13.8)]

mi" = VU.

For a system of many particles, ms, an operator Vs can be
defined, namely.

yy dU.
,

dU.
,

dU.

and the equations of motion are

m^r/' = V,U, s = 1,
• •

•
,
n, (1)

provided, of course, a potential function U(x,j ?/«, exists.

Let Eq. (1) be multiplied by r/ •, and the n equations so

derived be added. It is found then that

• x/' = Sr/ •

On multipl3dng this equation by dt and integrating, it is found
that

iSmsr.' . r.' = / S di. • V, U. (2)

The left member, evidently, is the kinetic energy T. The right

member can be written

. ,dU. . dU,
1 + T-J + 3-k

dy, dz,

- /2(£
= ] dU = V + E,

where E is a constant. Thus Eq. (2) becomes

)
7

I

dU j dU 7^ + 37- dz,
oys OZs

T - U (3)

in which T is the kinetic energy, — ?7 is the potential energy, and
Ej the total energy, is a constant. Consequently, if there exists
a potential function which depends only upon the positions of
the particles, and not at all upon their velocities, or the time, the
sum of the kinetic and potential energies is constant.

37. The Problem of N Bodies.—In the problem of n bodies it is

assumed that the exterior forces are zero and that gravitation is

the only interior force. The positions and the velocities of the
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bodies at some specified instant are supposed to be given, but they
may be anything whatever. It is required to find the positions

and velocities of the n bodies at any time whatever in the future.

It is assumed further that in their mutual attractions they act

like particles, and are therefore centrobaric (II, 110). The most

important class of centrobaric bodies, undoubtedly, are spheres

which are homogeneous in concentric layers.

Since gravitation is a conservative force, there exists a poten-

tial function (II, 76), namely.

1)=al U=1

U 7^ V, (1)

where is the gravitational constant, mu is the mass of the t^th

body, and

Tuv = 'f'vu = a/(Xu — + (yu — Vv)^ + (2u ~ ZvY

is the distance between the centers of gravity of the two bodies

mu and m„. In its expanded form

^ ,
mim2

,
mims

,

0 + — -r r
ri2

+

+

+

riz

m^mz +
r21 ^28

TTizm^i
1
mzm%

| q |

+

+

+

mimn
Tin

rzn

mzrrin \ (2)

rsi Tzi

r.i J*«2 ’‘“S

rzn

+ o>

the duplication of terms accounting for the factor

The equations of motion are

mjc.I' = V.17, s = 1,
• •

•
,

(3)

which resolved into their three rectangular

to 3n differential equations, each of the second order. The mtue

problem therefore, from the point of view of differential equations,

is of order 6n.
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On carrying out the operation V,£7 in accordance with its

definition in Sec. 36, it is seen that

V.U = -h^''yp^[{x, - Xt)i + {y.
-

2/0 j + (s. - ^Ok]
Tat

} (4)

where r«( is a vector with its origin at rria and its terminus at

so that

t,t = Ti - Ta.

Hence the equations of motion can also be written
^

<=*1
ty^B.

Since the only forces acting are the interior forces, and these

are collinear in pairs, the members of which are equal and
oppositely directed, the six integrals of the center of gravity

(Sec. 31) and the three integrals of moment of momentum
(Sec. 32) are immediately applicable. Therefore:

The center of gravity of the system moves uniformly in a straight

line, and

The total moment of momentum of the system is constant; that is,

the vector which represents the moment of momentum is fixed in

magnitude and in direction.

Finally, since the potential function exists (Sec. 36), the sum
of the potential and kinetic energies of the system is constant.

Thus ten of the 6n integrals which are necessary for a complete
solution are known, and they are all algebraic when expressed in

rectangular coordinates. In Acta Mathematica (1887) VoL 11,

there is a proof, given by Bruns, that no more such algebraic
integrals exist. In Vol. 13 of the same journal a proof is given by
Poincar6 that, if n > 2, there do not exist any uniform trans-
cendental integrals for values of the masses sufficiently small
other than the above ten integrals, which are frequently called
the ten classical integrals.
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38. Pennanent Configurations in the Problem of Two Bodies.

On removing the mass factor m*, Eq. (37.5) becomes

n

r" = t 9^ s, s = 1,
• •

•
,
n; (1)

t ass 1

and if the origin of the vectors is at the center of gravity of the

system, there exists also the relation,

Sm,r, = 0. (2)

By a permanent configuration is meant a configuration in

which the ratios of the distances between the bodies remain

constant throughout the motion. In the problem of two bodies,

the two masses always lie on a straight line, and the ratio of the

distances from the center of gravity is

Tx __ m2

r2
~ mi

irrespective of the type of the orbit described. As this ratio is

constant, the straight-line configuration of the two bodies is a

permanent one, although the distance between the two bodies

themselves may be constantly changing.

For the two-body problem the equations of motion are, from

Eq. (1),

,, k^m2
ri" = —3-112,

k^mi—
ris’

(3)

and; if the motion, is referred to the center of gravity,

rtiiTi + WsTj = 0.

Let M be the sum of the two masses, then since

and

ri2 = rs — ri, rsi = ri — r2,

Mti = m2(ri — r2) =

Mti = mi(r2 — ti) = —mitnt

Eqs. (3) can also be written

km ff
km
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Thus the two vectors ri and satisfy the same differential equa-

tion, in which

ri2 = ri + T2.

The solutions of Eqs. (4), of course, are Keplerian conics. Let

ui and a2 be the major semiaxes of the conics which are described

by mi and m2 relative to their common center of gravity, and let

ai2 be thjB major semiaxis of the conic which m2 describes relative

to mi. Then

and

Cti2 = Ui + a2,

ri2 n ““
r2

for all values of the time. Again, let

= o)^ai2^,

then Eqs. (4) become

and, by virtue of Eqs. (5), they can also be written,

r," = r/' = (6)

If the motion is circular, so that ri = ai and r2 == a2 ,
Eqs. (6)

become the equation of simple harmonic motion with the period

P _ ^
kVM^

and since the period of Keplerian motion is independent of the
eccentricity (I, 309), Eq. (7) is the general expression for the
period.

39. Permanent Conflgiirations in the Problem of N Bodies.—
The equations of motion of the 7i-body problem are, Eqs. (38.1),

n

e-1
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and, if the origin is at the center of gravity, as will be assunaed,

mill + 7712X2 + • •
• + rrinTn = 0 .

Suppose there exists a configuration of the n bodies such that

5=1, (2)

where the a^s are constants which can be regarded as the values

of r's at some instant, and such that

Tat n
0/2

r2 rn
(3)

at every instant, that is, the ratios of the mutual distances are

constants. Equations (1) then become

s = 1
,

• •
•

, n, (4)

which are satisfied by Keplerian motion in conics for which the

major semiaxes are a, [Eqs. (38.6)], with the common period

0)

Suppose

r* = a„ x,i = B.aty 5, i = 1,
• •

•
,
n, (5)

for which the tensors a, and are constants, is a solution of Eqs.

(2), then whatever positive value p may have

Xa = pa^, Xat = pa»t (6)

also are solutions, since Eqs. (2) are homogeneous in the r^s. This

is equivalent to saying that the validity of Eqs. (2) does not

depend upon the size of the configuration, and evidently it does

not depend upon its orientation. It depends only on the nature

of the configuration.

If the tensors of the vectors r« and Xat are constant, Eqs. (6), the

configuration is a rigid one, and the motion of each body is a

circle with its center at the center of mass of the system. Equa-
tions (4) become simply

r." =
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and the period of the motion is

CO

Since the accelerations are always directed toward the center of

mass and the ratios of the mutual distances are constants, the

n bodies must lie in the same plane.

If the tensors of the vectors r, and are not constants, the

general solutions of Eqs. (4) are conics, Eq. (38.6), and by
I, 294,

Vs = a«(l — e, cos E^),

if the orbits are ellipses, where is the eccentricity and Es is the

eccentric anomaly (I, 297) of the ellipse associated with the sub-

script s. Equations (3) then require that

1 “ ei cos Si = 1 — 62 cos S2 = • • • = 1 — Cn cos Sn,

or

Si = S2 = • • • = En.

That is, the various conics described by the n bodies are all

similar, and their positions in the conics all have the same eccen-
tric angle, which is the same as saying that the bodies occupy
corresponding positions in their orbits at any given instant.
Evidently the ellipses must all lie in the same plane.

If the configuration which satisfies Eqs. (2) is a space con-
figuration, as, for example, any four masses at the vertices of a
regular tetrahedron, Eqs. (3) can be satisfied only if the motion,
is along straight lines through the center of mass. In this case
the differential equations (4) become algebraic, and can be written

which, on integrating, becomes
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If the constant of integration, c, is the same for every s, it is

readily seen that

^ = Tit, c),
ila

where <p(t, c) is a function of the time which is independent of the

subscript s, and therefore Eqs. (3) are satisfied. That is, the

configuration is preserved. If the motion is toward the center of

mass, the n bodies arrive at that point at the same instant, and
the configuration is permanent only in the sense that it lasts as

long as the differential equations are valid. But if the motion is

away from the center of mass and the constant c is positive, the

configuration is permanent in a real sense; it is merely expanding,

and this it can do without limit.

40. The Permanent Configurations of Three Bodies.—It

remains to be shown that there exist configurations for which

Eqs. (39.2) are satisfied, and this is essentially a matter of

geometry. The first solutions of this kind, the equilateral tri-

angle and the straight-line configurations of the problem of three

bodies, were given by Lagrange^ in his widely known memoir

on the problem of three bodies. They were the only rigorous

solutions of the problem that were known until the method of

periodic solutions was developed by Poincar6.^

Written out in full, Eqs. (39.2) for three bodies are (on taking

= 1 )

m2 ms _—ri2
- —3r,i -

ri2

ms mi

mi m2
3^31 —

^23^

- 0)^12,

-co^Xs,

to which must be added

(1 )

miTi + m2r2 + mzU == 0,

1 Lageange, ‘‘Collected Works, VoL VI, p. 229 (1772).
2 PoiNCAE^i, H., “M6thodes Nouvelles de la M^canique C61este,’^ 3 Vols.

(1892).
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wMch expresses the fact that the center of mass is at the origin*

Since

ri2 = r2 - ri,

r28 = ts - r2,

Tsi = Ti — Tzj

all of these vectors can be expressed in terms of ri and alone,

namely,

ri2 = ““ri + r2.'

r23 = mi
ti —

mz
mt + mz

mz

1*31 = mi + mz^
,

ma
+

m2—r2,
mz

> (2)

Tz = -1- 1 m2—r2.
mz

For simplicity of notation, let

Eqs. (1) become

—Rnlimi + mz)Ti + m2r2] ~ — m2r2] = —co^ri,

~l”i?i2[^iri ^ir2] — jB28[^iri -f* (1TI2 "f" W8)r2] == — cij^r2i

+m2R2i['miri + (m2 + m3)r2] + miRzi[{mi + m8)ri + m2r2]

= +w^[miri + ^212];

and finally

[—(mi + m8)jB3i — m2iZi2 + w^Jri + [+i?i2 — i?3i]w2r2 = 0,

[i?12 i?28]^iri — [^iRi2 H” (W22 “h Vlz^RzZ — W^]r2 “ 0,

[m2i?23 + (wi + ^3)2231 —
+ [(^2 + mz)R2z + miRzi — co2]m2r2 = 0.

Equilateral Triangular Configuration,—If ri and 12 are not
collinear, that is, the three bodies do not lie in a straight line, all

the coeflicients in Eqs. (3) must vanish. It is readily seen that
this condition requires, and is satisfied by,

22i2 = E28 — Rzi,

or

ri2 = r23 == r3i = r,
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2 = mi + m2 + ms _ M

Thus the triangle is equilateral whatever the masses may be, and
there is no other triangular configuration.

Straight-line Configuration .—If ti and 12 are collinear, Eqs. (1)

become algebraic and and r*,- may be positive or negative. In

order to be precise, let the order

of the masses on the line be j . ^aL,-. ^
mu W2, m3, so that ri, measured ^3
from the center of gravity, is Fia. 15.

negative, and rs is positive.

In order to simplify the notation, let (Fig. 15)

ri2 = r, and r23 = xr,

so that

ri3 = (1 + x)r.

Then

m2 + (1 + a;)m3 _ +^i
M M

(1 4- x)mi + xm2
“ M

and Eqs. (1), neglecting the second which is superfluous, become

Hh 4-

«2 "t"

m3

(1 + x)V = ^[m2 + (1 + x)m2]r,M
.,2

(1 + x)V xV

(4)

On eliminating 03^ between these two equations and then clearing

of fractions, the following equation, which determines x, results:

(mi + m2)x® + (3mi + 2m2)x^ + (3mi + m2)x® — (m2 .+ ZmB)x^

— (2m2 + ims)x — (m2 + ms) = 0. (5)

This quintic equation was first obtained by Lagrange. Since

there is but one change of sign in the coefiSicients, there is one,

and only one, real positive root,^ and therefore, for a given order

^ By Descartes^ rule of signs.
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of the masses, one and only one distribution of the masses along

the line which satisfies the conditions of the problem.

If X is the real positive root of Eq. (5), it is found from Eqs. (4)

that

2 = Af m<i{l + xY + mz
^

TTbiO- + xy + mz(l + a;)®

— M. + mijl + xy _ M niiX^ — mz
r® + xy 4- m2X^(l + xy ^ rriix^ ~ m^x^

Fig. 17.

Orbits for the equilateral triangular configuration and for the
straight-line configurations are shown in Figs. 16 and 17. In
these examples

mi:m2:w3: :1:2:3,

and the eccentricity of the orbits is ^VS-
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41. The Permanent Configurations of Four Bodies.—It was
shown by F. R. Moulton^ in 1900 that the straight-line con-

figuration exists in the problem of n bodies. That is, given any
n centrobaric masses and their order on a straight line, there

exists one, and only one, configuration of the masses that can be

preserved under Keplerian motion. Particular instances of other

configurations have been given by Hoppe, Andoyer, and Longley.

An exhaustive analysis of the permanent configurations of the

problem of four bodies was given in 1932 by MacMillan and

Bartky.^ The character of the analysis is similar to that of

Secs. 39 and 40, but is very much more complicated and too

lengthy for reproduction here; although some of the principal

results can be stated without proof.

If any four centrobaric masses are placed at the vertices of

a regular tetrahedron, the resultant acceleration of each mass

due to the attraction of the other three is directed toward the

center of gravity of the system and in magnitude is proportional

to the distance of that mass from the center of gravity. The

bodies can therefore move along the lines which join them to the

center of gravity in such a way that the tetrahedron remains

regular. If the four masses are particles and they fall to the

center of gravity, all four arrive at the center of gravity at

the same instant and collision occurs; the configuration is not

permanent in the proper sense of the term. But if the masses

are moving away from the center of gravity with speeds sufficient

to carry them to infinity, the configuration of the regular tetra-

hedron can be preserved permanently.

The regular tetrahedron whose orientation also is preserved

is the only space configuration that is permanent. All of the

others are plane or straight-line configurations. The plane

configurations, excluding those that form a straight line, are

quadrilaterals of two distinct types, convex quadrilaterals and

concave quadrilaterals. A quadrilateral is convex if a string

which is passed around it and drawn taut touches all four corners.

If the string forms a triangle, one corner is in the interior of the

triangle and the quadrilateral is concave. If there exists a set

of four masses for which a given quadrilateral can form a per-

' “Periodic Orbits, '' Carnegie Institution of Washington, p. 285 (1920).

2 “Permanent Configurations in the Problem of Four Bodies,” Transactions

of the American Mathematical Society, Yol. 34, p. 838 (1932).
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manent configuration, the quadrilateral is said to be an admissible

quadrilateral. If four equal masses are placed at the corners

of a square and are given suitable velocities, the four masses

will always form a square. Hence a square is an admissible

quadrilateral. In the problem of three bodies there is but one

admissible triangle, namely, the equilateral triangle. An isos-

celes triangle is not admissible unless it is equilateral; and a right

triangle is never admissible.

In the problem of four bodies there is an infinite variety of

admissible quadrilaterals, and yet not all quadrilaterals are

admissible. The ratio of the diagonals of a convex quadrilateral,

for example, must lie between 3^ and 3"“^, if the quadrilateral is

an admissible one; each of its interior angles must lie between
60° and 120°; and the interior angles must be divided by the

diagonals into two angles, each of which is less than 60°.

There are two classes of admissible quadrilaterals that possess

an axial symmetry. If ri, ra, n, and are the sides of the

quadrilateral taken in order, one class of symmetrical admissible

quadrilaterals is that in which adjacent sides are equal in pairs,

for example ri = ra, n = u. In this case the two masses which
do not lie on the diagonal of symmetry are always equal. Such
quadrilaterals may be convex or concave. A second class is

formed by isosceles trapezoids, that is, trapezoids in which the

non-parallel sides are equal, whose interior angles lie between 60°

and 120°. In this case the two masses on the base of the trape-

zoid are equal, and the remaining pair of masses also are equal.

For the general case let the masses be numbered in order mi, m2,

m3, m4 and the sides likewise ri, r2, u, and n, as in Fig. 18. Let
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P be the period of the motion, w = 27r/p, and let r without

subscript, be defined by the relation

M

just as in the problem of three bodies, where M is the sum
of the four masses. In any admissible convex quadrilateral the

inequalities

^1, r2, n, u ^ r s n, n

are satisfied, where rs and tq are the diagonals, vq joining mi and
ms, and u joining m2 and m4. Let the notation be chosen so that

Vi is the longest of the four sides. Then in any admissible

concave quadrilateral the corresponding inequalities are

ri, r2, rs ^ r ^ rs, r4, n.

Let the line joining mi and m2 be ri. With mi and m2 as

centers and a radius equal to r, draw semicircles which intersect

in the point 0
,
Fig. 18 . With 0 as a center and the same radius,

draw the semicircle which passes through mi and m2. These

semicircles define two areas, A and B. If m3 is any point in B,

there exists one and only one point m4 in il, and none at all

outside of it, such that forms an admissible, convex

quadrilateral; and if any point m4 in A is chosen, there exists

one and only one point m3 in S, and none outside of it, such that

forms an admissible convex quadrilateral.

A similar representation is possible for concave quadrilaterals,

Fig. 19
,
but the areas so defined 81,82} Ti, T2, which correspond
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to the regions A and B of Fig, 18, are somewhat too large; but

if they are properly restricted, as indicated in the figure, a

theorem similar to the above can be stated, namely: For each

point m4 of the area Ti + T2 there exists one and only one point

m3 in the area Si + ^2 such that mm^mz and rriA forms an

admissible concave quadrilateral; and for each point m3 of

Si + S2 there exists one and only one point m4 in Ti + T2 such

that mim2m3 and m4 forms an admissible concave quadrilateral.

Furthermore if m3 lies in Si, mi lies in Ti, and if m3 lies in S2,

m4 lies in T^.

If an admissible quadrilateral is given, the masses are uniquely

determined, with the exception of the single case of three equal

masses at the vertices of an equilateral triangle and a fourth

mass at its center. In this case the masses can be anything

whatever. If four masses are given it is possible to state that:

For every four given masses and assigned order
j
there exists at least

one admissible comex quadrilateral.

A corresponding theorem for concave quadrilaterals was not

proved.

42. The Moment of Inertia with Respect to the Center of

Mass.—Th^ moment of inertia of a system of particles with

respect to the center of mass is

I = l>m,r/ = 2m,r, • r«, (1)

the origin of the vectors r, being at the center of mass. If this

expression is differentiated twice with respect to the time, it is

found that

= 2msTs • r/' + Sm,ra' • r/. (2)

If the equations of motion are

msTs" = F„

this equation becomes

|J" = 2m,r/ • r/ + Sr« • F* (2a)

If the system is a conservative one, there exists a potential

function U, such that

= V,f7, s = 1,
* •

- ,71. (3 )
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On multiplying Eq. (3) by r, • and then summing with respect

to s, there results

Sm,r, -r," = Sr. •V.I7,

which is the value of the second term of Eq. (2). Now

r . V = (®i + 2/j + 2*^)
*

Hence

2w. - 2'' • + '£)

-2-s-

A function /(Si, . . • , S„) is said to be homogeneous of degree

n in the letters Si, . . • , S*. if, on replacing each letter St by XS<,

it is true that

/(XSl,
• •

, XSm) S ^"/(fl,
• •

•
-

On differentiating Eq. (5) with respect to X, it is seen that

/(XSi) = «X”-y(Si)-

Since this is true for every value of X, it is true in particular for

X = 1. Hence, if /(S<) is homogeneous of degree n in the letters

f = 1,
•

•
,
m, it is true that

m

which is Euler’s theorem on homogeneous functions.

If the only forces that are acting upon the particles arise from

their mutual gravitational attractions, it is seen from “‘I- i • >

that 17 is a homogeneous function of degree -1 m the letters

x., y„ z.,s = l, ,n. Hence, by Euler’s theorem.

Win/. dU
, = -U.
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On substituting this expression in Eq. (2) and setting

S?w«r/ • r/ = 2Tj

where T is obviously the kinetic energy of the system, it is found

that Eq. (2) becomes

|J" ^2T -U, (6)

a result which is due to Jacobi. Also, by Eq. (36.3),

E^T-U (7)

where E, the total energy of the system, is a constant. If T
is eliminated between Eqs. (6) and (7), there is obtained finally

ir = 2£ + [/. (8)

If the system of particles is in a steady state, as seems to be

the case with the globular star clusters, the moment of inertia I

is a constant, and Eq. (6) reduces- to

2T ^ U, T ^ -E, C/ == -2E, (9)

and, since U is the negative of the potential energy of the system,

this can be phrased in the theorem:

In a steady state of a system of 'particles 'which are acted upon only

by their 'mutual gravitation, the kinetic energy is constant and is

equal to one half of the negative of the potential energy.

A particular instance of an exact steady state is found in the

permanent configurations when the orbits are circles about the

center of mass. In the globular star clusters it is probable that

the steady state is only approximate.

The moment of inertia with respect to the origin is a homogene-
ous function of degree +2, and the potential function for gravita-

tion is a homogeneous function of degree -1. Therefore if the
r, in Eq. (1) are replaced by \r^, the ratios of the mutual distances

remain constant while the configuration expands or contracts

according as X ^ 1, and

where /i is the value of I for X = 1. Similarly, since U is

homogeneous of degree —1,

U = \-Wi.
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Consequently,

lU^ = hUi^ - ki\ (10)

where hi is a constant which naay be called the configuration con-

stant, since it depends upon the nature of the configuration but is

independent of the size of the system.

If then the system expands or contracts in such a way that the

ratio of the mutual distances is preserved, the relation

U = fcj-i

holds, and Eq. (8) becomes

= 2JS + kil-^, (11)

an equation that can be integrated. On multiplying through by
41' and integrating, it is found that

r" = SEI + SkiD 4- C, (12)

where C is the constant of integration.

Let a new constant ^2 be introduced by the relation

^ _ 2(fci2 -
^ ~ E '

then Eq. (12) becomes

r’ = + hy - ky]. (i3)

The energy E may be either positive or negative, since the

potential energy is always negative. If E is negative and a new
variable <p is defined by the equation

ki cos <p = 2ED + ki,

and the ratio ki/ki is replaced by the letter e, it is found that

Eq. (13) reduces to

,, ^ ,
(-2E)*

(1 — e cos (p)<p =

which, by integration, becomes Kepler’s equation (I, 297),

— e sin ¥> =
(-2E)»

ki
(t - U). (14)
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It follows from I, 300 that is a periodic function of t with the

period

p _ 27rfci

{-2Ey

Therefore the period is a function of the total energy and the con-

figuration constant alone.

If the energy E is positive and the substitution

k 2 cosh <p = 2EI^ + fci

is made, Eq. (14) takes the form

e smh <p — (p
= -z '

{t — to),

and the system, if it is expanding, continues to expand indefi-

nitely. If it is contracting, the moment of inertia attains a

minimum at v?
= 0, namely

and thereafter the system expands indefinitely. It follows

therefore that if the energy is positive the moment of inertia, and
therefore the size of the system, eventually will increase beyond
all limits.

Application to the Kinetic Theory ,—According to the kinetic

theory, the temperature of a solid, liquid or gaseous mass is

proportional to the mean kinetic energy of its molecules. In a
solid or liquid the motion of the molecules is one of oscillation

about a mean position that is fixed in the case of a solid or slowly
movable in the case of a liquid. In the case of a gas the mole-
cules move about freely except for their mutual collisions. These
collisions are assumed to be perfectly elastic, so that there is no
loss of energy.

According to Eq. (2a) the kinetic energy is

and for solid or liquid masses at rest and for homogeneous gases
in an enclosed vessel, the moment of inertia with respect to the
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center of gravity is essentially constant, so that I" = 0.

Therefore

T = -iSr. . F,.

The mean value of the expression

is the quantity which was called the virial by Clausius.^ Hence

his theorem: The kinetic energy of the system of particles is equal to

its virial.

Imagine the mass to expand in such a way that the ratio of the

distances between the particles remains constant, and therefore

or

r, = (1 + dX)r,o,

dr, = r, d\.

The work done in the expansion is

dTT = S dr, . F,

= (Sr, .F,)dX = ~2SdX.

Similarly for the volume

Fo = J dx dy dz, F = (1 + dX)»/ dx dy dz,

so that

V - Vo == dV = 3V d\.

The elimination of d\ then gives

-S
2 dV'

If the work done in expanding is due to interior forces, this

expression represents the interior virial.

For exterior forces, consider the case of a mass subject to a

pressure p which is,everywhere normal to the surface. Let n,

be a imit vector to the surface where r = r,. Then

F. = -pn.,

1 Philosophical Magazine, August, 1870.
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and the expression for the virial becomes

<3 = H-^pSr, • n.j,

the sum being taken over the entire surface. In order to evaluate

it let doj be an element of the surface; then

S = ipjr • n du.

By the formula II, 66,

X(;dx dy dz
Wn do^,

where F, G, and H are the re-, y-, and si-components of a vector W
and Wn is the component of W normal to the surface. In the

present case,

W = r, F = X, G = and H = z.

Hence

37 = 3
j^

dr = J^r • n doo

and

^ = |pF.

For a small mass of gas enclosed in a vessel, the interior forces

are vanishingly small and the interior virial vanishes, and there

remains

T = = Ip 7.

The fundamental law of perfect gases is

pV = nR6f

where R = 82,600,000 (in the e.g.s. system) is the gas constant,

6 is the temperature, and n is the number of molecules present.

From these two equations it follows that the kinetic energy of a

chemically homogeneous perfect gas is

T = ^Rnd,

where 6 is the absolute temperature measured in centigrade

degrees, and T is expressed in ergs. The energy is expressed in

small calories by dividing the above result by 4.19 X 10^.
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i Problems

1. The particle mi with the velocity Vi collides and unites with a particle

m 2 with the velocity V2. If V is their common velocity after collision, write

the vector equation which relates these three velocities.

2. A stone tied to the end of a string is describing a circle with the linear

speed s. If the string is allowed to wind around a cylinder at the center of

the circle what is the linear speed of the stone when the string is shortened

by one half?

3. Two spheres are free to slide on a light rod. The two spheres are tied

together with a weak string and the system is tossed into the air. The string

breaks while the system is in motion and the spheres move out to the ends of

the rod. What effect does the breaking of the string have on the rate of

spin? What effect does it have on the motion of the center of gravity

of the system?

4. In the equilateral triangular configuration let mi = m 2 == ms = 1 and
let the length of the side of the triangle be the unit of length. Find the

radius of the circle which a particle of negligible mass would describe around
one of the bodies in the same period as that of the three equal masses about

their center of gravity. Ans. r = l/-^.

6.

If the masses are in the ratio

mi*.

m

2 : ms*. : 1:2:3

and the side of the equilateral triangle is 1, what are the distances in the

straight-line solution which has the same period?

Ans, ri = .84923, rj = 1.51220, rs = .66297.

6. Show that the distances of the three masses from the center of gravity

in the equilateral configuration are given by

n _ r2 r*

-i- mtmz + m3® \/ma^ + mami -f- mi* \/mi* + mima + m2®

7. Prove that if the particles are at rest in any configuration that admits

a solution of the problem of n bodies in which the ratios of the distances are

constant they will all fall to the center of gravity in the same time.

8. Show that, if three masses each equal to the sun are at the vertices of

an equilateral triangle the sides of which are one astronomical unit, the

period of revolution about the center of gravity which is necessary to main-

tain that configuration with circular orbits is 210.9 days, and that if they are

in the straight-line configuration with one astronomical unit between them
the period is 326.7 days.

9. If the two masses at the ends of each diagonal of a rhomb are equal,

there exists a solution of the problem of four bodies for which the rhomb
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configuration is maintained, provided the ratio of the diagonals, 5, satisfies

the inequalities

-^ < « < V^.
•v/3

The ratio of the two masses at the end of a side is

mi
m2

8 ~ (1 + 52)2

85 - (1 + 52)1
(Longley).

10. If two equal fimite masses move in circles in the a;2/-plane with the

center of gravity at the origin, the motion of an infinitesimal particle which

moves along the 2-axis can be determined by an elliptic integral.

11. Two equal particles are constrained to move one along the rc-axis and

the other along the ^/-axis, without friction, subject only to their mutual

attraction. Show that their center of gravity moves just as though it were

a particle which is attracted toward the origin by a force which varies

inversely as the square of the distance. Generalize to a force that varies

inversely as the nth power of the distance.



CHAPTER IV

GENERAL THEOREMS ON THE MOTION OF A RIGID
BODY

43, Definition of a Rigid Body.—A rigid body is a system of

particles bound together by interior forces which lie in the lines

that join the particles, and are of such a nature that the mutual
distances between the particles are constant, whatever the

exterior forces may be. It is a mechanical ideal that is useful

because many natural objects are close approximations for many
purposes.

An alternative view is that the particles are subject to the

constraints

~ x^y + {yi - y^y + (Zi - = constant,

jf = 1,
• •

•
,
n,

where Xi, yi^ Zi are rectangular coordinates of the ith particle and
n is the number of particles in the body. There are, of course,

n{n — l)/2 such constraints, but they are not all independent.

It is readily seen that if four particles are at the vertices of a

tetrahedron, the six constraints are independent, since any one

of the six distances can be altered without changing the other

five. A fifth particle can be added, and its position is uniquely

defined if its distances to any three non-collinear particles of the

tetrahedron are given. The distance to the fourth particle is

then determined. Of the ten constraints, nine are independent

and one is dependent. If a sixth particle is added, three of the

additional constraints are independent and two are dependent,

and so on. For each particle added after the third three of the

new constraints are independent and the remainder are depend-

ent. But for the first four particles the number of independent

constraints is six instead of twelve. Hence, for a system of n

particles which form a rigid body, there are 3^ — 6 independent

constraints. Since 3n parameters a;, z are necessary to define

the positions of the n particles and there are 3n — 6 independent
91
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constraints, it follows that there are only six parameters that are

free. That is, a rigid body has six degrees of freedom (I, 313).

The number of degrees of freedom, of course, can be reduced

by outside constraints, but for a single body the number cannot

be increased.

Since a rigid body is a system of free particles in which all

of the interior forces lie in lines which join the individual particles,

all of the theorems of Chapter III for which these forces were

not specialized are applicable to the motion of rigid bodies.

They are the principle of momentum, the principle of the moment
of momentum, and the principle of energy.

44. The Principle of Momentum.—The time rale of change of

the momentum of a body is equal to the vector sum of all of the

applied (or exterior) forces that are acting upon it. If M is the

mass of a body and G the position vector of its center of gravity

relative to a point of fixed space, the momentum of the body in

fixed space is MQ', and if F is the vector sum of all of the applied

forces, the principle of momentum is expressed in the formula

MG" = F. (1)

It must be carefully noted that F is the vector sum of all of

the forces that are actually acting upon the body, that is, what
the force at the center of gravity would be if each particle,

together with the force which is actually acting upon it in its

initial position, were moved to the center of gravity, and the
sum of the forces were then taken. This may be, and in general
is, very diSerent from what the force would be if each of the
particles were moved to the center of gravity and then the force
which would act upon it at the center of gravity were taken.

It is worthy of note that, since the vector sum of a couple is

zero, a couple that is acting on a rigid body, irrespective of the
points of application of the forces of the couple, has no effect upon
the motion of the center of gravity of the body.

First Example .—Suppose two iron balls each of mass 2 are
connected rigidly by a glass rod of mass 1, and that 0 is a center
of magnetic force (Fig. 20). The iron balls are attracted
toward 0 just as though they were particles of mass 2 located
at the centers of the spheres, while the glass is not attracted at
all. Suppose the centers of the balls are at distances of 2 and 3
respectively from the point 0. Since the magnetic force varies
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inversely as the square of the distance, the forces Fi and F2 which

are acting upon the balls are directed toward 0 and are in the ratio

of 9 to 4. The total mass M of the rigid body is 5, and

F = Fi + Fj

acts at the center of mass. It will be observed that, in general,

F is not directed toward the point 0 as would be the case if the

entire mass were concentrated at the center of mass and then

acted upon by the magnetic force. Obviously, F depends not only

upon the distance of the center of mass from 0 but also upon the

orientation of the body with respect to 0. The equation of

motion of the center of mass is

5G" - + ^),

and the constraint

Ri — R2 — L) ,0

where L is constant, must be

satisfied.

Second Example—Svippose the same rigid body as in the

previous example were thrown into the air and that the resistance

of the air could be neglected. A force equal to mg acts upon

each particle of the body, g being the same for each particle.

In this case,

F = Smg = Mg,

which is independent of the orientation of the body with respect

to the earth.

The equation of motion of the center of gravity is therefore

MG" = Mg, or G" = g,

where g is a constant vector. Doubtless, the body is spinning

in some fashion. But whatever the spin may be the center df

gravity describes a parabola, just as a single particle would

do (Sec. 13).

Third Example .—Suppose every particle of a rigid body is

attracted toward a fixed point 0 by a force which is proportional

to the mass of the particle and directly proportional to its distance

from 0. Required the motion of its center of mass.
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In this case

F = = -fcWG,

and the equation of motion is

ilfG" == —feWG, or simply G" =

which is the equation of simple harmonic motion (Sec. 13).

In this case also the force acting upon the center of mass is

independent of the orientation of the body and the motion of

translation is entirely independent of the motion of rotation.

45. The Principle of Moment of Momentum .—The time rate

of change of the moment of momentum of a rigid body with respect

to any point 0 of fixed space is equal to the sum of the moments of
the applied (or exterior) forces with respect to that point (Sec. 32).

This principle can be extended to the center of gravity of the
body, and for this case the statement is:

The time rate of change of the moment of momentum of a rigid

body with respect to its center of gravity is equal to the sum of the

moments of the applied (or exterior) forces with respect to the center

of gravity (Sec. 33).

This theorem is true whatever the motion of the center of
gravity may be, but the directions of the vectors are to be
interpreted as the directions of fixed space, and not one that is

in rotation with respect to a fixed space. By a fixed space is

meant space referred to a coordinate system that is at rest relative
to the center of mass of the galaxy (the system of the fixed stars)
or in uniform translation with respect to it. If the time and
space scale under consideration is so great that this definition is

inadequate, an extension to the system of visible spirals would,
perhaps, serve. At any rate, as the time and space scale under
consideration increases, larger and larger material systems are
necessary to which fixed directions can be referred. At the
present time the system of spirals is the largest system that can
be recognized.

It will be observed that the moment with respect to the center
of gravity of a force which acts at the center of gravity is zero.
Consequently, a force which acts at the center of gravity of a rigid
body has no effect whatever upon the rotation of the body.

This theorem and the analogous theorem on the motion of the
center of gravity, in Sec. 44, together constitute the principle
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of the independence of the motions of rotation and translation

of a rigid body.

If L is the moment of momentum of the body and N is the

moment of applied forces, the formulation of either of the above

principles gives

V = N, (1)

(See Fig. 14). It is evident from the discussion in Sec. 33 that

the moment of momentum of any system of particles of total mass M,
rigid or otherwise, with respect to any point 0 of fixed space is equal

to the moment of momentum with respect to the point 0 of a single

particle of mass M moving with the center of gravity plus the moment

of momentum of the system of particles

with respect to its center of gravity.

If the field of force in which the

body is moving is of such a nature

that the force F acting on the center

of gravity is independent of the

orientation of the body and depends

only upon its position, the path

described by the body is independent of the manner in which

the body rotates; and if the moment of the forces N is independ-

ent of the position of the center of gravity, the rotation of the

body is independent of its translation. It rotates just as

it would if its center of gravity were fixed and the same

forces were acting. Both of these conditions are satisfied

in a limited field of the earth^s gravity. But in general, rotation

and translation are not independent of each other because the

forces acting depend upon both position and orientation.

46. The Moment of Momentum of a Rigid Body with Respect

to a Fixed Axis about Which It Is Turning.—In Fig. 21, let the

line in which w lies be the axis about which the body is rotating,

and 6) the angular velocity; let 0 be any point on the axis, r the

position vector of any particle p of the body, and m the mass

of the particle. In its motion of rotation about <•> the particle p
describes a circle in a plane perpendicular to w. If a is the radius

of the circle, the speed of p is
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and the direction of its motion is perpendicular to a plane which

passes through 6> and r. Hence

r' = w X r. (1)

The moment of momentum of the body with respect to the

point 0 is therefore

Lo = Sm r X r' = Sm r X (<*> X r),

= — (r • Q)r] by Eq. (5.7). (2)

The moment of momentum with respect to an axis through 0 is

the projection upon that axis of the moment of momentum with

respect to the point 0. That is, if L is the moment of momentum
with respect to the axis, its scalar value is

= 2m[r^co — r‘^oi cos^ r<o] = 'Ema^co,

Hence, if I is the moment of inertia of the body with respect to

the fixed axis

L = J0. (3)

From Fig. 21, it is seen the r can be written

where f is the perpendicular distance from 0 to the plane and a

is a vector that coincides with the arm a in the diagram. If this

expression for r is substituted in the formula

Lo = Smr X (6> X r),

it is found, after reduction, that

Lo == Jcd — coSmfa. (4)

Since the scalars f depend upon the position of the point 0,

the moment of momentum with respect to the point 0 depends

upon the position of 0 on the axis, while the moment with respect

to the axis, which is the <*> component of L*,, does not depend

upon the position of 0.

If io and jo are mutually perpendicular unit vectors each of

which is perpendicular to the axis of rotation and fixed in the

body, the vector a can be written

a = |io + r;jo,
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2mfa = + Sm)7fjo

= Piio + P2jo>

where Pi and P 2 are products of inertia at the point 0. Conse-

quently

Smf*a = Piio + Psjo = P

is a certain vector which is fixed in the body and which depends

upon the products of inertia of the body at the point 0. It is

obviously perpendicular to the axis of rotation.

The moment of momentum of the body with respect to the

point 0, Eq. (4), can therefore be

written

Lo = Jw — coP. (5)

47. Example.—The two ends of

a straight uniform bar AB (Fig.

22) of length 2a and mass m are

constrained to move without fric-

tion on the circumference of a fixed

horizontal circle of radius r. A
bug of the same mass m is placed

on one end A of the bar, and the

entire system is at rest. Eventually, the bug begins to crawl

along the bar with a constant speed with respect to the bar.

Determine the motion with respect to a fixed horizontal plane.

Let p be the perpendicular OC from the center of the circle

to the center of the bar, OX a fixed line in the plane, p the radius

vector Om of the bug, cp the angle between the fixed line and p,

and S the angle between the fixed line and p. If t is measured

from the time the bug is at the center of the bar, s is his speed

with respect to the bar, and d is his distance from the center

of the bar, then

Cm = d = st.

B

Just before the bug started to move, the entire system was at

rest. Therefore the exterior forces, the weight of system, and

the reaction of the plane have a zero resultant and a zero moment
resultant, which is equivalent to saying that there are no exterior
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forces acting. When the bar is in motion the reactions of the

circle on the bar pass through the axis of the circle and their

moment with respect to the axis is zero. The upward reaction

of the plane is parallel to the axis. Hence the exterior forces

which act on the system have a zero moment, and therefore the

moment of momentum with respect to the axis is a constant.

Inasmuch as it was zero at the start it remains zero throughout

the motion.

If is the moment of inertia of the bar with respect to the axis

of the circle, the moment of momentum of the bar is m¥6\
The moment of momentum of the bug is mp^<p\ since <p' is the

angular velocity of the bug. Hence

mk^d' + mpV' = 0,

or

k^6' + pV' == 0. (1)

Since p is constant and d is equal to st, it is evident that

p = \/p^ +

and that

<p
— 6 + tan"^ —

•

V

These values, substituted in Eq. (1), reduce the problem to a

quadrature, namely,

'

for which the solution is

tan'
st

y/k^ + + p®

The radius of gyration ki of the bar with respect to its own

center is a/VS (I, 97), and the square of the radius of gyration

of the bar with respect to the center of the circle is (I, 96)

= - a* = 7*2 - fa2,
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fc2 p2 5-: 2r2 — |a^

When the bug started to move at A the value of t was —a/s,

and when it arrived at B the value of t was +a/s. Hence the

angle through which the bar turned during the entire motion was

I ^ a

~^\2r‘ -
la"'

' \/2r^ -

It was turning most rapidly when the bug was at the center of the

bar.

48. The Principle of Energy.—If M is the mass of a rigid body,

and G is the position vector of its center of gravity relative to

fixed space, the theorem of Sec. 35 becomes:

The change in the exterior kinetic energy of a rigid body in any

interval of time is equal to the exterior work done on the body by the

exterior forces in the displacement of the center of gravity that

actually occurs.

Expressed as a formula, this statement is [Eq. (35.2)]

IJWG' • G' - iM(G' • G')o = Jr • tiG, (1)

where

F = 2F/'\

and dG is the displacement of the center of gravity that actually

occurs.

Example,—A rigid body falls freely under the action of gravity.

What is the change in its exterior kinetic energy?

Let V be the speed of the center of gravity relative to the surface

of the earth, and h its height above the surface. Equation (1)

gives

- vo^) = fMg-dG = MgJ dh = Mgh.

Since g is a constant vertical vector, g • ciG is the scalar g multi-

plied by the vertical component of dG, or g dh. Therefore the

change in the exterior energy is its weight multiplied by the

vertical distance through which its center of gravity has fallen,

whatever the horizontal displacement may be, and whatever the

state of its rotation may be.
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The work done hy the interiorforces of a rigid body vanishes. The

expression used in Sec. 35 for the work done by the interior forces

was • dp/. In this expression is the sum of all of the

individual forces, due to the other particles, on the particle

Therefore

k

where F,** is the force on m/ due to the particle The force

Fa/, due to the action of m,* on mh is equal and opposite. Hence

the work done by this pair of forces is

dWik = T/a • doi + Fa,- • dpA = F,-a • (dp,* — dpA)»

But,

P, ~ pA; “b 9jk}

so that

dp/ dpA — dgjk)

and since the tensor of p,*a is constant,

P/A; • P/A: = P/A:^ P/A * dp /A = 0;

therefore dp /a is perpendicular to p/A and likewise to F/a. Hence

dW jh = F/a

-

dp /A = 0,

and the interior forces of a rigid body, whatever they may be, do

no work. The change in the interior kinetic energy is equal to the

interior work done by the exterior forces; and the equations of

Sec. 35 give

^Smp' • p^ — ^(Dmp^ • P^)o ~ SF/^*^ • dp/,

the vectors p having their origin at the center of gravity.

These two statements can be combined into the single state-

ment: The change in the kinetic energy of a rigid body in any interval

of time is equal to the work done upon it (both interior and exterior)

by the applied (exterior) forces in thal interval of time.

49. The Kinetic Energy of a Rigid Body Which Is Rotating

about a Fixed Axis.—^Let the angular velocity of rotation be 6> ;

then the direction of o coincides with the axis of rotation. Let 0
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be aay point on the axis, r the position vector of any particle of the

body relative to 0, G the position vector of the center of gravity

of the body, and e the position of the particle relative to the

center of gravity. Then

J*
=s O’

Since the particle is in rotation about a fixed axis,

r' == (0 X r = (<o X G) + (<*> X 9))

by Eq. (46.1). The kinetic energy of the body is therefore

• r' = |Sm[(G) X G) + (6> X 9)! • [(‘*> X G) + (o> X 9)]

= |Af((d X G) • (<*> X G) + X 9) • X

since the cross product term (w X G) • Sm((o X 9)
vanishes by

virtue of the fact that S?W9 vanishes. But

X G) • (<«> X G)

is the kinetic energy of a particle of mass M moving with the

center of gravity about the axis (the exterior kinetic energy),

and the term

^2m(w X p) • (<>> X e)

is the kinetic energy of body rotating with the angular velocity

<0 about an axis through the center of gravity and fixed in the body

(the interior kinetic energy).
_ v • .u

If a is the distance from the center of gravity to the axis, the

exterior kinetic energy T

,

is obviously

T, = ^Ma^co*.

As for the interior kinetic energy Ti let p be the distance of the

particle from the parallel axis through the center of gravity.

Then

(m X p) (« X p)
=

and

Ti = = ilw*,

if J is the moment of inertia of the body with respect to the aas

through the center of gravity. If fc is the radius of gyration with
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respect to this axis,

I = M¥,

and the interior kinetic energy is

Ti = (1)

Hence the total kinetic energy T of the body with respect to the

original fixed axis through 0 is

T - |ikf(a2 + k^)o)\

The square of the radius of gyration with respect to this axis is

[Eq. (18.1)]

ki^ =

and the expression for the total kinetic energy can be written

50. The Kinetic Energy of the Earth.—The two conspicuous

motions of the earth are its revolution about the sun and its daily

rotation about an axis approximately fixed in the earth. With

respect to the sun its kinetic energy of translation is

where r is its distance from the sun and wi is its angular speed

about the sun.

Its kinetic energy of rotation is

T, = 1/0)2 = .335ikfa2o)2, by Chapter II, problem 18,

where M is the mass of the earth, a is its radius, and co is its

angular speed of rotation.

The ratio of these two kinetic energies is

1.63 X 10-”^
1

6,130'

since

- = 4.26 X 10-' and — = 366.26.
r wi

The kinetic energy of translation is therefore 6,130 times the

kinetic energy of rotation.
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The mass of the earth is 6.994 X 10^^ grams, its radius is

6.374 X 10» cm., and

= 0.00007292 = 7.292 X 10-^

86,164

Consequently

Ti = 4.334 X 10®« ergs,

= 7.232 X 10* ergs per gram.

Since there are 4.186 X 10^ ergs in one calorie of beat, the

kinetic energy of the earth’s rotation expressed m heat unite is

17.28 calories per gram. If Q is the number of calories of heat

per gram of mass that is applied to a body, and v is tbe sjcific

heat of the body, the temperature of the body

degrees centigrade. Assuming that the specific heat of the earth

is and this is merely a guess, the interior kinetic energy of the

earth is sufficient, if converted into heat, to T

raise the temperature of the entire earth 121
^

i

centigrade. .

The temperature of a mathematically rigid

body is necessarily zero, if temperature is \
defined as the mean kinetic energy of the / ^

molecules ;
for the particles of a rigid body have I OV-"*

"

no independent motions. The concept \ J

rigidity is a very useful one for many mechani-

cal purposes, since many bodies act as a rigid

body would do. A definition of rigidity t a

would satisfy mechanical requirements and

also satisfy the requirements of thermal changes i

perhaps, be difiicult.

61. Example.—A tape of negligible weight and thickness is

wound tightly around a heavy cylinder of radius a, the lengt

of the cylinder being equal to the width of the tape. The cybnder

is held in a horizontal position with the tape taut and tb® free end

of the tape in a vertical position is fastened to „
The cylinder is then allowed to fall freely. Describe the motion

^^ThSrare two forces acting on the cylinder, namely, its weight

and the tension of the tape (Fig. 23). Both of these forces are
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vertical If M is the mass of the cylinder and T is the tension

of the tape, the equation of motion of the center of gravity of the

cylinder is

MG" - Mg + T. (1)

Let 0 be a vertical axis, taken positively upward; then Eq. (1)

becomes

Mz" = -Mg + T. (2)

The motion of the cylinder about its center of gravity is

evidently a rotation about the axis of the cylinder. The moment
of inertia of the cylinder with respect to its axis is If ^

represents the angle through which the cylinder has turned at the
instant ty the angular speed w is and the principle of moment
of momentum then gives

{WaHJ = aTy

or

Mae" = 2r. (3)

On eliminating T between Eqs. (2) and (3) and removing the
factor My there is obtained

- lad" = -g. (4)

Now from the nature of the constraints,

z ^ Zq — ady

where 2o is the initial height of the center of gravity.

z" = -ae"y

and Eq. (4) becomes

•"-tio a

and then from Eqs. (3) and (2)

T = ^Mg, z" = -Ig,

and the center of gravity falls with exactly two thirds of the
acceleration of a body that is entirely free, whatever the radius
of the cylinder may be.

(5)

Hence
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That the cylinder falls vertically is evident from the fact that

at every instant the forces acting upon it are resolvable into a

force Mg + T which acts vertically at the center of gravity, and
a couple whose moment is aT. The couple has no effect

upon the motion of the center of gravity, and inasmuch as the

center of gravity had no horizontal motion initially, it cannot

acquire one.

The kinetic energy of rotation absorbs one third and the

kinetic energy of translation absorbs two thirds of the potential

energy lost in falling.

62, The Three Angles of Euler.—^The six parameters that are

used to define the position of a rigid body to a large extent are

a subject of choice. Three parameters, for example, are neces-

sary to define the position of some fixed point 0 of the body with

respect to a given coordinate system. Two more are necessary

to define the direction of a line through 0 which is fixed in the

body; and one is necessary to define a rotation of the body about

this line.

The last three of these parameters are angles which define

the orientation of the body. Imagine a trihedron, f ,
i?, f ,

rigidly

attached to the body, and a second trihedron, x, z, in fixed

space. The position of the body in fixed spa6e is determined

if the origin of the ?, 17, f trihedron, xq, yo, relative to the a?, y, z

trihedron, together with the nine direction cosines of the

rj-f and f-axes are given. If then f, f is a point fixed in the

body, its coordinates in fixed space are

X — Xq + ai^ + a^rj +
y = 2/0 + } (1 )

z == zo + 7i$ + 727? + yst-i

The nine direction cosines ai, . . . , 73, however, are not inde-

pendent, for there exist six independent relations among them,

namely,

+ 7l^ = 1; + 7 i72 = 0,)
QjgS ^ y^2 ^ y 2ys = 0,

^
(2)

+ ^3^ + 73^ = 1, + PzPl + 7371 “ oj

The equations in the first column hold because l^%, and 7* are

the direction cosines of the f-, t?-, and f-axes, and the sum of the
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squares of the direction cosines of any straight line is unity;
"he equations in the second column hold because 77-^ and f-axes
are mutually perpendicular.

The nine direction cosines, therefore, can be regarded as

functions of three independent parameters. These parameters
will be chosen as follows: Let 6 be the angle between the and
f-axes, Fig. 24, and therefore

2

also the angle between the xy-

and the ^T^-planes; ^ the longi-

tude of the ascending node of the

^)7-plane, on the a;
2
/-plane;

and <p the angle between the line

of nodes, OK, and the ^-axis, 0^.

These three angles 6, and (p

are known as Euler^s angles. It

will be observed that B and
determine the direction of the

f-axis, while (p defines a rotation

about the f-axis. It is desirable

to have the nine direction cosines

explicitly as functions of 6, and

Fig, 24.

In any spherical triangle 'in

which a, b, and c are the sides and A, B, and C are the angles
opposite these sides the three equations

cos a == cos 6 cos c + sin b sin c cos A,
cos 5 sin a = cos 6 sin c — sin b cos c cos A, (3)

sin J5 sin a = sin b sin A,

hold. In the triangle ^xP, Fig. 24, the sides are lettered
a, b, and c; the angle B is denoted by i, and A — 90®. Hence

cos a = cos 6 cos c,

cos i sin a = cos b sin c,

sin i sin a = sin b,

= cos ^x,

= cos

= cos

By applying the first of Eqs. (3) to the triangle ^Py it is found
that

cos = cos (90® — c) cos b = cos b sin c.
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= 90" ~ b,

cos = sin b,

and obviously

cos = cos a.

On applying Eqs. (3) to the triangle x^K it is seen that

ai = cos = cos a = cos cos ^ — sin <p sin
\l/

cos 6,

j3i = cos = cos i sin a = sin cos <p + sin <p cos cos S,

7 i = cos ^z == sin i sin a == + sin <p sin $,

The formulas for 0:2 , ^2 ,
and 72 are derived from the above

merely by changing ^ into 90" + since a rotation of 90"

about the f-axis brings the $-axis to the original position of the

Tj-axis,

In order to get azj (Ss, and ys, it is necessary merely to draw

the triangles x^z, in which ^z = B, xz 90" and the angle at

z = 90" — and in which the angle at z is equal to 180" — i/',

and then apply the first of Eqs. (3). There results the following

table of values of the nine direction cosines as functions of the

three Euler angles

:

ax = — sin <p cos 6 sin 'f' + cos cos ^>1
1

= + sin <p cos 6 cos + cos <P sin -A,| (4)

7i = + sin ip sin B,
J

'

0!2 == — cos ip cos B sin - sin cos
1

^2 = + cos ip cos B cos 'p
— sin <P sin A (5)

72 = + cos ip sin B,
\1

as = + sin B sin il/, 1

Pz = — sin B cos (6)

78 = + cos B. 1

The position of a body is uniquely defined by the six obviously

independent parameters, xq, yoj zo; 1^, (p, B. If a body moves in

such a way that (p, and B remain constant, the motion is a pure

translation; and if it moves in such a way that xq, 2/0,
and zo

remain constant the motion is a pure rotation about the origin

of the trihedron which is fixed in the body. A rigid body has

therefore three degrees of freedom of translation and three
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degrees of freedom of rotation. The freedom of a rigid body can

be reduced by various kinds of constraint, but under no circum-

stances can the number of degrees of freedom exceed six.

63. The Laws of Friction.—It was first pointed out by Coulomb
(1781), and later confirmed by Morin (1834), that within very

wide limits, sliding friction is governed by two laws, namely,

1. Friction is proportional to the normal pressure between the

surfaces in contact, and therefore is independent of the areas

of the surfaces.

2. Friction is independent of the speed with which one surface

slides over the other.

Nevertheless these laws are not mathematical laws in the sense

that they hold under all circumstances. If the normal pressures

are very high and have been long continued, the friction between
the surfaces is notably increased. The friction between two
surfaces relatively at rest (static friction) is greater than when
the two surfaces are in motion (kinetic friction), and the friction

is again diminished when the relative speeds are very high.

However, for ordinary pressures and speeds, these laws represent
the action of friction in a satisfactory manner.

If iV is the normal force between the two surfaces in contact
and F is the tangential force that is just necessary to produce
slippage, the ratio

F
N~

is called the coefficient of friction, and its value depends only on
the nature of substances in contact (1, 113).

If one body rolls upon another, both bodies are deformed and
instead of a point of contact there is a small area in contact.
In addition to the normal force and the force of sliding friction,
there enters a frictional couple C, whose axis lies in the tan-
gent plane perpendicular to the direction of motion. It was
found by Osborne Reynolds* that this couple is very small and
can usually be neglected. Of course, if the body has an angular
velocity about the normal at the point of contact, there is also
a frictional couple T which is called the couple of twisting friction.

* Philosophical Transactions, 1876 .
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This also is usually very small, but if the frictional force also is

very small, both of these couples may be important.

Problems

1.

A cannon resting on a rough horizontal plane is fired and the muzzle
velocity of the projectile with respect to the cannon is v. If mi is the mass
of the cannon, m 2 the mass of the projectile, the mass of the powder being

negligible, and ja is the coefficient of friction, show that the distance of recoil

of the cannon is

/ m2V \ ^ 1

Vmi + m2) 2iig'

2. Two men each of mass m2 are standing at the center of a uniform

horizontal beam of mass mi which is rotating with uniform angular speed w

about a vertical axis through its center. If the two men walk out to the

ends of the beam and wi is then the angular speed, show that

mi
~ mi + 6m2^'

3. If a shell at rest explodes and breaks into two fragments, show that the

two fragments move in opposite directions along the same straight line with

speeds that are inversely proportional to their masses.

4. A sheet of paper on which is drawn the circumference of a circle of

radius a rests on a smooth table. A pin is pushed through the circumference

into the table, so that the paper is free to turn about the pin. A bug of mass
m is placed at rest at the end of the diameter through the pin and crawls with

uniform speed along the circumference to the pin. If I is the moment of

inertia of the paper with respect to the pin and

4ma*
M

prove that the angle 6 through which the paper has turned when the bug
arrives at the pin is

6. A circular hoop of mass mi and radius a lies on a smooth table, and a

bug of mass m2 is placed at rest on the hoop. The bug starts to crawl along

the hoop with constant speed with respect to the hoop. If i and j are two

relatively prime integers such that

t > (3 + 2'\/2)ii

mi ^ {% — Zj) ± a/# — ^ij

m2 2j

and if
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show that when the bug has traveled around the hoop i times both the bug

and the hoop are in their initial positions relative to the smooth plane.

6. Show that in the two-body problem for circular orbits

= k^(mi + ^ 2),

where ia the gravitational constant, r is the distance between the two

bodies, and w is the angular speed in the orbits.

7. Tidal action of the moon on the earth is slowing down the rotation of

the earth and lengthening the month. Neglecting the action of the sun and

planets on the earth-moon system, and assuming that the orbits of the earth

and moon are circles about their common center of gravity, show that the

earth and moon will revolve just as though they were a single rigid body

rotating about an axis through the center of gravity when the day and the

month have a common period of approximately 48 days. The kinetic

energy in the final state is approximately 10 per cent of the present kinetic

energy of the system.

8. If /u is the coefficient of friction, the couple necessary to start into

rotation a right circular cylinder of radius a and weight w that is standing

on its base on a rough horizontal plane is ^wafx. For a square cylinder of

side a, it is .74:ZwatJL.

9. A uniform plank of thickness 2h rests in equilibrium on the top of a

rough, horizontal cylinder of radius a. Show that, if a > h the equilibrium

is stable, and that if the plank is started to oscillating, the energy equation is

-f g[ad sin 6 — (a + h)][l — cos 0] == const.,

as long as the motion is a pure rolling.

10. A rod of length 2a and mass m slides without friction on a horizontal

plane. A bead of the same mass m slides freely on the rod. Find the

motion of the system and the constraint between the rod and the bead.

Let 0 be the angle which the rod makes with a fixed line in the plane and 2r

the distance of the bead from the center of the rod. In the particular case

in which the center of gravity of the system is at rest and r' = 0, the path of

the head is given by the equations

(r* + = c,

r'" + (r* + W)6'‘ = h,

and therefore r can be expressed as an elliptic function of 6. (Greenhill,

“Elliptic Functions,“ page 74.)

11. A uniform rod of mass m bent into the form of a plane curve slides

without friction on a horizontal plane. Referred to its center of gravity G
and a polar axis GA associated with the rod the equation of the curve is

0 — /(r). A bead also of mass m slides freely on the rod. Let a be the
angle at G which the bead makes %ith a fixed direction in the plane, and ^
the angle which GA makes with the same direction.
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The principle of energy gives the equation

r'"* + r^a'^ + « h,

and the principle of angular naomentum gives

r^a' + 2A;2^' = C;

and finally

a - ^ = e ^ /(r).

These three equations determine a, (S, and r as functions of the time.

12. Given a circle of radius a in a vertical plane and a vertical line L
through its center. A heavy bar of length 21 has one extremity constrained

to move without friction on L and slides without friction on the circle. The
bar is placed initially at rest in a horizontal position and then released.

Examine the motion. Show that, if 2a = y/Zly the angle d which the bar
makes with the horizontal oscillates between 0 and ir/S.

13. A horizontal windlass of two heavy coaxial cylinders of different

radii, ri and ra, rigidly connected has two ropes wound in such a manner that

when the windlass turns, one rope winds up and the other unwinds. Two
weights v)i and wz are attached to the ends of the ropes. If equihbrium does

not exist under the action of the two weights, one weight will ascend while

the other descends. Show that the motion is uniformly accelerated, and
that the tension in the descending rope is less, and in the ascending rope

greater, than it would be if the windlass were clamped and the entire system

were in equilibrium.

14. Find the motion of a system composed of two uniform bars AB and
CD, of the same length and mass, if the extremities of the bars A and C, also

B and D, are connected by light strings of length 1. The upper bar pivots

at its mid-point and the motion is confined to a vertical plane.

16. A heavy body is rigidly attached to an axle of radius r in such a way
that its center of gravity is on the axle. The axle is supported in a hori-

zontal position by two bearings in which the axle is free to turn. It is acted

upon by a vertical force F through the axle and a couple of moment C.

Show that the equation of motion of the body is

Mk^o)' - C — Fr sin <,

where e is the angle of friction.

16. Given a horizontal wheel with hollow spokes, and in each spoke a ball

which can be regarded as a particle of mass m. Initially the balls are all at the

same distance from the center. An angular velocity « is given to the system

and it is then left to itself. Show that if there is no friction the equation of

the path of each ball has the form

r cn 0 = c.

(Greenhill, “Elliptic Functions,'^ p. 76.)
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17 . A horizontal cylinder rolls down the side of a wedge that rests on a

horizontal plane. Determine the motion under the assumption that there

is no friction between the wedge and the plane on which it rests.

18 . A solid triangle ABC of weight wi pivots at the corner (7 on a smooth

horizontal plane. A particle of weight Wi is constrained to move without

friction along the side AB by an elastic string, of length h equal in length to

the perpendicular from 0 to AB, attached to the point 0. Determine the

motion of the system.



CHAPTER V

MOTION PARALLEL TO A FIXED PLANE

ONE DEGREE OF FREEDOM

64. Introduction.—Since a perfectly free rigid body has six

degrees of freedom, three of translation and three of rotation, a

body that has but one degree of freedom may have one degree of

freedom of translation without rotation, or it may rotate about

a fixed axis without translation, or it may have both translation

and rotation, the translation and rotation being related in some
definite manner. The problem of translation does not differ

essentially from the problem of motion of a single particle, since

the center of gravity moves just as though all of the mass and
all of the forces that are acting upon the body were concentrated

at that point. It is only the forces of constraint that require

additional attention.

66. Motion of Translation.—A uniform bar is free to slide

along a straight line which it touches in two points (the end

points), Fig. 25. An elastic string of negligible mass passes

Fig. 25.

through a small hole at 0 and is attached to a point P of the bar,

so that OP represents the stretch of the string. Determine the

motion under the assumption that all of the constraints are

smooth.

Taking 0 as an origin, let P be the point at which the string

is attached, and G the center of gravity. Then

P - G + a,

113
( 1 )
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where a is a constant vector which will be assumed parallel to
the line of motion. The force acting on the bar due to the
stretched string is

T =

where is a constant factor of proportionality, and the forces
of constraint, Ri and R 2 , are perpendicular to the line along which
the bar slides. The principle of momentum (Sec. 44) gives

ilfG" = -A^P + Ri + Rj. (2)

Let i be a unit vector parallel to the line of motion, and let Eq. (2)

be multiplied by i •. There results

Mi-G" =
(3 )

since

By Eq. (1),

and

1 • Ri = i • R2 = 0.

P" = G",

i • G" = i . P" = (i . P)".

Let i • P, the component of P in the line of motion, be denoted
by Pi. Then Eq. (3) becomes

AfPi" = -ik^Pi,

which is the equation of simple harmonic motion. Therefore,
whatever the initial conditions may be, the bar slides back and
forth in simple harmonic motion.

Since the bar does not rotate, the sum of the moments of the
forces with respect to the center of gravity is zero. Let L and L
be vectors, with origin at the center of gravity, perpendicular
to Ri and Rj respectively and terminating in them. Then the
equation of moments is

(li X Ri) + (I2 X Rj) + k\& X P) = 0, (4)

with

li — It = I,
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If P2 is the component of P which is perpendicular to the line

of motion, Eq. (4) gives the scalar equation

-IRx + IR 2 - k^aP2 = 0. (5)

The sum of the forces perpendicular to the line of motion

also vanishes, and this gives

Ri + R 2 - k^P2 = 0, (6)

and from Eqs. (5) and (6) it is found that

Ri = and B, =

Since P 2 is constant, the constraints Ri and R2 likewise are

constant. The magnitudes of the constraints depend upon the

point of attachment of the elastic string, a, but the period of the

motion, 27r//c, does not.

66. A Rough Cylinder Slides Down an Inclined Plane.—

A

right circular cylinder resting on its base slides down a plane

which makes an angle a with a hori-

zontal plane, the coefficient of sliding

friction being ju = tan e. Determine

the motion (Fig, 26).

Let i, j, k be a system of unit

vectors in fixed space, the k-axis

being parallel to the intersection of

the inclined and horizontal planes, the j-axis horizontal, and

the i-axis vertical downward. Let io, jo, ko be a system which is

fixed with respect to the cylinder, the ko-axis parallel to the k-

axis, the jo-axis directed up the plane and the io-axis normal to the

inclined plane. Then

i = io cos a — jo sin a,

j
— io sin CK + jo cos a.

The forces acting on the cylinder are its weight, Mg i, and the

constraint, or reaction, of the plane. The constraint of the plane

is equivalent to a single force F acting at the center of gravity

and a couple (I, 160). Since the cylinder does not rotate in any

manner, the couple is obviously zero, and the principle of momen-
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turn gives the equation of motion

ikfG" = Mgi + F
= Mg(cos aio — sin a jo) + F,

the origin of G being arbitary.

On taking

F = jPiio + F2jo + Fako,

it is evident that

Fz = 0, and Fi = —Mg cos a,

since there is no motion normal to the plane. The frictional

component F 2 in magnitude is m times the normal component Fi

and is directed up the plane. Hence

and

F = —Mg cos a: io + Mgjx cos a j.o,

MG" = Mg(fx cos a — sin a)jo

sin (a — e).

- L, ”

The angle a must be equal to or greater than the angle «, since

friction certainly will not make the cylinder slide up the plane.

The acceleration is zero or down the plane and is constant in

magnitude.

67. Rotation about a Fixed Axis.—If a rigid body moves about
an axis which is fixed in the body and fixed also in space, the
axis must be supported by outside forces; that is, the axis is

constrained to remain in a fixed straight line, and it will be
assumed that the axis cannot slip along this line. Two supports
acting at Q\ and (Fig. 27) are suflBcient for this purpose, and
the constraints which are acting at these points will be denoted
by Ri and Rj.

The applied forces that are acting on the body, whatever they
may be, are equivalent to a single force F, which is acting at the
center of gravity, and a couple C (1, 160). Let a plane be passed
through the center of gravity perpendicular to the axis, and let

the intersection of the axis and the plane be the point 0. With
0 as the point of reference, let G be the position vector of the
center of gravity, and therefore perpendicular to the axis.
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If M is the mass of the body, the principle of momentum
(Sec. 44) gives the equation

MG" = F + Ri + R2. (1)

Let the axis of rotation be the k-axis of an i, j, k system of

mutually orthogonal unit vectors in fixed space. The moment of

F with respect to the point 0 is G X
F

;
and if

OQi = zij and 0Q% =

{zi is negative in the diagram), the

moments of Ri and Ra with respect to

the point 0 are

2i(k X Ri) and Z 2 OS: X R2).

The moment of all of the forces with

respect to the point 0 is

therefore

N, = C + (G X F) + zi{k X Ri) + 2: 2(k X R2). (2)

The moment of momentum of the body with respect to the

point 0 is, by Eq. (46.5),

Lo = I<«> — coP,

where I is the moment of inertia with respect to the axis of

rotation; co, which coincides in direction with the axis, represents

the angular velocity about the axis; and P is a vector, perpendicu-

lar to the axis and fixed in the body, which depends upon the

products of inertia of the body at the point 0. Since P is fixed

in the body,

P' = (0 X P,

and

U = /<«>' - X P).

The principle of moment of momentum [Eq. (45.1)] now gives

the equation

L/ - No,

or

Jo)' — co'P — co(<ii) X P) === [C + (G X F)] + k X [^^iRi +• 2?2R2]* (3)
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If Eq. (3) is multiplied by k •, there results the scalar equation

7co' = k . [C + (G X F)], (4)

which determines the motion about the axis.

68. Determination of the Constraints.—Since Eq. (57.4) con-

tains only quantities that are given in the problem, it is reducible

to an ordinary differential equation of the second order. Suppose

this equation has been solved and therefore w is known. There

remains the determination of the constraints Ri and R2<

Multiply Eq. (57.3) by k X. Since w is fixed in direction,

w' has the same direction as «. Therefore

7k X«' = 0.

The vector P is perpendicular to <o, so that

k X P = P 90 ,

where P 90 is the vector obtained by rotating P forward through

90°, keeping it perpendicular to <>. By Eq. (5.4)

k X (o) X P) = -coP,

k X [k X (ziRi + SiELt)] = [k • (ziRi + 22R2)]k - (21R 1 + 32R2).

The vector [k (21R 1 -t- 2i2R2)]k is the k-component of

(siRi + 22R2)

;

let it be denoted by the letter K. The result of multiplying

Eq. (57.3) by k X is therefore

3iRi -h = A = (o'Pao - oj^P -b k X [C -I- (G X F)] - K. (1)

Since

G' = <0 X G, and G" = (o>' X G) - co^G,

Eq. (57.1) gives the relation

Ri + R2 == B = M(6>' X G) - Mco^G -- F. (2)

If 22 “ Zi, which is the distance between Qi and Q 2 in Fig. 27, is

denoted by the letter /i, the solution of Eqs. (1) and (2) gives the

expressions for the forces of constraint

ARi = —A + 2J2B,\

= ”hA — zJB,

)

(3 )
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The vector A contains an unknown vector K, which is parallel

to the axis. The k-components of Ri and R2 are therefore

undetermined, and it is obvious from Fig. 27 that this must be so;

for if any force parallel to the axis is introduced at Qi, and the

same force reversed is applied at Q 2,
the operation would have no

effect upon the motion of the body and no effect upon the com-

ponents of the constraints perpendicular to the axis. Hence,

although the sum,

Ri + R 2 = B,

is uniquely determined, the difference

h(R2 - Ri) = 2A - (zi + ^2)B,

contains an arbitrary vector which is parallel to the axis. The
components perpendicular to the axis are completely determined

by Eq. (3).

69. The Nature of the Constraints.—It will be observed

that the vector A contains the term and that B contains

the term co^G. In rapidly rotating machinery these terms may
rise to very high values, since co itself is large, unless P and G
vanish, and they may be large even though P and G are merely

small. As is seen from Eqs. (58.3), B occurs in Ri and R2 with

the same sign, if the body is rotating between the two points of

support.

The term ilfw^G corresponds to centrifugal force. It acts

in the same direction, perpendicular to the axis, on both bearings.

The term co^P, which occurs in A, enters Ri and R2 with opposite

signs, forming a couple whose axis is perpendicular to the axis

of rotation. Since P and G are fixed in the body the constraints

are reversed at each half revolution. It is not difficult to see that

a very rapid rotation will soon tear a machine to pieces unless

P and G are extremely small or zero.

The condition G = 0 means that the center of gravity of the

body lies on the axis of rotation, and the condition P — 0 means

that the axis of rotation is a principal axis of inertia at the point 0.

If both of these conditions are satisfied, the axis of rotation coin-

cides with a principal axis of inertia at the center of gravity; the

component of A which is perpendicular to the axis of rotation

vanishes, and B is reduced to — F. The constraints and the
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force F are a system of forces in equilibrium and produce no effect

upon the rotation. Equation (57.4) reduces to

/6>' = k . C. (1)

60. The System of Forces Has a Unique Resultant Which

Passes Through the Axis.—^Let two forces F and —F be intro-

duced at any point Q on the axis, and let the distance from

0 to Q (Fig. 28) be z, taken positively if Q
is above 0 and negatively if below. These

two forces form a system in equilibrium,

and have no effect upon the body or upon

the constraints. The force — F at Q and

the force +F at G form a couple, namely,

(G - ^k) X F.

Consequently the two forces at Q and the

single force at the center of gravity are

equivalent to a single force F which passes

through the axis and a couple. If this

couple neutralizes the couple C, then the couple C and the

single force acting at the center of gravity are equivalent to

a single force F which passes through the axis at Q. Hence,

the condition that the forces acting upon the body should have

a unique resultant which passes through the axis is

Fig. 28 .

(G - zk) X F = -C,

or

C + (G X F) = z{k X F),

where z is some scalar.

Now

k-kXF = kXk.F = 0,

and Eq. (57.4) becomes

W = 0
, (1 )

from which it follows that (*> is a constant, and the body spins

about the axis with a constant angular speed.

Also

--k X (k X F) - F - (k . F)k
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is the component of F which is perpendicular to the axis. Let it

be denoted by ¥p. The expressions for A and B become, neglect-

ing the k-components,

A = — w^P — z¥p,

B = -wmO - Fp;

and the constraints are

KRi = -fwHP - ZiMG) - (Z2 - 2)Fp,

KRi = -w=(P - ZiMGr) -t- (2i - z)Fp.

The vector P in these expressions is the vector defined in

Sec. 46 and is associated with the point 0. If Po, and Pc, are

the corresponding vectors associated with the points and Q 2 ,
it

is a simple matter to show that

= P - z,MG, P«, = P - ZiMG,

so that

hRi — -l-W^Poa — (22 — 2)FpA
^2)

KRi = -co*Po. + (zi - z)Fi>./

If the axis of rotation is a principal axis of inertia at the point

Qi, Pc, vanishes, and if z = Zi, that is if F passes through Qi, the

constraint at Q 2 disappears altogether. Hepce the theorem:

Theorem—If a solid body, rotating about a fixed point, is acted

upon by forces which have a unique resultant which passes through

that point, and if the axis of rotation is a principal axis of ineHia

at the fixed point, then the body will continue to turn indefinitely

about this axis with constant angular velocity.

For this reason the principal axes of inertia at any point are

sometimes called the permanent axes of rotation.

Under what conditions can the constraint at Qi also vanish.

Equation (2) gives the condition

w**Pc. = hRp.

Since the vector Pc, is fixed in the body, it is necessary that Fp

should be constant in magnitude and rotate about the axis with

the same speed as the body; or, that

Fp = 0, Pg, = 0.

These last conditions will be satisfied if there are no exterior
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forces, and if the axis of rotation is a principal axis not only at

Qi but also at Q2 . By the theorem of Sec. 22, if any line is a

principal axis of inertia for two of its points it is a principal axis

for all of its points, and the line passes through the center of

gravity. Consequently

:

Theorem,—A rigid body that is turning about a principal axis

of inertia of the central ellipsoid and is not acted on by any exterior

force will continue to turn about that axis with constant speed, with--

out any constraints.

This fact has given to the principal axes of the central ellipsoid

of inertia the name the spontaneous axes of

rotation,

61. The Compound Pendulum.—Any
heavy rigid body that turns freely about

a horizontal axis and is acted upon by no

exterior force except gravity is a compound
pendulum.

In accordance with the previous nota-

tion, the horizontal axis of rotation will

be taken as the k-direction of an i, j, k system, the j-direction

being horizontal, and the i-direction vertical downward (Fig.

29). The only forces acting upon the body are its weight,

F = ikfgf i,

acting at the center of gravity, and the constraints acting on the
horizontal axis.

Inasmuch as there is no applied couple, Eq. (57.4) gives the
equation of motion, namely,

7a;' = k . G X F. (1)

In Fig. 29 the line OiGOz passes through the center of gravity G
and is perpendicular to the horizontal axis of rotation, so that

and
G = OiG,

Now

B = iG.

k . G X F = iWgk . G X i = -Mg] • G = -Mgh sin 9.
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It is convenient here to depart from the customary notation and

let

tensor of G = OiG = h.

As usual,

I - Mki^

where fci is the radius of gyration of the body with respect to the

axis.

Since

6) = d\

Eq. (1) becomes, after removing the mass factor M,

= —gh sin 6. (2)

On comparing this equation with the equation of motion of a

simple pendulum of length h + h, namely,

(Zi + lr)d" = — ^ sin 0,

it is plain that the motion of a compound pendulum is the same
as that of a simple pendulum whose length is

h + l,=. or hih + h) = hK (3)

On the straight line OiG measure a length O 1O 2 equal to h + k.

The particle at O 2 of the solid body moves just as though it were

tied to the axis by a thread without weight and were not acted

upon by the rest of the body.

Let fco be the radius of gyration about an axis through the center

of mass parallel to the axis of rotation, and let fc2 be the radius of

gyration relative to a parallel axis at O 2 . Then

ki^ = ko^ + and (4)

On eliminating ki^ between Eq. (3) and the first of Eqs. (4), it is

seen that

hh = ko\ (5)

Since h and ko^ are positive, the same is true of k, and the center

of gravity lies between the points Oi and O2 .

On the line O 1O 2 erect a perpendicular at G equal to fco (Fig. 30).

Join the extremity of this perpendicular to the points Oi and O 2 .
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By Eqs. (4), these lines represent h\ and hi in magnitude and they

are mutually perpendicular, by Eq. (5). If ^ is the angle

between hi and h\, then

hi = hi sec h = hi tan

hi = hi cosec h = fco cot

It is evident from Fig. 30, and also from Eq. (6), that if the

point Oi recedes from 0 the point O2 approaches 0, and vice

versa. Since

h + h = 2hi cosec 2\l/,

the distance between the two points has a minimum when

ll — li — hi.

For small oscillations the period of the pendulum is

P 2’riJ-
+ h 2fco

g sin 2\l/

Therefore for a given direction of the axis with respect to the body
there exists a minimum of period. The
period of oscillation cannot be less than

0, I, G I2 O2

Fig. 30 ,
^0 matter where the axis may be in the

body.
The axis through Oi is called the axis of suspension^ and the

parallel axis through O2 was given the name the axis of oscillation

by Huygens, who first analyzed this problem correctly. From
the symmetrical manner in which the lengths h and h enter the
formulas, it is evident that if the axis through O2 be taken as the
axis of suspension, the axis through Oi becomes the axis of

oscillation, and that the period of oscillation is unaltered. The
point O2 is called the center of oscillation.

62. The Reversible Pendulum.—The fact that the axes of

suspension and oscillation are interchangeable without alteration
of period was utilized very cleverly by Captain Henry Kater^ in
1818 for the construction of what is equivalent to a simple
pendulum. Eater's reversible pendulum was a bar of rec-

^ Philosophical Transactions, ISlSf ISi^.
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tangular cross section with two steel knife-edges perpendicular

to the plane of the bar and fixed in position, their distances from

the center of mass being unequal. A heavy ring, movable

micrometrically along the bar, permitted a slight change in the

position of the center of mass. The bar was allowed to oscillate

first on one knife-edge and then on the other and the heavy ring

was adjusted until the times of oscillation on the two knife-edges

were equal. When equality was attained, the distance between

the two knife-edges was the length of the equivalent simple

pendulum.

In order to obtain the time of oscillation accurately, the

pendulum is placed before the pendulum of an astronomical

clock whose rate is accurately known. On the clock pendulum

is fastened a white surface on which is ruled a black line such

that when the two pendulums are at rest the experimental

pendulum coincides in position with the black line. The pen-

dulums are then set into motion. Assuming that the periods

of the two pendulums are approximately, but not exactly, the

same, the instant of a coincidence, with the two pendulums

moving in the same direction, is noted. At the end of the first

complete oscillation after this instant one of the pendulums will

have gained on the other and coincidence will have ceased.

After a sufficient interval of time there will be a second coinci-

dence with the two pendulums moving in the same direction.

If the clock pendulum has made n swings (n half periods) the

experimental pendulum will have made n + 2 or n — 2 swings,

according as it swings more rapidly or more slowly than the clock

pendulum. Assuming that the clock pendulum swings in exactly

one second, the time of swing of the experimental pendulum

(the half period) is

X = seconds.

In an experiment of this kind, it was observed by Biot and

Mathieu that a pendulum oscillated 7015.5 in 7017.5 seconds.

Consequently the time of a single swing of the pendulum was

1.00026251, and if an error of 5 seconds was made in the observed

value of n, the time of oscillation was 1.00026253 seconds, a

difference of only two hundred-millionths of a second. The
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distance between the two knife-edges, the equivalent simple

pendulum, is, of course, obtained by a very careful measurement.

Routh has listed the following points to which careful attention

should be paid in the construction of a reversible pendulum.^

1 . The axes of suspension, or knife-edges, must not be at the same

distance from the center of mass. They should be parallel to each

other.

2 . The times of oscillation about the knife-edges should be nearly

equal.

3. The external form of the body must be symmetrical, and the same

about the two axes of suspension.

4. The pendulum must be of such regular shape that the dimensions

of all of the parts can be readily calculated.

These conditions are satisfied if the pendulum be of rectangular shape

with two cylinders placed one at each end. The external forms of these

cylinders should be equal and similar, but one solid and the other hollow,

and such that the distance between the knife-edges is as nearly as

possible equal to the length of the simple equivalent pendulum found

by calculation.

5. The pendulum should be made, as far as possible, of one metal,

so that as the temperature changes it may always be similar to itself.

In this case since the times of oscillations of similar bodies vary as the

square root of their linear dimensions, it is easy to reduce the observed

time of oscillation to a standard temperature. The knife-edges however
must be made of some strong substance not likely to be easily injured.

63. Determination of the Constraints.—The vectors which
determine the constraints are [Eqs. (58.1) and (58.2)]

A = oj'Pao - 0)2? + k X (G X F),

B = M((o' X G) - Jkfco^G - F.

For definiteness it will be assumed that the body is symmetrical

with respect to a plane which passes through the center of gravity

perpendicular to the axis of rotation. With this assunrption

P = P 90 = 0,

since the axis of rotation is a principal axis of inertia at the point

Oi. Both of the vectors F and G are perpendicular to the axis

of rotation, and therefore G X F is parallel to the axis. From
this it follows that

^ HouTH, E. J., '^Elementary Rigid Dynamics,” 5th ed., p. 84 (1891).
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k X (G X F) = 0,

and the vector A is always zero.

Suppose the axis has two supports equidistant from Oi, and
that the distance is a. Then

-Zi = = a,

and the constraints are [Eq. (58.3)]

Ri = Ra = iB = X G) - fMco^G - ^F.

From Eq. (61.2) it is seen that

w' = — sin 6 k.

Let io and jo be mutually orthogonal unit vectors rigidly

attached to the body perpendicular to the axis of rotation, and
let io coincide in direction with G. Then

i = io cos ^ — jo sin 6,

and

0)' X G = X io) = sin 6 jo.

Since

F = Afj7 i,

the expression for B becomes

B =
72

sin d jo + {hw^ io + g(k cos 0 - jo sin $)

}

On multiplying Eq. (61.2) by 2w and then integrating, it is

found that

(^2 — 0 ^ cos 6,

and with this value of co^, the expression for B becomes

B
^0^ -j- 3Zi^ T Jcq^ • /I •— QQQ Q ^ MCh lo + sm 6 jo.
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If CO vanishes for 0 = ^o,

C = "“ 2^2^ cos ^0 ,

and the expression for B can be written

B = — ±Mg (qos 6 — cos do) — Mg cos do io

+ kgi
-I-

^

If do is real and cos do > 0, the io component of B is always

negative, but if cos do < 0, this component changes sign at the

point where

cos d _ 2li^ 2

cos do ko^ + 3

The jo component changes sign with sin d always. If the center

of gravity is on the right side of a vertical plane through the axis,

the jo component is directed toward the right of this plane; and
if the center of gravity is on the left side, the jo component of the

constraint is also directed toward the left of this plane.

64. A Cylinder Rolls Down an Inclined Plane.—A cylinder of

radius a rolls down an inclined plane, the inclination being a,

from a position of rest. Determine the motion under the assump-

tions that there is no slipping and that the rolling couple of

friction can be neglected.

Since the constraints do no work and the kinetic energy

initially was zero, the kinetic energy at any instant is equal to

the work done upon the cylinder by gravity.

In Fig. 31, let the i-direction be downward normal to the plane,

the j-direction up the plane, and the k-direction parallel to the

horizontal axis of the cylinder. Let G, the center of gravity, be

measured from its initial position and the angle 6 regarded as a

vector be measured along the k-axis. The principle of energy

(Sec. 48) gives the equation, after removing the factor ikf/2,

G' • G' + = -2g sin a G • j, (1)

where k is the radius of gyration of the cylinder with respect to

its axis, and not the tensor of k which is unity. Now

G = a(i X 6) = a(i X ^ k) = —ad j

Q' ss: — jj
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SO that

G' • G' = ai'w • <0 ,
or w • <o = -^G' • G',

and Eq. (1), by the elimination of 6> • o, becomes

^i+AV-G' = -2<7sinQ:G. j, (2)

which by differentiation gives

r
I

• • AQ' . — G-" + ^ sin a 3 =0.
CL

Since these two vectors are not perpendicular and G' ^ 0, it

follows that

= -^rqry2!7sinaj. (3)

If the cylinder were sliding

down the plane without friction,

and not rolling, the corresponding

equation would be

G"=-^sinaj, (4)

which is what Eq. (3) becomes for = q. The rolling accelera-

tion is constant, but the cylinder rolls down more slowly than

it would slide down without friction.

This analysis assumes that the center of gravity lies on the

axis of the cylinder, but it does not assume that the cylinder is

homogeneous. If it is homogeneous,

/c 2® ’ aA + 3

Let the constraint of the plane be denoted by MR. The
principle of momentum furnishes the equation

G" = g cos a i — fir sin a j + R.

Using the value of G" from Eq, (3), this equation gives

R = — g cos q: i + (5)
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The ratio of the interior kinetic energy to the exterior kinetic
energy is

(?'* a2*

This also is constant, and since is never greater than the
kinetic energy of rotation never exceeds the kinetic energy of

translation.

66. A Bifilar Pendulum.—A straight

rod of length I is suspended by two light

strings each of length a from two points

in the ceiling. The distance between the

two points of suspension also is Z, so that

when the rod is at rest in its position of

equilibrium, it is horizontal and the two
strings are parallel (Fig. 32). It is

assumed that the center of mass is at the

center of the rod, but otherwise the load-
ing of the rod may be anything whatever.

The rod is turned through a certain angle and released from a
position of rest in which the rod is horizontal and the center of
mass lies in the same vertical line as it did in the position of
equilibrium. It is required to determine the motion and the
tensions in the strings.

Let i, j, k be a system of unit vectors fixed with respect to the
bar, i being directed along the bar, j directed 90° ahead and k
directed vertical upward; and let io, jo, ko be a corresponding
system in fixed space, the two systems coinciding when the rod
is in its position of equilibrium. For any other position, in
which the bar is turned through an angle 9,

io = cos ^i — sin 0 j, \

jo = sin ^i + cos 0 j, I
( 1 )

ko = k.
J

Let MTi be the tension directed along oi, and MT^ the tension
in a2 . From symmetry

Ti = Ti = T.

Let G be the position of the center of gravity with respect to
the equilibrium position. Then, from I, 149,
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G = a — \/ sin** (2)

From the principles of momentum and moment of momentum,

Q" = —gk + Ti + Tt, (3)

fcV = Mi X (Tx - Tj)] -k k; (4)

and from the principle of energy

G' . G' + . w = 2g(Go - G) • k.

By differentiation of Eq. (2), it is found that

sin 6

(5 )

and then from Eq. (5)

Let ai and a 2 be unit vectors which have the directions of Ti

and T 2 . It follows from the geometry of Fig. 32 that, if X = Z/a,

ai = +|(1 — cos B) io - ^sin 0 jo + ^1 — sin^ ^^ko,

ajj = -|(l _ cos 0) io + ^
sin 0 jo + -Jl

- X* sin® ko;

or, by virtue of Eqs. (1),

ai = — X sin® M i ~ X sin M cos M j + "x/l — X® sin® M k,

Ki — +X sin® M i + X sin M cos M j + "'/l ~ X® sin® M k-

Therefore

Ti + Tj == 2rVl - X® sin®"p k,

Ti — Ta = 2rx(— sin® i — sin |0 cos M j)>

and

[i X (Ti — Ta)] • k = — rx sin 5.

Hence, from Eqs. (3) and (4),

G" = -g + 2TVi - X® sin® M, \
Aj^co' = —\IT\ sin 6. j

(7 )
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If Eq. (6) is differentiated, the value of 6" = co' replaced by the

second of Eq. (7), and the resulting equation then solved for T,

it is found that

T = 8ffafc=

Cb — G +
[16 fc

2 (a - (?)= + i^sin" 6
]

8 (Go - Q)[a\l^ - a°) + (a - GY]

[l&k\a - Oy + I* sin^ d]'^

which, by virtue of Eq. (2), can be expressed wholly in terms of

6 or of G.

If fl/2 is replaced by <p, Eq. (6) can be written

, I
‘P) + sin^y cos_^jp__

dt.
V 4(a^ — V sin* ¥))(Go — a + -s/a* — Z* sin*

The relation between the angle 6 and the time Z is a quadrature,

which, unfortunately, cannot be effected. But if the oscillations

are very small (infinitesimal), the terms of lowest order in

Eq. (6) give

fc*0" = g^(0o* - e^),

and, by differentiation, the harmonic equation

e" + Ii-6~= 0 .

Hence the period of a small oscillation is

For a uniform rod 2k = Z/\/3 (I, 97), and the period of a small

oscillation is

If the rod swings without rotation, it is essentially a simple

pendulum with the period Pj = 2t\/^. The ratio of these
periods gives the equation
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The rod oscillates more rapidly when rotating than when it is

merely swinging, provided both oscillations are small.

TWO DEGREES OF FREEDOM

66. The Cylinder Rolls and Slides.—Returning to the problem

of Sec. 64, it is seen from Eq. (64.5) and Fig. 31, that the tangent

of the angle which the reaction of the plane R upon the cylinder

makes with the normal to the plane is

which, for a given cylinder, is a constant. In order that the

cylinder may roll only, it is necessary that the angle between R
and the normal to the plane shall be less than the angle of

friction €, and therefore

Jq2

SmTP tan a < M, (1)

where /x is the tangent of € and therefore the coefficient of friction.

If the inclination of the plane, a, is so large that Eq. (1) is not

satisfied, the reaction of the plane makes the constant angle e

with the normal; for by the nature of friction this is the largest

angle which the reaction can make. Slipping begins at once, and

the cylinder both rolls and slides.

Using the notation of Sec. 64, the principles of momentum and

moment of momentum give the equations

G" = g + R,
\

kW = a(i X R)./
(2)

The energy equation, Eq. (64.1), no longer holds, since part of the

work done in falling is dissipated by friction. Since

G = — (? j,

g = g cos a i — g sin a j,

R = —R cos € i + JS sin e j,

Eqs. (2) lead at once to the scalar equations

(/" = g sin a — i? sin

= aR sin €,

0 = jR cos € — g cos a.

(3 )
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The last of Eqs. (3) gives

R aia e = ng cos a,

and then the first two become

g'(sin a — ii cos a) = g
sin (« — e)

cos e

k^d" = agfi cos a.

Let

(4)

(5)s = G — ad,

represent the distance through which the cylinder has slipped

Then from Eqs. (4),

-^(sin (a — ()—% cos a sin e
)

cos ey
^ ' k^ jcos €'

cos e'

^sin a.

oP'

cos €
^2

a sin
€^,

which is positive, since, by hypothesis,

*2
jJL <

a^ + ¥ tan a.

If the first of Eqs. (4) is multiplied by G' and integrated, and

the second is multiplied by 6' and integrated, and the two

equations are then added, it is found that the kinetic energy is

iilf ((?'’ + k^d'') = Mg
sin (a — c)

G + afjid cos a
cos e

= Mg[G sin a — Sju cos a],

A comparison of this equation with Eq. (64.1) shows that the

loss of energy due to slip is

Mgsfi cos a,

an expression that could have been anticipated.

When the cylinder rolls without slipping the position of the

center of gravity depends upon the radius of gyration, Eq. (64.3),

but if it rolls and slides, it is independent of the radius of gyration,

Eq. (4).

67. A Rocking Pendulum.—If a rigid body rolls upon a

cylindrical axis instead of pivoting upon a linear axis, it is a
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rocking pendulum. The motion may be a pure rolling, tt roll and
a slip, or there may be no friction of any kind.

It will be assumed that the rolling axis is a right circular

cylinder of radius r, that the distance of the center of gravity from

the axis of the cylinder is that k is the principal radius of

gyration, and that the pendulum is symmetrical with respect to a

plane through the center of gravity and perpendicular to the axis.

Let 0 be the position of the axis, Fig. 33, when the pendulum
hangs at rest and let G be the position of the center of gravity

referred to the point 0. Finally, take an i, j, k system of unit

vectors with i directed vertically downward, j horizontal and

perpendicular to the axis of the cylinder, and k parallel to this

axis. By virtue of symmetry the reaction MR of the horizontal

surface on which the cylinder rolls can be regarded as lying in the

plane through the center of gravity perpendicular to the axis

of the cylinder. Let a be the angle which R makes with the nor-

mal. The vector R lies on the left side of the normal in Fig. 33,

and therefore a is positive, if the pendulum is descending, that is

w, or d\ is negative, and to the right, if d' is positive.

With the symbolism thus established, the principles of momen-
tum and moment of momentum give the two equations

G" - g + RA
fcW = L X R|/

(1 )
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where L is a vector from the center of gravity, perpendicular to

the line of R. It is seen from the geometry that

L = Isin (6 — a) + r sin a,

so that

L X R = —R[l sin {6 — a) + r sin a] k.

Equations (1), therefore, can be written

G" = {g — R QOS a)i — R sin

kW = — JS[Z sin {d — a) + r

inaj, \

sin a] k,/
(2)

and to these can be added the energy equation, except in the case

of rolling and slipping,

G' • G' + • (0 = 2^(G — Go) • i, (3)

where Go is the initial value of G.

The equations of constraint depend upon the nature of the

motion and the three cases will be considered separately.

(A) No Friction ,—In case there is no friction and the pendulum
is released from a state of rest, the first of Eqs. (2) shows that

the center of gravity falls vertically from its initial value Go? since

a is zero. Therefore

I cos 6 i. (4)

With this expression for G, the energy equation [Eq. (3)]

becomes

(Jq
2 ^ p _ 2gl(Qos 6 — cos 0o),

and, by differentiation and simplification.

gl sin d

k^ + F sin^ 6\

1 + 2P cos d(cos 6 — cos do)

k^ + P sin^ $

(5 )

(6)

which for infinitesimal oscillations reduces to that of the com-
pound pendulum [Eq. (61.2)].

The second equation of Eqs. (2) then gives the reaction

R gk^

I sin 6 P sin^ d\
1 +

2P'qOS d{QOB 6 — cos ^o)

k^ + P sin^ 6

(7)
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(B) Pure Rolling .—In case friction exists the motion is one of

pure rolling as long as the angle of the reaction a with the normal
is less than the angle of friction, e. It will be shown that a is not
a constant and that the pendulum may roll for a while and then
slip. As long as the motion is one of pure rolling, the equation
of constraint is

G = Z cos 0 i + (Z sin 0 — rd) j. (8)

If the couple of rolling friction be neglected, no work is done by
friction and the energy equation holds. By the use of Eq. (8),

and the substitution ft = Z cos do, Eq. (3) becomes

,> ^ 2g(l cos 9 - ft) , ,

P + r^ + k^- 2rl cos d’

and again, by differentiation and simplification.

d" = - P + + - 2rh

\P + — 2rZ cos d]
,gl sin d. (10)

For small oscillations, this equation becomes

d" = -gld

(Z - r)2 + *2’

and the period of the oscillation is

P =

On differentiating Eq. (8) twice, it is found that

G" = —[Id" sin d + Id'' cos 5] i + [Id" cos d — Id'' sin d] j

;

and if this result is substituted in Eq. (2), there results

i? sin a = — (Z cos d — r)d" + W' sin d,\ %

R cos a = g + I sin. dd" + W' cos d. )
^

Since d" [Eq. (10)] carries sin 0 as a factor and R > Q, the first

equation of Eq. (11) shows that a has the same sign as d, and
vanishes with d. If therefore the angle of friction e is not zero, for

small values of 0, a < e, and the pendulum begins to roll and it

will continue to roll as long as tan a < n. In order to abbreviate
the expression as much as possible let

= P + + k^, X = I cos d.
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The expression for tan a in terms of d is then

tan a =
{[—v?{r + 2h) + 2r^h\ + [3n^ 2rh]x — sin 6

[n?{r^ -h k'^) + 2rAZ 2
]
_ 2n^[2r + h\x + [Sn* + 4r2 + 2rA]a;* - Arx^'

(12 )

This expression is too complicated to solve for d in terms of a,
and therefore of n. Suppose however a series of increasingly
large oscillations are made. For what value of h will the pen-
dulum be on the point of slipping at the end of its swing? Under
these conditions I cos d is equal to h, by Eq. (9). Then from
Eqs. (10) and (11) it is found that

_ {h — r)\/P A*
(13)k^+ (h- rY

an equation that determines h in terms of n, r, k and 1.

(C) Rolling and Slipping .
—^The angle a cannot exceed e in

magnitude. When a = e sliding begins. Let s represent the
amount of the slide. Then

G = [I cos 0] i -I- [Z sin 0 - rfl - s] j

and Eqs. (2) become

—
[ff
— i? cos «] i — [J? sin «] j,

= — iJ[Z sin (0 — «) -b r sin sJZc.

The angle e is now a constant, and s is a new variable. These
equations are equivalent to the scalar equations

Z sin de" + I cos 66'" = -g + R cos e,

(Z cos 6 -r) 6” - I sin 66'" = s" - R sin «,

k^$" = sin (^ _ gijj^

The result of eliminating R from the first two equations is

[Z sin (e - e) - r6 cos e]" = -g sin e + s" cos e.

If iZ is eliminated from the third equation by means of the first,
t ere results a differential equation which contains only 6 and its
derivatives. If this equation

k^6" - [Z sec e sin (fl - 6) -f rn]{l cos 6)" = grfi

could be integrated, the other functions would be obtained by
quadratures and the problem would be solved completely.
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The loss of energy due to the sliding is

MJjR sin eds,

68. A Billiard Ball.—If the stroke of a billiard cue on the

ball is like the one indicated in Fig. 34 and the line of the force

lies outside the cone of friction of the ball with the table and
inside the cone of friction of the cue with the ball, the ball moves
forward on the table and at the

same time spins on a horizontal

axis that is perpendicular to the

line of motion of the ball. It

is desired to follow the subse-

quent motion of the ball, neglect-

ing the couple of rolling friction.

Let G be the position of the

center of gravity of the ball,

relative to its initial position.

The ball is assumed to be uniform

in density and therefore the

center of gravity is at the center

of the ball. Let 03 be the angular velocity about the horizontal

axis which is perpendicular to the plane of the paper in Fig. 34.

The principles of momentum and moment of momentum give

at once the two scalar equations

M(?" = -MR sin e,

ikffc^co' = -MaR sin e,

where MR is the reaction of the table. Since the ball has no
motion in a vertical direction

MR cos € = Mg.

Therefore R is constant and, since — |a^, the equations of

motion become

(?"

with the initial conditions

(? = Q, ^ = 0,

(j' SS SSS

^ / (1 )

2 a')
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Then, by integration,

gut + y,
6' = —^ —t + Wo,

z d

vt, d — —j
— -|- woi.

a 4 O

The differential equations, Eq. (1), are valid as long as the

ball slips on the table, and the solutions, Eq. (2), also. The
speed of the lowest point of the ball is G' + ad'. Therefore
Eqs. (1) and (2) are valid until

G' “f" cid^ == 0,

when the sliding stops; and since, from Eqs. (2),

G' + ad' = + acoo + v,

this happens for

^
2 GtCOo “t~ V

Z ^ •

7 gix

At this instant

(?' == +^v — ^ao3o,

and

ad' = — + -f^coo.

If the condition

V = |acoo (3)

is satisfied, translation and rotation cease at the same instant,
and the ball stops. The reaction AfR changes abruptly and
becomes normal to the table, and in magnitude is equal to Mg,
The forces which are acting upon the ball form a system that is

in equilibrium, and since the ball is at rest, it continues at rest.

If the condition Eq. (3) is not satisfied, let

V — fawo + iUf

where is a new constant. Then at the instant sliding ceases

G' = Uf ad' = — tz. (4)

Since the point of contact with the table is at rest, while the
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center of the ball is moving, the ball begins to roll, in a forward

direction if u is positive, and backward if u is negative.

Suppose that at this instant the table became perfectly smooth.

The reaction MR would be normal to the table, passing through

the center of the sphere. The equations of motion would be

G" = 0, = 0.

With the initial conditions [Eq. (4)] the geometrical relation,

G + ad = constant = ~ —
? (5)

2d Qfi

would be satisfied, and the ball would roll with constant speed.

Continued friction, therefore, is not necessary to make the ball

roll. It will roll without friction. It is here that the couple

of rolling friction becomes important for the ball certainly will

not continue to roll with constant speed.

The force which has been represented by MR now makes

an unknown angle a with the normal and it does not represent

the entire reaction of the table. There must be added the fric-

tional couple, which can be denoted by MCag, the axis of which

is parallel to the table and perpendicular to the line of motion.

The equations of motion are

G" = —S sin a,

= — ajffi sin a + Cag,

The geometrical relation,

G aS — (ucoq + uy
25

(6)

still holds, and of course

iZ cos a == g.

On differentiating the geometrical relation twice and then sub-

stituting from the other relations, it is found that

tan a = +4^.

Eqs. (6) now become

G" = --.fCg, = +^Ga^, ad" = ^Cg. (7)

The sign of the constant C depends upon d'; in fact, it is opposite
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in sign, since the friction opposes rolling. If m > 0, it is readily

seen from Eqs. (4) that

O' > 0, e' <0, C> 0, G" < 0 and 6" > 0;

and if w < 0, the inequalities are all reversed.

The integration of Eqs. (7) shows that the rolling ceases when

5Cg’

t being counted from the instant when rolling began. The total

amount of time elapsed from the beginning of the motion to the

end is therefore

rp _ 2 acoo + . 7 u _ 2 awo + '^
i
7 ^

*^7
gn ^5^ 5 gix

The reaction of the table and the frictional couple can be

combined into a single reaction Ri, Fig. 35, but the point of

application is displaced forward. Since Eqs. (7) must be satis-

fied it is evident that

Ri = R.

Let 5 be the distance from the center of the sphere to the line of

Ri. The moment of Ri with respect to the center of the sphere

is then E5, and therefore

2 2 C
Rd ^ ^Cag, or

The vector R must therefore be displaced parallel to itself by an

amount

5 C 2 C C
a sin a + 5 = ^

^ag
^

-^ag = -^ag = Ca cos a,

and the horizontal displacement is Ca.
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The couple of rolling friction is due to a slight deformation of

the table, or of the ball, or of both.

69. The Instantaneous Axis of Rotation—Centrodes.—Since

any displacement of a rigid body parallel to a fixed plane can

be effected by a rotation about a suitable axis perpendicular to

the plane (I, 124) any continuous motion of a body parallel

to a fixed plane can be resolved into a series of infinitesimal rota-

tions about an axis which, in general, is itself in continuous

motion both with respect to the body and with respect to the

plane. If the motion of the axis were discontinuous, the motion

of the body also would be regarded as

discontinuous.

The axis about which the body is rotating

at any instant in this resolution of the

motion is called the instantaneous axis of

rotation. The locus of the instantaneous axis

in the body is called the body centrode^

and the locus of the axis with respect

to the fixed plane is called the syace centrode. It is fairly evident

that the motion of the body is just the same as though the body-

centrode, rigidly attached to the body, were rolling without

slipping upon the space centrode. In order to make this clear,

however, imagine a series of small but finite rotations. In

Fig. 36 let Si, S2, sa, 54 be four consecutive positions of the instan-

taneous axis on the fixed plane at the instants ^i, h, Uj Uj and

bi, 62, 63, h be the positions in the body at the same instants.

In the interval t2 — tx the body pivots on &i which coincides with

Si. This rotation brings 62 into coincidence with .$2. In the

interval (^s — ^2) the body pivots on $2 and 62 until 63 is brought

into coincidence with 53, etc. The motion is the same as the

rolling of one polygon on another. The motion is discontinuous

at each corner, and the axis jumps by finite amounts. The rate

of rolling may vary in any manner whatever, but the displace-

ment at each pivot is definite. If the sides of the polygons are

diminished indefinitely, the centrodes become smooth curves,

and if the motion of the body is continuous, the body centrode

rolls without slipping upon the space centrode. The instan-

taneous axis is at the point of contact of the two centrodes and

the motion is always one of pivoting on the instantaneous axis.
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70. The Centrodes for the Billiard Ball.—In the case of a

sphere rolling on a plane, the body centrode is a great circle

of the sphere, and the space centrode is the straight line along

which the sphere rolls. It is otherwise, however, if the ball

both rolls and slides.

Consider again the motion of the billiard ball described in

Sec. 68. Let Ox and O2 be the center of the ball at any two

instants (Fig. 37), and let OiAi

and OiBi be two radii which

include the angle d. Let O 1O 2 be

denoted by G, If the ball has

turned through the angle 6 in the

interval of time in which the center

of the ball has advanced from Oi

to O2 ,
and if OiBi was vertical at

the first instant, O 2A 2 was vertical

at the second instant. The chord

AiBi in the first position has

become the chord A 2B2 in the second position. The point of

intersection, 0, of the perpendicular bisectors of AuBi and A 2B 2 is

the center of a pure rotation which will bring the ball from the

first position to the second. The point 0 is at a distance

^ tan

above the line of centers; and the limit of this expression as the
two instants of time approach coincidence is

and this is the distance of the instantaneous axis above the center
of the ball at any instant.

Let gixt be denoted by r. Then Eqs. (68.2) become

= V — Tf 2giiG == — + 2vtj \

0' = coo — 5gfj.6 = "1" Scoot.
I

The solutions of the two equations in the second column give
two expressions for r; one in (?, and one in 6, namely,
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r = V — \/v^ — 2gf/xG, 1

and / (2)

5r = 2acoo — 2\/

Since

^ Mv - r)

^ dd 6' 2ao)o — 5t

is the ordinate of the instantaneous axis above the line of centers

and G == a; is the abscissa, the equation of the space centrode

in rectangular coordinates is

2a\/v^ — 2gixx

^ (2ao)o — 5v) + Sa/ — 2gfiZ

The equation of the body centrode in polar coordinates is

— lOut; — 4a^coo + 4a\/a^cop^ — 5agiJLd

^ ^ lO-x/a^coo^ — bagixd

which, evidently, is a spiral.

As a particular example, suppose the ball is 2\ inches in

diameter, or of a foot, = 32, m = that the ball advances

9" before it begins to retreat, and that it begins to roll when it

reaches its initial position.

It is found from the first of Eqs. (1) and (2) that

y = n = 4,

when G' vanishes, and

2v = t2 ~ 8,

when the ball begins to roll. The ball reaches its most advanced

position in I of a second, and it begins to roll in f of a second.

Since

G' = (XQ^ rs 0 = V “f* awo —

when the ball begins to roll, it is found that

acoo = 24, and «o = 266.
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The equations for the space and body centrodes become

= _3 V9 - 12a:

^ 16 21 + 5^9 - 12a:'

^ _ £ -v/576 - 50 - 14
^ 80 VsTe - be

The space centrode is shown in Fig. 38. It is not practical to

draw the entire body centrode, as there are too many coils

and they are too close together; that part of it which lies between

Fig. 38.

d = 112 — 2ir and 6 = 112 + 27r is shown in Fig. 39. The value
of 6 when the ball begins to roll is 112, and for values of d larger
than this the body centrode is a circle. For values of d smaller
than 112 it is a spiral, as indicated. The body centrode rolls

on the under side of the upper branch of

the space centrode when the ball is advancing,
and on the upper side of the lower branch
when it is retreating.

71. The Friction on a Sliding Base.—If

any object is sliding on a rough plane, its

motion at any instant is one of rotation

Fig. 39. about some axis which is perpendicular to
the plane. It is desired to find the single

force, and its line of action, which is equivalent to the friction
that is acting on its base. For perfectly rigid bodies this problem
is mdeterminate, since three points are sufficient to support the
object and by hypothesis the base and the plane are in contact
in in^itely many points. The concept of perfect rigidity must
be laid aside. It will be assumed that plane yields slightly to
the pressure that is applied to it and that the amount it yields is
proportional to the pressure, the surface of contact still remaining
a plane.

Consider first the normal pressures when the object is at rest
upon a horizontal plane. Let the undistorted rough plane be
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taken as a reference plane and the center of area of the base be

taken as the origin of a rectangular coordinate system, the axes

coinciding with the axes of the inertial ellipse at the center of

area. Then, if do? is an element of area at the point x,

/xdco = 0, iy dca = 0, Jxt/ dco = 0. (1)

Let A and B be the moments of inertia of the area of the base with

respect to the and 2/-axes, so that

A = Jg =: J^2
^

C/S2, = Ca\ j
^ ^

where and a are the radii of gyration of the area of the base with

respect to the x- and y-axes, respectively, and C is the area of the

base.

Let the equation of the plane of contact be

z = ax + by + c. (3)

By Hookers law the pressure of the plane on any element do)

of the base is kz dco, where k is the factor of proportionality.

Since the total pressure on the plane is the weight W of the

object, it follows that

kjz do) = Tf
, (4)

or

W = kj {ax + by + c) do) kajz do) + kbjy do + kcj do.

By virtue of Eqs. (1), this reduces to

W = kcCf and c =
kC

If xo, 2/0 is the projection of the center of gravity of the body
on the X

2/-plane, the principle of moments gives the two equations

kjzxdo = Wxq, kfzydo = Wyoj (5)

which, in view of Eqs. (3), (1 ), and (2), give

_ Wxq , Wyo
® “ kCa^’ ® kCp^'

Hence the equation of the surface of contact is

7.. ^ xox
, yoy ,
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Since the pressure on any element of the base is kz dco, it follows

at once that, if

xo ^ yo = 0
,

the pressure is everywhere the same. Hence the theorem:

Theorem.—If the projection of the center of gravity of a body upon

its base coincides with the center of area of the base, then when the

body is resting upon a horizontal plane, the pressure of the body

upon the plane, due to its weight, is uniformly distributed over the

base.

The equation of the inertial ellipse of the base is

— ^yl = -i . (7)

and the equation of the line through the center of area and the

projection of the center of gravity upon the base is

y(iX - x^y = 0 .

The lines of equal pressure on the base, Eq. (6),

, 2/02/ . ,

^ = constant,

are therefore parallel to the conjugate of the diameter of the

inertial ellipse which passes through the point xo, 2/o. If the iner-

tial ellipse is a circle the lines of equal pressure are perpendicular

to the line which joins the center of area to the projection of the

center of gravity.

Since negative pressures are not admissible, it is necessary for

this analysis that the line of zero pressure.

^2 f ^2
-f 1 = 0

,

shall lie outside of the base, so that the pressures on the base are

everywhere positive. This will be the case if the point Xo, 2/0 is

not too far from the center of area.

Translation.—If the body is sliding without rotation, and the
coefficient of friction is u, the frictional force acting on the
element dco is

dF = kyz do).
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and since these elements of force have all the same direction the

total force of friction is

F = dco = Wn.

The system of forces dF is a system of parallel forces and the

magnitude of each force is independent of the direction. For a

pure translation therefore the friction acting on the plane base of

a sliding body is quite similar to the force of gravity acting on the

particles of a rigid body, and the equivalent single force passes

through a fixed point of the base whatever the direction of the

friction may be. This point will be called the center of friction.

Let ^ and be its coordinates. The moment of F with respect

to the origin is (I, 132)

M = {^F sin e - vP cos 6) = Fm? sin d - Fjui) cos 6, (8)

where 9 is the angle that F makes with the x-axis.

The moment of dF acting at the point x, y with respect to the

origin is

xdF sin d — y dF cos 8.

Since

dF = kixz do>,

the moment of the entire system of frictional forces is

kfi sin dfzx d(3) — ky, cos 8fzy dco,

which, by Eqs. (5), becomes

WyXa sin 6 — Wyyo sin d]

and a comparison of this expression with Eq. (8) shows that

j = xo, V = yo-

The center of friction, therefore, coincides with the projection of

the center of gravity on the base.

Rotation.—The pressure P per unit area at any pomt a:, y is

kz If the body is rotating about some point 0, the friction per

unit area is Py, and its direction is perpendicular to the rachus

from the point 0. The element of friction at the point x, y

then, by Eq. (6),
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The magnitude, but not the direction, of the friction is constant

along the lines of equal pressure. If the diameter of the inertial

ellipse at the center of area which is parallel to these lines is taken
as the J-axis of a rectangular coordinate system (Fig. 40), and the

angle between the f-axis and the a;-axis is 7, the equations of

transformation are

X —
{ cos 7 + rj sin 7,

y J sin 7 + r; cos 7,

where

sin 7 =
V cos 7 = ot^yo

The element of friction dF then takes the form

dF = (Hirj + H2) do>,

(10 )

e where

~ C V a

and

,
2/0^

4 + ^4^

H,
Wix

(11)

are constants.

Let 6 be the angle which the line r from the axis of rotation 0
to the element dw makes with the f-axis. If f 1, t/i are the coordi-

nates of the point 0, and 17 are the coordinates of the element
dw.

r = V(f - fi)* +(.r,- mr,
and

n { — fl
COS e =

r df

sin 0 =
dv

The components and F, of the single force F, which is

equivalent to the friction acting on the base, are

^
H-J

*
(Hirj + H2) sin ^dco = + J'J*

+ H2)^d7j d{,
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F. + Hs) cos 6d(jj = + drf.

111 order to locate the line of action of the equivalent single

force, it is necessary to have the sum of the moments, M, of the

elements of friction, and this must be the moment of F. It is

evident that

M = n{Hiv + H2)rd^dyj.

If p is the perpendicular distance from 0 to the line of F, the

equation

pF = M
determines the length of p, and therefore the line of action of F.

The direction of F is determined by its components F^ and F^.

By taking

ni)r - (? - sinh-1 + {Hm + H,)t

and

Q, = (Hii? + H,)r,

it is easily verified that

F, = and F, =

Consequently'

Fj = and F„=-Jj^tdri,

the integrals being taken around the boundary of the base in the

counterclockwise direction.

Using the method of integration by parts, it is found that

f (f - 10- sink- - [1« - «.) »inii-

1 rr (€ — €0* ^ _ fa
~

djl r r J

> Goursat-Hedmck, “Mathematical Analysis,” Vol. 1, p. 263.
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When restricted to real values, the inverse of the hyperbolic

sine is a single valued function. Consequently when the integral

is taken around the boundary the integrated term returns to its

initial value and contributes nothing to the integral. That is,

f(f - sinh-i =
JB 5 —

“5 f
~

- h) dv - (v - Vi)
ojB r

For convenience of notation let

(f
— - vO

d^,

<S = f^rdv,

55 = J*^(v
““ (12)

a -
dr\.

It is then found without further difficulty that

F, = - ffig - {Hm + H2)e, (13)

M = +W + \{Hm + mW - ®)-

Thus in the general case seven line integrals are required for a

complete description of the friction; of course, these integrals can

be evaluated only when the size and shape of the base are given.

If the projection of the center of gravity coincides with the center

of area, a;o = 2/o = 0, and, as is seen from Eq. (11), Hi vanishes.

The integrals (S and % are not required, and to this extent the

computation is simplified by a uniform distribution of the

pressure.

72, The Sliding Base Is a Circle.—^For a circle the center of

area is at the center of the circular base. The inertial ellipse also

is a circle, for, if the radius of the base is a [Eq. (71.2)]

The lines of constant pressure are perpendicular to that diameter

which passes through the projection of the center of gravity
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upon the base. Let this diameter be the ry-axis, the perpendicular

diameter the f-axis, and the coordinates of the projection of the

center of gravity be 0, 7]o. The lines of constant pressure are

Yf = constant,

and the line of zero pressure is

The Base Is Entirely in Contact—Th.e line of zero pressure lies

outside of the base, or is tangent to it, if

1
»)o

1
^ ia,

and in what follows it will be assumed that this condition is satis-

fied, and the entire base, therefore, is in contact with the plane

on which it slides.

Let 0($i, Jji) be the point in the plane about which the ba^ is

turning, and p, 9 its polar coordinates; let the distance from 0 to

any point on the circumference whose polar angle is + 9 be r;

and, fiinally, let the supplement of i be 2<p (Fig. 41). T en

,.2 = 4- p2 -I- 2ap cos 2<p,

= (a -f p)* - 4ap sin^ <p.

j
= —a cos {2<p — 9)

—
p cos 9,

= 4-2a sin i2<p — 9) dtp,

= -fo sin (2^ — 6) — p sin 9,

drj = +2a cos (2<p — 9) d<p.

Now if a and p are positive, whatever their values may be

(a + pY ^
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= 4ap

(a + pY = 1

Then

and = Vl — A® sin* <p.

^ = (a + p)A¥5.

In tracing the circumference in the counterclockwise direction,

^ increases from 0 to 2^, and <p decreases from +7r/2 to —<ir/2.

Bearing this fact in mind, it is then found that

21 = 4a(a + p) sin ej^{l - 2 sin* ,p)A<p d<p,

T

ffi
= ~4a(a + p)2 sin^ dJ'^A<p dtp — l%d^{a + p) cos 26 ^

TT

J

^2 .

^
sin* (p cos* pAp dp + 8ap(a + p) sin* 6 sin* pAp dp.

® = 4o(a + p)* sin - 2 sin* p)A^p dp,

T

@ = -4a(a + p) cos — 2 sin* p)Ap dp,

IT

^ ~ ~ 16o*(a + p) sin 29^^ sin* p cos* pAp dp — 4ap(a + p) X

Y- pY sin 2flJ^^A^ dp.

® — ® = 4a(a + p)* cos* d
C^dp 3_„ ,, „32a®p

+ P

<p

Jo A<p
dtp

Now

+ [ 8a(a + p)(2a + p) cos^ 0 + iGa^ sin^ e]j 4.

16a*(a + 2p) cos* 6 - sin* el
« + P Jjo A<P

are Legendre's complete elliptic integrals of the first and second
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kinds for the modulus k, and are represented by the lettersK and

E respectively. The other integrals are reducible to these, tor

T

j:

'2 1
sin“ (pN<p d<p = —

2¥
3fc*

E,

j:

'2
. , 2 - 3P + fcV ^ 2 - 2fc^ +

sin^ (p cos'* <pN((> dip = ^ "r 15fc^15fc*

J

P 1 - fcV L
I AV dip = 3—

E

+
4 - 2fc“

'E,

3 - 7*** + 4fcV 3 - lSk^+ 8fc%

sin^ ipN^ip dip * ’

15fc“

^sin'* J 1 IT _ —7?— dip = ^,K

15fc*

r^in"

J Av

Chin^ip, _ 2_±i! ir _ 2_±ifcV
Jo "aT'

“
3fc* 3/c^

plsin* y 8 + 3fc^ + 4fcV _ 8_+W + 8fc*^_

Jo “aT"
"

15fc®

The complementary modulus is ki, where

- 1 - '

consequently

fcx =
a — P

a + P

If p is zero, fci = +1, and as p tends toward infinity fci tends

toward — 1 . Hence the correspondence

p = 0

hi = +1
a

0
- 1 :

1 - fci

p = r+Tx'^-

and
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On replacing p by its value in terms of fci and taking

/iW = —
1
-2(1 - k^)K + (2 - k^)E},

Mp) = ^e{[(-20 + 36fc2 - 15k*} + fci(+20 - 25k^ + 5k*)]K

+ [(+20 - 25fc» + 15k*) + kii-20 + 15** - lOfc^)]^?!,
^

/,(p) = ]^6f[(-12 + 23** - Ilk*) + *,(12 - 13fc* + k*)]K

+ [(12 - 17** + 7k*) + *,(-12 + 7** - 2fc<)]JSri,

Mp) = — H-2 + 3** - k*]K + [2 - 2** + 2fc‘]JS?},

it is found that

21 = A sin fl, @ = —fi cos 6,

25 = /a cos 28 — 3/2, 5 = 4-/3 sin 26,

(£ = 3/4 sin e, (^ - ® = 3/3 cos 28 + 3/a;

then, by substitution in Eq. (71.13),

jFj = +^1/2 — Hift cos 28 — (jffiiji +• Hi)fi sin ^,1

F-i,
= — Hjfz sin 28 + {Hirii Hi)fi cos 8, /

M = - HzU sin 6 + 2 (2? ,,,1 + Hi)h. ]

( 1 )

(2 )

Table op Values of the f Functions

fc ~ sin i3

h
a*

h
a®

h
0* a*

iS = 0" 4- .0000 + 1.0472 + .0000 + .00000
10° -f .0240 + 1.0472 + .0007 + .00601

20° + .0977 + 1.0480 + .0013 + .02443

30° + .2254 + 1.0512 + .0061 + .05650

40° + .4153 + 1.0610 + .0207 + . 10473
50° 4- .6791 + 1.0842 + .0555 + .17380

60° + 1.0325 + 1.1339 + .1297 + .27266
70° + 1.4925 + 1.2331 + .2774 + . 41943
80° +2.0647 + 1.4531 + .5586 + . 65263
00° +2.6667 + 1.7778 + 1.0667 + 1 . 06667
100° +2.9324 + 2.4211 + 1.8434 + 1 . 8698
110° +3.0441 + 3.3011 + 2.9239 + 3.5588
120° +3.0974 + 4.7782 + 4.5189 + 7.3618
130° +3.1229 + 7.2668 + 7.0968 + 16.905
140° +3.1347 + 11.884 + 11.7795 + 45.048
150° +3.1395 + 21.893 + 21.836 + 162.66
160° +3.1412 + 50.528 + 50.505 + 812.76
170° +3.1416 +204.94 +2,052.05 +13,417.
180° +3.1416 + 00 + CO + *
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Let Fp and Fa be the components of F in the direction of p

and perpendicular to it; and let rji be replaced by its value

p sin Q. There result the somewhat simpler expressions

Fp - +Fi (/2 - Sz) cos e,
]

Fa = -Hiifz +fz- p/i) sin 6 + Hzh,
\ (3)

M = +/7i(—fi + Sp/j) sin d + J

If the projection of the center of gravity coincides with the center

of the base, Hi vanishes, and these expressions become simply

F, =0, Fa = Hzfi, M = 2Hzfi. (4)

The Base Is Not in Contact.—If the distance from the projec-

tion of the center of gravity to the center of the circle is greater

than fl/4, the entire base is not in contact with the plane upon

which it slides. The line of zero pres-

sure cuts across the base, and it is desired

to find the position of this line.

The center of area, O2 (Fig. 42) is no

longer at the center of the circular base,

Oi; and the inertial ellipse is no longer a

circle. The portion of- the base which

is still in contact, however, is symmetrical

with respect to the diameter which is per-

pendicular to the line of zero pressure. By virtue of this sym-

metry, the center of area lies on this line, and this line is an axis

of the inertial ellipse . The proj
ection of the center of gravityupon

the base, 0, lies on the diameter of the ellipse that is conjugate

to the diameter which is parallel to the line of zero pressure; that

is, it lies upon the line of symmetry just mentioned.

Let the line of symmetry be the i)-axis and the line through

the center of area O 2,
parallel to the line of zero pressure, be

the J-axis. The coordinates of the projection of the center of

gravity are then 0, t;o. Let the distance O 1O 2 be g. en, y

is measured from an x-axis through the center of the circle,

y =z g -Sf n, J/o = fif + ’?«

The equation of the line of zero pressure is

where [Eq. (71.2)]
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- gy doj,

C = fdu.

and

It is not difficult to evaluate these expressions, and it is found
that

(? = [<^ — I sin 2(p]a^y

where <p is the supplement of dj and 2^ is the angle subtended
by that portion of the line of zero pressure that lies within the
base; and

_ 4a sin^ <p

3(2<p — sin 2(py

Then

sJ*
_ (4i<p — sin 4:<p)a^

8(2^3 — sin 2<p)
^ ^

Now on the line of zero pressure

= —0 ^,

or

iy - g)(yo - g) = + gi;

whence

yyo - g{y + yo) = -^y.
For the line of zero pressure, y is equal to a cos «3 . Therefore

yo = + ag cos (0

a cos (p — g
’

and

yi _ -12<p + 8 sin - sin 4a
“ 4840 cos (9 - 36 sin v> - 4 sin 3(f,'
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*This equation determines ip if the ratio yo/a is given, and there-

fore the position of the line of zero pressure.

Problems

1.

A heavy beam of length I and mass mi turns about a hinge at 0 at one

end of the beam. The other end A rests upon a wedge of mass and angle

The wedge rests on a horizontal plane which passes through 0, and the

beam lies in a vertical plane that passes through the center of the wedge and

is perpendicular to the edge. All contacts are smooth. If do is the angle

which the beam makes with a horizontal plane when the system is at rest,

show that when the beam has fallen to the horizontal position the speed of

the wedge is given by the formula

2 — 3m iffZ sin 6o
^ ~ 3m2 + mi tan a

2. A door is hung by two hinges in a fixed axis that makes an angle a

with the vertical. Set up the equations of motion of the door and deter-

mine the constraints on the hinges.

3. If a compound pendulum swings in a complete circle, show that the

io-component of the constraint is always negative if

. / A- ^ angular speed at top ^ ^

^/co^ + SZi^ angular speed at bottom

4 . A solid homogeneous hemisphere rests on a smooth horizontal plane

with its base parallel to a smooth vertical wall with which the spherical

surface is in contact. Initially at rest, it slips down under its own weight.

Show that, when the base is horizontal,

where v is the horizontal speed of its center of gravity, and the remaining

letters have their usual significance. Show also that while it is sliding on

the horizontal plane the angle between the base of the hemisphere and the

plane of the horizon never exceeds

C0S""1 iVff.

6. Show that the tensions in the strings of the bifilar pendulum, Sec. 65,

is a maximum at the lowest point, where

6. A homogeneous spherical shell, for which the outer and inner radii

are a and h respectively, rolls down a plane for which the angle of inclination

to the horizontal is a. Show that the acceleration is constant and in magni-

tude is equal to
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5aHa^ - b^)

7a^ - 5a%» - 26^
sin a.

For a cylindrical shell the- acceleration is

2a2

Hence for the same values of a and 6 the sphere rolls faster than the cylinder.

7. If the rod of the bifilar pendulum is uniform and of negligible diameter,

but not negligible mass, let two spheres of the same size with small holes

bored through their centers be placed symmetrically on the rod. Let I be

the length of the rod, al the radius of the spheres, i3l the distance of the

spheres from the center of the rod, Mr the mass of the rod, and M» the mass

of each sphere. In order that the periods of swing and rotation for infini-

tesimal oscillations may be equal, it is necessary that

5Mr = (24a^ + 600^ - 15)ikr,.

8 . A uniform disk of radius a which is spinning with the angular speed

w about a vertical axis is placed upon a horizontal table. If the disk presses

uniformly upon the table and the coefficient of friction is /i, show that the

disk will come to rest in

3 oct) j
-r — seconds.
4 PM

9.

A circular steel hoop of radius a and mass m per unit length spins with

an angular speed <a about a vertical axis through the center of the hoop, the

plane of the hoop being horizontal. Show that the tension in the hoop is

T =

If the breaking tension of the steelis 10^ pounds per sq. in. and its density is

7.85j show that the angular speed of the hoop cannot exceed

973
« =— 1

where a is expressed in feet.

10. A cylinder slips and rolls down an inclined plane in the time Ti.

The friction is then increased until the motion is a pure rolling, and the time

required to roll down the plane is Ti, Show that Ti > Ti.

11. A heavy bar is constrained to move in a vertical plane with one point

of it, A, in contact with a fixed horizontal line and another point, J5, in

contact with a fibced vertical line. Thus the mid-point of A and B describes

a vertical circle. Find the equation of motion and show that it leads to a

hypereUiptic integral.

12. Show that the angle $ at which the rocking pendulum, Sec. 67, begins

to slide is determined by the formula

. / _ _ r j
_ 2rh) "I sin €

sin tf)
i^r f ^ 4. ^

2
)] « [

3^2 4. 2hr]x + 4rx^] I
'

provided, of course, that x > h.
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13. A pair of uniform wheels of radius a and mass mi are rigidly attached

to a solid axle of radius h and mass m 2 . One end of a string of length I is

attached to a point at the center of the axle and is wound about the axle; to

the free end is attached a weight w. The wheels run on a track under the

motive power of the weight w. Initially the weight is on a level with the

axle and the entire system is at rest. Under the assumption that the weight

cannot swing and that there is no friction other than rolling friction, show
that the motion is one of uniform acceleration except when the weight w is

within a distance h of its lowest point.

14. A uniform rod leans against a smooth wall and rests upon a smooth
floor. If it is released from a given position in a vertical plane, it will slip

downward. Show that contact with the wall ceases when the upper end has

fallen through one third of its original height.

16.

A rocking pendulum is constructed of two cylinders joined together

by a bar 12" long and 1" square, as in Fig. 31. The rolling cylinder has a

length of 2" and a radius 1". The second cylinder is 4" long and has a

radius of 2". Show that if A > 11.92 inches the pendulum will rock without

sliding; but if /i = Z/2, the pendulum will begin to slide when 0 = 11°43',

assuming that sin € = J.

16. A right circular cylinder rests on a rough horizontal plane. The
plane is moved horizontally in any manner in a direction perpendicular to

the axis of the cylinder. Prove that the cylinder will come to rest as soon

as the plane does.

17. A uniform solid hemisphere of radius a rests upon a rough horizontal

plane. It is rolled through a small angle and then allowed to rock freely.

Show that the period of oscillation is the same as that of a simple pendulum

of length

I - fga.

18. A homogeneous right circular cylinder of radius a rolls without slip-

ping on the inside of a fixed cylinder of radius ao, the axes of the two cylinders

being parallel. Show that the axis of the moving cylinder oscillates exactly

like a simple pendulum of length

2 = (1 + - a) = |(aii - a).

19. By using power series expansions for K and E in Eqs. (72.1) show

that Fp in Eqs. (72.3) vanishes for A;i = —1, and is equal to

tr/x- cos e
3 a

ioT ki = +1; that Fe is equal to Wij. fox ki = —1, and equal to

-IffA" sin 9
u Q

for ki = +1, and finally that M is infinite for ki ^ —1, and equal to

-iWna
for ^1 + 1 .
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20. Let the knife-edges in a reversible pendulum be replaced by cylinders of

equal radii. Show that when the periods of oscillation are equal the length

of the equivalent simple pendulum is equal to the shortest distance between

the cylinders.

21. A triangular prism of mass mi rests on one of its sides on a smooth

horizontal plane. A uniform sphere of mass m2 ,
starting from a position of

rest, rolls, without slipping, down the central line of greatest slope of one of

the sides of the prism which makes an angle a with the horizontal plane.

If y is the distance along the inclined plane through which the sphere has

rolled, and x is the horizontal distance through which the prism has slipped,

show that

(mi -j- m2)x — m^y cos a,

and that

iy X cos a =

22. A uniform rod of length a has one extremity in contact with a hori-

zontal plane. Released from rest with an inclination a to the plane, the rod
falls freely. Show that when the rod has reached a horizontal position, its

angular velocity is given by the equation

« 3 g
0)2 = Q “ cos a

o d

whether the plane is smooth or rough, and that the end of the rod which is

in contact with the plane will remain in contact.

23. A homogeneous sphere S of radius a is placed at rest on top of a fixed
sphere /S^o of radius ao. The equilibrium being unstable, S rolls down *S^o

without slipping. If e is the angle which the line of centers makes with the
vertical, show that

10 £— (1 - cos 0),7 a -j- <30

and that S leaves So at the point where

cos $ = if.

24.

If, instead of being fixed as in the previous problem, So rests upon a
smooth horizontal plane, and if the masses and radii of the two spheres are
equal, the two spheres move in such a way that the same two points of the
two spheres remain in contact. Show, also, that

(7 + 6 sin* 0)ae'^ = 10g(l - cos 0),

and that when the two spheres separate

cos* ^ — 6 cos ^ + 4 = 0.

m Let G be the center of gravity of a rigid body and 0 any point of the
body, ^y line through 0 in the plane that is perpendicular to 00 can be
r^saxded as an axis of suspension for the rigid body considered as a com-
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pound pendulum. Investigate the relation that exists between the direction

of an axis of suspension through 0 and the period of oscillation of the equiva-

lent simple pendulum. What are the restrictions on the position of the

point 0 if the period of the equivalent simple pendulum is given (Broklen,

Journal filr Mathematik, Vol. 93 ) ?

26. If the latus rectum through one of the foci of a uniform elliptical disk

is an axis of suspension and the latus rectum through the other focus is the

axis of oscillation, show that the eccentricity of the ellipse is 4 .

27. A heavy circular arc, convex upward, pivots in a vertical plane about
its mid-point. Prove that the length of the equivalent simple pendulum is

independent of the length of the arc, and its length is twice the radius of the

circular arc.

28. A heavy uniform rod of length 21 pivots freely in a vertical plane

about one of its end points, the other end being just out of contact with the

ground when the rod is in its equilibrium position. An angular velocity 03

is imparted to the rod when it is at rest in this position, and when the rod

arrives at a horizontal position the constraint at the pivot breaks. If the

rod strikes the ground in a vertical position, show that

where p is any odd multiple of 7r/2.

29.

A heavy ladder of length 21 rests against a vertical wall making an
angle B with the wall. If the coefficient of friction with the wall and with

the floor is unity, the ladder is in equilibrium in all positions. The ladder

is given a push that starts it sliding downward. Show that the equation of

motion is

k‘‘e" = Pe’'^ - gl cos e.

If

Jl — h £? —“2'
ifc*

2’

this equation has the integral

== e — Xcoa 6).

The ladder will slide with increasing angular speed, or with decreasing

angular speed, according as the initial value of 6' is greater or less than

cos gp

If it comes to rest before reaching the ground, it remains at rest in a position

of equilibrium. (Appell.)

30.

A homogeneous solid cylinder of given mass oscillates about an axis

that is parallel to one of its generators. What are the shape of the cross-
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section and position of the axis of suspension if the period of the equivalent

simple pendulum is a minimum? Ans. The cross section is a circle and the

axis of suspension passes through the mid-point of a side of an inscribed

square. (De Saint Germain, Bulletin de la Soc. Math, de France^ 2, p. 54.)

31. A rod of mass M is bent into the form of a circle, and pivots freely

about one of its points 0 in a horizontal plane. A bead of mass m slides

freely on the rod and is repelled from the point 0 by a force that is propor-

tional to the distance from 0. Find the motion under the assumption that

initially the system is. at rest.

32. A uniform heavy bar is tied to a fixed point 0 by a light inext'ensible

string attached to its center point. Initially the string is taut and the bar

is horizontal at rest. Find the motion.

33. A rod OA of mass m and length I pivots freely at 0 in a horizontal

plane. A second rod AB oi mass m and length 21 is smoothly jointed to the

first rod at A. The mid-point C of AB is attracted toward 0 by a force

that varies inversely as the cube of the distance from 0. Let 6 be the angle

that OA makes with a fixed line OX in the plane, and let <fi
be the angle

COA. Initially the system is at rest with 0=0 and (p - it 14:, Discuss

the motion of the system.

34. A heavy rigid body turns about a fixed horizontal axis. The axis

about which it turns is subject to the condition that it passes through a

fixed point of the body and that the equivalent simple pendulum has a given

length. Show that the axes which satisfy this condition are the generators

of a quartic cone.



CHAPTER VI

MOTION OF A RIGID BODY IN SPACE

73. Historical.—The differential equations of motion of a

system of free particles and the ten classical integrals which are

associated with them were first published by Clairaut, but the

first discussion of the motion of rotation of a free rigid body was

made by d^Alembert in his work on the Precession of the

Equinoxes” published in 1749. According to Appell, d^Alembert

was familiar with three of the six conditions necessary for the

equilibrium of a rigid body, namely, that the vector sum of all

of the forces that are acting upon the body must vanish, but he

was not familiar with the other three conditions, namely, that

the sum of the moments of the forces also must vanish. His

work was based upon the principle now known as d'Alembert^s

principle (I, 383) and the principle of moments was derived by

him.

The equations of motion of a rigid body, one point of which is

fixed, in the form in which they are used at the present time, are

due to Euler, 1758. Euler also found the integrals that exist

when the applied forces have a resultant that passes through the

fixed point; for example, a rigid body which is supported at its

center of gravity alone, and Jacobi completed the solution of this

problem by expressing the nine direction cosines in terms of ellip-

tic functions of the time.

Further contributions to the analysis of this problem were

made by Lagrange, Laplace, and Poisson. Lagrange found in

1815 that if the ellipsoid of inertia at the fixed point is a spheroid,

the axis of which passes through the center of gravity, the equa-

tions of motion are integrable; and Poisson made the same dis-

covery somewhat later. A very beautiful discussion of Euler's

problem by Poinsot from a geometrical point of view appeared

in 1851
;
and finally, Mme Kowaleski in 1889 found that if the

ellipsoid of inertia at the fixed point is a spheroid the equator of

which passes through the center of gravity, and if the principal

moments of inertia satisfy the relation

165
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A = B = 2C,

th^ again, the equations of motion can be integrated.

•Ron .!

theory of screws was developed largely by Sir Robert S.
Ball during the latter half of the nineteenth century.

THE THEORY OF SCREWS

T R*
of a Point by a Rotation about a Fixed Axis,

w f
^ vector having the direction of the axis of

otation, and let ro be the position vector of a point Ro of the body
referred to a point 0 on the axis of

rotation, and therefore fixed rela-

tive to the rigid body. As the body
rotates the point JKo describes a
circle in a plane perpendicular to

the axis. Let P be the center of

this circle, and letPQ be directed 90°

ahead of the vector PRq. Then PRo,

PQ, and a form a right-handed
system of mutually orthogonal
veictors, so that

PQ = SL X ro,

PRo = — a X (a X To).

These two vectors have the same length a, namely,

a ~ ro sin aJ 0 ;

where a is the perpendicular distance from Ro to the axis,
it the body is rotated through an angle the vector To is

transformed into the vector r ( = OR), and

r = dP + PR
= [ro + a X (a X r,)] + [- a X (aX ro) cos + (a X to) sin ^],

SO that the displacement RqR is
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If the angle <? is very small, say A<p, and the equation is divided

through by At, it becomes

Arp

At
(a X to)

A<p At A(p At
'

then, on passing to the limit, in which r = to,

r' = (a X r)^',

since

Now

lim
sin <p

A<p
= 1

,
and lim

vers A(p

A(p

(p's, = 6)

is the angular velocity of the body about the axis of rotation.

Consequently, the equation,

r' = 0) X r, (2)

represents the velocity with respect to fixed space of any particle

of a rigid body which is rotating about an axis which is filxed both

in the body and in space [Eq. (46.1)].

76. The Most General Displacement of a Rigid Body.—^It was

shown at 1, 123 that the most general displacement of a rigid body
can be effected in infinitely many ways by a translation and a

rotation about an axis which is fixed in the body. The most

general rotation is represented by Eq. (74.1) which depends upon

To, since the displacements of the various points of the body are

different
;
and ro has its origin at a point 0 which lies on the axis

and is therefore fixed in the body. In the translation T, all

points of the body have the same displacement which is therefore

independent of ro. Hence the most general displacement of a

rigid body is represented by the equation

D = T + (a X to) sin ^ + a X (a X ro) vers <p. (1)

Since the displacement which is due to rotation is in a plane

which is perpendicular to the axis of rotation, the projections of the

rotational displacements upon the axis are all zero. Since the

translational displacements are all equal it follows that for any
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displacement of a rigid body the projections of the displacements

of the individual particles upon the axis of rotation are all equal.

This can be verified by multiplying Eq. (1) by a •, and then

evaluating the right member.

It was also shown at 1, 123 that the choice of the point of refer-

ence 0 was entirely arbitrary, but that after this point m chosen

then, for a given displacement, the straight-line translation and

the rotation are uniquely determined. It will be of interest to

compare the same displacement referred to two different points.

Let 0i be any point different from 0, and let

OOi = p.

The position of the point Ro (Fig. 43) with respect to 0 is to, and

with respect to 0i is ri. Similarly let the two translations be

T and Ti. When referred to the point O, the displacement of 0i

is a translation T and a rotation a X e sin ^ + a X (a X p) vers (p,

but when referred to 0i the displacement is merely the translation

Ti. Hence

Ti = T + a X p sin ^ -b a X (a X e) vers <p. (2)

Let b be a unit vector for the rotation about an axis through

Oi, and let 9 be the angle of rotation. Then, for any point of the

body,

Di = Ti -b b X ti sin 5 + b X (b X ri) vers 9, (3)

and

Do = T -b a X To sin v? -b a X (a X to) vers <p.

Now

To = fi -b Q}

and therefore

Do = T -b a X e sin ^ -f- a X (a X p) vers <p

-b a X ti sin -b a X (a X ri) vers <p',

or, by Eq. (2),

Do = Ti -b a X ri sin ^ -b a X (a X ti) vers tp. (4)

Since

D„> Di
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for every ri, it follows from Eqs. (3) and (4) that

b X ri sin 0 + b X (b X ri) vers B =
a X Ti sin ^ + a X (a X ri) vers <p.

By Eq. (74.1) the left member represents a rotation of the point

Ti through an angle 0 in a plane perpendicular to b, while the right

member is a rotation of the same point through an angle in a

plane perpendicular to a (Fig. 44). In order that these two dis-

placements be the same, it is necessary and sufficient that

a = b and (p ^ B;

and, if these conditions are satisfied, Eq. (2) is satisfied for

every to.

It follows therefore that in the two modes of representing the

displacement, the two axes of rotation are parallel and the two

angles of rotation are equal. Since 0 and Oi are any pair of refer-

ence points, it follows that the direction of the axis and magnitude

of the angle of rotation are independent of the reference point which

is chosen.

76. Rotation about Parallel Axes without Translation.—Con-

sider two equal rotations, without translation, about parallel axes

which are fixed in the body. Let Oi and O2 be the two points of

intersection of the axes with a plane P which is perpendicular to

both axes. Let the position of a particle with respect to Oi be ri,

and with respect to O2 be r2
;
and let the position of Oi with respect

to O2 be 9. Then

r2 = ri + 9, ( 1 )
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If Di is the displacement due to a rotation through an angle <p

about the axis through Oi, Da the displacement due to an equal

rotation about the axis through Ot, and a is a unit vector which
has the direction of the axes of rotation, then

Di = (a X Ti) sin <0 -f a X (a X ri) vers p,

and

Da = (a X ra) sin ^ + a X (a X ra) vers p,

or, on account of Eq. (1),

Da = [a X (ri + p)] sin + [a X {a X (fi + p) }] vers p
= (a X ri) sin + a X (a X ri) vers p

+ (a X p) sin ^ + a X (a X p) vers p]

and therefore

Da — Dt = (a X p) sin 9? a X (a X p) vers p. (2)

The difference between the two displacements is independent of
Ti. It is the same for all points of the body, and is therefore a
translation.

^

This translation is the displacement of the point Oi
in the rotation about Oa, and is therefore perpendicular to the
axes of rotation.

77. A Particular Representation of a Displacement.—The
general expression for a displacement of a rigid body,

D = T + (a X r) sin ,p + a X (a X r) vers p,

wni^s an arbitrary element, namely the position of the axis of
^ displacement the

vill be f
rotation are determined. It

axis can
^ given displacement the position of the

Suppose a given displacement is represented by the expression
D = T + (a X rO sin ^ + a X (a X rO vers (1)

tion. Throu^^
at a point Oi on the axis of rota-

rotation. Let b be a unit
Perpendicular to the axds of

»d . fom .a 1. i, I .yaiem .( ^it
Then b, . X b.
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In the direction b from 0i choose a second reference point O2

with respect to which the vectors are ta. If the distance between

Oi and O 2 is p, then

(2)

O 1O2 = pb,

and

Ti = pb + r2.

This expression for ri substituted in Eq. (1) gives

D = T + (a X b)p sin ip + a X (a X b)p vers p"]

+ (a X 12) sin p + a X (a X r 2) vers <p. /

The translation T, which is a definite

one, can be represented by

T = Tia + Tsc,

where c is some unit vector in the plane P.

If p and the vector b are chosen in such

a way that

r2C + (a X b)p sin p + a X
(a X b)p vers ^ = 0, (3)

the expression for D becomes

D Tia + (a X r2) sin p + a X (a X 12) vers p, (4)

an expression for the displacement in which the translation has

the same direction as the axis of rotation. It remams to be

shown that Eq. (3) can always be satisfied.

The vector

(a X b) sin <p + a X (a X b) vers <p
— i

represents the displacement of the termmus of the

it is rotated through the angle (p (Fig* )• ^

becomes

T2C + pd = 0,

that is, d is parallel to c, but oppositely directed. Evidently

Fig. 45.

iv-cb = 90°

The tensor of d is 2 sin y, as is seen from the diagram. Con-
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sequently Eq. (5) gives

T2
^

2 sin ^<p

The distance p and the vector b are therefore uniquely deter-

mined provided <p is not zero or a multiple of 27r, and in this

exceptional case the rotational element of the displacement D
vanishes, and D is a pure translation.

78. Screws and Twists.—The theorem that has just been

proved, namely, that any displacement of a rigid body can be

effected in one and only one way by a rotation about a certain

axis and a translation parallel to that axis, is due to Chasles.

This type of displacement is similar to the displacement of a nut
on a threaded bolt. Hence the following definitions

:

Definition.—A screw is a straight line with which a definite

magnitude called the pitch is associated.

Definition.—A rigid body is said to receive a twist about a screw

when it is rotated uniformly about the screw and at the same time is

translated uniformly in a direction parallel to the screw through a
distance which is equal to the product of the pitch and the circular

measure of the angle of rotation.

If in Eq. (77.4)

Ti = p<p,

the expression for the displacement becomes

D = p<pB, + aXrsin(p + aX(aXr) vers (1)

and if ^ is proportional to the time, so that

<p' == constant,

the displacement, which is a continuous function of the time, is a
twist about a screw. The screw is the straight line which passes
through the origin of r and has the direction of a, and its pitch is p.
The angle (p is called the amplitude of the twist, and is called the
twist velocity.

The kinetic energy of the twist due to the translation of the
body is \Mp^(p^

,
and the kinetic energy due to the rotation about

the axis is \Mk^<p' (Sec. 49); since these two motions are per-
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pendicular to each other, the total kinetic energy of the twist is

the sum of the two, or

(2)

k being the radius of gyration of the body with respect to the

screw.

At 1, 161 it was shown that any system of forces that is acting

at any instant upon a rigid body can be replaced by an equivalent

wrench, that is, by a single force and a couple, the axis of the

couple being parallel to the single force—a theorem due to

Poinsot. From the point of view of dimensions (I, 71) the

moment of a couple divided by a force is a length. If M is the

moment of a couple, F is the force, and p is the quotient,

M = pF.

If the force is directed along a screw whose pitch is p, the system

of forces is called a wrench on a screw. The moment of the

couple is then the product of the force and the pitch of the screw.

Six algebraic quantities are necessary for a complete specifica-

tion of a twist about a screw, namely, four for a complete specifi-

cation of a line, one for the pitch, and one for the amplitude

of the twist. Likewise six magnitudes are necessary for a com-

plete specification of a wrench on a screw, namely five for the

screw itself and one for the intensity of the wrench, or the magni-

tude of the force which, associated with the couple, constitutes

the entire wrench.

The application of the theory of screws is limited to states of

equilibrium, impulsive forces, and small oscillations, and will not

be pursued farther here. The theory has been developed largely

by Sir Robert S. Ball, and any one who is interested in it should

consult his “Theory of Screws (1900).

THE MOTION OF A RIGID BODY THAT HAS ONE POINT FIXED

79. The Moving Trihedron.—Imagine a rigid body one point

of which is fixed relative to fixed space. Let the fixed point 0 be

taken as the origin of a rectangular trihedron, x, y, z, which is

stationary relative to fixed space, and also let 0 be taken as the

origin of a rectangular trihedron, J, y, f, which is fixed relative

to the body. Then as the body moves relative to the fixed point,

the 7), J*
trihedron moves with it, and in order to describe the
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motion of the body it is sufficient to describe the motion of the

Tj, f-trihedron relative to the x, y, 2-trihedron, the two tri-

hedrons having always the same origin 0.

Let r be the position vector of a particle m of the body, and let

i, j, k be unit vectors which have the directions of the 17-, and

f-axes respectively. Then

r = ^i + ^j + rk. (1)

Since the particle is fixed in the body, its coordinates rj, and
are constants, and it is only the unit vectors i, j, and k that vary
as the body moves; that is, relative to fixed space,

di = I di -1- dj -h f dk. (2)

Inasmuch as dr is a vector, it is expressible in terms of i, j, and k.

By Eq. (6.5),

dr = (dr • i)i + (dr • j)j -f (dr • k)k. (3)

On substituting the expression for dr from Eq. (2) in the right
member of Eq. (3), there results

dr = [f i • di -f i • dj -f f i • dk] i

+ [^ j • di + 17 j
• dj f j . dk] j

-b [$ k • di -t- 5? k • dj -t- f k • dk] k.

But

j • di = -i . dj, i • di = j . dj = k . dk = 0,
k . dj = - j . dk, i • j = j • k = k . i =0,
i-dk=-k.di, i-i = j-j =k.k =1.

The above expression for dr therefore reduces to

dr = (fi-dk- ijj.di)! + (d • di - fk • dj)j -|- (tjk- dj - • dk)k;

and by Eq. (3.3) the right member of this equation is expressible
as a vector product, namely,

dr = (k • dj i + i • dk j -(- j . di k) X (I i -f j; j -b f k),

or

dr = to X r dt,

if the infinitesimal vector

k-dji-bi-dkj + j.dik
(6)
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is denoted by w dt. Thus the displacement of the point 7
/, J- is

perpendicular to a plane that passes through r, which depends

upon the point rji f » and through a vector « which is independent

of the point 1?, f . The line through 0 that has the direction of

(0 is therefore an axis of rotation, and <0 is the angular velocity.

From this it is evident that at any instant the state of motion of a

rigid body, one point of which is fixed, is a rotation about some

axis through the point 0, and the motion is just the same as

though the axis were fixed in space [Eq. (74.2)] although at a

succeeding instant the position of the axis may be different. It

is possible therefore to speak of the instantaneous axis of rotation,

and this is the common practice. If Eq. (5) is divided by dt, there

results

r' = o> X r, (6)

just as though the axis were fixed [Eq. (46.1)].

In particular, it follows that for a moving trihedron with a fixed

origin

i' = 0 X i, j' = « X j, k' = 0) X k. (7)

Acceleration.—Equation (6) is the velocity with respect to

fixed space of a particle m that is fixed in the body. This particle

also has an acceleration with respect to fixed space. If -n, and f

are constants,

r = Si + ijj +fk,

and

r' = U' + ’)]'

+

=“ Xr, (8)

r" = ? i" + j" + f k" = “' X r + a> X r'. (9)

Thus the acceleration of a particle, whose position is r in a rigid

body, one point of which is fixed, whose angular velocity is <0, is,

by virtue of Eq. (6),

r" = w' X r + w X (w X r). (10)

80. Extension to an Arbitrary Vector.—In the preceding

section, r was a vector fixed in the body. If the restriction that

the coordinates of its terminus, ^ , jj, and f,
be constants is removed

,

then,, in the expression

r = f i + t) j + fk,l

all the letters are variable, and

( 1 )
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r' = (ri + n'j + f'k) + (^i' + r,y + t k'), (2)

r" = (r'i + V'j + r"k) + 2(ri' + n'y + f'kO +
+ + fk'o. (3)

Now let

e = u + 7? j + f k, (4)

= ri + rj + f'b, (5)

9" = r'i + r'j + f"b. (6)

Then 9 and r are identical, but 9' is the velocity of the terminus of

9 relative to the moving trihedron, and 9" is the acceleration

relative to the moving trihedron. They are termed the relative

velocity and the relative acceleration respectively. The vectors

r' and r" are called the absolute velocity and absolute acceleration

of the terminus of r, or 9; that is, the velocity and acceleration

relative to fixed space.

From Eqs, (2), (5), and (79.8),

r = 9' + (w X 9). (7)

The vector w X 9 is the absolute velocity which the terminus of 9
must have in order to maintain its position in the] body. It is

therefore called the velocity offollowing. Expressed in words, Eq.
(7) states that:

The absolute velocity of the terminus of any vector is equal to

its relative velocity plus the velocity of following.

As is seen from Eq. (79.9),

$i" + 77 j" + f b" = G>' X 9 + X (co X 9) (8)

is the acceleration of a point which is fixed in the body. It is

therefore the acceleration offollowing. By Eqs. (79.7), the vector

2(n' + v'y + f'b') = 2 c X 9', (9 )

and is called the compound centrifugal acceleration. It is perpen-
dicular to the plane that passes through the axis of rotation and
through the vector of relative velocity. It is twice the velocity
which the terminus of the relative velocity vector would have if

it remained fixed in the body. Its magnitude vanishes if the
rotation vanishes, if the relative velocity vanishes, or if 9' and
are collinear. The vector f"i + r}"j + f"k is simply the relative
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acceleration g'\ Hence Eq. (3) becomes

r" = + 2(0 X e' + [(i>' X 9 + <*) X (o) X p)]j (10)

which, expressed in words, gives the theorem

:

The absolute acceleration is equal to the relative acceleration plus the

acceleration offollowing j
plus the compound centrifugal acceleration^

which is the theorem of Coriolis.

Equation (10) can be derived directly from Eq. (7) by differen-

tiation if it is kept in mind that the vectors g and g' are not fixed in

the body; that is, the derivative of g is p' + w X 9 and the

derivative of 9' is 9" + <»> X 9'.

81 . Infinitesimal Rotations Are Vectors.—That finite rotations

are not vectors is readily shown by an example. Take a book in^a

horizontal plane; rotate it through an angle of 90® in a forward

direction about a horizontal, east and west axis; then rotate it in

a forward direction through an angle of 90® about a vertical axis.

Note the final position of the book, and then return it to its

initial position. Repeat the operations in a reverse order,

rotating first about a vertical axis, and then about an east and

west axis. It will be observed that the final position of the book

is not the same as it was in the first trial. Since the final result

depends upon the order of the operations, it is evident that the

operations are not vectors, notwithstanding the fact that a finite

rotation can be represented by a directed magnitude, namely a

length, equal to the angle of rotation, along the axis of rotation.

Infinitesimal rotations, however, are vectors, and it is desirable,

perhaps, to emphasize this fact. Let a rigid body be rotated

about an axis Li that passes through a fixed point 0, through

an angle coi dt, and then about an axis I/2, that also passes through

0, through an angle C02 dt. The first rotation can be denoted by

6)1 dt and the second by 6)2 dt. By the first rotation a vector r

becomes

ri = r + dr = r + 6)1 X r

By the second rotation the vector ri becomes

r2 = ri + dri = ti + <02 X ri dt,

*='^^h<J^lX^d^^”6)2X {r-f* 6>i X r d^} dt,

= r + 6)1 X r d^ + 6)2 X r d^ + 6)2 X (6)1 X r) (dty .
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Hence

lim -- = r' == 0)1 X r + c*>2 X r, (1 )

since the last term m X (o)i X r) dt vanishes.

Now let (D be the vector sum of o)i and (02, or the resultant

according to the parallelogram law, and let the rigid body be

rotated through the angle co dt about an axis that coincides with

o). Then

r' = o> X r = (o)i + 0)2) X r = 0)1 X r + W2 X r. (2)

That is, the single displacement about the axis o> is the vector
sum of the two displacements about 6)1 and 0)2, and infinitesimal

rotations are vectors, since the directed magnitudes which repre-
sent them obey the parallelogram law. Angular velocities differ

from infinitesimal rotations, only by the scalar factor dt^ so that
angular velocities also are vectors.

If 0) is the angular velocity of a rigid body about an instan-
taneous axis through the fixed point 0

,
it can be resolved into

components, o,-, o>/, along the i-, j-, and k-axes, so that

6) — C*)t* *4- + <«>*»

and 6>i, uf, ufc are angular velocities of the body about the i-, j-,
and k-axes in the sense that an infinitesimal rotation «,• dt about
the i-am, plus an infinitesimal rotation u, dt about the j-axis,
plTK an infimtesimal rotation dt about the k-axis, the rotations
bemg taken successively in any order, or even simultaneously,
pve prec^ly the same displacement of the body as a single
rotetion through the angle w dt about the axis of

In Sec. 79 it was found that

Heace

(k . dj)i + (i , _|. (j , ^ ^

“ = (k-jOi + (i.k')j + (j.iOk, C3)

Expressed in Terms of theVeloatxes.-^mce the motion of a rigid body about a
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fixed point at any instant is a rotation about some axis that

passes through the fixed point, the moment of momentum and the

kinetic energy of the body are expressible in terms of the angular

velocities. It was found in Secs. 32 and 45 that the moment of

momentum L of the rigid body with respect to the fixed point 0 is

L = Sm r X r', (1)

where m is the mass of a particle of the body, r is its position

relative to the point 0, and r' is its linear velocity in fixed space,

or its absolute velocity. For a rigid body one point of which is

fixed, Eq. (79.6) gives

r' = 6) X r.

Hence for such a rigid body the moment of momentum relative

to the fixed point is

L = Sm[r X (o) X r)]

= — Smr • to r, by Eq. (5.4). (2)

Since the unit vectors i, j, and k are mutually orthogonal,

L=:(L.i)i + (L.j)j + (L.k)k; (3)

and from Eq. (2)

L • i = g> • i — 'Em (r • o) (r • i),

L • j
= Emr^'m • j

— Em (r • (o) (r • j),

L • k = w • k -• Em (r • o)) (r • k).

Since

and

r = ^ i + t; j + f k,

<i) = 0)4 ojyj + ^/fk,

it follows that

On using the notation of Sec. 19,

A = Em{yi^ + f^), D = Emri^,]

B - Em{^^ + e), E = Emn,} (4)

C = Em{e + r}^)> F = Emin,)
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for the moments and products of inertia, it is found that Eq. (3)

becomes

L = {Acoi — Fccj — Ecjojc)i + {Bo)j — Doik —
"
4" {Ocok — Eo)i — (^)

If the vectors i, jj k coincide in direction with the principal

axes of inertia at the fixed point 0, the products of inertia vanish;

that is

D = JS? = ;» = 0,

and the expression for the moment of momentum is much

simplified, namely

L = Aoiii A" *4“ Cojjbk. (6)

By comparing this expression for the moment of momentum
with that of the instantaneous axis of rotation,

6) = COii + COyj 4” ^^Jbk, (7)

it is evident that the direction of the two axes does not coincide,

in general. They will do so if

A = JS = C,

that is, if the ellipsoid of inertia is a sphere; and also in case

two of the angular velocities are zero, in which event both the

instantaneous axis of rotation and the moment of momentum
coincide with one of the principal axes of inertia of the body
at the point 0.

83. The Kinetic Energy in Terms of the Angular Velocities.

—

The kinetic energy of the body relative to the system of fixed

axes, or the x-, 2/-, z-system, is

T = = |Smr' • r' = |Smr' • (g> X r),

= |2m[r'G)r] = ^^^[wrr'], by Eq. (4.2),
== • r X r' = Iq • 2mr X r',

= ^G) • L, by Eq. (82.1). (1)

The kinetic energy, therefore, is equal to one half the scalar
product of the angular velocity and the moment of momentum.

If the scalar product of Eqs. (82.5) and (82.7) is taken, the
expression for the kinetic energy in terms of the angular velocities
and the moments and products of inertia is found to be

2T = 4“ Sw/ 4“ — 2Dw,g3* — 2Ecoi5;w»- — 2FcoiCo/. (2)
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)f course, if the i-, j-, and k-, axes coincide with the principal

s of inertia at the fixed point 0, the above expression reduces

2T = A<^i^ + Bco/2 + (3)

36 D, E, and F vanish.

.i a, /3, and y are the direction cosines of o> with respect to the

n-, f-axes, it is evident that

CO,- = aco, CO,- = jSco, Uk — yco;

d these values, substituted in Eq. (2), give

2T = (^a- + + Cy^ _ 2D^y - 2Eya - 2FapW,

2T = Jco“, (4)

lere I is the moment of inertia of the body with respect to the

.tantaneous axis of rotation.

Equation (4) can be derived directly from the definition of the

letic energy, as follows:

2T = Smr' • r' = Sot co X r • <o X r

= sin^ fu> by Chapter I, Problem 5.

=

By comparing Eq. (2) with Eq. (48.2) it will be observed that

e moment of momentum can be written

L
dT. .dT.,dT,
a— ^ "t" a— i a

—

d(l3i 003 j OUh
(5)

84. The Rate of Change of Moment of Momentum.—If the

,
1/-, and f-axes, which are rigidly attached to the body, coincide

ith the principal axes of inertia at the fixed point 0, the moment

momentum of the body with respect to the origin is

L = Awii + Bcajj -f- Ccojjk. (1)

he time rate of change of L with respect to a set of axes that

fixed in space, the x-, y-, z-system, is

V = (Acoc'i + Bco,-'j + Ccofc'k) + (ilcoci' + Bc^iY + Ccotk').
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Now, by Eq. (79.7),

i' = 6> X i = o)jcj —
j' = 6) X j

= coik — 0)kh > (2)

k' = 6> X k = coji — co,j,
j

since

6) = COtl -j- -4" ^j0^k.

The substitution of these values of i', j' and k' in Eq. (2) gives

L' = [Aco/ + (C - + [Bc^/ + (A - C)c^km]i

+ [Ccok + (5 A)co£COj]k. (3)

This equation can be derived by the method used in Sec. 80.

Let the moment of momentum when referred to axes which are

fixed in space, the x-, y-, ^-system, be L, and when referred to

axes which are fixed in the body be A. Then

L' = A' + 6> X A. (4)

The rate of change of the total moment of momentum is there-
fore equal the rate of change relative to the system of axes which
are fixed in the body plus a vector 6> X A, which is perpendicular
to the plane which contains co and A and represents the velocity
of the terminus of A as it is carried forward by the rotation <i>.

Since, Eq. (1),

A = Aoiii -f” Boi)fj “f" Cco*k,

the expression for A' is

A' = Aco/i + Boi/j + Ccojfe'k;

and

(0 X A =
1

C0£

Ao)i

J

BcOj

Oik

Co)k

,
by Eq. (3.4), (5)

- (C - J5)o>,W+U- +(B- 4)co.co,k,

seJtt
centn/ugal couple. It repre-

Jes^cUotTfi centrifugal forces with

Son^h ® forces being due to therotation about the instantaneous axis, as will be shoL
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Imagine a particle of mass m at the terminus of the vector r,

Fig. 43. The centrifugal force f at m due to the rotation about

the instantaneous axis is equal to mpco^ in magnitude, where p is

the length of the perpendicular from m to the instantaneous axis,

Since f is perpendicular to the axis and is directed away from it

f = — mco^a X (a X r)

= —nun X (<«> X r) = moih — irun • r o).

The moment of f with respect to 0 is (I, 133),

rXf^^wroXr,
and the resultant Q of the moments for all of the particles is

Q = Smo) • r 0) X r.

Now

and

X r =
i j

COt COj

S V

k

0)k ,

f

0) • r = ^0i3i + r}^3 + r^/e;

therefore the product <n • x o> X r gives

Q = (C - + {A - + {B - A)o!iO>jk, (6).

since the products of inertia are all zero.

A comparison of this expression with Eq. (5) shows that

Q = 6> X A,

as was to be proved.

86. Euler’s Equations.—Let N be the moment of the exterior

forces that are acting on the body. Then, in accordance with the

principle of moment of momentum, Sec. 45,

L' = N. (1)

If N is expressed in terms of the unit vectors i, j, k,

N = jvrd + Nii + m, (2)

where Ni, Nj, and Nk are the moments of the exterior forces with

respect to axes that are fixed in direction, but which instan-
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taneously coincide with the i-, j-, and k-axes of the moving body.

In view of Eq. (1), a comparison of Eqs. (2) and (84.3) gives

the three scalar equations

iico/ + (C ~ B)oijC0k = Ni,^

+ {A - C)mm == (3)

Co^k' + {B - A)o>iC^i = Nk,)

which are the equations of motion of the body that were given by

Euler in 1765. The rate of change of the angular velocities, since

they are referred to axes that are moving with the body, depends

not only upon the moments of the applied forces N, but also upon

the inertial, or centrifugal, couple (o X A. The advantage of

using axes that are fixed in the body is, obviously, that the

moments and products of inertia with respect to such axes are

constants.

In Eq. (3) the variables wy, and Ok are the angular velocities

about the rj-, and f-axes which are fixed in the body and
coincide with the principal axes of inertia at the origin 0. In

order to define the motion, the angular velocities must be related

to some set of geometrical coordinates, and for this purpose

Euler’s angles will be chosen (Sec. 52).

In Fig. 46 the fixed point of the body is at 0; the a;-, y-, z-Sbxes

have their origin at 0 and are stationary relative to fixed space.

The 1?-, f-axes also have their origin at 0. They are fixed in

the body but are movable relative to fixed space; in other
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words they are free to turn about the fixed point. At any
instant the frj-plane intersects the ajy-plane in a straight line

OK, Let the angle between the positive end of the x-axis and the

positive end of the line OK be denoted by Let the dihedral

angle which the ^r7-plane makes with the xy-plsme be denoted

by and finally let the angle which the ^-axis makes with the line

OK be denoted by <p. The line OK is called the line of nodes, i/

is the longitude of the ascending node K, 6 is the inclination, and

(f is the angle of rotation. That these names are appropriate will

be seen by imagining the body merely spinning about the f-axis

in the positive direction.

The table of direction cosines is

17 r

X OLl 0L2 as

V
z 7i 72 73

The values of these direction cosines in terms of Euler^s angles

are given in Sec. 52.

The angular velocities i^', <p', and $' can be represented by
vectors along the 2:-axis, the f-axis, and the line OKy respectively,

for these lines are perpendicular to the planes in which ipj <p,

and 0 lie. The angular velocities Wi, wy, and ook are then the sum
of the projections of \p'j and 0' upon the ^-axis, the t;-axi8,

and the f-axis, respectively. These projections are easily read

from the diagram, Fig. 46, and give

Wi = + 0^ cos (p,

coy = — 0' sin (p,

cofc = + (p%

and, by inserting the values of yi, 72 ,
and 73 from Sec. 52,

coy = sin 6 sin + 0' cos
|

(lOj = yp' sin 6 cos ip — 6' sin (p^ / • (4)

Oik
~

"P' cos 6 <p\ j

Equations (3) and (4) taken together form a complete set of

differential equations of the motion. If co^, coy, and co& were elimi-

nated between them there would result three differential equa-

tions in xpf <pj and 0, each of the second order. From the point of

view of differential equations, therefore, the problem of the

motion is of the sixth order.
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If yp, (fj and 6 are known functions of the time Wx, w/, and are

given directly by Eq. (4). But if coi, coy, and c^k are nown

functions of the time (p, and 6 are defined by the i eren la

equations

= cot cos <p — coy sin <Pf

sin 9yp' = cof sin + coy cos (pj

— (o3i sin <p + coy cos (p) cot 6 + COA;;

which are obtained by solving Eqs. (4) for 0', and (p'. It has

been shown that the solution of these equations can be made to

depend upon the solution of a Riccati equation with complex

coefficients.^

86. The Only Applied Force Is the Weight.—If the only force

acting upon the body is its weight Mg^ and if the body pivots

upon the fixed point 0 without friction, the forces acting form a

conservative system, and there exists, evidently, an^energy

integral.

The weight acts at the center of gravity G, and the moment of

the weight with respect to 0 is (1, 133)

N = MG X g.

Hence Eq (85.1) becomes

V - MG X g, (1)

and by multiplication by <»> •,

co-L' == Mio.G X g. (2)

The expression for the kinetic energy in terms of L and <«> is,

Eq. (83.1),

T = ^<i> • L,

that

r = |(q'.L + g).L').

Now, by Eq. (84.4),

Id • L' = c*) •A + e • a> X A = CD • A'
= + B(aj(jo/ + CcDfcCD*';

^ Baeboux, "‘Legons sur la th4orie g4n4rale des surfaces/^ Vol. 1, chap, 2.
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and if w and £1 have the same relative significance as L and A

L-o)'=LQ'+ L-wXQ=L-£i'
= AcOjCo/ + JBcOjW/ + CcOjfcCO*'.

Hence

Gi • • L,

and therefore

T' = w • V. (3)

Also

wGXg = oXG-g,

and since G is a vector that is fixed in the body

6) X G = G'.

Equation (3) can therefore be written

r = MG'

. g,

and, by integration

T - To = MG • g, (4)

which is the energy integral. It holds whatever naay be the

position of 0 relative to the center of gravity. If the fixed

z-axis is vertical with the positive end upward,

G-g = -gh,

where h is the distance of the center of gravity above the aiy-plane,

and Eqs. (4) and (83.3) express the energy integral in the form

A-Ui^ "1" jBwj* "h Co>k^ — 2T 0 2Mgh. (5)

Since the weight is parallel to the z-axis, its moment with

respect to the z-axis is always zero. Let ko be a unit vector in

the direction of the z-axis; then

g = -?ko.

If Eq. (1) is multiplied by • ko, there results

V . ko = 0,

since

MG X g • ko = MG • g X ko = 0.
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Consequently

L • ko = constant
;

(6)

that is, the moment of momentum with respect to the 2:-axis is

constant. Since the cosines of the angles which the i-, j-, and

k-directions make with the 2-axis are y^, 72, and 73, Eq. (6) can

be written also

L • ko == A(j>iyi + Sa)/72 + Cojkjz = constant. (7 )

Equations (5 ) and (7 ) are the only integrals known that hold

without further restrictions on the nature of the body or the posi-

tion of the fixed point 0 in the body. There are several integrable

cases when such restrictions are made, namely, Euler^s case, in

which the point 0 is at the center of gravity; Lagrange’s case,

in which the central ellipsoid of inertia is a spheroid and the point

0 is located on the axis of the spheroid; and Mme Kowaleski’s
case, in which also the central ellipsoid of inertia is a spheroid, but
the point 0 is located in the plane of the equator of the spheroid.

Before taking up these cases, however, it is desirable to determine
the constraint that is acting at the fixed point 0.

87. Determination of the Constraint.—If F is the vector sum
of the applied forces and R is the constraint at 0, the equation of

momentum is

MG" = F + R.

Since G is a vector that is fixed in the body, by Eq. (79.10)

G" = co' X G + <0 X ((*> X G).

Hence

R = Mo' X G 4- Mg) X ((0 X G) - F. (1 )

Since

Wii' 4- co,j' 4- cofck'

s

0,

as is seen from Eqs. (84 .2), it follows that

co' = oj/i 4“ co/j 4" G>A;'k. (2)

By substituting the values of cd/, co,', and 0/ from Euler’s
equations [Eq. (85 .3)] in Eq. (2), there results

(3 )
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where the symbol S means that the letters following it are to be

permuted circularly, and the sum of the three expressions so

derived is to be taken. If the coordinates of the center of gravity

are I rj, f,

O = li + rii + fk,

and then

, ^ A-B\
w X G = ^ I—g

—

it’ih ^—i?£o, |coi

+ - asm) i.

Also,

o> X (<«> X G) == + fo3k) + coA;^)]i.

Hence

R = -F + - vBm)i

+
^
"^BC
— Cfc»k)coi i. (4)

It will be observed that R reduces to — F, if the fixed point 0 is

at the center of gravity.

If the only force acting is the weight, then

F = Mg;

the moment of F with respect to 0 is [Eq. (86.1)]

N = M(G X g)

;

and

Ni = MO X g • i = Mg{y%^ -
7s^),'l

Nj = MG X g • j
= Mgijil -

7if), > (5)

Nic = MG X g • k = Mgiyirj - 72?)-J

The first line in the expression for R becomes

-Mg + My"^,^[1(^72^ 4- C78f) — yiiBij^ + (6)

the second line are inertial effects which are due to the state of

rotation, and are independent of the applied forces.
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Problems
1.

Using the formulas of Sec. 80 prove the following statements: If the

origin of a set of rectangular axes 0 is fixed but the axes themselves are mov-

ing about 0, the components of the absolute velocity of a moving particle in

the t]-, ^-directions are

Vi = -f f6)/
— 7?CO*,

Vj = 17
' +

Vk = t'

The components of the absolute acceleration of the particle in the f-, 17-

,

^-directions are

oci = — ri'm) 4“ 4"

aj = 77" 4- 2(^'(j)k — 4~ i^0>k 4” 4“ V^i 4“ Icok)cO} — ‘>7W^

= r" 4- 2 (7]'(Oi — ^'co/) 4“ (w' — ^^i') 4- (^03i 4“ rjcoj 4“ ““ T"’'-

If s is the absolute velocity of a particle and d = (rd 4“ o-/j 4“ <^k^ is the

same vector referred to the moving trihedron, then

s' = d' 4“ <•> X d,

and the components of the absolute acceleration in the i-, j-, k-directions

are

ai = cr*-' 4“ (Tkoyj — arjO^jc,

«J = V/' 4" <rx<»>k (TkOiiy

otk = o-fc' 4“ <rjW» — (TtWy.

If A is the angular velocity referred to jfixed space and w = a>ti 4- w,J +
is the angular velocity referred to the moving trihedron, then

ft' = 0)'.

If the angular momentum referred to fixed space is 1 and referred to mov-

ing space is 1 = X»i 4- X,j 4- Xjfck, then 1' = X' 4^ w X X, the components of

which are

k' == X/ 4- X&co/ ~ XjWjfc,

1/ = X/' 4“ XiWjfe — XjfcWi,

Ik = Xi' 4“ X/«f — X»a>/.

2. The particles of a rigid body, one point of which is fixed, that have the

same speed with respect to a set of fixed axes lie on a right circular cylinder.

3. The origin of a rectangular set of axes is at some point on the axis of a

screw. If x'j y\ z’ are the components of velocity of a particle of a body
that is twisting about the screw with the angular velocity w, prove that

the expression x'oix 4- 2/'wi/ 4- 2'w* has the same value for all particles of the

screw and that

x%x 4“ y'ctfy 4~ g'ctfg __

4” <»>v^
4” ^

is the pitch of the screw.
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4. If at any instant vectors which represent the velocities of the particles

of a rigid body that is moving in any manner are drawn with the same origin,

the termini will all lie in the same plane.

B. The envelope at any instant of the tangents to the trajectories of all of

the particles of a moving body that lie on a straight line is a hyperbolic

paraboloid.

6 . A rigid body is moved from one position to any other. Straight lines

are drawn connecting the initial and terminal position of each particle. If

the mid-points of these lines be regarded as forming a rigid body, this rigid

body will permit an infinitesimal displacement in which each point moves

along its own line. Also, all of the lines that pass through the same point lie

on a cone of the second order. (Caley, Report to the British Association

1862.)

7 . Show that the components of the instantaneous rotation along the

axes that are fixed in space are

Was = 4“^' sin ^ sin ^ + 0' cos

oi,j = —<p' sin $ cos 6' sin

03

1

cos 6 4“

8 . Parameters of Rodrigues, The nine direction cosines cei, as, . .

73 were expressed in Sec. 52 as functions of the three Eulerian angles y?,

and 6. By making the substitutions

X = r sin cos K'/' CCS id sin + v?),

jx = T sin sin ^(4^ — <p)j p = —r cos id cos + 9?),

the nine direction cosines can be expressed very simply in terms of the

four ratios X/r, p/r, p/t and p/r. The result is

T^ai = 4“ p^ T^cc2 = 2(Xp 4*

= 2(Xp — pp), = —X* ^2 _ ^2

T^yi = 2(\v 4- pp), = 2(ixp — Xp),

= 2(Xj^ — pp),

7-2/38 = —2(pp 4“ Xp),

7-2-yj ss —X* — p2 4“ 4“ P*;

and the relation

7.2 = X2 4- 4- 4- pK

If r is eliminated it is seen that the nine direction cosines are expressed

rationally in the ratios of any three of the other letters to the fourth.

For a discussion of these parameters see G. K5nig, ''Logons de Cin4mat-

ique/’ pp. 197, 340, 343; Klein and Sommerfeld, "Uber die Theorie des

Kreisels,'’ chap. I.

9 . In Sec. 85, show that

7/ = 72W3 — y«w2,

72 ' = yzooi — 7iW8,

7,' = YiW2 — 72Wl.



CHAPTER VII

INTEGRABLE CASES OF MOTION OF A RIGID BODY
ABOUT A FIXED POINT

I. EULER’S CASE. THE SUM OF THE MOMENTS OF THE APPLIED
FORCES VANISHES

88. The Differential Equations and Their Integrals.—If the
sum of the moments of the applied forces is zero,

N = 0,

and therefore Eq. (85.1) for the moment of momentum gives

I' = 0
; ( 1 )

and Euler’s equations become

Aco/ + (C — B)ci)jU>k = 0,1

+ (A- C)co,co, = 0
,

}

(2)

Cuk + (jB — A)co,w,' = O.j

From Eq. (1) it follows that

L = 1. (3)

where 1 is a constant vector, that is, constant with respect to
fixed space. Likewise, Eqs. (86.3) and (1),

T' = w . L' = 0,

and the kinetic energy also is constant. That is,

2T = Awi^ + = h, (4)

where A is a positive constant. Furthermore, since by Eq. (83.1)

2r = <0 . L,

it follows that the component of the instantaneous angular
velocity, wj, in the fixed direction 1 is constant and equal to

h

192
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If the equation

L . L = AW + + CW = P (5)

is multiplied by ft, Eq. (4) is multiplied by P and then subtracted

from Eq. (5), it is found that

{Ah - l^)A<^^ + {Bh ~ P)Bccj^ + {Ch - l^)CW = 0.

Let 17 , f be a point on the instantaneous axis. Then

COt 0)jl COA:

T ~ V ““
T'

and for points on the instantaneous axis,

A{Ah - P)e + B(Bh - IW + C{Ch - IW = 0,

which shows that the instantaneous axis always lies on a cone

of the second order.

Now let a new quantity D be defined by the relation

I = Dcoa, and therefore h == Dcoj^.

The equation of the cone becomes

A{A -- D)e + B{B - DX + C{C - DX = 0. (6 )

Suppose the axes of the moving trihedron, which coincide

with the principal axes of inertia at the fixed point, are so lettered

that the- i-, or i-, axis coincides with the longest axis of the

ellipsoid of inertia and the f-, or k-, axis coincides with the shortest

axis. Then in magnitude the moments of inertia A, JS, and C

have the order

A <B <C.

It will be observed from Eq. (6) that if D, which has the dimen-

sions of a moment of inertia, is equal to A, the coordinates { and

rj must both be zero and the cone reduces to the $-axis.

If D is equal to B, the cone degenerates into the two planes

^ ^ 4- HEEDt m

and if D is equal to C, the cone reduces again to a straight hne

which is this time the f-axis. In order that the cone be real, it

is necessary, evidently, that
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a^d ^c.

^89. The Angular Velocities Are Elliptic Functions of the
Time. If the first and third of Euler’s set of equations [Eq.

(88.2)] are replaced by the integrals of energy [Eq. (88.4)j and
moment of momentum [Eq. (88.5)], the angular velocities are
determined by the three equations

Buj' + (4 — C)wkUi = 0
,

1

+ Ca)*2 = > (1)

+ BW + = DW.)
The solution of last two of these equations for w,* and w*® gives

.m - B)

Uk

A{C - A)
,_B{B- A)

CiC - A)

if -

{9^ - «;•»),

Since

where

where

_ D(C - D)

^ B{C - B)

_ D{D - A)
^ B{B - A)

(2)

P-g^ _ D(C - A){B - D)
^

B{C - B){B- A)“‘ ’

P is greater than g^, if D lies between A and B, andp is less than
M D lies between B and C. In. either case w,® must be less

than the smaller of the two.

For definiteness, it will be assumed that

A < B < D < C,
so that

Then
9^>P.

and the smallest value of w** is

C(C - B) (3)

^ £i>* never vanishes, and therefore never changes sign, it can.
be regarded as always positive; but co< vanishes whenever

= +/.
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From the first equation of Eqs. (1), namely,

,
C - A

and the substitution of the values of 03i and o)k from Eq. (2), it is

found that

(C ^ - «,")• (4)

If 03k is regarded as being always positive, w/ has always the

same sign as coi. Consequently coy is increasing, algebraically, as

long as coi is positive; and decreasing as long as coy is negative.

It is evident that t is expressed in terms of coy by Eq. (4) as

an elliptic integral. This integral is reduced to the first normal

form of Legendre by taking

coy = /s and _P _{B - A)iC - D)^
(D - A)(C -- By

where a is a new variable. Obviously, is less than one. It

is convenient also to introduce a new independent variable r,

which is related to the time by the equation

X»(C - B)iD - A)

ABC 03l{t —

SO that Eq. (4) becomes

T

V{1 - s')(l ~ fcV)*

The inversion of this integral gives

and then

s = sn t,

Wt =
^\A(C - A)

\/l — =

coy =fs

"• - -

+ «J

+“«

IDCC - D)

'\AiC - A)

iDiC - D)

'\B{C - B)

DiD - A)

ac - A)4

cn T,

sn r, (5)

dn T.
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By adding co,-* to Eqs. (2) it is found that

= Wj® + =“

and then, on replacing «> by its value from Eq. (5),

D{A — D -h C)

AC
(B - A)(C^) ^

AC

.D B - D+C „ ,A
^

- sn® T -I-

i>

^JL£cn^r
A

Df T^^/sn*T ,
cn^AI

= + (C^ - T-
jy

which never vanishes since C — D is positive.

The period in r of these functions is

4K -I-
ds

-v/ri - s^'ifi - ^2o2'i

and the period in t is

P
ABC 4K

- B)(D -A) w,

At the expiration of this time, that is when, t = P, the angular

velocities, w<, and w* retake their initial values. The instan-

taneous axis has completed its journey around the cone and

retaken its initial position in the body, but, in general, is not in

its initial position in fixed space, as will be demonstrated in

Sec. 96.

90. The Angles of Euler as Functions of the Time.—In order

to know the position of the body at any instant it is necessary
to know the values of Euler’s angles at that instant. It has
been found that the moment of momentum of the body with
rwpect to fixed space is constant. That is, the vector 1 is con-
stant in magnitude and in direction. The orientation of the
fixed X, y, z system is so far arbitrary. Let the orientation be
chosen so that the a-axis coincides in direction with 1.

The magmtude of the moment of momentum is I, and its com-
ponents in the i-, j-, and k-directions are Am<, Bco{, and Cw*.
The c<Mnes of the angles between the 2-axis and the i-, j-, and
k-axw are yi, y*, and ys, respectively. Hence

Zyi = Ism <p sin d = Awi,!
lyt = Z cos sin d = Buij, I (1)
Zy« = I COB $ = Cuk.)
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These equations do not contain and their solutions, there-

fore, give directly (p and 0 as functions of co.-, w,-, and cot, and conse-

quently as functions of t, without further integration. Indeed,

the quotient of the second equation by the first gives

cot (p =
Bcoj

Ao)i V!
B C -A
AC - B

tn

while the third equation gives

(2)

cos 9 = CcOfc

I

\C D - A
DC - A

dn r. (3)

For the calculation of yp, Eqs. (85.4) give

ooi = sin ^ sin 9 + cos <p,

ojj* = i//' sin 6 cos <p
-- 6' sin cp.

The elimination of between these two equations shows that

= o)i sin <p + CO/ cos (p^

sin1 '

and if the first of Eqs. (1) is multiplied by co/, the second by co/, and

the two equations are then added, there results

coi sin <p + CO/ cos <p

Ao)i^ + jBco,^

I sin 9

Consequently

^Acoi^ + Bccj^

P sin^ 6
^

and since the sum of the squares of the first two of Eqs. (1) gives

sin^ 9 = A^o)i^ + JS^co/,

there results finally

,f__i Aoii^ + J5co/^ _ D{Do)i^ — C(M)k^)

^ ~ AW + BW ~ DW - CW
_ ^ fi ^ !)«:? - DW 1 m

Thus yp' is always positive, and if the extreme values of co*^ from

Eq. (89.5) are substituted, it is found that
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^ ^ —

1

or

The angle of precession ^ always increases and the rate of px

J
lesion always lies between the two limits just J

^

and B differ but little, the precessional rate is

The ancle 4> is determined by a quadrature, which, >

tactioa.

Jacobi has shown how to integrate it in Vol. 39 of

(1850), and how to determine the nine direction

tions of the time. Since 71 , 72,
and 73 do not depend p

_

their values in terms of t can be written down at once, bince

[Eq. (1)]
, ^

Aoii = i7i, Bo>j = hi, Cm = ^73, and I - C>o>i,

it follows that

7i

Y2

cn T,“ 5 coi
“ \D(C - A)

D coi ^D(C -B)

Cc, |^(^^dnT

(5)

91. Partictilar Values of D .—It was observed in Sec. 88 that

if D coincides with C, the cone degenerates into the f-axis. The

instantaneous axis is jSxed in the body, and coincides with one

of the principal axes of inertia. Hence

0)i
= 0, CO,- ~ 0, 0)k = 0),

Either one of the integrals in Eqs. (89.1) shows that coa;, and

therefore c*j also, is constant.

If D coincides with the cone degenerates with the f-axis,

and the body again spins with uniform angular speed about a

principal axis; this time the ^-axis.

If I) is equal to the mean axis of inertia B, the cone opens up
into the two planes

^ I I

A

(B — -A

)

I -ylc'ic^By
and the instantaneous axis moves in that one of the two planes in

which it happens to be initially. From Eqs. (89.2) it is seen that
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and that

f = =

P = 1.

The elliptic functions reduce to hyperbolic functions as will

be shown. The definition of t becomes

" - Jor=T^ - V AC
"

Consequently,

s = tanh r

^o).

-- e~

e + 6“

and then

-
1

IB(C - B)
0), -

yj A(C - A)‘

CO,* = (

lB(B - A)
Oik =

yj c(c - Ay

cof sech T,

wi tanh r,

The expression for the square of the angular velocity, becomes

As the time increases indefinitely so also does r, and

tanhr—>+l, sech r 0.

Hence

COi 0
,

Olfc
—> 0

;
OJ/ —» COf, CO -> CO|.

The instantaneous axis approaches the T?-axis asymptotically

and the Tj-axis at the same time approaches the fixed 2-axis

asymptotically, for

A o)i

7l 72 = —

?

C0|Bo>i

7i = 78 = 0
,

Cm

72

and, in the limit,
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"“‘‘in* value „„ as is seen

c> A, the sThiL ,•
“d, since

matter whether the SDhp°^!f-^’ ki^*
follows it does not

the equations It is seen from

tends toward infinity Thplf
remains finite, while

and

sn r > sin r, cn r cos T,

Consequently

.JMESmiS „^ AJc — ““

“‘ ~ - at"'
““ ’>]

<o).

(1)

COi

sin r,

= J®Z2)
VC(C^Z^«'

;

[fit (SsTtr;]" ^-^er equation

that J = i ; + 1 . Eqs. (1)• i- IS constant, and, indeed,

01 =
(2)

From the third of Eqs fOO 11 it io r j xi
angle 0, the inclination, is cisiant, and that

sin ^

The expression (or „ in Eq. (90.2) becomes

cot <p = tan r,
so that

and
V ^Pc C3)
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and finally, as is seen from Eq. (90.4),

and the body processes uniformly. Thus 6, <p', and \p' are

constants.

It was pointed out in Sec. 85 that <«> is the vector sum of 6',

and i|f'. Since 6' is zero, <«> is the diagonal of the parallelogram

constructed on [and ijf', Fig. 47. The vector

it' coincides in direction with the 2;-axis and is

therefore fixed in space. The vector coincides

in direction with the f-axis which makes the

constant angle 6 with the z-axis. As the body

processes the f-axis describes a right circular cone i/*

about the ;2:-axis with the generating angle S,

Since (p' and are constants, also makes a

constant angle with the ^!-axis and therefore 6> also

describes a right circular cone about the 2:-axis.

The angle between the instantaneous axis and the f-axis also

is constant so that the instan-

taneous axis describes a cone in

the body.

93. The Rolling Cones.—It

is an interesting fact that the

body moves just as though the

cone which o) describes in the

body rolled without slipping

upon the cone which ca describes

in fixed space. This is made
evident in Fig. 48. Let p be a

point on the instantaneous axis.

Through p pass a plane per-

pendicular to ijf' cutting the axis

at a distance a from the apex; then pass a second plane

through p perpendicular to cutting the axis at a

distance b from the axis. Let the generating angles of the two
cones be a and p respectively. Suppose the body cone rolls on

the fixed cone and that in the interval of time dt the plane through

it' and turns through the angle dL Then the point of

0
Fig. 47.
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contact p of the the two circles describes an arc on the circle of the

fixed cone equal to a tan dt, since the radius of the circle is

a tan a. It also describes an arc of the same length ds on the

circle of the body cone; that is

ds ^ a tan a\p' dt.

It is evident from Fig. 48 that

a sec a = i> sec

and from Fig. 47 that

sin a = (p' sin /?.

Hence

tan a = tan jS,

and

ds — b(p' tan dt.

Since the radius of the circle on the body cone is b tan P, the

angle through which the body cone has turned around its axis

is dt The rolling motion therefore gives a displacement

i]r' di plus a displacement dt, and since

dt + ^'dt==a> dt,

the resulting displacement in the interval of time dt is just the

same as though the angular velocity were (o.

Figure 48 does not represent the only possibility, however. It

is easy to imagine cases like Figs. 49 and 50. In Fig. 48 the

rolling, or body, cone lies outside of the fixed cone and (•>, which

lies in the line of contact of the two cones, is between the axes

of the two cones. In Fig. 49 the rolling cone envelopes the fixed

cone but still rolls on the outside of it. The 2;-axis, which is the

direction of ife', lies between a>, the instantaneous axis, and the

f-axis, in which lies the vector In Fig. 60 the f-axis lies

between the z-axis and the instantaneous axis and the body cone

rolls on the inside of the fixed cone.

By the terms z-a:!ds and f-axis is meant the positive end of

these axes. With this understanding it is easy to show that,

Fig. 49 corresponds to the case developed in Sec. 92. According

to the conventions there made and cok are positive and by
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Eq. (92.3), <p' is negative. These are the conditions which are

satisfied in Pig. 49, as is seen from the parallelogram of angular

velocities in the figure. If it had been assumed that C < A
instead of C > A, <p' would have been positive and the cones

Fw. 49.

would have be(‘n as in Fig. 48. In order to have a case like

Fig. 50 it is necessary to have negative, if <p' and m are positive;

or positive if both <p' and w* are negative.

The difference between <p' positive and <p' negative for

positive in both oases is brought out in Figs. 51 and 52, cones

being replaced by cylinders.

Let z be the axis of the fixed

cylinder and f the axis of the

rolling cylinder in both figures.

Since is positive in both cases

the f-axis makes a circuit in the

positive direction about the z-

axis. Let 0 be the point of con-

tact at the beginning of a circuit

and let the are 01 be equal to

the circumference of the fixed

cylinder. At the end of the first

circuit, when f has returned to Fia. 60.

its initial position the point 1

is in contact with the fixed cylinder. It is seen in Fig. 61 that

the rolling cylinder has turned through an angle correspond-

ing to the arc 01 about the f-axis in a positive direction, while
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in Fig. 52, it has turned through the angle corresponding to the

arc 01 in the negative direction.

POINSOPS METHOD I

94. General Theorems.—Consider the ellipsoid of inertia at

the fixed point 0. The instantaneous axis pierces the surface
at a point m which Poinsot called the pole. Let the distance Um

be denoted by p. Without making any assumptions as to the
nature of the forces that are acting, the following theorems are
easily derived.

Theorem I. The vis viva of the body is wVp*.
kinetic energy. By Eq.

,

Sl?Jth r^n
® I is the moment of inertia of the

veloeitv
instantaneous axis, and « is the angular

LSV “ ^ 7“"“ f “f ‘I*' A iB equal
ec. 20], the theorem follows immediately.

inen^^Xihe
tangent to the ellipsoid of

The direction cosines of the instantaneous axis are

—

,

0)
77* and
<ji

16
(1851 ).

*
'*lounaal de Liouville/' vol.

01
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Therefore the coordinates of the pole m are

0>i 0)k /-V— P > ypi — P » Zftt — p—
• ( 1 )

CO CO CO

The equation of the ellipsoid of inertia is

Ax^ + By^ + Cz^ = 1,

and therefore the equation of the tangent plane at the pole is

AXm^ "t" BytrCt] Hh OZn^ == 1,

where y, and f are the running coordinates of the plane-

Hence, by substitution from Eqs. (1), the equation of the tangent

plane becomes

Ao^ii + BoijTj + Ccojfcf = (2)

The direction cosines of the normal to this plane are proportional

to

AoOij Bo}j, Cookf

and so also are the direction cosines of L, for, Eq. (82.6),

L ==« -Acoti -f- Bcojj 4“ Ccojfck.

Hence the tangent plane at m is perpendicular to L.

Let d be the perpendicular distance from the point 0 to the

plane that is tangent at the pole m. Let h be the vis viva and I

the total moment of momentum. Then:

Theorem III,—The 'perpendicular distance from the point 0 to

the plane tangent at the pole is equal to the square root of the vis viva

divided hy the total moment of momentum; or, in formula,

d = s/h
I

(3 )

By the usual formula of analytic geometry, the perpendicular

distance from the origin to the plane

Ao)i^ + Boijti + Ccofcf == - *

P
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is

^ _ w 1 _
""

p VAW + S^co/ + C2c0^ I

by Eq. (88.5) ^-nd Theorem L

96. Application to Euler’s Case.—The above theorems are

independent of the nature of the forces and are always valid.

If they are applied to Euler^s case in which the applied forces

are equivalent to a single force which passes through the fixed

point, and if the notation of Sec. 88 is used, the vis viva is con-

stant, and h = Doi^. Therefore

= VA = (1)
p

Since the moment of the forces that are acting is zero, the

moment of momentum is constant, and the vector L is fixed

both in magnitude, Z, and in direction. On taking,

I = Dm, (
2 )

as in Sec. 88, there follows from Theorem III

thus

C-i, D.l. (4)

where a, b, and c are the principal semiaxes, and d is the perpen-

dicular from the origin to the plane which is tangent to the

ellipsoid of inertia at the pole m; It follows from Eqs. (3) and

(2) that d and m are constants. Since d is constant and the

tangent plane is perpendicular to a fixed line, L, by Theorem II,

it follows that the tangent plane is fixed in space. Its point of

contact with the ellipsoid of inertia is the pole m through which

the instantaneous axis passes.

Since

00 = 'x/hpf (5)
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the angular velocity about the instantaneous axis is proportional

to the distance of the pole m from the fixed point 0,

96. The Polhode and the Herpolhode.—The path of the pole

on the ellipsoid of inertia was called the polhode^ by Poinsot,

and the path which the pole describes on the fixed plane was

called the herpolhode.^ The cone which is fixed in the body

[Eq. (88«6)] has the instantaneous axis as a generator and the

polhode as a directrix. The cone which is fixed in space has the

instantaneous axis as a generator and the herpolhode as a

directrix, but as the herpolhode is not, in general, a closed curve,

the cone which is fixed in space is not a closed cone.

In order to obtain the motion it is necessary merely to roll

the first cone upon the second in such a way that the angular

velocity at each instant shall be proportional to p, the distance

Fia. 63.

of the pole from the fixed point. The argument is given in detail

in Sec. 93 for the case in which the cones are right circular cones.

In the general case in which the cones are not right circular the

true cones can be replaced at any instant by the osculating right

circular cones and then the argument of Sec. 93 suffices to show

that the motion is merely the rolling of one cone upon the other.

Suppose a material cone is constructed similar to the cone

which is fixed in the body, terminating at the surface of the

ellipsoid of inertia, so that the edge of the cone is a polhode

(Fig. 53). Let (5P = d be the distance of the fixed point 0 from

the fixed plane P. Let the apex of this cone pivot on the point 0
and let the edge of the cone roll on the plane P. If the cone

rolls in such a way that its angular velocity is proportional to

^ ir^Xoy axis, 656s path.

* The serpentine path.
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the generator Om with the proper factor of proportionality, then

the cone of the model will move just like the cone which is fixed

in the moving body. On the fixed plane P it will trace out the

herpolhode, since the corresponding arcs of the polhode and

herpolhode are equal.

97. The Polhode in Rectangular Coordinates.^—The equation

of the ellipsoid of inertia is

Ae + + Cf2 = 1, (1)

and the equation of the cone described in the body by the instan-

taneous axis is [Eq. (88.6)]

A{A-D)e + - D)yt^ + C(C - = 0. (2)

This last equation can be written

A^e + BS^ + = D{Ae + Bi)^ + CrO;

and for points on the cone which lie also on the surface of the

ellipsoid, that is, for points on the polhode, this becomes, by Eq.

(1),

A^e + == D, (3)

By virtue of the relations in Eq. (95.4) these equations define

the polhodes as the intersections of the ellipsoid

I! ^ 4. L'
a2

“t" "t-
^2

1

with the family of ellipsoids

^ 4. !!! 4. L' ~ i.
a"

(4)

where a, 6, and c are the principal semiaxes of the ellipsoid of

inertia, and d is the perpendicular distance from the center to the

tangent plane. It is evident that d cannot be larger than

the largest of the three principal semiaxes or smaller than the

least. This gives a geometric interpretation to the inequalities

that limited D in Sec. 88. When D = A, d = a and the fixed

plane is tangent to the eHipsoid of inertia at the extremity of the

{-axis.
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If

A < B < C, then a > h > c,

and d has its maximum value. The cone has shrunk down upon
the ^-axis. The polhode is reduced to a point, and the herpolhode

also. The instantaneous axis is fixed in the body and fixed also in

space, and the body spins with uniform angular speed about it.

Similarly, if

D = C, then d = c,

and d has its minimum value. The cone shrinks down upon the

f-axis, which is fixed in the body and in space, and again the body

spins with constant angular speed.

But if B = J5, the cone opens up into the two planes

^ C{C - By’

[Eq. (88.7)]. These two planes, which pass through the ij-axis,

intersect the ellipsoid of inertia in two ellipses that intersect

in the r,-axis on the ellipsoid. These two ellipses, which are

themselves polhodes, separate the polhodes on the surface of the

ellipsoids into two classes; in one class the curves are closed
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around the J-axis, and in the other they are closed around the

f-axis. Since the polhodes are the intersection of the surface

of the ellipsoid with a cone, Eq. (3), whose apex is at the center of

the ellipsoid, and since the cone has two nappes, there are two

curves on the ellipsoid for each value of d. They are, of course,

symmetrically placed on the ellipsoid. Which one of these two
polhodes belongs to the motion under consideration depends upon
the initial conditions. The pole m can follow but one of them.

In Fig. 54 polhodes of both classes are drawn for the ellipsoid

in which a == 4, ?) = 3, and c = 2, as seen from the point J = 7,

7?
= 10, f = 5. For d = 2 the polhodes are merely the two

points where the f~axis pierces the surface. For d = 2.05 the

polhodes are the small curves about the f-axis, the next ones are

for d “ \/5 and -v/?* For d = \/9 = 3 the polhodes are the

ellipses which pass through the 77-axis. The polhodes around the

^axis are drawn for d = VIO, Vl2, Vli; and finally, for

d = 4, the polhodes are again points, this time where the f-axis

pierces the surface. For one class of polhodes d lies between
b and c, and for the other class d lies between a and 6.

98. The Herpolhode.—The radius vector of the herpolhode
(see Fig. 53) is

r = Vp^ ~ d\

Since d is constant and p has both a maximum and a minimum,
r also has a minimum and a maximum. The herpolhode, there-

fore, lies between two concentric circles. It is a transcendental
curve in general, but it has been shown by Hess^ that it is always
concave toward the origin and the name herpolhode (snakelike)

given it by Poinsot was not justified, although in Poinsot^s own
diagram it was serpentine.

A few facts with respect to it, however, are fairly obvious. If

d = a, or d = c, the herpolhode reduces to a point, since then the
instantaneous axis is fixed both in the body and in space. If

d = 5, the polhode is one of the two ellipses that passes through
the 77-axis [Fig. 54], and the herpolhode is a spiral about the origin
since the limiting value of r is zero. This spiral has infinitely

1 A simple proof of this is given by Lecornu, Bull, de la SociMi Mathi-
matique de France^ 34, p. 40 (1906).
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many turns about the origin, but its length is finite since it is

equal to the length of the corresponding arc of the polhode.

If the ellipsoid of inertia is a spheroid, the polhode and the
herpolhode are circles.

99. Stability of the Rotation about the Principal Axes.—The
concept of the polhodes furnishes a ready answer to the question

of stability of the rotation of the body when it is around one of

the principal axes. It was shown in Sec. 60 that if a body is

spinning about a principal axis of inertia it will continue to do so

indefinitely with a uniform angular speed. It is natural to ask
whether an infinitesimal disturbance would or would not result

in a finite change in the state of rotation. If it does not for any
infinitesimal disturbance, the motion is stable; otherwise it is

unstable. The question is similar to that which arises in the

equilibrium of a rigid body, which was discussed at 1, 168. If the

axis of rotation is a principal axis, its state of rotation is a steady
one. The polhode is a point. Suppose the axis of rotation is

slightly displaced. The polhode of the new state of rotation

is one in the neighborhood of the original one, the point polhode.

In the case of the f-, or the f-axis, the polhodes are small closed

curves, and in following these curves the axis of rotation departs

only infinitesimally from its initial position; the motion is there-

fore stable. But if the jj-axis was the initial axis of rotation, the

polhodes in its neighborhood are all convex toward the axis. A
very small displacement of the axis to one of these polhodes would
result eventually in a large displacement of the axis of rotation

and therefore the rotation about this axis is unstable.

This result can be summed up into the single statement: If a
body is rotating about a principal axis which is one of either maxi-
mum moment of inertia or minimum moment of inertia, the state of

motion is stable; but if the axis of rotation is the intermediate

principal axis, the state of motion is unstable.

100. The Motion of the Invariable Axis in the Body.—It will

be remembered that the total moment of momentum of the body
L is constant. The axis through the fixed point 0 which is

parallel to L is therefore fixed in space, but as the instantaneous
axis does not coincide with it, this fixed axis which can be called

the invariable axis, moves in the body, and indeed describes a cone.
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It coincides in direction with the perpendicular d to the fixed

plane.

Using the notation of Sec. 90, its direction cosines with respect

to the axes which are fixed in the body are 71, 72, 73. It follows

then from Eqs. (90.1) that

^ ^ ^ + Co)k^) = ^

and therefore, by Sec. 94,

a27,2 + + ^2y^2 ^ ^2^ (J)

The coordinates of a point on this line at a distance r from 0 are

i - ryi, 7j = r72, f = ry^.

Multiply Eq. (1) by and then take r *= 1/d. There results the
equation

+ bV + cV = 1
, (2)

which is called the reciprocal ellipsoid {E2), Sec. 27, since its axes
are the reciprocals of the axes of the ellipsoid of inertia (Et),
The two ellipsoids are not similar, although they have- the same
eccentricities. The longest axis of jSi coincides in direction with
the shortest of E2 '} the shortest axis of Ei coincides in direction
with the longest axis of E2 I and the two intermediate axes have
the same direction. In Fig. 55 two reciprocal ellipses are drawn,
the broken line circle being the unit circle. Reciprocal ellipses,

however, are similar.
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The invariable axis pierces the surface of the reciprocal ellipsoid

in the direction of d at a distance 1/d from 0. Since d is constant
throughout the motion, the curve traced by the invariable axis

on the reciprocal ellipsoid is given by the two equations

+ bV + == 1
,

and

e + + I-

The cone described by the axis is obtained naultiplying the second
equation by d^, and subtracting from the first. Its equation is

therefore

(a^ - + (c* - = 0.

101. The Polhodes in Elliptic Coordinates.—^The elliptic

coordinates of a point Vi referred to an ellipsoid whose
semiaxes are a, b, and c are the three roots qi, q^, and gs of the

cubic equation which is obtained from the equation of confocal

conicoids,

— q — q — q
= 1

, (1 )

by clearing of fractions (I, 363), namely,

(52 _ ^)(c2 _ g)^2 + (c2 _ _ g)f2
_

(a^ - q)i¥ - q){c^ - q) = (q
-

gi)(g - g2)(g - gs) = 0. (2)

The coefficient of g® is +1 in both members of the identity. If

the terms in g® are removed, and the other terms are taken to the

left side, there remains an equation of the second degree that has

three roots. It is therefore an identity in g and the coefficient

of each power of g vanishes separately. From the coefficients of

g®, g®, and g® it is found that

(El) = a®6®c® — gig2g8, (3)

(Ei) (6® + c®)f + (c® + a®)ij® + (o® + 6®)i-®
=

a®6® + 6®c® + c®a® - (gigs + gsg* + gsgO, (4)

(S) ^2 + fs ^ a® + 6® + c® - (gi + gs + g,). (5)

If the order of magnitudes of the axes is

a > b > c.
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then

^ Qi ^ ^ q2 ^ ^ qs;

and

^3 = 0

is the original ellipsoid, as is seen from Eq. (3). More generally,

QiQ^Qs = constant

represents an ellipsoid similar to the original;

Q1Q2 + ^2^3 + qzQi = constant

is another ellipsoid; and finally,

+ ^2 + ^3 = constant

represents a sphere. The intersection of these surfaces with the
original ellipsoid, Ei, is obtained by setting ^3 = 0 in Eqs. (4)
and (5), that is,

(52 + ^2)^2 ^ (^2 + ^2)^2 ^ (^2 ^ 52)^2 =
— qiq2, (6)

in which

and

qiq2 = constant;

+ 62 + c2 - (g, + ga), (7)

with

?i + 92 = constant.

The equations which define the polhodes on the ellipsoid of

inertia are [Eq. (97 .4)]
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If the first of Eqs. (8) is multiplied by + a^h^) and
the second is multiplied by — a^bV, and the two are then added,
there results

Q)2 ^ + (a^ + =

’ (9)

which equation also defines the polhodes on the ellipsoid. A
comparison of Eqs. (6) and (9) shows that the equation of the
polhodes in elliptic coordinates is simply

qiq2 = qz == 0 .

Equation (7) gives

p2 = + 62 + c2 - (gi + q^) .

The parameter of the family of polhodes is, of course
, d.

If the equation of the reciprocal ellipsoid is

+ ^ = 1

with

a = —J p = -y = —

^

a b c

where I is an arbitrary length (not to be confused with the letter I

which represents the magnitude of the vector L) this ellipsoid also

has its system of elliptic coordinates which can be denoted by
Vh P2 , pz, and the order of magnitudes can be written

7^ ^ Pi ^ ^ ^ ^ P3.

In this system ps = 0 is the reciprocal ellipsoid itself, and there

are two other equations similar to Eqs. (4) and (5). In this

system it is interesting to notice that it is the second family of

surfaces [corresponding to Eq. (5)] whose intersection with the

reciprocal ellipsoid gives the curves traced by the invariable axis

on the reciprocal ellipsoid (Sec. 100).

A one to one correspondence between the points of the ellipsoid

of inertia and the points of the reciprocal ellipsoid can be set up
by taking
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It is evident, by taking the product of these two expressions,

that if

grq. = then p^p^ =

and if d is defined by the relation,

then

V1P2 =
^2^2y2

52

The polhodes on the ellipsoid of inertia transform into the

curves that would be polhodes on the reciprocal ellipsoid if the

reciprocal ellipsoid were regarded as an ellipsoid of inertia.

The correspondence between the points of the two surfaces,

generally, is

and

iw , ^2 =
c^qiQi

’

is invariant.

II. LAGRANGE’S CASE. THE CENTER OF GRAVITY OF THE BODY
LIES ON THE POLAR AXIS OF THE SPHEROID OF INERTIA

102. The Ellipsoid of Inertia Is a Spheroid.—It was observed
in Sec. 86 that when no restrictions are made there are but two
known integrals of the differential equations of motion of a rigid
body that is spinning about a fixed point under the action of its
own weight. It has been seen that when the fixed point is at
the center of gravity, Euler^s case, the problem can be com-
pletely integrated whatever the shape of the central ellipsoid of
inertia may be. It was shown by Lagrange in the ninth section
of the M6canique Analytique^' that the equations can also
be completely integrated when the central ellipsoid of inertia is a
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spheroid and the fixed point lies anywhere on the axis of revolu-

tion of this central ellipsoid.

Assuming that this condition is satisfied, the ellipsoid of inertia

at the fixed point also is a spheroid, and the center of gravity of

the body lies on its axis of revolution.

103. The Differential Equations.—As before, let the x-, y-,

z-B^xes with origin at the fixed point 0 be fixed in space with the

2:-axis vertical, and let the f-, ry-, f-axes, which have the i-, j-, In-

directions coincide with the principal axes of inertia at the point

0, and be fixed in the body. Of course, any diameter of the

equator of the ellipsoid of inertia at 0 is a principal axis.

The two general integrals are the energy integral [Eq. (86.5)]

-- 2Mgz, (1)

where z is the height of the center of gravity above the horizontal

plane through the point 0; and the moment of momentum with

respect to the 2:-axis integral [Eq. (85.7)]

AiCiji + jBco,-72 + Co)kyz = Kj (2)

where K is the constant of integration, and 71, 72, 73 are the

cosines of the angles between the z-axis and the 77-, f-axes

respectively, which, expressed in terms of Euler^s angles, (Sec.

52) have the values

71 = sin 6 sin <p, 1

72 = sin 6 cos <py / (3)

78 = cos d. J

To these can be added Euler^s third equation [Eq. (85.3)]

Cm' + {B- A)mc,j - Nk^ (4)

By hypothesis, the center of gravity lies on the f-axis; therefore

Nkj which is the moment of the weight with respect to the f-axis,

vanishes. Also, by hypothesis, the f-axis is the axis of revolu-

tion of the spheroid of inertia at 0; therefore A and B are equal.

It follows from Eq. (4), then, that

o)k = constant. (5)

Equations (1) and (2) can now be written

o)i^ + = a — a cos 6, \
sin 6(o)i sin (p + w/ cos ^) = /3 — bm cos dj (6)
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where, since

2 = f cos dy

the constants a, 6, a, and ^ have the values

h -W^
I

^

(7)

The constants a and b depend only on the body itself and the

position of the fixed point. If it is agreed that the positive end

of the f-axis passes through the center of gravity, they are both

positive. The constants a and however, are equivalent to

constants of integration, and therefore are arbitrary. The
angular velocity m also is a constant of integration, but since the

motion reduces to that of a compound pendulum for o)k = 0, it

will be assumed in what follows that co* is not zero.

The system of differential equations is made complete by add-

ing to Eqs. (6), which are equivalent to Euler’s equations, Eqs.

(85.4), which are

coi = \f/' sin 6 sin <p + 6' cos (pA

o)j = sin d cos (p — B' sin / (8)

CO* = yp' cos 6 + (p'. j

104. Reduction of the Differential Equations.—The elimina-

tion of 03i and CO,- from Eqs. (103.8) by means of Eqs. (103.6)

gives the three equations

sin^ 6 + = a — a cos d, 1

f sin^ 6 := p book cos B, > (1)
p' cos 6 A" <p' ^ (jOk) )

in which the only variables are the angles of Euler, 0, <pj and xp.

If is eliminated between the first and second of Eqs. (1),

there is obtained

(^ — bo}k cos By + 6'*
sin^ B = sin^ B{a — a cos 6>),

an equation that depends upon B alone. This equation is simpli-
fied somewhat by taking
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It then becomes

1^'" = au){l ~ u^) — b^o)k^(ui — u)^ = af(u). (3 )

The second equation of Eqs. (1) now is

and the third,

= C0.(l -

Equation (3) shows that u is an elliptic function of t. If this

equation is solved, so that is a known function of t, Eqs. (4)

and (5) show that <p and i/' are obtained by quadratures.

The polynomial /(z^) in Eq. (3) is negative for w = — oo, — 1,

and +1, and positive for = + oo. Since u is the cosine of 6,

and for real motion 6 is real, there are two real roots, uz and

U2,
between z^ = — 1 and Z4 = +1, and a third root, Ui greater

than +1. The character of the graph of f{u) is therefore like

that shown in Fig. 56, and the polynomial f(u) has the form

f(u) = {n — nz)(u — U2){u — zzi), (6)

with

— 1 < ?Z3 < ZZo < +1 < Wi.

Since

u'^ = af{u), and < 1,

it is evident (I, 264) that u oscillates between the values nz and

Uz.

106. The Constants of Integration Expressed in Terms of the

Three Roots.—The constants of integration are a, Z44, and co*, and
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three roots of f{u) are Wi, Uz, and uz. If the polynomials in
Eq. (104.3) and (104.6) are expanded in powers of Uj a comparison
of the coefficients shows that

+ ^2 + tia = ~ +
b^03u^

+ U2Uz + UzUi = 2u^-^ 1
,a

Ot ^
a a

( 1 )

Let/(+l) be ~pi and /(-I) be -p2. Then

/(+ !) -f (1 ^/l)(l — U2)(l — Uz) = — Pi,
/(— 1) = — (1 -f- U2)ll 4“ Uz) = — P2,

where = ^ad p, = + 1).
d

(2)

are two positive numbers. If is positive, ps > Pij and if Ui is
negative pj < pi. By addition and subtraction of Eqs. (2), it is
found that

j(Pi — Pl) = 1 + (UiUs + UiUz + «sMi),\
l(p2 + Pl) = (Wi + WJ + 243) + M1M2W3; /

and by division that

Ml ~ 1 1 — M2 1 — Ms

Ml + 1 1 + 242 1 + 243

Pl ^ ^
M4 - iV

Pi \M4 + 1/

(3)

(4)

From the first of these two equations [Eqs. (4)] there is obtained

m4i = +
VP2 — y/px

and W42 = — VTi
(5)

These two values of M4 are both positive or both negative, but
in either ease the two are mutually reciprocal, that is

M41 • M42 = +1, > 2

Thus, if Ml, M2, and m, are given, there are two values of M4 that
satisfy all of the conditions of the problem.

given, mi is determined uniquely;

= h*
- iVi

\U\ + 1/1
+ U2 1 +
—

'*^2 1-” Uz
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Eq. (4) then shows that

Ui
1 +

and since Wi > + 1
,
it is necessary that 0 < s < 1 .

The three roots Mi, ui, and Ms are restricted by the conditions

— 1 < Ms, Ms < + 1

,

and + 1 < Ml.

For given values of Ms and Ms, which are the limits of the variable

M, the value of Ui also is restricted. To show this, let

1 — Ms 1 — Ms

1 “1“ Ms 1 "f" Ms

Then Eq. (4) gives

= e and
Ml — 1

Ml + 1
= r,^ <1.

/m4
- iV

\M4 + 1/

and

M41

1 +
1 - M4S

1 H-

If I is kept fixed while j? runs over its entire range from +1 to

zero, it is found that, if f < 1
,
both values of M4 lie in the interval

1 ~ ^ ^ ^ Ldii-

but if f > 1
,
both values of u* lie outside of the interval

? + 1
< M <

f _ 1
- -

' J +

1

From the definition of ^ it is readily verified that f ^ 1 according

as Ms + Ms ^ 0 .

From the second of Eqs. (1) there is derived

T
2^ 2

= rt—(1 + + U2UZ 4* UzUi),
d

or, by the first of Eqs. (3),

pi - Pi _

4W4a
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Since for given values of Ui, Ui, and M3 there are two values of

Ui, so, also, there are two values of 04^, namely,

- Vply^

and

if Ui — W-41,

if U4 = M42.

1

Finally, the first of Eqs. (1) gives

a — a{ui + ^2 + U3) — b^coh"^.

(6 )

(7)

106, The Value of oik as a Function of Ui.—The value of cok

likewise is restricted. By Eq. (105.1),

. 2 — ® 1 + (^^2 + Us)Ui + U2Us ..V

2b^ Ui
^

If U2 and uz are kept fixed, the value of o^k varies in a definite

manner with ui, since Ui is a function of Ui [Eq. (105.3)]. If Ui

is equal to +1, so also is Ui, and Eq. (1) gives for this value of Ui

= ^(1 + W2)(l + (2)

By differentiating Eq. (1) with respect to Ui and then reducing
by means of the formulas of Sec. 105, it is found that

doik^

dui

aui

w {U2 + Uz) ± Vil - M2^)(1 - M3^)

\/mi^ — 1
(3)

the upper sign to be used if M4 < 1 and the lower if M4 > 1.

Consider the case in which M2 + Ms > 0. If mi increases from
+1 to 4-“ along the series for which M4 < 1, the derivative of
w** is everywhere positive. Therefore increases steadily

from the value given in Eq. (2) to + «, by Eq. (1).

Along the series for which M4 > 1, however, the derivative
is negative imtil the bracket in the right member of Eq. (3)

vanishes, and this happens for

_ 1 + M2M3 .

M2 + Ms
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which is greater than +1, if M2 + m? > 0; and has decreased

from the value given in Eq. (2) to its minimum value, namely,

, a 1 + M2M3 a . . .

(4)

For larger values of Ui the derivative is positive and increases

indefinitely with Ui,

107, Reduction of the Elliptic Integral to a Normal Form.—If

the independent variable t is changed by the substitution

's/a
dt == dri,

1
(1)

the differential equation [Eq. (104.3)] becomes

(£)’ -
^[(s

- “)f‘ - - “>

= — ui){u — ut){u — Uz),

Let also a new dependent variable s be defined by the relations

s — u — Uqj (2)

where

Wo = i(ui + U2 + uz);

and further, let

Wi — Wo = eij U2 — Uq = 62 , Uz — Uo = 63
, (3)

so that

61 > 62 > 63,

and

61 + 62 + ^8 = 0.

The differential equation now becomes

(^)
^ ~

This is the normal form of Weierstrass^ and the solution which

1 See ScHWAKz, ^‘Formeln und Lehrsatze zum Gebrauche der Elliptischen

Funktionen/' or Appell and Lacouk, ^'Fonctions Elliptiquea et Appli-

cations.”
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is infinite for t i = 0 is

s = u — tie = g?Ti;

with

ig>0 = ± CO, = Cl, Po,2 = C2, g)c03 = ea. (4)

Figure 57 shows the parallelogram of half periods. Starting
at the origin and proceeding along the real axis, decreases
from + oo to ei as n increases from zero to wi which is one half
of the real period. If n moves from «i to «2 parallel to the
purely imaginary axis, Pn continues to be real and decreases
from ei to ej. As n moves parallel to the real axis from W2 to wa,
t e purely imaginary half period, is real and decreases from
Ci to eg; and finally as n moves along the purely imaginary axis
from a>3 to the origin, decreases from es to — oo

. Thus is
real along the boundary of the parallelogram of half periods, and,
if Ti traces the boundary in a counterclockwise direction, Pn is
always real and decreases steadily from + oo to — oo

.

Along the real axis from 0 to ui, p'n (the derivative of Pn)
IS real and negative; along the boundary from oi to co2, P'ri
is a pure imaginary, and > 0| along the boundary from
«2 to «3, p n is real and positive, and along the purely imaginary
axis between «3 and 0, ^Vi is a pure imaginary and p'/i < 0.
Let w be the value of n for which u = +1, and v the value

of Ti for which M = - 1 . Then [Eq. (2)]

[Pw = l-uo, pv=-l-uo; (5)

and since, by Eqs. (3) and (4),

Pcoi = Ui - Mo, PW2 = Ms - Mo, ^£03 = Ms - Mo,

it IS evident that, in tracing the boundary of the parallelogram
Of halt periods, these points are encountered in the following
order: ®

— 0, coi, w, ut, o}f, V, 0,

corresponding to

U=+CC, Ui, +1, Ui, U), -1, -cc. (6)

Thus w and v lie on the rectangle as indicated in Fig. 57; and,
algebraically, have the form

M) = 0)1 + imi = £02 — irris, t) = 0 + im = £03 — m2.
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where m,* and m are real positive constants. Furthermore,

since the variable u lies between uz and U2 ,
the values of ri that

belong to the problem lie on the axis through the points 033 and

0)2; and therefore

n = 0)3 + r,

where r is real. Equation (2) then gives

u = Uo + &(r + 0)3),

and for r = 0,

“^3 = Wo + 63*

Hence^

u -- Uz ^(r + 0)3)
—

• 63 =
<r

(r + 0)3)

2

;

and since^

_J(r + 0)3)
= -x/ (ei ~ 63) (^2 — 63)— (r),

cfz

— ejb = w,* — Wjfc,

it is found, using the 4^-functions,® that

U Uz 4:hl\^(Ui — Uz)(U2 — Uz) X
r sin ^ sin sin 5{ + • * ‘

[1 — 2h cos 2f + 2A^ cos 4f ~ 2/i® cos + • •

^ SCHWABZ, p. 21.

« Idem., p. 27.

® Idem.j p. 62.
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where
£03

. 7-7P

h = ^ and f ==
Ẑct)i

In terms of Legendre^s integrals^

_ 1 dip

\/Ui -- WsJo \/l — sin^ <p

r

^
i

V^i UsJo Vl — ki^ sin^ ip'

with

Since

fc2 s=

Ui — Uz

Ui — U2

Ui — Uz

where K and Ki are Legendre's complete elliptic integrals of the

first kind for the naoduli

fc
2 H? and = 1 - *2 =; —

—

Ui — Uz Ul — Uz

respectively, is always real and negative, it follows that /i < 1,

except for the case ui = uz in which it is equal to 1. The series

used in Eq. (7) are convergent, therefore, for all values of the

argument f, real or complex.

108. The Integration for the Angle of Precession.—On chang-

ing the independent variable from t to ti, Eq. (104.4) becomes

dxp _ 2bcojfe — u

^ ~ Va 1 “

or again, by resolving the right member into its elements,

dtk __ /Ui 1 ^ Ui 1\

1 SCHWABZ, p. 61.
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After multiplying by 2t, {i = — this equation takes the

form

# _ 2boiki/Ui + 1 U4 - 1\

^dn y-u + 1 u-lf

and since this equation remains unaltered if the signs of Ui,

and u are changed, it is sufficient to consider only the case in

which Ua is positive.

Since

du

dr I

and

&(r + W3) + uo = u, Pw + Uo = +1, Pv + Uo — —1,

it is seen from Eq. (107.1) that

,
2bccjci

and

- 1), if M4 > 1,

1>W = -
1), if Ui < 1,

s/a

since, Sec. 107,

P'w > 0 .

Likewise

//\i 2bo)k'^
g? y = —

^^^
{ua + 1), if Ui > 0,

since

a!<o.

(2)

(3)

This assumes, of course, that wjb is positive. If it is negative,

the signs must be reversed.

Now

u I = (^1^
— sss p(r CV3) — Pv,
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and

M — 1 = (w — Mo) - (1 - Wo) = + 003)
—

consequently Eq. (1) becomes

“‘dr SP(H
" ^

and

(
'1 2 — = —V ^(r+w^-pw P(t+o>s)-Pv

if M4 > 1,

P'w
(4)

These expressions are in the normal form of Weierstrass for

elliptic integrals of the third kind,^ and integration gives

(a) f =
+ + " + +-(m;))

2i ^(x(v — r —' o>^(t(^w — r — C03) %\<i ^ ^ /

+ constant,

or
^ (5)

(b) ^ = l.log^^^t^+.

"3)«r(M;-r-c03) _ r/y _
2i <r(t? — T — ciJ3)<r(if? + r + C03) a )

+ constant. J

If the constants of integration are chosen in such a way that

= lAo for T = 0, these expressions reduce to^

(a) ^ — ^0

or

_i_ (r3 (r + t;)(r3(r +
2i ® (r3(T —* t?)(r3(r — w) 5(7W+ 7 <4

’

(6)

according as 1^4 > 1 or u\ < 1.

109. Transformation to the Theta Functions.—It was observed
in Sec. 107 that

w (ai + imi = 6)2 — m2,
= 0 4“ = CO3 — 1712,

1 Schwarz, p. 95.
2 Idem, p. 26.
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where mi, m2 , ni, and are real, positive numbers, and

mi + m2 = —03zij \

m + 712 = —cosz. /
^ ^

Since v and w are complex numbers, the form of in

Eqs. (108.6) is complex notwithstanding the fact that --
\(/q is

real. It is necessary therefore to transform these equations

into others that are real and better suited for computation.

For this purpose take first the terms which depend upon v or

w only, and consider the function

/(O 1 log
2i aaCr - r)

Tcr
f .

•

% a ^

Let the Jacobi H and 0 functions be defined by the equations

^o(s) = 1 — 2A cos 2s + 2h^ cos 4$ ~ 2A® cos 6s + •
•

,

'

?>i(s) = 2h^ sin s — 2U sin 3s + 2h^^ sin 5s + * •
•

,

t^2 (s) = 2}fi cos s + 2U cos 3s + 2h^ cos 5s + * *
•

,

^z{s) =1 + 2/1 cos 2s + 2h^ cos 4s + 2/i^ cos 6s + • • •
.

^

Then for any argument

provided

2r)iuixa'^

cTkiu) = Ck^ie ^k+i(s)j

s
uw

2<ox

h 0,1, 2,

3

,

1

(3 )

(4)

and C^+i is a certain constant which is of no importance here.

In this notation <ris{u) is the same as o-(w), and d-4.
^ t^o-

Now take

?
- TTT

2coi

then

m,-7r

20)1

'

and
nfT

<tz(t + r) _ + f)

<r3 (r - r)
® -

r)'

1 Schwarz, p. 62.
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and

(r' , .

-(r)
47Jl«if TT

2aii '

2(iii i?i

'

In the left member of this last equation the accent means differ-

entiation with respect to u, and in the right member differentia-

tion with respect to s. This accounts for the factor

From these equations it follows that

m + r)

Mi - 1)

For the terms in w,

(5)

r = I +
^ T

,
OlsT .

and for the terms which depend upon v,

There are, therefore, four values for the argument f in Eq. (5), and

accordingly four different expressions for/(r) when/(r) is expressed

in a form that is real. When the argument u in Eqs. (4) is

increased, or decreased, by a half period, coi, 0)2, or wa, the argu-

ment s is increased, or decreased, by the amounts

Pi = 2^ P2
ir . <azT

2 W or P3
= CO a^r

2coi

Now^

t^o(s ± Pi) = ^z{s), t^l(s -h Pi) = t? 2 (s),

± P2) = ^i(s + P2)
=

Ms ± Pa) = t^i(s +p3) =

by means of which Eq. (5) can be reduced when the four values of

namely, tin + Pi, + P2, —tVa + Ps, and ivi + 0, are

substituted in succession in it. There results from these

substitutions

1 These formulas can be derived from the properties of the H and 0 func-

tions of Jacobi. See, for example, Appell and Lacotjb, ‘^Fonctions

Elliptiques/^ p, 404.
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j-/ I
• N 1 1 + *Mi) € '0^2 f \/(« + mo - a log

slog +
/(W3

• ^ 1 , ^l(?
- S ‘06 -

?.-(| + .v.)

If a; + iy = pe"^ is any complex number

^ + ^'y
= g2ix

X — iy
’

where

i &\
(ivi).

tan X ==

Accordingly, since t?A:(^ ± ii) = ± i^k2 ,
where d-ki and t^fc2

are real, is a complex number,

where

+ iy)

- irj)

and \k is real. Then

tan Xfc =
t^Jb2

,

+ iy)

t>ifc(£ — iv)
±X*, (6)

the signs to be chosen so that X* is positive. Likewise

^(0) = ±iqk, (^)

where qic is a real, positive number.

On substituting the complex arguments in the ty-functions,

Eq. (3), and then separating the real and imaginary parts, it is

found that

tan Xo

tan X],

tanXs

tan Xs

2h sinh 2yi sin 2f — ainh 4»i sin 4C 4- 2A> einh 6yi sin 6^ -- • • • "

1 2h cosh 2 VI cos 2^ + 2X* cosh cos 4€ — 2X» oosh 6n cos 6| -h
’ * *

’

cosh v% sin t cosh 3^2 sin 3f + cosh 5y« ain 5t — • • •

sinh Vi 008 f — X* sinh Bv» cos 3€ 4* A* sinh 6v» cos — • • •’

sinh Ma sin £ + sinh 3A*a sin 3€ 4- sinh 5m3 sin 5f 4- ‘ ‘ •

cosh /la cos f -f X* cosh 3/*j cos 3{ 4* A* cosh Sms cos 5€ 4- * * **

2X sinh 2p,i sin 2g 4- 2X^ sinh 4mi sin 4f 4- 2X» sinh 6fti sin 6f 4- • • •

.

1 4-^fc cosh 2mi cos 2( 4- 2h* cosh 4/yn cos 4t( 4- 2X* cosh 6mi cos 6$ 4* * *
*

.
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Also

qo = — ^ ~ sinh ivj + 12h^ sinh Qvt - • '

1 ~ cosh 2^2 + 2A'‘ cosh 4>'2 — 2^® cosh Gva + • • •
'

_ cosh vi - 3h^ cosh 3vi + 5A° cosh 5y. - • •

sinh vi — h’‘ sinh Svi + A“ sinh Sv^ — . .
’

==
sinh + 3h^ gjnh 3ui + 5¥ sinh 5mi 4- • •

cosh 3ni + A« cosh 5^ + •
’

q, =
sinh 2m2 + 8h* sinh 4^2 + 12^» sinh 6^, + • • •

1 + 2A, cosn2;<2 + 2A^ cosh 4m2 + 2A® cosh 6m2+ • •

’

which are real.

From Eq. (108.6a) it is seen that if > 1,

(9)

'f' 4'0 — fiv) + Siw).

Equation (108.66) is obtained from Eq. (108.6a) merely by

thS^noJ'fiM
since /(-or) = -/(t^,), it is evident

that Eq. (108.66) becomes 4' - h ^ f(v) - f(w). Now

and

/W — /(O + ini) - f(ui — im)= + Xo = 50^ + Xi,

f(w) = f(ui + imi) = /(cog —
~ “23? + X2 = -fgjf — Xs, j

(10)

so that there are four forms of the solution in each case, namely,

Case a: U4 > 1

'P — 'f'o
=

(31 — $3)^ + (X#- + X2),

= (21 + 22)1+ (Xo — Xai
~ (20 — 23)^ + (Xl + Xg),

= (20 + g2)| + (Xl - X3).

Case b: «4 < 1

P — Po = (qi + g,)^ + (Xo - X2),

= (21 — 22)^ + (Xo + X3),

= (20 + qi)^ + (Xl - X2),

(20 — 32)1 + (Xl + Xa).^

(11 )

The choice of form
V and w. Since

depends upon the positions of the points

Ml + mt = m + m = -cozi,
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it is evident, on multiplying through by tt/

(

2wi), that

, I
“siri 1 , 7

Atl + + *^2 =* ”"2^ “ ””2

and therefore, unless

jui = iU2 = — i log« hj

either jui or 1x 2 is less than this value, and the choice will naturally

be the smaller one; and similarly for vi and V 2 >

It will be observed that for ^ = 7r/2

Xi = X2 = 2^ Xo == X3 = 0.

Consequently, by setting ^ = 7r/2 in Eqs. (10), it is found that

— go = 1 and g2 + gs = 1;

and therefore

Xi = $ 4" ^0, X2 = S X3.

110. The Precession Has the Same Sign as An interesting

proof that the precession for a complete period has the same sign

as o)k has been given by Hadamard4 From Eq. (104.3) it is seen

that

dt
du du

Vctiui — u)(U2 — w)(w — Uz) ^/cif{v)
(1)

the positive sign being taken before the radical as u increases

from Uz to U2 ;
and, by the elimination of dt between Eqs, (104.3)

and (104.4), for the complete half period

, ,
bm u, du

(2)

If Ui > U2 the integrand is positive always; therefore the

integral is positive and ^ — 1^0 has the same sign as co*. But if

Ua lies between U2 and Uz, the integrand changes sign at u - U4,

^ J. Hadamakd, Bulletin des Sciences MatMmatiques, 2 Series (1896),

Vol. 19, 1, p. 228.
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and it is not immediately evident that the integral is positive.

To see that this is true, consider the integrand I as a function

of the complex variable u. Its Rieman surface consists of two

sheets with poles at +1 and —1, and branch points at ui, u^, Uzj

and 00 , The function is made single valued on this surface by

cuts along the real axis : the first cut joins and uz, and the second

cut joins to + «>. Now let two circuits Ci and Ca be con-

structed as shown in Fig. 58. The first consists of a circle with

large radius about the origin and a narrow lane with a small

circle about Ui, The second consists of a narrow lane joining

Uz and Uz with small circles about these points.

Within the region which is bounded by these two circuits the

integrand I is single valued with poles at —1 and +1. By
Cauchy^s theorem the value of the integral taken around the

boundary is equal to the sum of the residues of I at the two poles.

Let these residues be denoted by jB(— 1) and Then

R(- l ^ = 1
. ...1

. ^ _ .
^4 + 1

^ Vy(~l) 2i-\/(l + t4i)(l + + Uz)

and

R(+l) =
2 V/(+l) 2tV(Mi- 1)(1 - W2)(l - W3)
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Since ua is less than unity, these residues have opposite signs,

and by Eq. (105.4) they are numerically equal. Hence

i2 (+l) = 0
,

and the value of the integral taken around the entire boundary is

zero. Therefore

(3)

and, since the integral around the large circle vanishes by itself,

Eq. (3) reduces to

But I is positive for all values of u greater than Ui; therefore the

integral is positive, and the precession has the same sign as

111. The Integration for the Angle of Spin.—On replacing

t by r, Eq. (104.5) becomes

d<p _
dr “v/uV

, Ua — u\

2cofc

\/a
(1 -b} + +

-v/aV“ + ^

Ua

T> (1)

By the same substitutions that were used in Sec. 108, this equa-

tion becomes

, s c^.d<p 4coa,Vi
'

^ ^ ^ &(r + coa) + cos) - ipv
^

^ , N

^ dr ^/a JP(r + CO 3)
— ^(r + coa) —

^

(2)

In case (a) Ui > 1, and in case (6) W4 < 1.

Since

^(1 _ 6)^ = 4^(1 _ h)k = ffol,V^ V
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(3)

a companson of Eqs. (2) with Eqs. (108.4) shows that

and
~ ^ + i'f' - io)b,

(<P - <Po)t. = g„| + (^ _

leoipMc^L ! ,K
*“ .«"“*«' «>“ “ 'he

sions formally tho'same bu?u(^

“a, L? “dT “ “ o' tbo other,

satisfy all of the
Ore two values of a. which

Sec. 106 denend nr.
^ elhptic functions defined in

Eqs. (108 2") donpnd
“ * expressions for g)'w in

taLg the p„lav?l,r r“‘’
?“ “ *“ 'o”^?-s positive values of w* from Eq. (105.6),

and

2h£oj
,

_
Va ~^ ~

2bcck /—
Va ~

Ut > 1
,

if Ut < 1 .

The corresponding values of ut are [Eq. (105.5)]

and
Un = Vpi+Vm

— V^ Un = - VpI
y^

+

y^
5 substituted in Eos tins o'! utwo expressions for ^'w are the— ^

- same, namely,

r» - 2.-VS -
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112. Determination of v and w.—^There still remains the prob-

lem of determining v and w in terms of Ui, U2 ,
and Us. It was

shown in Sec. 105 that

V = ini, = C03 — in2 ,
and w — coi + imi, = C02 —

where Mj and n, are real positive constants. Since

g?ri - u — Uo,

and

Bk = Uk Wo,

it follows that^

so that

<n \Pn — Ck = I —Ti 1 Vi Vk,

—(n) = ±\/w — wjt. (1)
<T

If Ti is equal to v, u is equal to — 1. On taking fc = 3, Eq. (1)

becomes

—(ini) = — (co3 — in^ = —i\/l -f- W3. (2)
<r <r

If ri is equal to w, u is equal to +1. On taking k = 1 and k = 2,

it is found that Eq. (1) becomes

+ imi) = — iV^wi — 1
,
and ~(co 2 “ im 2 ) = +^/T

cr O'

Now^

— W2.

(3)

—i+imi + coi) = -V (ei - 62) (ei
- e3)-(mi),

(T CTi

-(-m2 + <02) = - 62) (62 — ej)— (m2),
<r 0*2

—(— in2 + W3) = “V^i ^3) (<32 63)

—

{in^*,
<r o's

1 Schwarz, p. 21.

2 Idem, pp. 27, 62.
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and

Since

^ {ei — ez){e2

-^^(€1 — 62) (62 — 63) t?3

• ^
(z/xs),

-(ws) -

Bj Cjc %Lj Ujcy

and the expansions of the theta functions are given in Eqs. (109.3),

it is found without further difl&culty that

(Ui - Uz)(U2 ~ Us) ^
2h^\^1 + uz

sinh Vj — sinh Zvi + sinh 5^1 — • • *
/.s

1 — 2h cosh 2vi + 2h^ cosh ivi — 2h^ cosh 6^1 + • • •
^ ^

yi + 2^8

2Aiy(ui — 1x3) (t/2 t^s)

sinh V2 — sinh 3^2 + sinh 5v2 — • •

.
^

1 — 2A cosh 2^2 + 2h^ cosh ivz ~ 2h^ cosh 6 j'2 + * * •
^ ^

V^^l - 1 ^
y (ui — U2)(ui — 1x3)

sinh Ml -- sinh 3/xi + sinh 5/xi - • •
. .

cosh /ii + cosh 3Ati + cosh 5/xi + . • •
^ ^ ^

yi ~ 1x2 _
2hi^{Ui — U2)(U2 — Uz)

sinh /42 — sinh 3/x2 sinh 5/jl2 — « »

1 + 2h cosh 2fX2 + 2h^ cosh 4^2 + 2A® cosh 6^2 + * * *

'

Since A is a known function of Ui, U2, and Us, the left members
of these equations are known. The sei 4.es in the right members
converge with great rapidity so that there is little dilBEiculty in
solving them for fxj and vj by the method of trial and error, but if

h is small, so that terms of degree higher than the fourth can be
neglected, the third equation can be reduced to a cubic equation
in tanh /n, and the others to quartics in sinh 1x2 or sinh Vj.
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As for h, it, too, is readily computed by series.^ Let

,
-^Ul — U3 — -^Ul — ^2.

y

V — Uz V '^1 — '^2

then

+ 15P + 150Z13 + • •
•

. (9)

113. General Properties of the Motion.—A general description

of the naotion can be obtained from the properties of the differ-

ential equations without integration; and even though the inte-

gration can be effected, as has just been done, such a study of the

motion is valuable.

Imagine a unit sphere drawn about the fixed point of the spin-

ning body as a center. The f-axis, which is fixed in the body,

pierces the unit sphere in a point, and as the f-axis moves about

the ^:-axis, which is fixed in space, this point describes a curve C
on the sphere. The principal point of the discussion that follows

is to exhibit the character of this curve.

The differential equations referred to are given in Eqs. (104.3)

and (104.4), namely,

u'* = — at^)(l ““ u^) -* ¥o)k^{Ui — u)^ = a/(w),'l

= a(ui — u){u2 — u)(u — Us)j )

and

where

and

bo)k
Uj — u
1 —

u = cos By

Ui ^ +1 Ui u Uz — 1 .

The extreme values of u are and %, corresponding to the

extreme angles 6% and Bz. Let two cones be constructed with the

apex of each at the fixed point with generating angles B% and Bz

respectively. These two cones intersect the sphere in two circles

Ca and Ca. Since uz is less than wa, the angle Bz is greater than the

angle B%. Therefore the circle C% lies above the circle Ca, and the

^SCHWAEZ, p. 61.
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curve C lies on the sphere between these two circles, touching

first one and then the other. In case the two circles C2 and Cz

coincide, the curve C also is a circle, and

u — U2 — Uz,

The f-axis in this case makes a constant angle with the ;2;-axis;

the rate of precession, is a constant; and Eq. (104.5) shows

that the rate of spin, likewise is constant.

If W2 9̂ Uz, let the point where the f-axis pierces the unit sphere

be represented by the arc vector zt = 6 and the angle xz^f which

is the longitude, X, of the pole of the h-plane. The longitude

2

of the pole is 90° greater than the longitude of the node (the line of

intersection of the ^17-plane with the ajy-plane), and since the

longitude of the node is it follows that

and

Since

and

X' =

«' = Vafiu),

V = }(/'— hak
M4 — w
1 -
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there follows, by the elimination of t,

d\ = hci3k{ui — u)

(1 - u^)VW(u)
’ (1 )

which is the differential equation of the locus of f ,
or the curve C.

Let y be the angle which the curve C makes with the arc vector

(Fig. 59). It is seen from the figure that

tan 7 = -Tj sm 0,

or

tan 7 = — (1 u^) — •

du

Therefore, from Eq. (1),

, _ hoikiui — u)
,2-)

y/a{u — U3){u — ti2)(u — ui)

and it is evident that tan y is infinite whenever u is equal to

Us or U2 . Therefore the curve C is tangent to the circle Cs or C2

whenever u has one of its limiting values. This is certainly true

unless the numerator of the right member of Eq. (2) vanishes

at the same time that the denominator does; that is, Ut is equal to

either Us or U2. In this event, tan 7 vanishes instead of becoming

infinite, for the numerator vanishes in the order one, while the

denominator vanishes in the order one half. Thus the curve C

has a cusp on the circle for which this happens.

If ui does not lie in the interval between Us and M2,
X' never

vanishes and never becomes infinite. It therefore never changes

sign, and the f-axis moves around the 2-axis always in the same

direction. The curve is shown in Fig. 60 for 62 = 30° and

da = 70°, for which M2 = .8660 and ua = .3420. The values of

M4 and Ml are M4 = .91 and mi = 1.135. The precession in the

curve C is 266.°15 for the complete period.

If M4 lies between ua and M2,
dX/du vanishes and changes sign

at the point u = M4 . It has therefore one sign on the upper

circle, and the opposite sign on the lower circle. The curve C,

which is still tangent to C2 and Ca, describes loops, as is shown in

Fig. 61. In this figure 82 = 30° and Oa = 70°, as before; but

Ml = 2.096 and ut = .80. The precession in the curve C is 99.°04.
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Finally, if w* = u^, the curve C has a cusp on the circle Cj, as

is shown in Fig. 62. In this figure 02 = 30°, 03 = 70°, Wi = 1.3432,

Ut = ui = .8660, and the precession in the curve C is 188. °37.

In these three diagrams U2 = .8660 and Us = .3420 have been
ep xed. Therefore, Sec. 105, ut is limited to the range

.684 < W4 < 1.462,
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and set Ui = u^. A factor (1 — Uz)/(1 + uz) can then be

removed, leaving

I — Uz _ Ui — ll — U2 ...

1 + Uz Ui + 11 + U2
^ ^

But this is impossible, for, since Uz < uz, necessarily

1—^3 . 1 — U2

1+2^3 1+^2

which contradicts Eq. (4), since

0 < Ui

Ui + 1
< + 1 .

Therefore Ua cannot equal uz, and there cannot be a cusp on the

lower circle.

114. The Common Top.—^Aside from element of friction, this

theory applies, of course, to the common top when the point of

the top is kept fixed, but not when the point slides as it will when

spinning on a plate of glass. Suppose, by way of illustration

that a rapidly spinning top is released gently so that its axis,

initially at rest, makes an angle Bo with the vertical. At the

initial instant, co* is the rate of spin and coi and co,- are zero. If

uo - cos Boj Eqs. (103.6) give

(X Q/Uq. j — Ua ”” UOf
00)k

and these values, substituted in Eq. (104.3) give

u'^ = a(uo — u){l — V?) — — u)^

= (wo — tt)[a(l — u^) — b^oik^iuo — m)].

Thus Wo is one of the roots of /(w); the other w,-, that marks the

limit of the variation of w, is a root of the bracket, that is

a(l — w/) — b^wk^iuo — Uj) = 0;

whence

a

bV (1 - u/).Wo — w,- = (1 )
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Since is less than unity, the right member of this expression is

positive, and Uj is less than ^^o. Hence

tio == uz and Uj == uz,

and since also is equal to U2 ,
the case is one in which there is a

cusp on the upper circle; also, the faster the spin, the smaller is the

variation in u.

The expression for

(2)

shows that as the top falls it begins to process, and the precession

is always positive, or zero, if w* is positive.

If Oik is large [Eq. (1)]

=

shows that Uz differs but little from Uzj so that the two circles

C2 and Cz are very nearly together. The precession is slow; for,

in view of the fact that

U2 — u < U2 — Uz
a(l — uz^)

Eq. (2) gives

The fraction

<
a(l — uz^^)

boikil u^)

1 — Uz^

1 -u^

differs but little from unity, and therefore approximately

Hence the faster the spin the slower the precession, and conversely.

As friction and air resistance diminish the rate of spin, w*

decreases and the distance between the circles C2 and Cz increases.

There is more vertical motion and precession becomes faster.
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Finally the angle 6 becomes so large that the top touches the

ground and begins to roll.

The rate of spin of the top is given by the equation

= cofc — uyp\

On the upper circle = 0, and = co*, which is the maximum
value. On the lower circle i/'' has its maximum value, and

therefore its minimum value. The top spins fastest when
most nearly vertical.

116. The Sleeping Top.—Suppose the upper circle C% shrinks

to a point on the f-axis; then — 1, and

= ±'\/u(l — u){ui — u){u — Uz). (1)

Equation (105.4) shows that both values of also are equal to

+ 1, and Eq. (105.1) that

— ^2^^ “1“ ^l)(l + '2^3). (2)

If uz — —1, m is zero, and the body becomes a compound

pendulum in which the amplitude of the oscillation is tt, and there-

fore an infinite time is required for a single oscillation; or, it

hangs from the point of suspension in a state of rest (stable

equilibrium) in which u = — 1 ;
or it stands upright on the fixed

point in a state of rest (unstable equilibrium) in which = +1.

If uz is different from — 1 and fixed in value, the problem con-

tains the single parameter ui. The equation of precession

becomes

and

ho^k

1 + u

V?'
= CO* —

(3)

(4)

It is evident from Eq. (2) that increases with Wi, and that

its smallest value is given by == 1. For this value Eq. (1)

becomes

u' = ±\/a(l — u)\^u — uzf

the general solution of which is

u — Uz = {1 -- Uz) tanh^ i-x/l — Uz^(t — ^o). (5)
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position foTeveiy^u!!^^T 7
vertical

Eq- (1) are a A ^ three roots of

and the pole but r
^ oscillates between the circle

P e, but the tune required is finite. Furthermore,

e' =
vr

i— = fei -i)(u-u.)

- w2 \ 1 7. y
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designates the same node, irrespective of its ascending or descend-

ing character, 0 oscillates from +^3 to —^3 and back again, and

there is no discontinuity.

In Figs. 63 and 64 the projections of the curves C upon the

plane of the equator are shown for 62 = 0 and = 30°. In

Fig. 63 the value of Ui is 2 and in Fig. 63 the value of Ui is 4.

In both cases ^^4 = 1, Eqs. (105.4).

Finally if Uz also is equal to +1, the oscillations cease and the

top remains stationary in the vertical. It is said to ^‘sleep.”

Equations (85.4) show that co,- = co,- = 0, and Eq. (2) then shows

that

CO COk + ui).

The motion is evidently stable. The angles (p and \p cease to

have any significance and co is the rate of spin.

116. The Steady State of Motion.—It has been noticed that

if the circles C2 and C3 approach coincidence, u approaches a

constant value, and so also do \l/' and <p'; the top spins and

processes in a steady state of motion and the axis of the top

preserves a constant angle with the vertical. It will be of interest

to examine the limiting values of these functions as U2 tends

toward Uz.

From the definition of I in Eq. (112.8) it will be observed that

I and therefore h also vanishes if U2 = Uz. Equation (107.7)

gives at once

U = Va’j

since ^
—

> \^ui — uz r, and sin ^ is finite. Equations (109.8)

show that Xo and X3 also vanish, so that Eqs. (108.9) become

(a) ^ - ^0 = (^?i + q2)Vui - Uz Tj

(b) i/' ” 1A0 = (gi - g2)VUi - UzT,

provided qi and q2 remain finite.

Equation (112.6) reduces to

tanh Ml ==

and Eq. (112,4) gives

sinh vi = lim
{Ui - Uz) {U2 - Uz)

.

1+^3 ^

(1 )
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or, on setting,

_ 1 Ms U\ — U2

sinh vi = lim

^Ui — Uz ^/ui — U2

^U\ — Uz [ 4(U2 — 2^3) ^^1 Uz

2\/l + u^^ui — Uz — U2 -

~ ^
V \/ui Uz,

„ . Ul Uz = y
-

2\/l + Uz \/l + W3

from which it follows that at the limit

coth vi =
1

'Mui — Uz
(2)

From Eqs. (109.9) and Eqs. (1) and (2), it is found that the

limiting values of qi and ^2 are

Ui + 1

\ni Uz
^2 “ Y

1^1 — 1

Ui — Uz

Hence the expressions for the precession reduce to

(a) — \^o ~ [y/Ui + 1 + YUi 1]t

Va,
[Vmi 4- 1 + Vmi — l](f — <o),

(6) ^ — ^0 = [Vmi + 1 — \/mi — l]r

= Ml + 1 — -v/mi — l](^ — U)',

(3)

which agree with the results obtained directly from Eq. (104.4).

Turning now to the angle of spin [Eq. (110.3)], it is found that

= a)Aj(l — 6)(i <o);*

and, if the positive values of m are taken from Eq. (106.6),

(“) -^5 - 0 X

(&) ?of

[(1 + M3)-\/Ml + 1 — (1 - M3)\/mi — 1](< — U),

=
01
X

2 \h

[(1 + uCjS/Ml + 1 + (1 — M3)\/mi — 1](<
—

(4)
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Hence

V5 - ¥>0 = |^[(1 + U3)V^mT1 ± (1 - u^Wui -
1]

1

I 26 I
(6)

the upper signs to be used in case b, < 1, and the lower signs

to be used in case a, W4 > 1-

The constants a and b depend only upon the body and the

position of the fixed point. It will be observed that in the case

of steady naotion the precession depends only upon a and the

root Ui [Eqs. (3)]. The constant b and the root uz do not appear;

but all four of these quantities appear in the rate of spin fEq.CS)].

117. Jacobi’s Theorem on Relative Motion.—At the end of

the second volume of Jacobi’s collected works there are three

previously unpublished “Fragments” in which Jacobi develops

certain phases of Lagrange’s case of a spinning body. In the

second of these “Fragments,” B, there is stated without proof

the following very remarkable theorem:

Jacobies Theorem.—The rotation of any heavy body of revolution

about any point of its axis can be replaced by the relative motion

of two noU'-accelerated bodies {Euler^s case) which are turning about

the same fixed point and which in their rotations have the same

invariable plane and the same mean oscillatory motion.

According to the editor of these “Fragments,” E. Lottner, it

would seem that just previous to his death Jacobi had in mind

a complete memoir on Lagrange’s case, but his studies were

never completed. Nevertheless there was sufficient material in

these “Fragments” to enable Lottner to construct a proof, which

will be found in VoL II, p. 510, of Jacobi’s Collected Works;

published in 1882. Jacobi’s proof probably depended upon the

properties of the elliptic functions.

In VoL C of the Comptes Rendus, Halphan restated the theo-

rem, remarking that Jacobi’s statement was defective. In the

Journal de Mathimatigues (1886) the theorem is again restated

by Darboux, as follows: Consider a heavy body (P) of revolution

fixed at the point 0. At every instant a system C with axes Oxi^

Oyi, Ozi moving about the point 0 can be determined in such a way

that both the absolute motion of C and its motion relative to P shall

'\fauz
[V^i + 1 + Vwi ~ 1]
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be identical with the motion of a solid body, fixed at the point O,

which is not acted upon by any applied force. In the first of these

motions the invariable plane is a horizontal plane; and in the second

it is the plane perpendicular to the axis of the body,

Darboux continues,

However, it is necessary to understand that in the two motions of C
the moments of inertia are different, and that they do not necessarily

satisfy the inequalities which characterize the moments of inertia of a

real body. They are motions which satisfy the equations of Euler

where the constants A, B, and C can be regarded as taking any values

whatever. On recalling the geometric representation of Poinsot it can

be said that these motions would be reproduced not by making an

ellipsoid of inertia roll on a plane, but any ellipsoid whatever or even

any central surface of the second order.

The reader who is interested in pursuing the matter farther

is referred to a volume entitled Resume de la thiorie du mouvement

dun corps solide autour dun point fixe^^ (1887) by A. de Saint-

Germain and a note by Greenhill at the end of VAnnuaire des

Mathematiciens (1902).

III. THE CASE OF MME. KOWALESKI

118, The Differential Equations.—If, aside from the con-

straint, the only force acting upon the body is its weight, the

moment of all of the forces with respect to the fixed point 0 is

N = MG X g = +Mg
i

7i

j k

72 73 ,

where |, rj, f are the coordinates of the center of gravity, and

7u 72, 73 are the direction cosines of the tj-, f-axes with respect

to the fixed z-axis. Hence Euler^s equations [Eq. (85.3)] become

Ao)/ + (C — B)o3f03k == Mg{y2^ — 73"),]

Bo^/ + (A- Oco^coi = Mgiyzi - 7if),} (1)

Ccck' + (B — A)o)iO)j = Mgiyifj ~ y^l)-]

Since the center of gravity is fixed in the body, i?, f are

constants, and the only variables that occur in these equations,

aside from the angular velocities co*-, w,-, oja?, are the direction

cosines 71, 72, and 73.
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Consider a fixed point on the fixed 2-axis at a unit distance

from the fixed point 0. Relative to the f-axes that are

fixed in the body its coordinates are 71, 72, and 73. Its absolute

velocity, which is zero, is the sum of its relative velocity plus

the velocity of following (Sec. 80). Hence if 9 is its position

vector
9^

-f- G) X 9
”

or

i j k
9' = 7 i 72 73 ;

Ui Ct)j u>k

and since

e = Yii + 72j + 73k,

it follows readily that

71' = 72Wi — 73Wj,'|

72' = 78c*Ji — 7iwt>>

73' = 7iWj — 72Wi.J

Equations (1 ) and (2) form a complete set of differential

equations for the variables <Oj, 71, 72, and 7®: but they

are not sufficient to define the motion, since 71, 72, and 7® do not

depend upon the angle of precession 4'- If i® necessary to add the

equation of precession, Eq. (85 .6)

sin 6 4/' = (Hi sin (p + co,- cos <p. (3)

It is evident at once that Eqs. (2) admit the integral

7 i* + 72* + 73* = !•

which must be satisfied since 71, 72, and 7® are the direction

cosines of a line.

Equations (1 ) admit two integrals that were derived in Sec. 86
,

namely the energy integral

A<Hi^ + + Cwfc* = -2Mgz + constant, (5)

and the integral of angular momentum

A7ici)< + Byioij "b CyztHk — constant. (fi)

Thus three of the six integrals for the system of Eqs. ( 1 ) and (
2)

are known for every case.
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119. The Existence of a Fourth Integral.—It was discovered

by Mme. Kowaleski that a fourth integral can be found if the

conditions

4 = jB = 2Cy and f == 0

are satisfied. Assuming these conditions, the ^-axis can be

directed so that it passes through the center of gravity and

therefore ^ also is equal to zero. If in addition, the units are

chosen so that

Mgl ^ .

^
~ A,

the differential equations [Eq. (118.1)] become

2o)i = 7i' = 72Wjt ~
2a:/ == — COA-Wi + 73, 72

' = 73^1 — (1)

cufc' = 0 — 72 ,
73' = 7i^/ — T2Wt,

J

in which the coefficients are purely numerical; and the integrals

take the form

2a:i^ + 2a:/ + a:/ = Ci — 27 1,'!

27ia:i + 272a:/ + 730:* == C2, > (2)

7i2 ^ ^ ^^2 =z
J

If the second equation in the first column of Eqs. (1) is multiplied

by i = \/— 1 and added to the first, and the same thing is done

in the second column, there results

2 (a:i + ioi^y = —ic^kioJi + + ^73,

(71 + ^72)' = "-'^^*^*(71 + ^*72) + ^*73(^1 + tco/-

If the first of Eqs. (3) is multiplied by (a:,- + iw/) and the second

is subtracted from it, 73 is eliminated, and there results

d
^[(«i + — (71 + *72)] = — — (71 + ^72)](

or again,

d

^ log [(<o< + — (71 + 272)] = —

Likewise, by changing i into —i,

d

^ log [(w.- — iw,-)® — (7i — 272)] = +ZW*;
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therefore, by addition,

d
log [{o)i + ico,-)2 — (71 4. i72)][(wt — ta)j)2 ~ (71 — iy^)] = 0.

By integration, it is seen that

[(ctj£ + ioiiY — (71 + ^72)][(coi ico^y — (71 — ^72)] = C3,

or, in a real form,

(co <2 — CO,
-2 — 7i)2 4. (2cO£CO,* — 72)2 = CZ)

which is a new algebraic integral.

In Mme. Kowaleski^s memoir it is shown that cot, co„ co^; 71 , 72 ,

73 can be expressed in terms of two auxiliary functions Si and $2

that are hyperelliptic functions of the time, but the demonstra-

tion is too long for insertion here. Her memoir will be found in

Vol. 12 of Acta Mathematica (1888). In Vol. 17 of the same
journal (1893), Fritz Kdtter in dealing with the same problem

has effected noteworthy simplifications, but the problem is still

very complicated. A discussion of the problem by G. Kolossoff

will be found in Vol. 56 of Mathematische Annalen (1903).

Kolossoff reduces the problem to two differential equations, each

of the second order, which can be regarded as the equations of

motion of a particle which moves under the action of two forces

which are directed toward two fixed points in the plane. These

equations are integrated by the method of Hamilton-Jacobi.

A list of references to the literature of Mme. Kowaleski^s

problem is given by Whittaker.^

Problems

1. If the left members of Eqs. (4), (5), (6), and (7) in Sec

denoted by a4, at, at, and ar respectively, show that, if ~

054 = as = 1>

and if mi = Ma = — i log h,

__
1 - -- /iS 4
1 + hi + hi + hi + hN + h^ + +

2. If the left number of Eq. (112.6) is denoted by a and if

112 are

-i log h,

1
t = tanh Ml)

1 ^'Analytical Dynamics,” 3d ed., p. 166.
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the solution of the cubic

ts - a(l — x)l^ - (I - x)t + a ^ 0

gives the value of tanh m correctly up to terms of degree 6 in L
3. If

5 ~ sinh i/i and b

the quartic equation

-f — 46^(1 ~ W)s^

= ^ ~ '^3)(^2 —
2h^\/l + m

(1 - U^)s + 6(1 - 2^ + 2h^) = 0

gives the correct value of sinh Pi up to terms of degree 5 in h. Show that
the solution of this equation as a power series in h is

5 = 6(1 + sih H- S2h^ 4- szh^ + Sih* 4- * •
• )>

where

51 == ~2 — 462
,

52 - 4“ 3 4- 2062 4- 326S
53 == ~6 ~ 7662 _ 2726^ - 3206S
54 = 4-11 4- 25662 + 1,5686^ + 3,90468 4- 3,58468.

4. In Fig. 65 0 is the center of a circle of unit radius. The arc pa is

equal to 62 and the arcs pc and pci are each equal to dz. Draw the chord ca
and the secant cia intersecting the line Op in the points w and Wi. Let U 4

be a point on the line Op, extended if necessary, such that the length 0^4 is
equal to the number Ui, Sec. 105. Prove that for | < 1 the point U4 lies in
the interval wwu
How is this construction modified for the case ^ > 1? (Bartky.)

5. Given wi, W2, and Uzj show that the two values of ua are given by the
following geometrical construction (Fig. 66): With 0 as the center of a unit
circle, draw Of equal to Ui, then the two tangents /6 and /6i, and the two arcs
pa = 02

,
pc = dz. The chord ac intersects the line Op at just as in Fig. 65.
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Take the arc 'pe = 90°, and let g be the point where the chord through e and

w cuts the circle again. The two values of are the points of intersection

of the chords hg and hig with the line Of,

This construction will serve for the determination of any one of the four

quantities ui, W 2 ,
^^ 3 ,

^4 ,
if the other three are given. (Bartky.)

6. If the fixed point is at the center of gravity, show that the cone

a2 - <^2 ^ 52 _ ^2 ^ c* -

which is fixed in the body, rolls without slipping upon a plane through 0

parallel to the fixed plane. (Poinsot, p. 305.)

7. A uniform straight rod of length a is constrained to move on a right

circular cone the generating angle of which is or, pivoting at the apex of the

cone. If the axis of the cone makes an angle with the vertical show that

the angular motion of the rod around the axis of the cone is the same as that

of a simple pendulum of length fa sin a/sin

8. The coordinates of the extremity of the vector with respect to the

axes fixed in the body are wt, wy, and Since, in Lagrange^s case, w* is

constant, the terminus of a lies in a plane which is perpendicular to the ^-axis

and fixed in the body, and w traces a curve in this plane, and a cone in the

body. If p and v are the polar coordinates of this curve, show that

p2 = a: — aUi

and

^6wA!(ar — aUi),

9 . If w*, (ay, and w* are the coordinates of the terminus of <0 in fixed

space, that is, relative to the set of fixed axes x, y, z, show that

oj* = sin S sin A- cos <ay ~ — <p' sin B cos xp Ar sin

o)z — 9
'
cos B A- <p'i

and then

(1 — h)o3k{o3x^ + + w,*) + acaz = (1 — 6)(a +
where a, 6, and 0 are the constants defined in Eq. (103.7). This equation

shows that in fixed space the terminus of <*> traces a curve that lies on a

sphere whose center lies on the 2:-axis below the origin. Since there is no

motion of the instantaneous axis, the plane curve that is fixed in the body

rolls without slipping on the spherical curve that is fixed in fixed space.

In the particular case in which the ellipsoid of inertia is a sphere, 6 = 1,

and the above sphere becomes the plane w, = ut.

10. If a body is acted upon by no forces other than a couple whose axis is

always parallel and proportional to the angular momentum, Euler’s equations

are

A(i0i' + (C B)cojcaie = XAcai,

B(o/ -f"
"" C)(ak<ai = XjBco/,

C<ah' + (B — il)«iw/ = XCci>A.
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The transformation

=s 6)/ == CO* = e'~^*b)ki Xr == 1 —

removes the right numbers of these equations without otherwise altering

their form. (Greenhill, ‘^Elliptic Functions/^ p. 106.)

11 . A sphere which is homogeneous in concentric layers is turning about

its center, which is fixed, under the action of no forces. A brake is applied

to the surface at a point that is constant in fixed space. What are the

equations of motion after the brake is applied?

Ans, If the 2!-axis in fixed space is chosen so as to pass through the brake,

the equations of motion are

£0»' = — l)o3i -h yiy20)j’ + 7iT 3W/fc],

w/ = Mlrmwi + (t2^ — l)o}j -b 72T 3 £«ja],

wjb' = M[7 i73<^i + 7273C«Jj + (73^ “ l)wd,

where /x is a positive constant, and

yi' = 72^0* — 736)/, 72' ~ ysm — yicok, yz = yi<^j 72^;.

These equations are interesting because they are linear in the w’s. There

are two integrals, namely,

71® + 72* 73 * = 1,

and

71^1 + 72C02 + 73W 3 = c;

and since

J(a>i
2
-f -|- WA^)' = —ju(7 i'* + 72'* + 73'*),

the kinetic energy steadily decreases.

12. Show that the problem of a rigid body which is turning about a fixed

point admits the integrals

Acoi^ + + Co)k^ = 2hj

(A<oi + aj2 + -h 6)2 4. (Co,,- + c)2 =

if the equations of Euler are

A03/ (O -- B)oij(ak — 6coa — Ccoy,

Bod/ + (A — C)o)k03i = C03i — acOA,

Ccck' -jr (B — A)o3iUj = ao)j — 6co{,

where a, 6, and c are constants. Then show that the integration can be

reduced to quadratures. (Volterra, 1895.)

13 . In the problem of Mme. Kowaleski, show that by the use of the

fourth integral the problem can be reduced to the form

dH __ ^ ^ ^
dr^ dx dr^ dy

when t? is a function of x and y only. The problem is thus reduced to the

motion of a single particle in a certain field of force.

14

.

Show that the equations of motion of a body turning about a fixed

point can be reduced to quadratures if A = = 4C provided the momen-

tum of the body about the vertical is zero. [Kolossoff, Rend, del Circolo

Matematico di Palermo (1902).)



CHAPTER VIII

ROLLING MOTION

120. Historical.—The first general discussion of the motion of

a rigid body that is so constrained as to be always touching a

fixed plane was made by Poisson in 1838, and he assumed that the

contact was smooth. A few years later, in volumes 5 and 8 of

Crelle^s Journal, Cournot introduced the element of friction. A
particular case, that of a sphere, was discussed by Coriolis in

] 835. In 1848 and 1852 Puiseux applied the equations of Poisson

to the motion of a rigid body of revolution in contact, without

friction, with a plane. In the Quarterly Journal of Mathe-

matics for 1861 Slesser gave the equations of motion of a rigid

body that is constrained to roll and pivot without sliding on a

horizontal plane. Slesser^s method is followed by Routh in his

discussion of the rolling and pivoting of a sphere on any surface.

Ferrers took up the case of a rolling hoop in the Quarterly Journal

of Mathematics in 1872. Other writers on this subject have been

Shouten (Amsterdam, 1889) Newmann, Mathematische Annalen,

1886, and Kortweg and Appell, Rendiconti del Circolo Matematico

di Palermo, 1899.

121. The Rolling of a Sphere on a Given Surface.—As a first

example of rolling motion consider Routh's case of a sphere that

rolls and pivots on a given surface, but does not slide. Let the

surface referred to a set of fixed axes be fo(x, y, z) =0; let the

radius of the sphere be a and its mass be m. If a normal at each

point of /o is drawn with the length a, the termini of these normals

will form a new surface /(a;, y, z) = 0, and the center of the rolling

sphere will always lie in the surface /.

The motion will be referred to a moving trihedron, the origin of

which is at the center of the sphere 0. It is assumed that the

sphere is homogeneous in concentric layers, or, perhaps more
generally, the center of gravity is at 0 and the central ellipsoid of

inertia is a sphere. The f-axis of the moving trihedron is the

normal to / at 0 which coincides with the normal to /o at the

267
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point of contact. The and ij-axes lie in the tangent plane of

at Of Fig. 67.

The trihedron so defined moves, not only with respect to a

fixed trihedron x, y, z of space, but also with respect to a trihe-

dron that is fixed in the body of the sphere. The f-, 77-, f-axes

will be regarded as the i-, j-, k-directions of a vector system as

usual. The angular velocity of the moving trihedron with

respect to a system of axes of fixed space with origin at 0 will be

denoted by 8
,
and the angular velocity of the sphere will be

denoted by <*>, so that, referred

to the moving trihedron,

0 = 6ii + djj + ^fck,

(0 = Wii + w/j + ct)jfck.

Let the velocity of the point

0 with respect to fixed space be s

which, when referred to the

moving trihedron, is d. Then,

by Sec. 80,

s' := d' + 8 X d, (0)

Let mR, acting at the point of

contact, be the reaction of the

surface /o on the sphere and mF, acting at the center of the sphere,

be the resultant of the applied forces. It is one of the hypotheses

that F passes through 0. The principle of momentum (Sec. 45)

then gives the equation

Fig. 67.

d^“f'8Xd = F-l- R* (1 )

When the ellipsoid of inertia at the fixed point 0 is a sphere, the

instantaneous angular velocity coincides in direction with the

angular momentum. If k is the radius of gyration of the sphere,

the principle of moment of momentum gives the equation

fc2((^' + 8 X(o) = -ak X R. (2)

To these two dynamical equations must be added a geometrical

equation, or an equation of constraint, which expresses the

fact that the point of contact with/o does not slide. In addition

to the motion of translation d which each particle shares with the
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entire sphere, there is a velocity due to rotation about the instan-

taneous axis. This velocity varies from point to point of the

sphere. The position vector of the point of contact is — ak, and
its velocity due to rotation of the sphere is X k). Since

the particle at the point of contact is at rest, it follows that

<j — (1 (0) X k) = Oj (3)

and since 0 always lies in the tangent plane of /,

(Tk = (Tk = 0. (4)

A resolution of Eqs, (1), (2), and (3) into their i-, j-, and k-com-

ponents gives the following system of differential equations

O'/ 4“ 0 — SkCTj = jFt + RiA
Momentum <t/ + dkcri — 0 = F,* + Rjy \

0 + 6i<Tj — djCTi = jFjfc + Rk]}

03i + djOik —

Angular momentum
, ,

. « d
coy' + BkO^i — BiO)k =

<j^k 4* Bi<ji^ — Bj(j)i == Oj

<Ti ~ aojy = 0,1

Constraint cry 4- ao3i = 0,?

Ck = (Tk = O.J

(5)

(6)

(7 )

122. Elimination of the Surface Reaction.—If Eq. (121.1) is

multiplied by ak X and then added to Eq, (121.2) the vector R
is eliminated, with the result

1.2

k X (d' 4- e X d) 4- -(o' 4- 0 X o) = k X F. (1)
d

For convenience of notation, let Vty be the projection of V (any

vector) upon the ij-plane; then

-k X (k X V) = Viy.

If Eq. (1) is multiplied by —k X, there results
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By Eq. (121.3)

—k X <«>' = + ^) w,- = — (i}j == + “
j (3)

a a a

and

k ^ (O X <*))
“

But it is found also that

(O X (T j\ “t"

therefore

k X (6 X <o) = wk^ii - ^(0 X i)u,

and Eq. (5) becomes

(i + + 0 X 6)ii = r.-,- +

or

q 2 h2

(d' + 0 X d)ij = -pFiy + -j~^;;j^ao)k^ir (4)

The left member of this equation is the i, j-component of the

absolute acceleration of the center of the sphere. The center of

the sphere, therefore, moves just as though it were free under the

action of two forces, the first of which is the i, j-component of

the resultant of the applied forces, and the second depends upon

the angular velocities m and Ot,.

The angular velocities By, 8,-, and 8* are related to the linear

velocities dy and dy of the center of the sphere and the curvatures

of the surface. Let the and ly-axes coincide in direction with

the tangents to the lines of curvature, Ci and cy, at each point.

These directions change, of course, from point to point of the

surface /. Let pi be the radius of curvature of the normal plane

section of / through the tangent to the curve cy, taken positively

if the center of curvature lies on the positive end of the k-axis;

and Pi the radius of curvature of a normal plane section of /
through the tangent to the curve cy, taken positively if the center
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of curvature lies on the positive end of the fc-axis. It will be

verified without difficulty from Fig. 68 that

and therefore

di = -O,- X pik,

d/ ~ X Pjkj

In order not to confuse the figure pi and Pi are drawn negatively.

The angular velocity 0^ depends upon the rate of change of

direction of the tangents to the lines of curvature as the sphere

Fia. 68.

moves. Let Cio be the orthogonal projection of Ci upon the

tangent plane, and pio its radius of curvature taken positively if

the center of curvature lies on the positive end of the j-axis and

negatively if the center of curvature lies on the negative end of

the j-axis, If an infinitesimal displacement dt dt of the center of

the sphere is made, it is evident that the Jr^-axes rotate about the

f-axis through an angle dtj and that

d,- dt = X Pioj dt = +Pio^A^^d dt;

therefore

= +£i.
ptO

From a similar displacement 6,- dt, it is found that
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In the displacement that actually occurs, d,-,- dt — (dj + d;) di,

the fij-axes rotate through the angle

6t- dt — (64^** -j- 6*^^') dt]

and therefore

PiO P 3O

Now let O'*- be the angle between the osculating plane of and

the normal plane of/ through the tangent of Ci, If p is the radius

of curvature of Ci in the osculating plane, pi the radius of curva-

ture in the normal plane, and pio the radius of curvature of Cm in

the tangent plane (see I, 336), then by Meusnier's theorem^

cos aj _ sin ai _
P Pi p PiO

from which it follows that

_ tan ai

PiO
f

Pi

and similarly

J_ _ tan a/

PiO Pi

Hence

Bk -_ cTt tan ai cj tan a/

Pi Pi
(6)

From Eqs. (3), (4), and the third of (121.6) it is seen also that

- !f'(i _ i).
a \pi Pi/

(7)

Finally, the resolution of Eq. (4) into its components gives the

two ordinary differential equations

Oi — dhfiTj
—

tr/ + ==

+ ¥Fi +
¥

¥ + ¥
¥

¥ + + ¥^¥

p^kQii

;aWA!^2*

(8)

^ Eisenhart, Differential Geometry,” p. 118.
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123. Integration of the Equations.—If the first of Eq. (122.8)

is multiplied by Ci, the second by ctj, and the equations are then

added, there results

<Ti(ri + (Tyo-/ = — iGi + F jCTj) +

( 1 )

From Eqs. (122.5) it is found that

did + OjCTi = (Tial—— —
)
= —a(j)k\

\Pi Pi/

In the first term of the right member of Eq. (1) +Fjaj
represents the rate at which the applied forces are doing work.

The component perpendicular to the plane does no work, since

there is no displacement in that direction. That is, since Ck == 0,

FiCTi + FyO-y = Fi<Xi + F jCTj + Fk^k

represents the entire work of the applied forces, and, if there

exists a potential function V of the applied forces,

FiCTi -f- F jCTj = V\

Equation (1) is therefore an exact differential, and since, by
Eq. (122.3),

CTi = +UC0y, CTj = -^aoOiy

the integral can be written

(a^ + fc2)(^.2 ^.2
) + = 27 + C . (2)

This integral is easily interpreted. Since at any instant the

sphere is pivoting on the point of contact, the left member is

twice the kinetic energy of the sphere. Equation (2) is therefore

the energy integral. Further integration requires a knowledge of

the given surface /.

Suppose the surface f{x, y, z) == 0, referred to its lines of curva-

ture, is given by the parametric equations

X = x(u, v)j y = y{u, v), z = z(u, v),

and that is understood to mean to/dw, etc. Then if the {-axis

of the moving trihedron is tangent to the curve w-constant and
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the 17-axis is tangent to the line 2;-constant, and if u and 2; are arc

lengths along these curves,

(Ti = u' and cTj “ v';

therefore

3/ — CC%i(T i I
OCyCf

y ~ Vu^i H”

Z = H” J

The position of the body in fixed space is determined by these

three equations after the velocities (Xi and o', are known.

The surface reaction is found from Eq. (121.1) to be

R = d' + exa-F,
and the normal pressure is

Rk == +k • 6 X d — k • F.

124. The Surface Is a Plane.—Important simplifications in

the equations of motion occur when the surface on which the

sphere rolls is a plane. Since the curvature of a plane is every-

where zero, the radii of curvatures pi and p,- are everywhere

infinite, and any set of rectangular axes in the plane can be taken

as lines of curvature. From Eqs. (122.5) and (122.6) it is found

that

P, = Si = = 0, (1)

and the moving trihedron does not rotate. Since

e X d = 0, (2)

Equation (121.0) shows that a*' is the absolute acceleration.

Equation (122.4) becomes

Since the equation of motion of a particle, which is constrained

to move in the plane and is acted upon by the same force, is

6ij — Fi/,

provided the mass of the particle is the same as the mass of the

sphere, it is seen that the center of the sphere moves just as

though it were a particle of the same mass, and the force acting
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upon it were the force that is actually acting multiplied by the

constant factor

g"

g^ +

For a homogeneous sphere

-- and
'^

6 + ¥ 7

Hence the equation of motion of a homogeneous sphere that is

rolling upon a fixed plane is

=
-f-Ft,*. (4)

The equation of momentum, Eq. (121.1), gives the surface

reaction

g2 +
(5)

and the normal pressure of the sphere on the plane is F*.

The equation of angular momentum [Eq. (121.2)] becomes

0) + k^
(^F,i + F4)^ (6)

Example .—A homogeneous sphere rolls on a horizontal plane

and is attracted toward a fixed point in the plane by a force that

acts at its center and that in magnitude is directly proportional

to the distance from the fixed point. It is required to describe

the motion of the sphere.

Taking the fixed point as an origin, let r be the position vector

of the center of the sphere, m the mass, and a the radius of the

sphere. If is the factor of proportionality.

when g is the acceleration of gravity. Let the Jfc-axis be vertical,

directed upward, so that

g = -fifk.
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j 0 5 Tli^

Q = r<f, and
^ ;

then Eq. (4) becomes

9" =

which is the equation of simple harmonic motion, Eq. (13.2).

If the i- and j-directions are properly chosen the solution of this

equation is

0 = 6 cos nti + c sin nt j,

where b and c are constants and represent the semiaxes of the

ellipse in which the motion occurs; also

Fi = cos nt, Fj = sin nt, Fk = — g.

Equation (6) now gives

03 i
= H— sin nt,

a ^

03/ = —-n^ cos nt,
a ^

03k = 0 .

From these equations it follows that 03k is constant, and

coi = —

n

cos nt, coy = —

n

sin nt,
a '

^ a '

the constants of integration vanishing since, by the equations of

constraint [Eq. (121.7)]

(Ty == Pi = acoy, cry = py' = —-acOi.

With respect to the trihedron that moves with the sphere, the
direction of the axes remaining fixed, the instantaneous axis of

rotation of the sphere describes an elliptical cone. The reaction

R is

R = ^n^Q + (-Jan2 + g)k.

In order that the motion be one of pure rolling

Wp
^an^ + g
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must always be less than the coefficient of friction. That is, the

ellipse on which the sphere rolls must not be too large.

126, The Sphere Rolls and Slides.—A modification of the

argument must be made if the state of motion of the sphere is

such that both rolling and sliding occur. If Secs. 121 and 122

are re-examined with the idea that the sphere rolls and slides, it

will be found that the equation of momentum, Eq. (121.1), and
moment of momentum, Eq. (121.2) hold without any alteration;

that is,

d' + e X d = F + R, (1)

and
A2((o' + e X 6>) = -ak X R. (2)

The angular velocities Bt*, B/, and B* also have the same expres-

sions, that is

as before, Eqs. (122.5).

The equation of constraint,

holds, but becomes

d — a(6) X k) = —v; (4)

that is the velocity of the point of contact of the sphere with the

surface is — v, and not zero, as before. As an offset to this new
variable, however, the frictional component of the surface reac-

tion bears, in magnitude, a constant ratio to the normal com-

ponent of R, and has the direction of v. Therefore, if u is a unit

vector in the direction of v, the frictional component R^,- of R is

Ri,' = (5)

where m is coefficient of sliding friction; and

R = Rkim + k). (6)

The surface reaction can be eliminated just as in Sec. 122, and

the same equation, Eq. (122.2) results, namely,

- 0i tan a,- (T/ tan a,
^

—
,

Pi P3

however, Eq. (121.3) no longer
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but the transformation of k X («' + 6 X w) is different. This

time

and

—ak X w' = v' + d',

-ok X (6 X <o) = (0 X d).-,- + (6 X v).-,- - owtO.-y,

where V means the relative derivative

v' = Vi'i + v/j,

and not the total derivative

v' = Vi'i + v/j + y,i' 4- Vjj'.

Eq. (7) now reduces to

X.2

(d' + 6 X + "2 qr -h 6 X v) =

oF+T^''

which corresponds to Eq. (122.4).

Ob’viously, an energy integral exists only when v ==
0, but

Eqs. (8) can be resolved into its two rectangular components

just as in Sec. 122.

126. The Billiard Ball.—The game of billiards furnishes an

ideal example of a sphere that rolls and slides upon a plane sur-

face. In this case the plane upon which the ball rolls is hori-

zontal and the cue ball, especially, rolls, slides, and pivots.

The only forces that are acting on the ball are the weight of the

ball mg and the reaction of the table mR, Since the curvature

of the table is zero, Eqs. (126.1, .2, .4, .8) reduce to

aiul

d' - g + R,

fcV = -ak X R,

— ak X + V,

^ ~
a^ + k^

(1)

(
2)

(8)

(i)

The k-directioa is vertical upward. Hence

g = -fifk, Rk = g,
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Rij = gfjLU.

Equation (1) becomes

d = Rij =

and this result combined with Eq. (4) gives

,
a" +

V' — gfiVL.

But
V = and v' = v^u + m',

and since u is a unit vector, u' is perpendicular to u.

(6) therefore can be written

v'u + vW p

—

gixUj

which shows that

u' = 0, and V = a2 + k^

(5)

(6)

Equation

The vector u therefore is fixed, not only in magnitude, but in

direction also, and

V = Vo (7)

where Vo is the initial value of v. Likewise, from Eq. (5),

d = do "f* gfitVL, (8)

If r is the position vector of the center of the sphere (Sec. 121)

d == s = r'.

Integration of Eq. (8) gives, after replacing d by r',

r = to +
from which it is evident that, if do is not collinear with u, the

path described by the center of the sphere is a parabola.

As for the instantaneous axis, it follows from Eq. (2) that oa;,

the component perpendicular to the table, is constant, since the

vector k X R lies in the plane of the table. Rotation about the

vertical axis is called pivoting, and since the contact of the ball

with the table is regarded as a point, friction does not affect this

component of the rotation. It would do so if the contact were
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regarded as a small area, which, actually, it is. On multiplying

Eq. (3) by k X ,
it is found that

toi,- = ^
k X (<J + v)

— k X u,

where

<*><J0
= -(«io + Vo).

a

This result follows also from Eq. (2), but, as Eq. (3) shows, the

constant vector of integration is not arbitrary. The change of

direction of the instantaneous axis with respect to a set of axes

which has its origin at the center 0 of the sphere and fixed in

direction is shown in Fig. 69. Since w* is constant, the hori-

zontal plane through its terminus is at a fixed distance above the

able. If Wo is the initial value of w and —k X u is a unit vector

as rc'prcscntcd in the diagram, the terminus of w moves from itf

initial position in the direction of — k X u with constant velocity

Coiisrtqucntly the terminus of w always lies in a fixed plane.

This motion of w continues until slipping ceases, which occur

at the instant

. kha
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At this instant <0 = where

“• = ‘>’0 - X u,

and the ball begins to roll. In the situation shown in the dia-
gram the tensor of <.> decreases until the terminus of u reaches the
perpendicular p from the vertical line through 0, after which it

increases, provided it passes that point. The value of i at this

point is obtained by minimizing co^ = w • w, or by imposing upon
Wf/ the condition that it shall have the direction — u. If w™ is

the minimum value of <•>, it is found that

= «o — -(k • u X <io)k X u.
Cb

If k • u X <Jo is positive and

^ffMk.uXd,

the terminus of w will pass the minimum point and the spin will

increase if the upper inequality sign holds, but will stop short of

the minimum point if the lower sign holds. If k • u X do is

negative the terminus of o> moves away from the minimum point
and the rate of spin always increases. From this it is seen that
the spin of the ball may steadily fall, steadily rise, or it may sink
to a minimum and again rise; but it cannot rise to a maximum
and then fall.

127. Euler’s Angles for the Billiard Ball.

—

In order to complete
the problem of the motion of a billiard ball, it is necessary to assign

the position of the spot on the ball, or the several spots if there
are that many, at any instant. This requires a determination of

Euler’s angles for the ball as functions of the time. From
Problem 7, Chap. VI, it is found that

CO.- = +#>' sin d sin f + 6' cos

o)j- = —(p' sin 6 cos + d' sin > (1)

<>^k = cos 0 -|- 4''’ )

In the present case 03{, co,- and w* are known functions of the
time, namely,

<0 * = + qt sin X,

o>j = Wto — qt cos X,

W* = 0)k0,

(2)
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where X is the angle which the vector u makes with the vector i,

and accordingly

i . k X u = — j . u = — sin X,

j
• k X u = +i . u = + cos X,

and, for brevity of notation,

a
Q. =

The solution of Eqs. (1) for and gives the differential

equations

= (coio + qt sin X) cos ^|/ + (wyo — qt cos X) sin V',!

sin d<p' = (co,-o + qt sin X) sin ^ — (coyo — qt sin X) cos > (3)

= coAo — (p^ cos 6, )

In these equations coto, a;yo, co^o, q^ and X are constants. Not-

withstanding the apparently simple character of these equations,

a satisfactory solution of them has not been found. They can be
solved, however, if g = 0, which is equivalent to the assumption

that there is no friction. For this case the equations become

= coio cos + 03 jo sin ^,1

sin d<l>' = coio sin ^ — coyo cos t/', ? (4)

= 03kQ — <p' cos 6, J

The instantaneous axis is fixed in the body, if the f-axis is taken

to coincide with it, and if cojo and ojyo are given the forms

O3io = +03k^ tan do sin ^o,

03 jo = —ojao tan $0 cos ypo,

the equations become

6' = 03kQ tan do sin (^o — 4^},

sin d<p' = o3ko tan cos (^o —
t//' = cojko — cos

for which the particular solution

e = do, i' = p = <po = + ip, (5)

is evident. This solution contains but one constant of inte-
gration, namely ip, but it is not difiacult to derive the complete
solution of Eqs. (4) from it. All that is necessary is to refer the
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motion to an arbitrary set of axes that are fixed in the body
instead of referring it to a particular set.

In Fig. 70 let C, Co, and Ci be great circles on a unit sphere, the

circle C is horizontal, Co is perpendicular to the axis of rotation,

and Cl is in the ^^y-plane of the arbitrary set of axes. Let

Pj Po, and Pi be the poles of these

nodes, or points of intersection

of the circles. The points where

the a:-, or axes pierce the

sphere are indicated^ by dots on

the respective circles. Let the

arc N(pohe ^ and the arc Ncp he

<pi. These arcs may have any
values whatever without affect-

ing the spherical triangle NNoN i

;

they are constant throughout the

motion, and so also is di. The
values of the sides and angles

of this triangle are as indicated i

the triangle formed by the three

great circles
;
and N, No, Ni the

Fm. 70.

n the diagram, and likewise for

poles.

If Eqs. (52.3) are applied to the triangle PPoPi, it is found that

cos 6 = +COS
cos (cp “ <pi) sin 6 = —cos

•cos ^0 cos $1 + sin sin $i cos (^o — p),

cos $0 sin + sin do cos 6i cos (cpo — p),

sin (<p — <pi) _ sin {<po — __ sin (ypo

a tk ,

These equations define the Eulerian angles of the arbitrary

trihedron as functions of the time through ^o, Eqs. (5). They
contain the three arbitrary constants and <p that are

necessary for the complete solution of Eqs. (4).

It follows therefore that, if coio, wyo, and coko were constants, the

ball would spin uniformly about some axis that is fixed in the

body, and the point of contact of the ball with the table would
describe a small circle on the sphere. As the instantaneous axis

moves toward or away from the vertical, it changes its position

in the body and the small circle of the point of contact decreases

or increases in size. Since Eqs. (6) and (7) are the complete
solution of Eqs. (4), the complete solution of Eqs. (3) can be
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obtained from them by the method of variation of parameters

(I, 381).

128. Rolling and Slipping on an Inclined Plane.—The equa-

tions of motion for an inclined plane do not differ greatly from

the equations of motion for the horizontal plane. For the hori-

zontal plane the applied force is normal to the plane; for the

inclined plane it is not. Let the inclination of the plane to

the horizontal be a, let the i-direction be directed down the plane,

and the k-direction be normal to the plane directed upward.

The equations of motion then are almost the same as in

Sec. 126, namely,

d' = g + R, — ak X <0 = d + V,

fcV = -ak X R, a' +

the last equation only differing by virtue of the fact that there is

a component of the weight in the i, j -plane, namely,

gii = +g sin a I

The reaction of the plane on the sphere evidently is

R = g cos a(fjLVL + k),

where u is a unit vector in the direction of v, just as before.

The first of Eqs. (1) becomes

d' = ACS' cos a u + g sin a i (2

and if d' is eliminated from the fourth of Eqs. (1) by means of this

expression, it is found that

-f- Jc^

v' = —g sin a i p—fxg cos a u. (3)

For brevity of notation, let

^2 ^ ^2—

p

—fig cos a - rrij

and

then
p sin a = n;

v' = —mu — nil (4)

which, for a = 0, reduces to Eq. (126.6). This equation shows

that v' is not collinear with u, and therefore, while u is still a unit
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vector, its direction is not fixed. The component of v' in the

direction of u is obtained by multiplying Eq. (4) by u •, and the

component perpendicular to u is obtained by multiplying through

by -u X (u X, Eq. (5,2).

Now if p, d are the polar coordinates of the terminus of v,

u • v' = p',

and

—u X (u X v') = p^'k X u,

k X u being the unit vector in the plane perpendicular to u. On
the right side of Eq, (4)

u • u = 1,

u X (u X u) = 0,

u • i = cos d

+u X (u X i) = +sin Bk X u.

The components of Eq. (4), therefore, give the differential

equations

p' = —n cos 6 — m,

pd' == +n sin 6.

By the elimination of the time between these two equations, there

is obtained

dp

p
(- cot B

m
n

cosec 6̂ de,

and, by integration, this becomes

po and 60 being the initial values of p and 6 .

If Eq. (6) is substituted in the second of Eq. (5), it is found by a
second integration that

1 2 1
t = ^Po sm do tann -^^oX

(cot 1^0) ”+" (cot _ (cot ^0)
’"+"

m + n m — n m + n

The second of Eqs. (6) also shows that 6 always increases. The
direction of v moves in the direction of the line of greatest slope

upward, that is, the slip is downward. The limit of p, Eq. (6),

as 6 tends toward x is zero if m/n > 1, that is, if

(cot §g)

m — n
] (7)
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II > tan+ ¥

Slipping ceases, and the ball begins to roll (Sec. 124).

By direct integration of the fourth of Eq. (1) it is found that

.,2

(4 — do) + + (v - Vo)
~j~ ^

sin m, (8 )

which determines d; and by multiplying the third of Eqs. (1) by

k X it is seen that

“ = X (v - Vo) + gt sin aj]-

A determination of Euler's angles does not seem very promising.

129. A Coin Rolls and Spins.—Some interesting results on the

problem of rolling hoops and coins were given by Appell and

Kortweg* in 1899.

Let there be a sot of axes Ti, movable with respect to fixc'd

space and with respect to the coin, but having its origin alway.s at

the center of the coin, the f-, or k-, axis perpendicular to its plane,

and the J-, or i-axis always horizontal. Let there be a scH^ond s(!t

of axes Ti, fixed with respect to the coin, with its origin also ai. tlui

center of the coin and one of its axes perpendicular to its phuni

and therefore coinciding with the k-axis. With rcsp((ct to J\ thcj

trihedron Ti merely turns about the k-axis. If 0, <p, and \l/ an^

Euler’s angles for the axes that are fixed in the body, w the

instantaneous rotation of Ti, and <o the instantaneous rotation of

Ti, then

(i> = ti -j- <p'k.

1 Rendiconti del Circolo MaXematico di Palermo, XIV, pp, I, 7 (1899).
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It is evident from Fig. 71 that

coy = yj/' sin 6j cojc
= cos dj (1)

a result that can also be obtained by taking ^ = 0 in Eq. (85.4).

The moment of momentum of the coin is

L = A = Acoyi “h Bcojj Hh Cco/ck.

For the distinction between L and A the reader is referred to

Sec. 84.

The principle of moment of momentum gives the equation

L' = A' + G> X A == — aj X Rm, (2)

if a is the radius of the coin, m its mass, and R is the acceleration

due to the reaction of the plane. Since the k-axis is fixed in the

coin and every axis in the plane of the coin is a principal axis,

the moments of inertia with respect to these axes are constants,

and A = B. The mass factor can be eliminated by taking

A = mAi, B = mAi, C = mCj.

Then

—L' = [Aichi + {Cxo)k — Aicok)^]]i +m
[Al^/ + (AiO)k — ClCt?A:)Wx]j + [ClCO//]k. (3)

Since the point of contact of the coin is at rest, the equation

of constraint is

— 00) X j
= 0, (4)

In this equation <*> can be written

(o = ajti + + WA:k,

and then

d “ a<») X j — (cTt + ao)k)i + cryj + (p-k — awi)k = 0,

from which it is seen that

(Ti = —ao)k, o-y = 0, cTfc = (5)

From the principle of momentum it follows that the equation

of motion for the center of gravity is

d'+^Xd==g + R> (®)

where

g = sin 6} — g cos 0k
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is the acceleration of gravity.

If Eq. (6) is multiplied by aj X, Eq. (2) is multiplied by 1/m,

and the two equations are then added, R is eliminated, and there

results

aj X <J' + aj X (w X d) + ^L' = a] X g.

Since

aj X = acki — acr/k

= a%/i + a^cuAj'k, by Eq. (5),

and, since o-,- = 0,

(7)

aj X (w X = —awj<Tii — awjcrjfck,

the components of Eq. (7) give the equations

(8 )

(a^ + Ai)aj/ + [(a^ + Ci)oik ~ Aiwjw/ = —agr cos 6^

Aitis/ + [A.\(hk — Oicojcoi = 0,

(a^ + C)oik = 0. J

If CO* = 6' Of the time can be eliminated from the last two
of these equations, since

and

/ dco/
, ^ do)3-

"‘w’

/ _ duk
, - dcOA;

do
03 i

After removing the factor w* and replacing cojt by coj cot 0, they
become

A dw j + Aiw,- cot 0 — Ci03k = 0,

+ Cl)
do3k

do
a^COy = 0.

(9)

These equations define w,- and as functions of d. If uj is
ehmmated between them, there results a single equation of the
second order for cojb, namely.

^ -u .
a^Ci

^ dd ZICi + (10)

If the mdependent variable is changed by the substitution

cos® 6 = s, and if p = a®Ci

4^1 (a® + Cl)’
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s(l - = 0. (11)

The differential equation of the hypergeometric series of Gauss*
IS

^(1 - + [7 - (1 + « + &)x]-£ - ccfiy = 0; (12)
dy

dx

and its complete solution, if y is not an integer, is

y = MF{a, |3, 7 ; x) + Nx^-^Fiai, 0 i, y^; x), (13)

where

ai = a + 1 - 7, + 1 _ 7i = 2

and

y,

(14)

It is evident then from Eq. (11 ) that

COjfc = MF{cLj /3, 7 ; COS^ ^) + i\r cos ^F(q:i, j3i, 71 ;
cos^ ^), (15)

where ikf and N are constants of integration, and that

7 = h <^ + oi^ = p;

o: = i + i\/l — 16p, /? = J — |\/l — 16p.

For a coin that can be regarded as a thin, homogeneous,

circular disk p = |, and for a hoop that can be regarded as a

homogeneous circular circumference p = i. In both cases a and

/3 are conjugate complex numbers.

After having determined oju as a function of w,* is obtained

from the second of Eq. (9),

The first of Eq. (8) then gives, by integration.

Finally, the time is defined as a function of 0 by the first of

Eqs. (1 ),

' "Werke,” III, p. 207.
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and Eqs. (5) give the linear velocities also as functions of 6,

It should be remarked that since there is no loss of energy,

(Ti^ + cTj^ “f* -f- Ai{coi^ -j- + Cio)k^ = h — 2gct sin

where A is a constant. It will be remembered of course that

OJt = coi, 00 f
= coy,

but the distinction in notation has been preserved for the sake of

clarity.

A Particular Solution ,—It is natural to enquire whether the

coin or hoop can roll with constant speed around a circle. In
such a motion wy, wy, and co/c are constants, and Eqs. (8) reduce to

[{(P + — Aiibj^oij = —ag cos $o, 1

\Ai<h]c — ClCOjfcJcOy = 0, / (16)

a^cbichj’ =0. J

The last two of these equations are satisfied by co, = 0. The
vector w is vertical, positive upward. Hence

coy = W sin do, W* = CO cos ^0 .

Since the angular motion of the center of gravity is constant,
w is constant, and therefore is constant. Likewise = co is

constant and also <p' is constant. The first of Eqs. (16) gives

The linear velocity of the center of gravity is, by Eq. (5),

(Ti = aO)k) CTy = 0, <rjb ~ 0.

Thus d is constant; then Eq. (6) gives

R = -acoAwh - g, (18)
where

h = cos 0 j
- sin 0 k

is a horizontal unit vector that is always directed toward the axis
of the circle on which the coin rolls.

From Eq. (17) it is found that
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opposite in sign to w. The angular velocity of the

aty as it moves in its circle is w, and if p is the radius

poo = iTi = — awjb. Hence

^4 1 sin 6('•)

aw cot On

nn^i'
f the circle on which the coin rolls is

A i) sin Oil + ~.i
OJ"

a cot 00

.

\(i^ + Cl
(20 )

lation of these equations shows that tw(5 of tlie four

ip', w, and 00, can Ixi chosen at will; the other two

ermined. For example, the radius of the circle' on

)in rolls and tlu; inclinatitju of the coin On (^an lx;

Plq. (20) det(‘rmine8 w, and hlcj. (19) (Uiterminea p'.

)t fixed and 0o tends toward zero, to tends toward

le limit cannot, of course be attained physically,

18)] also tends toward infinity,

pt finite and 00 tends toward 7r/2, r tends toward

! coin merely spins, the rate of spin being arbitrary,

is toward v/2
,
and at the same time oi tends toward

a way that

m arbitrarily chosen constant, then r temds toward

.
<p' is arbitrary. The coin rolls uniformly along a

. In the particular case in which ip' also is zero,

mds at rest in an equilibrium tliat is, of course.

r Forms of the Hypergeometric Series. -The hypjir-

ries that were given in the last section are convenient

8 small, that is when the coin or hoop is nearly in a

re. They are not convenient when the angle 0 is

re coin is nearly horizontal. For this case a series

f 0 converges more rapidly,

reformation

a: — 1 — <

he differential equation of the hypergeometric series,

I, the equation becomes
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«(1 - i)^ + [1 + « + 13 - r - (1 + « +m
^ - a^y = 0

; (1)

and if the substitutions

«2 = a, ^2 = 72 = 1 + o: + ^ — 7

are made, the equation is unaltered in form. Since, however,

in the present case

a 4- jS = I and y =

72 is equal to 1, and Eq. (1) does not admit two distinct hyper-

geometric series as solutions. It does, however, admit one such

series as a solution and, since t = sin^ 6
,
one solution for Eq.

(129.10) is

03h = M2F{a2 y ^2 , 1; sin*^ d).

A second independent solution is^

to* = N2 log sin^ eF(a2j ^2, 1; sin^ 6) + N2G{a2 j ^21 1; sin^ d)

where

G = A 4- J:
^

1 * 7 \a2 ^2 I
sin2 ^ + • •

•
,

the G series being the same as the F series, with the omission of
the constant term, except that each coefl&cient is multiplied by a
factor, called the adjunct which consists of the sum of the recip-
rocals of the factors of the numerator diminished by the sum of
the reciprocals of the factors of the denominators. The complete
solution, therefore, can be written

a>k = [M2 + 2N2 log sin e]F(a2 , ^2, 1; sin^ 6)

+ N2G(a2, ^2, 1; sin^ 6).

Kortweg gives another form of the series^ in which the arguments
are 2 sin^ 26 and 2 cos^ thus avoiding the logarithmic terms
that indicate the character of the solution in the neighborhood
of e = 0.

131. A Body of Any Shape on a Horizontal Plane.—With the
experience derived from the previous examples, it is not a difficult
^Johnson, “Ordinary and Partial Differential Equations,"' p. 202.
Appell, 'M6canique Rationelle," 4th ed., VoL II, p, 264.
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matter to write down the differential equations of motion for a

body of any shape that rolls or rolls and slides on a horizontal

plane under the action of gravity and the reaction of the plane.

Let the moving trihedron of reference have its origin 0 at

the center of gravity of the body and its axes have the directions

of the principal moments of inertia. It is therefore fixed in the

body. With respect to this set of axes the surface of the body
can be denoted by

<p{^j Vy ?) = 0. (1)

Let the position vector with respect to 0 of the point of contact

with the plane be r, and let n be a unit vector that has the

direction of the outward normal to the surface at the point of

contact, and therefore

4_ -L

3$
^ ^ dr

\/(d<p/HV + {dip/dtiY + {dtp/dtY
(2)

Let d and A be the absolute velocity of the center of gravity

and the moment of momentum of the body referred to 0; and

finally, let R be the reaction of the plane. For simplicity of

notation the mass of the body will be taken as the unit of mass.

The principles of momentum and the moment of momentum
then give the two equations

d^ + <<> X d = ^n + R, (3)

and

A' + « X A = r X R. (4)

Since the plane is horizontal, the normal at the point of contact

is always vertical, and the outward normal is directed downward,

so that, if g is the acceleration of gravity,

g == fln.

With respect to fixed space n is constant, therefore

n' + w X n = 0. (5)

Equations (3), (4), and (6) hold in all cases provided <p is of

such a nature that there is but one point of contact with the plane,

and at that point there is a definite tangent plane.

Pure Rolling .—The equation of constraint, however, depends

upon the character of the motion. If the motion is a pure rolling
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and pivoting, the point of contact of the body is at rest relative

to the horizontal plane. Its velocity of translation is d and its

velocity due to the instantaneous rotation is o> X r. Hence

d + Q X r = 0.

Rolling and Sliding ,—If the body is sliding and rolling, the

absolute velocity of the particle of the body that is in contact

with the plane is not zero, and the equation of constraint is

d + (d X r = -v,

where —v is the absolute velocity of the particle in contact with
the plane. The negative sign is attached because the frictional

component of R is opposite to the direction of motion; Rt/ has the
same direction as v, and R • v is positive.

As long as the body is sliding the reaction of the horizontal

plane makes a constant angle € with the normal, where € is the
angle of friction, and

R • n == iE cos €.

Since the three vectors R, n, and v lie in the same plane, their
scalar triple product, Sec. 4, vanishes, that is

V . R X n == 0.

Smooth Contact .—In the case in which there is no friction the
particle in contact with the plane moves in the plane, and the
equation of constraint is

n • [d + 6) X r] =0.

The reaction is normal to the horizontal plane, and therefore

R = — iEn.
m

Since all of the forces that are acting upon the body are collinear
with n, the components of d that are paraUel to the plane are
constants. It is only the component that is perpendicular to the
plane that varies.

Diems

secin^f -tT?* ^ horizontal plane^on of the cone d^nbed by the instantaneous axis is an ellipse simU..
to thatd^nM by the center of the sphere but turned through an angle of

Sedi^tth^i^e: instantaneous axis in
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If a sphere is rolling on a curved surface the normal pressure of the

surface on the sphere is

Rk
Pi Pi

Compare this expression with the normal pressure of a surface on a particle

which is sliding on a surface (1. 333).

3. Show that a necessary and sufficient condition that the pivoting of

the sphere about the normal is constant, (a)* = constant), is that the center

of the sphere is moving along a line of curvature.

4. If the moving trihedron defined in Sec. 121 moves in such a way that

the ^-axis is always tangent to the path described by the center of gravity

of the sphere instead of being tangent to one of the lines of curvature, if p is

the radius of curvature of a normal section of the surface through the tangent

to the path at the center of gravity and if t is the radius of geodetic torsion, ^

then (Tj and coi are always zero, and

di = -j dj = and = - tan a,
T p P

where, as before, a is the angle between the osculating plane and the normal
plane. The components of Eq. (122.4) now give the equations

pt
I ^ V

Cl I

ai + + a® +
and the third of Eqs. (121.6) becomes

t
acojc =

T

6. If <r ^ 0, prove that the angular velocity ojk is constant when and only

when the center of gravity of the sphere moves along a line of curvature.

S. Show that if a homogeneous sphere is moving along a line of curva-

ture without spin about the normal to the surface, the j-component of the

applied force is equal to the j-component of the centrifugal force'regarding

the mass of the sphere as concentrated into a particle at the center of grav-

ity, multiplied by |.

7. If there are no applied forces, show that

0-2^1 + tan® = constant, awjb = -o* tan a,

ilog(|+tan‘«)

and that the path will be a geodesic if and only if the path is a plane curve.

Under these circumstances the velocity, 4, of the center of gravity is constant.

8. A sphere of radius a rolls without slipping on the inside of a spherical

bowl the radius of which is a + &• If the center of the bowl is taken as the

iEisenhakt, “Differential Geometry, p. 138.

= — tan a

^
.— tan a —

p
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origin of a rectangular coordinate system with the 2!-axis vertical, the coordi-
nates of the center of the rolling sphere are

X ^ h cos <p cos y — b cos <p sin z = b sin <p.

Let the moving trihedron have its k-direction toward the center of the bowl,
the i-direction along the meridian toward the north pole, and the j-direction
tangent to the circle of latitude at the center of the rolling sphere. Prove
the following formulas

:

<Ti = b<p'j (Tj = b cos <p\p\ (Tje = 0;

Pi = Pj = by OCi = 0, ay = <p‘,

tl
dk = —y tan <p;

bl^III3 = +-> 03k = constant;

Fi = —^ cos <py F,- = 0, Fk = +9 sin <p;

/ I
^3 ±

“T tan <p = —

f ariOTj'

^
h ^ “ 0

,g cos <p + a

b

a

where and zi are constants of integration, and

^ - (3o2 4- ^2)2:}.

Then

- -)» - •) - 4̂0. - ‘f.

_ k^acok zi — z

a» +fc»6ii - g!’

Compare the laat two equations with those of the spherical pendulum, I, 341.

in^S 11 S'w i “d initial speed of slid-

^—

d

centerofSSoSal

^

Q is the

baUtW n I ,
that the particle of the

thit ae Sml^oS m r ^ f throughout the motion, andat m the purely rolling motion the velocity of the center of the ball is #v.

path’of the P^ mlSig°^temic?thr£-1 ^ v k I’
^^’^“g^t-line

at a point P, which is at a diRtnii
«^bich has the direction v

time of slidiilg
fmm the initial point, Pbeing the

. 7mS‘“ 11"' ” •" *''

roIKng on the made of such a surfacT*
* motion of a sphere
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13. A homogeneous right circular cylinder whose altitude is equal to the

diameter of the base rolls on a rough horizontal plane with its axis inclined

45° to the vertical. If n is the angular velocity of the cylinder about its

axis and m is the angular velocity of its center of gravity, show that

n

14. If V is the speed of the center of gravity of a coin that is rolling along

a straight line (the edge of the coin being regarded as a line), show that

and for a hoop > iag.

16. If a cone of any shape is rolling on a fixed plane, it has but one degree

of freedom, and the energy integral gives the differential equation of motion.

Suppose the cone is a heavy right circular cone with the generating angle i3,

the length of the generator being I, and that it rolls on a plane whose inclina-

tion to the plane of the horizon is a.

If $ is the angle between the line of greatest slope on the plane and the line

of contact with the cone, show that the angle d satisfies the differential

equation

e" -h
g sin a

+ cos^
sin d 0

,

which is the equation of motion of a simple pendulum of length

l(i 4- cos^ j3) cosec a.

16. A heavy, solid, homogeneous cylinder of radius r and mass m rolls on

the inside of a cylindrical shell of radius R and mass M which is supported by

its axis and turns freely about it. If ^ is the angle which the plane through

the two axes makes with the vertical plane through the axis of the cylindrical

shell show that the angle 6 satisfies the differential equation

d" +
2M +m g
ZM + w jK — r

sin 6 0
,

which is the equation of motion of a simple pendulum of length

3M +m
2M + m{R - r).

17. A sphere of radius r rolls down the cycloid

X = a{2Q -f sin 2^), y =* —a(l + cos 2e),

Show that the speed of its center at the lowest point is given by the equation

(;2 ^l^g{2a — r).



CHAPTER IX

IMPULSIVE FORCES

132. Definitions.—When the force to which a body is sub-

jected rises from zero to great magnitude and then sinks back to

zero again in an interval of time that is very short, the force is

said to be an impulsive one. Various names are used to denote

this type of action: for example, a baseball struck by a bat is said

to have received a blow; two balls on a billiard table are said to

collide; the countryside is said to have received a shock from an
earthquake; a bullet is driven from a gun by an explosion; we
speak of the impact of a bullet on its target; etc. The chief

characteristic of impulsive forces being the extremely short

interval of time during which they act, an interval so short that
the action is over with before the object has sensibly left its

initial position. Also the force is so great that the ordinary
forces that are acting, such as gravity, are completely negligible

during the brief interval of the impulse.

Consider a particle, or a mass that is not rotating. If r is its

position vector and m is its mass, the equation of momentum is

= F, (1)

where F is the sum of all of the forces that are acting on it. The
time integral

mr' - mro' = ^^F dt (2)

measures the change in momentum of the particle, or body, in
the interval of time t — Iq. If F is an impulsive force and the
time interval t is very short, the integral

is caUed the imjndse. It has the dimensions of momentumMLT 1, and must be distinguished from F which is the impulsive
force, ^nation (2) states that the change in the momentum of
the pwrttck, or mass, is equal to the impulse which it has received

288
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Similarly, if L is the moment of momentum of a particle, or
mass, which is acted upon by an impulsive force F at a point
whose position when referred to a point of fixed space, or to the
center of gravity of the mass, is r, then, by See. 45,

L' = r X F,

and since r does not change sensibly during the impact,

L - Lo = r X Pf dt = T X I;
Jto

that is, the change in the moment of momentum of a particle, or

mass, due to an impact, is equal to the moment of the impulse.

133. General Theorems for Impulsive Forces.—Notwith-
standing the fact that impulsive forces are singled out as a p.l a ss

and given a name, they are still forces, and the general theorems
for systems of free particles that were derived in Chapter III still

hold, provided only the individual particles of the system act

upon one another only in the lines that join them. Indeed, if

all of the particles that participate in an impulsive action are

regarded as a system by itself, it can be regarded as an isolated

system, since other forces that are acting upon the system are

negligible during the action of the impulse. Since for every
isolated system the momentum and the moment of momentum
are constant, it follows that the momentum and the moment of

momentum of the system are not altered by an impulsive action,

for the forces of an impulse belong to the class of interior forces.

A reference to Sec. 34 will show that this is not the case, in

general, with the energy of the system. The exterior kinetic

energy is not altered by interior forces, but the interior kinetic

energy can be altered by interior forces.

As an example, consider two masses mi and m^ that are mov-
ing with the velocities Vi and Vj, but are not rotating. Fig. 72.
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Suppose these two masses collide and unite into a single mass

that has the velocity v and is not rotating, as, for

example, a bullet shot into the center of gravity of a block of

wood. If the velocities, referred to the center of gravity of the

system, are Ui and U2 , and v is the velocity of the center of

gravity itself,

Vi = V + Ui, V2 = V + ^2 . ( 1 )

The expression for the momentum of the system,

shows that

miVi + m2V2 = (mi + m2)v,

miUi + m2U2 ~ 0. (2)

If r is the total kinetic energy, Te and Ti the exterior and
interior kinetic energies respectively, then

T = imiVi • vi + |m2V2 • V2 ,

Te = Kmi + m2)y • v,

Ti = JmiUi • Ui + |m2U2 • U2 .

It will be found readily from Eqs. (1) and (2) that

T ^ Te + Ti.

Before the collision Ti 9̂ 0, but after the collision, owing to the
hypothesis that the united mass is not rotating, Ti = 0, since
111 = U2 = 0. The total kinetic energy is reduced to Te which
remains unaltered, since mi + m2 and v remain unaltered.

In accordance with the principle of the conservation of energy,
this amount of energy, appears in vibrations or in molecular
motions whose total momentum is zero, or in some other form,
such as radiation, for example.

134. Head-on Collision of Two Elastic Spheres.— collision
between two spheres will be called a head-on collision if the
motion of each relative to their common center of gravity lies in
the straight line that joins their centers. It is assumed that the
center of gravity of each sphere is at the geometric center.
Under this assumption the impulse of collision acts at the points
of contact of the two spheres and in the line of centers. Vector
notation is not nec^sary since the motion is entirely straight-
line motion.
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Let mi and m2 be the masses of the two spheres, Vi and V2 their

velocities relative to their common center of gravity before

impact, ui and U 2 their velocities after impact, and let the impulse
of collision be written

Then, if the notation

I = mim2
mi + m2

V,
( 1 )

M = mim2
mi + m2 mi + m2 mi + m2

be adopted,

“b jJL2V

U2 — V2 — i^iV,

The momentum relative to their common center of gravity is

miVi + m2V2 = 0, (4)

and the vis viva before collision is

mi
= z:—rzzr^ (2)

(3)

V = 4- m2V2‘^,

After collision the vis viva is

U = miUi^ + m2W2^

which by virtue of Eqs. (3) becomes

JJ z=z V + M{v^ + 2v{vi — V2)]. (5)

Now, by Eq, (4),

= ——vi, M(vi — V 2) = miVi, and MV = mVvi^,
lTh%

so that, on multiplying through by M, Eq. (5) becomes

MU = {Mv + miVxY. (6)

Suppose the kinetic energy is altered by the collision and that

U = e^V,

e® being a positive number. Equation (6) then reduces to

= (Mv + mit'i)'*,

Mv = (—1 d: e)miVif

whence
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and, Eqs. (3),

u\ = ±.evi, U2 = ± 6^2 .

The hypothesis used in this analysis has been merely that the

kinetic energy has been altered by the collision. If a bullet were

shot through the center of a wooden sphere, the bullet and the

sphere would continue in their original directions and the positive

sign would be taken before e in the above expressions
;
but if the

spheres rebound and separate, the negative sign must be taken,

since, by hypothesis, the velocities have changed sign. In eithei

case, if e = 1
,
there is no loss of kinetic energy; but obviously

work is done by the bullet in boring its way through the sphere
in the first case, and one can scarcely doubt but that vibrations
are set up in the spheres in the second case, and these vibrations
absorb a certain amount of kinetic energy. On the other hand
if there were an explosive at the point of contact e might be
greater than one, the increase of kinetic energy coming from the
explosive. In any event, whether 6 is greater or less than one the
speeds of the two spheres after collision are proportional to their
speeds before impact. If e = 0

,
the two spheres unite and the

interior kinetic energy is reduced to zero, just as in the example
considered in the previous section.

It was found by Newton from experiments on balls of different
kinds that for any two given spheres the value of e is less than
unity and is independent of the relative velocity, provided this
velocity is not high enough to deform the spheres permanently
or to break them, and this experience of Newton^s has been con-
fined by others. In a general way the harder the two balls are,
the more nearly e approaches unity.
The impact begins when the first two points of the spheres are

in contact. As the impact proceeds the contact widens into an
area owmg to an elastic deformation of the spheres. The veloci-te rdative to the center of gravity of the system are rapidlyr^uc^ to zero^t which time there is a maximum deformation of

into play
^Sures of the spheres.This r^ration of the figures drives the centers of the snheres

*^® of compression only11 tbe spheres had no residual vibrations of any kind This is acon=«v.bl. po^baity, but dots uot stem vj^ptbabte* la
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this event 6, which is called the coefficient of restitution is equal to

one, but in general the forces of restitution are smaller than the
forces of compression in the ratio e:l.

It is also doubtful if e is independent of the relative sizes of the
two spheres. During the interval of compression a compression
wave is set up in both spheres. If the spheres are of the same
size and the same material, the two periods are the same and both
waves participate in driving the spheres apart, but if the periods
are different as is the case when the two spheres are very unequal,
the wave in the smaller sphere will return first and effect a
separation before the return of the longer period wave. More
energy remains therefore in the larger sphere in the form of vibra-

tion, and e is smaller than when the two spheres are of the same
size.

135. Glancing Collision of Two Smooth Spheres,—^Let the
motion be referred to the center of gravity of the system. If Vi

and V2 are the velocities before collision and Ui and U2 the veloci-

ties after collision, then, by the principle of momentum,

miVi + m2V2 = 0,1

and > (1)

^lUi + m2U2 == oj

The velocities Vi and V2 are collinear but the centers of the two
spheres do not move in the

same straight line. Likewise

ui and U2 are collinear. Fig. 73.

Let a be a unit vector in the

line joining the centers of the

spheres at the instant of impact,

directed from the center of m2
toward the center of mi. Since

the spheres are smooth, the

impulse acts in the line of centers and it can be written

I = ±
mim2

1
t;a,

+ m2

the positive sign giving the impulse on mi and the negative sign

on m2; and as before

M = mim2

mi + ^2
Ml

mi

mi + m2 M2
m2

mi + m2 Ml + M2 = 1.
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The equations of momenta, then, are

miUi = miVi + Mvdi^
whence

Ui == Vi +
= m2V2 — ikfz;a, U2 = ^2 — fxiva.

The difference between the equations in the last column gives

Ug — Ui = V2 — Vi — VSLf

and on multiplying through by • a, it is found that

V = (V2 — Vi) • a - (U2 — Ui) • a.

Since the impulse acts in the line of centers, the components
of the velocities perpendicular to this line are not altered, but

by Sec. 134 the components in the line are multiplied by
where e is the coefficient of restitution. Hence

(U2 — Ui) • a = -“e(v2 — Vi) • a,

and

V = (1 + 6)(v2 — Vi) • a.

From Eqs. (1) it is found that

V2 - Vi =
V2

fj'i

Vi—

,

M2

so that the expression for v can also be written

« — 1+6
i) V2 • a Vi • a.

Ml M2

The equations in the second column of Eqs. (2) then become

and

Ui = Vi ~ (1 + e)v

U2 = V2 (1 + e)v2

1 • a a,l

2 • a a./

(3)

(4)

±1 = +(1 + e)m2V2 • a = - (1 + e)OTiVi • a.

By taking the dot product of Ui into itself it is found that

ui • ui = vi . vi - (1 - e2)(vi . a)^*-

Ifnw b is a unit vector that has the direction of Vi, this equation
can be written

Wi® = - (1 - e2)(b . a)2],

Ui €Vi; and similarly U2 = €V2,
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e = Vl - (1 - • a)=*.

Thus the ratio of the speeds with respect to the center of mass

after collision is the same as before collision, which is evident

more directly from Eqs. (1). The letter « is independent of Vi

and t>2,
but varies, of course, with a and b. It is equal to e

if a and b are collinear, and equal to 1 if they are mutually

perpendicular.

If OTj = 00 and V2 = 0, the second of Eqs. (4) shows that

Uj = 0. The mass mz can be regarded as a solid surface and Vi

as the velocity of mi with respect to this surface. The first of

Eqs. (4) is then the equation of rebound of an elastic sphere from

a solid surface.

136. The Stroke of a Billiard Cue.—In the game of billiards

the cue ball is started into motion by a sharp blow with the cue.

The tip of the cue is well chalked so as to make the coefficient of

friction of the cue with the ball as large as possible, in the neigh-

borhood of unity, perhaps. The ball rolls on a hard level surface

which is covered with broadcloth and is therefore inelastic.

The coefficient of friction between the ball and the table is small.

Experiments carried out by Morin at the request of Poisson

showed that the laws of friction are the same under impulsive

forces as they are under forces of smaller magnitudes. Assum-

ing that this is true and that there is no slippage at the tip of the

cue, it is desired to find the state of motion of the ball due to the

stroke of the cue at the instant after impact.

Let M be the mass and o the radius of the ball, and Mu the

impulse of the stroke. The velocity u may have any direction

subject to the restriction that its vertical component must be

downward, or zero, but not upward. Let Aft be the reaction

of the table. This also is an impulse, so that the ball is subjected

to two simultaneous impulses. If slippage occurs between the

ball and the table, as is usually the case when the motion is not

one of pure rolling, the impulse Aft lies on the cone of friction

whose apex is at C and whose generating angle is e. Finally,

let i, j, k be a system of mutually orthogonal unit vectors, and

let r with origin at the center of the sphere be the position vector

of the point of application P of the impulse (Fig. 74). The

system of unit vectors is chosen so that the ij-plane through the
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center of the sphere is horizontal and the ki-plane is parallel to

the vector u. ,

The elements of the problem that are given are a, M, u, r, and

e. It is required to find the reaction of the table t, the velocity

of the center of the sphere, v and the angular velocity, or rate of

spin, (i>. As a matter of notation, let

u = u{uii + Uj] + uik), V = v{Vii + va +
r = a(r4 + r,-j + r^bk), t = t{tii + tj] + fck),

o> = 6)(a)4 +

so that Uiy Uj, Uky etc. are the direction cosines of the vectors, and

Uy Vy r, etc. are their tensors.

Since the table is hard and in-

elastic, the upward, or vertical,

component of t is equal in mag-

nitude and opposite in sign to the

vertical component of u, that is,

th -UUky

and, since t lies on the cone of friction,

tk = cos €.

Hence

t = Uk

cos €
’U.

From the manner in which the i, j, k-vectors were chosen

— 0.

The velocity of the center of the sphere, then, is

V = u -h t = J lui - .

_\ cos €/ \COS

The sum of the moments of the two impulses with respect to

the center of the sphere is the change in the moment of momen-
tum of the ball. Since initially the ball was at rest, the change

in the moment of momentum is the same as the moment of

momentum of the ball after impact. The radius of gyration

of the ball is \/|^* Therefore

|a2(D = r X u — ak X t,
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since r is the point of application of u and —ak is the point of

application of t. The evaluation of this expression gives

5 u
w == —

,

a I P + I
“ )J

\ cos €/ \ cos €/

The velocity of the point of contact C of the ball with the

table is V — a CO X k. Since the frictional component of t is in

the same straight line as this velocity, but opposite in direction,

u + t - ^(r X u) X k + ^(k X t) X k = Z k X (k X t),

where I is some constant, and --k X (k X t) is the projection

of t on the ij-plane. If it is agreed to consider only the com-

ponents of the vectors that lie in the ij-plane, this equation can

be written in the simplified form

u + ^k X (r X u) = mty

where m is some constant. The evaluation of this expression

gives

Ui + 2('^iUk - TkUi) i + I
= -mu-^Uii + tjj]

COS €"

The ratio of the coefficients of j to i in this equation gives

5rjUk _ tj

(2 — 5rk)Ui + bviUk ~
ti

tan /3, say.

and this equation, combined with the equation

tP + = sin2

which exists by virtue of the fact that tk = cos €, determines U
and tj] namely

ti = sin € cos /3,

ti == sin € sin jS,

th = cos 6.

Hence, if m is the coefficient of friction,

t — cos i + ju sin j + k].

If the stroke of the cue is horizontal, Uh = 0, Ui = 1 and t van-

ishes; and, if Vi = cos (p cos r/ ~ cos <p sin n ^ sin then

V = w i, c*> = |w(sin p j
— cos ip sin 0 k).
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The ball spins about the j~axis in the forward direction if <p is

positive and in the negative direction if (p is negative, provided

0 = X. li e >T, there is in addition a positive spin about the

vertical axis, and if ^ < x a negative spin. Whatever <p ot 6

naay be the center of the ball moves in the direction of the stroke,

but the spin depends upon both (p and d.

If the stroke is nearly vertical, as in a mass6 shot, if 6 = ir and

Ui U _
Uk cos €

the ball will not slip either on the table or at the tip, and the

ball does not move at all, for friction will not give a negative

motion.

137. The Rebound from a Rail.—As in the preceding section,

let M be the mass of the ball and a its radius. Let Vi be the

velocity of the center of the ball just before contact with the

rail and V2 the velocity just after contact; let o>i be the spin

before contact and 0)2 the spin just after contact; let Mt be the

impulse of the rail and Mi the impulse of the table, and finally,

let i, j| and k be a system of unit vectors with i parallel to the

rail, j perpendicular to the rail, but parallel to the table, and k

vertical, directed upward (Fig. 75) so that

Vi = Viii + Vifj + 0 k, o>i = 03iii + ojij-j + coifck,

V2 = lJ2ii + V2j2 + «^2A:k, G)2 = 0)2x1 + 0)2]] + C02A:k,

r = rii + r/j + rjfck, t = Ui + tj] + ifck.

In order not to complicate the problem unnecessarily it will

be assumed that the rail lies in the horizontal plane through the

center of the ball, that the coeffi-

cient of friction ju with the table

is the same as that with the rail,

and that there is slippage at both

points of contact.

The friction between the ball

and the rail, and also between

the ball and the table, is opposite in direction to the velocities

of the points of contact of the ball. As these velocities change

their directions, in general, during the impact, a rigorous treat-

ment of this change would require a complete theory of the
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elasticity of the materials in use, which is out of the question

here. Furthermore, since the rail is made of rubber, the contact

of the ball with the rail is by no means a point. An approximate
solution, therefore, is all that can be undertaken. Of course,

the solution of every mechanical problem is, in reality, the solution

of an idealized problem, and is therefore but an approximation

to any concrete application, and the degree of the approximation

in every case is a worthy subject of enquiry. In the present

case it will be assumed that the friction throughout the impact

has the same direction as at the first instant of contact, the

change of direction being ignored. This is not the best approxi-

mation that could be made, but it is, perhaps, the simplest one.

Let P be the point of contact with the rail and C the point of

contact with the table. The velocity of the particle of the ball

at P is

Vi + a j X 6)1,

and the component of this velocity in the plane perpendicular to

j is

by taking

Vu + = V) cos a,

0 — ao)u = w sin a.

the expression for w becomes

w = w{i cos a + k sin a).

Similarly the velocity at the point C is

Vi + a k X 6>i,

and the component in the plane of the table is

u = (vit* - ao3ij)i + (vij + awH)j;

by taking

Vu — ao)ij = u cos

vii + ao>ii = u sin jS,

the expression for u becomes

u == u{i cos i3 + j sin /3).

It will be observed that if the state of the ball just before impact

is given, the angles a and may be regarded as known.
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If e is the coefficient of restitution with the rail, the normal

impulse of the rail gives

V2j = -evijy Tj = -(1 + e)viiy

which is positive since vn is necessarily negative. The frictional

impulse is then

Hence

Similarly,

— r,w = (1 + e)vij}jL[i cos a + j sin a].

r = (1 + e)vij{iiJL QOS a — i + kfx sin a].

t = i/i cos ^ — j/x sin /3 + k].

The principle of momentum

V2 = vi + r + t

gives

V2 = + (1 + e)viifjL cos a — tkiJ> cos /3]i — [evij — fc/x sin

+ [tk + (1 + e)vijfjL sin a]k.

In case the ball does not lose contact with the table the coeffi-

cient of k vanishes, and

tk = — (1 + e)vi 3 iJL sin a,

which must be positive. Hence sin a must be positive and o)u

must be negative. This value of tk makes

V2 = [vii + (1 + e)vijju(cos a + jLt sin a cos p)]i

+ [— e + (1 + e)/x2 sin a sin (1)

The principle of moment of momentum then gives

k^(02 = — aj X r — ak X t,

which, after evaluation, becomes

5
cd2 = (di + ^«;i 3^[sin a{(— 1 + sin jS)i + M cos j} + cos a k].

(2)

In case sin a is negative, tk changes sign and also becomes
negative; that is, a downward constraint is necessary to hold the
ball on the table, but as no such constraint exists the ball loses
contact with the table and jumps.
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A solution of closer approximation can be obtained by assum-
ing the lines of friction are a mean between their initial and
final directions, that is,

w = [i(vu + Vu) + + 032k)]i - ia{cou -f-

u = [K^ii + V2t) — ia{o)ij’ + 0)2,Oji

"h + 2^2,) + "t" ^2t)]j)

but the resulting equations, though solvable, are more compli-
cated.

138. General Equations of Im-
pact.—The general equations for

the impact, or collision, of any
two bodies can easily be written

down, although the working out

of a solution in a given particular

case may be very complicated.

With subscripts 1 and 2 to dis-

tinguish the two bodies and G^o

the common center of gravity of

the two masses, let

m be the mass.

G the center of gravity,

C the particle of m at the point of impact,

p the point of impact referred to G,

V the velocity of G with respect to Gq before
impact,

u the velocity of G with respect to Go after impact,
6) the angular velocity before impact,

6) the angular velocity after impact,

Aj Bj Cf D, E, F the moments and products of inertia of m at (?.

Eeference to Fig. 76 will make this notation clear. The impulse
of the impact will be denoted by R, with the component N
normal to the surfaces at the point of contact and the component
T in the tangent plane.

Since other forces that are acting during the collision are of no
importance, the principle of momentum gives the two equations

miUi = miVi + Ri,

m2U2 « m2V2 + R2>
and Ri + R2 = 0.

}
(1)

Likewise the principle of angular momentum gives the equations
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= /iftWi + pi X Ri,\
^2)= /26<*>2 + p2 X R2>/

where Jia and hh are the moments of inertia of mi at Gi with
respect to the instantaneous axis of rotation immediately after

and before impact. Since, by Eqs. (82.6), the components of

ha^i — Ii60)i are

^l(wit — Oit) — Ei(wi,* — G>1,*) — jBi(c3ijfc
—

-6l(cii,* <«)l;) Dli^lk — P
J

(^)

Cl(<^lk — 0)iAj)
““ El{<^li — G>ii) ~ Z)i(<5i/ — <i>lj)>J

and similar equations with subscript 2, no new unknowns are
introduced by the use of the letters Jia, /^a, and J26 .

The four equations in Eqs. (1) and (2) contain five unknown
vectors ui, ^2 , wi, (021 and R. The fifth equation which is neces-
sary for a solution depends upon the nature of the bodies and
their surfaces.

A, The Bodies Are Inelastic and Perfectly Rough.—The
velocities of the particles Ci and C2 just after impact are
respectively

til + Wl X Pl,

and

tl2 + «2 X p2.

If the bodies are inelastic and perfectly rough, the two particles
Cl and C2 do not separate after collision and their relative velocity
is zero. The fifth condition is therefore

U2 *- Ui + ^2 X p2 — wi X pl = 0.

B The Bodies Are Inelastic and Perfectly Smooth.—Imagine a
rectangular system of unit vectors i, j, k in which k is parallel
to the iiormal of the surfaces at the point of impact and i and jare parallel to the tangent plane.

If the two bodies are inelastic and perfectly smooth, the
1- and ]-components of the relative velocity of Ci and Cj are
unaltered; or, perhaps more simply, the i- and j-components ofthe momenta are unaltered. But the k-component of velocity
of Cj with respect to Ci is reduced to zero. The fifth condition istherefore represented by the three equations
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(Ui - Vi) - (Ui - Vi) • k = 0
,

(U2 - V2) - (u-2 - V2)
• k = 0,

(U2 — Ui + W2 X ^2 c.>l X 91) • k == 0 .

C. The Bodies Are Elastic and Perfectly Smooth,-—At the

instant of greatest compression the k-component of the velocity

of C2 with respect to Ci is zero, and the magnitude of the impulse
up to this instant can be computed just as in case B. This value
multiplied by 1 + c, where e is the coefficient of restitution, gives

the entire magnitude of the impulse; and since its direction is

normal to the surfaces, the impulse R is entirely known, and
Eqs. (1) and (2) are sufficient.

D, The Bodies Are Elastic and Partially Rough,—If the collision

is of such a character that slippage occurs, the limiting value of

friction is called into play, and the impulse lies on the cone of

friction. The direction of slip may change during the impact, or

it may even cease. If, however, the slip is always in the same
direction and y is the coefficient of friction, the magnitude of the

frictional impulse is ixN] and the normal component N of the

impulse is computed just as in case C. The frictional impulse

lies in the tangential plane and its direction is opposite to the

relative motion of its point of contact.

There are, of course, other possibilities, for example, the bodies

may collide at two or more points simultaneously or even in areas.

What happens shortly after the impact depends upon the sur-

faces of the bodies at points other than those at which collision

occurs. The bodies may separate immediately like the billiard

balls; one or both bodies may be given a violent spin; a lead

bullet striking the concave side of a steel target may slide so far

that it is completely worn out; the surfaces may roll upon each

other, or roll and slide; etc.

Problems

1 . A loaded freight oar of mass mx moving with a speed vi collides and
unites with a stationary empty car of mass m2. The two cars then move
together with a speed v. Show that

mi
V » r Vh

mi m2

2. A nail, driven into a beam by a 2-lb. hammer moving 20 feet per

second, advances one fourth of an inch at each blow. Assuming that the

resistance of the beam to the nail is constant show that its value is 600 lb.

and its duration is 1/480 second.
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3. A sphere is thrown against a vertical wall which it strikes at right

angles. Neglecting the rotation of the sphere and the resistance of the air,

show that, if a is the distance to the wall and e is the coefficient of restitution,

the ball will strike the ground at a distance ae from the wall.

4. A ball strikes a horizontal floor at an angle of 45° and rebounds at an

angle of 45°. Show that

1 - e

^ I +e

Discuss the change in rotation of the ball.

6.

A heavy cylinder of height h and diameter d rests on a horizontal

board. If the board is started suddenly into motion with the acceleration

a, show that the cylinder will remain at rest relative to the board if and
only if a is less than both i^g and gd/h.

6. Two spheres si and S 2 of the same mass m are acted upon by an
impulse I and by a constant force F respectively in the same direction along

the line joining them. The sphere si is at a distance a behind Sz. In order

that Si may overtake S2 show that it is necessary that

12 > 2amF.

7. An elastic ball falls from rest at a height h and rebounds repeatedly.
If e is the coefficient of restitution show that the ball will come to a state of
rest in

1 4- 6. S
1 - e ^ p

»

and the total distance which it will have traveled is

8. Two equal elastic spheres moving in the same straight line collide
with velocities relative to the ground of

—V and V
1 — e

show that the faster of the two is reduced to a state of rest.

9. Show that the greatest possible change in the direction of motion of
the cue ball when it strikes an object ball at rest occurs when the direction
of projection of the cue ball makes angle

with the line joining the centers of the balls, a being the diameter of the balls
and c the initial distance between the centers of the balls. Assume that the
balls are smooth.

10.

A stiff uniform rod of length 2a and weight w is pivoted at its cen-
ter point slightly out of contact with the floor and a weight w\ is placed on
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one end of it. A second weight W2 falls from a height h and strikes the rod

at a distance c from the pivot, thus throwing wi upward. Show that the

height hi to which wi rises is

A. = (
- eV;,,.

\wi -{- + t'UJ a/

11.

A uniform thin plate of mass /x per unit area is bounded by the axis

ON of a parabola = 4aa;, an arc of the parabola OP, and an ordinate NP,
The corner of the plate at 0 is the vertex of the parabola. If the plate is at

rest with the point 0 fixed and a blow of impulse B perpendicular to the

plate is struck at P, show that the plate will begin to turn about the line OQ,
where Q is a point on the ordinate NP such that

NQ -

and that the instantaneous angular velocity is

where

75

26 iuac^
OQ,

c - ON.

12. Given a plane and an ellipsoid. There exist two parallel planes that

are tangent to the ellipsoid. The straight line through the points of tan-

gency passes through the center of the ellipsoid and is called the diametral

line of the plane with respect to the ellipsoid.

If an impulsive force acts upon a rigid body that has one point fixed, the

impulse and the constraint of the fixed point together form an impulsive

couple. Show that the instantaneous axis of rotation (the axis about which

such a body begins to turn) is the diametral line of the plane of the couple

with respect to the ellipsoid of inertia of the body at the fixed point.

Thus the instantaneous axis is perpendicular to the plane of the couple

only when the plane of the couple is parallel to a principal plane of inertia

of the body at the fixed point.

13. An entirely free body that is acted upon by an impulse begins to turn

about some axis. The line in which the impulse acts is called the line of

percussion, and the line about which the body turns is called the spontaneous

axis of rotation. Prove the following statements:

() The line of percussion is perpendicular to the plane that passes through

the spontaneous axis and through the center of gravity.

() The spontaneous axis is a principal axis of inertia at the point where

it is cut by a plane through the line of percussion perpendicular to the spon-

taneous axis. Therefore a line that does not contain anywhere a principal

point (Sec. 26) cannot be a spontaneous axis for any impulse.

(c) The perpendicular distance between the line of percussion and the

spontaneous axis is equal to the distance of the center of oscillation (Sec. 61)

from the axis of suspension.

(d) If the spontaneous axis is parallel to a principal axis at the center of

gravity, the line of percussion passes through the center of oscillation.
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14. A free inelastic plate of any form, turning in its own plane about an
instantaneous center of rotation S, strikes a fixed point P on the line through
the center of gravity C and S. Show that there are two points, P. and P,,
eqindistant from S for which the magnitude of the blow is a maximum and
that the magnitudes of these blows are inversely proportional to the dis-
tances of Pi and Pa from G,

tripod with three uniform equal legs at right angles with one
0 er IS ^rom a height h and the three feet strike a smooth inelas-

1C floor. Show that if the legs are freely jointed at the top the velocity of
the center of gravity is diminished on striking by one-half.

OH H smooth horizontal table an

f imparts a velocity v.

nemendln^!
umt vectors parallel to the table in the direction of the rod and

ro?^sh?w th t

° imparted to- the other end of the

• i = V . i and w- j
= -Jv. j.



CHAPTER X

THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF ANALYTICAL
DYNAMICS

139. The Generalized Coordinates of Lagrange.—In the

preceding chapters a free use has been made of vector notation

and a free appeal has been made to the intuition. These methods
have led in the end to certain differential equations, the solution

of which, after all, presents the essential difficulties of the problem.

In the present chapter analytic methods, due to Lagrange, lead

to the differential equations in nearly every case with a minimum
use of the intuition. Indeed Lagrange states in the preface to his

“M^canique Analytique’^ that no diagrams are to be found in

his book.

In Chapter III, Sec. 28, it was shown that a system of n free

particles leads to 3n differential equations each of the second

order and in Chapter IV that a rigid body may be regarded as £

system of free particles subject to 3n “ 6 constraints, and there-

fore a rigid body that is entirely free has six degrees of freedom—
that is, the position and orientation of the body are completel3

specified by six independent parameters.

It is possible to generalize this and to say that any materia

system can be regarded as a system of free particles subject t(

3n — fc independent constraints, and having therefore h degrees

of freedom. That is to say, the coordinates of the particles

Xi, yif Zt can be expressed by means of k parameters, or by means

of k parameters and the time if the constraints depend upon th<

time in a known way. These parameters are known as th(

generalized coordinates of Lagrange.

Consider, for example, a single rigid body the coordinates o

whose particles are Xi, yi, Zi with respect to some fixed trihedroi

of reference. Imagine another trihedron with origin at the cente

of gravity of the body, rigidly attached to the body. Wit)

respect to this trihedron the coordinates of the particles ar(

hr Vir ti which, no matter how the body may move, remain fiixe<

constants throughout the motion. If x, y, z are the coordinate

307
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of the center of gravity of the body with respect to the fixed

trihedron of reference, the equations of transformation are

OJt = a; + ai^i + a^rji +
2/1 = 2/ + + ^ztij r

Zi = z + yi^i + y 2'ni + 73ri>‘j

where ai, o!2, . . . , Ts are the nine direction cosines that define

the orientation of the trihedron that is attached to the body with

respect to the fixed reference trihedron. These direction cosines

can be regarded as functions of the three Eulerian angles <p, t/',

and 6, as in Sec. 52 where the functional relationship is given.

If the direction cosines in Eq. (1) are replaced by their values

from Sec. 52, all of the coordinates Zi, 2/t, and Zi, are expressed in

terms of the six independent parameters a;, 2/, z; (pj d, and if the

values of these parameters at any instant are known, Eq. (1)

gives the position of each particle of the body. It is desirable
therefore to have the differential equations of these parameters
which are the Lagrange coordinates in this case.

I. HOLONOMIC SYSTEMS

140. The Differential Equations of Lagrange.—Each particle
of any system must satisfy a set of differential equations of the
form

miXi' = Zi,

miVi" - Fi,

niiZi" = Zi,

(1 )

where and Zi represent the components of the resultant
of all of the forces, both interior and exterior, that are acting upon
it, Sec. 28. While these equations must be satisfied, they are not
independent if constraints exist. Suppose that constraints do
e^t and that the system has only k (<3n) degrees of freedom.
Then there exist equations of transformation that relate the
coortoates a;,-, yi, and and the k parameters (Lagrangian
coordmates) that are needed to express the k degrees of freedom,
as m Eqs. (139.1). Let these equations be

- <?<(?!,
• •

.gjtjO,]

Vi = Mqi, •
•

, qk;t),> (2)
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which may or may not contain the time : it is immaterial. In the

following analysis, it will be understood that

dXj _ 3^ 0^ _ dZi _ doii

dqj dq/ dqj ~ dq/ dq,-
~

dq^

If the first of Eqs. (1) is multiplied by dxi/dq,-, the second by
dyi/dqj, and the third by dzijdqj and the three equations are then

added, there is obtained

fdXi ,, + ^
Sq,^' dq>") Qi i = 1, ,n. (3)

where, for brevity of notation,

Qu - + vm +
dqj dqj dqj

(4)

It will be verified without much difficulty that Eq. (3) can be

written in the form

where, as usual,

If the equations of transformation are differentiated with

respect to the time, it is seen that

Xi/
—

.

Vi (6)
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From these equations it is found that

^ dy/ _ ^ ^
dq/ dq/ “ dq/ dq/ ~ dq/

and the equations

^Vi i*££
\dqi) dq/ \dq,J dq/ \dq,J dq/’

result from the identities

k

dx/ _ d^Xj
,

d^Zj _ /^iV
dQj ~

By virtue of the equalities in Eqs. (7), Eqs. (5) can now be
written

d- V
>^y^'

4- , '^A]

- m- x '^ 4- 7/
I „ .

L oqj dq,- dq,]

and if the sum of these equations with respect to the letter
taken, there results

^
i = 1,

• •
•

,
fc. i (8)

'
I « 1 .

Since the kinetic energy of the system is

T = §2mi(x/ + y/“ + z/’),
i = 1

it is readily seen that Eqs. (8) become

(NL\ _^T _
\dq// dq,-

“ Qh 3 1,
,

A:. (9)
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if, for brevity
n n

Equations (9) are the general form of the equations of Lagrange.
They are valid for all systems in which the constraints are

expressible in an integral form, or, if they are in a differential

form, these differential forms are integrable. Systems of this

type are called holonomic. If the constraints are expressed in

non-integrable differential forms, or if the equations of trans-

formation involve the derivatives, qi, . . . , qu, it is readily

seen that the above analysis does not hold and the system is

non-holonomic. An example of such a system is a sphere rolling

upon any given surface, for instance, a plane. In this case the

point of contact describes a curve upon the sphere and upon the

given surface, and one of the constraints is that there is no
slipping. This requires that an arc element on the sphere be

equal to the corresponding arc element of the curve on the given

surface. That is, the constraint is differential in form, and this

differential form is non-integrable.

It is evident from Eqs. (6) that the x/, yi, and Zi are linear

functions of q/, . . . , q^ and therefore T is quadratic in the

q”s. Furthermore T is homogeneous of the second degree in

the ^'’s if the time does not occur explicitly in the equations of

transformation, that is, if the constraints are not moving con-

straints; otherwise T is quadratic but non-homogeneous.

141. There Exists a Potential Function.—The equations of

Lagrange have a very simple form when there exists a potential

function for the exterior forces.

The forces F,-, Zi [Eqs. (140.1)] that act upon the individual

particle.H of the system are divisible into two classes: the interior

forces and the exterior forces. Therefore

Xi - -1- Yi » F.-<'> + F<<*), Zi = ;

and [Eq, (140.10)]

+
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the interior forces being represented by the superscript 1, and the
exterior by superscript 2.

The components of the vector that represents the displacement
of the particle at Xi, yt, Zi, are (I, 350)

dzi
bZi

dqs,

assuming that g,- alone varies, the other parameters remaining
fixed. The components of the resultant of the interior forces
that are acting on this particle are and Z,-”'. Hence

Xxiyp + +
dq,-

^
‘ dqj

dq,-

represents the work done on the system by the interior forces in an
infinitesimal displacement due to a change dqj in the parameter
q,-; or, for short, an infinitesimal displacement in the q,- direction.

It was shown in Sec. 48 that the work done on the particles of a
rigid body by the interior forces is zero, and therefore for a rigid
body

dq,/
= 0 .

This result can be extended to systems of rigid bodies that are
connected by pivots, or sliding and pure rolling contact in SO far
as the fnction of pivoting, sliding or rolling can be ignored: in
these cases either there is no displacement, as in pivoting and
roiimg or the displacements are perpendicular to the pressures

^ such cases of articulated systems
of n^d bo<hes the work done by the interior forces vanishes.

Ihe work done by the exterior forces is, of course.

For the sake of a name, therefore, it is convenient to call O

s„rs°' “r 'T
“

I 360) Irt »' “ Particle«, 360). la the caee of syetea, of Mo„y p„ticles .io^ep^eents
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a change in configuration of the system due to an infinitesimal

change in the coordinate the other q^s remaining fixed. Since

Qj dqj is the work done by the forces acting in this change of

configuration, it is convenient to retain the language that is

applicable to a single particle, and say that the Qj are the com-
ponents of the resultant force in the direction.

If there exists a potential function U{xxj yi, Zi; X2 , 2/2 ,
Z 2 ;

... ;t)j of the exterior forces, so that

T J

OXi
y.ca) = ^

‘ dy-
= djJ

dZi
1

,
n,

then, for all systems in which the work done by the interior

forces vanishes,

Qi =

n

dU dXi
,
dU dyi

dZi dqj dqj

, dU dzA
^ dqj) dqi

Under these circumstances the equations of Lagrange [Eqs.

(140.9)] become

/arV _ ^ ^
\dqj') \dqj) dqi

or

(dT\ _ d{T + U)

\dqj') dqj
i = 1, (1 )

If a new function L is defined by the relation

L = r + U, (2)

the equations of Lagrange can be written

dT _ dL

dqi dqi’

since U does not depend upon qi, qi, . . . , qti. The function

L is called the kinetic potential^ or the Lagrangian function. Since

U, the potential function, is the negative of the potential energy,

it is seen that the Lagrangian function is the difference between the

kinetic and the potential energies of the system.
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If one knows how to write down the kinetic and potential
energies in terms of the parameters adopted, . . . ,

and
their derivatives g/, . . . , qkj Eqs. (3) furnish the scheme for
deriving the differential equations of motion. It will be noticed
that the constraints do not appear in the equations; that is, th€
constraints have been eliminated.

Equations (3) apply only to holonomic systems; that is, to
systems for which the equations of transformation appear in
finite form and independent of the velocities; or, if thc^y are in
differential form, these forms are Integrable. Otherwise tlic
system is non-holonomic, and Eqs. (3) are not valid in general
even when they can be formed.

142. The Energy and Other Integrals.—Suppose the eon-
s ramts are independent of the time. Then the equations of
transformation also are independent of the time, and Eqs. (140.6)
are both linear and homogeneous in

,
q,^'- and the

expression for the kmetic energy T is homogeneous and quadratic

by q/ and then summed with
respect to the letter 3. There results

Now
dq/J

ydL

idq
-g/ = 0.

( 1 )

2(S)v-2(S)V-2(.,gy
and

1 dT
'iBq/

Hence

y •

follows from^EurrTtWm^of
hornm on homogeneous functions that
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Hence

- 2I-'
=

is an exact differential; and, by integration,

T — U == E = constant. (2)

Since T is the kinetic energy and —U is the potential energy, the

total energy E is constant. Equation (2) is the energy integral.

It is evident, at once, from Eqs. (141.3) that if for any j

dqi

the remaining part of the differential equation is an exact differ-

ential, and that

dL
^

^

. = constant (3)
dqj

is an integral. Under these conditions qj is called an ignorable

or cyclic coordinate because it does not occur in L, For each

ignorable coordinate, there is a corresponding integral.

143. Systems That Are Constrained to Rotate Uniformly.

—

If any holonomic system is placed upon a table that is rotating

uniformly, it will still be holonomic when referred to the rotating

table and Lagrange’s equations are still valid. Let the axis of

rotation be taken as the 2!-axis, then

Xi = pi cos {di + Oil)

yi = Pi sin {Bi +

in which the angular velocity co is constant. The polar coordi-

nates p and B then refer to a polar axis that is at rest relatively to

the table. The kinetic energy becomes

T == + y/* + 0/*)

= +- Pi +" pi^Bi ) + oiZrriipi^Bi +
- T2 + + co^To.
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In this expression represents the terms homogeneous of

degree 2, Ti homogeneous of degree 1, and Tq homogeneous of

degree zero in the accented letters. If the equations of trans-

formation do not otherwise contain the time, will be a homo-

geneous function of degree 2 in g/, . . . , <lh, Ti and To will be

homogeneous of degree 1 and 0 respectively in the same letters,

and all three in general will be functions of the coordinates

gi, . ‘ . qh>

The equations of Lagrange then become

If the coeflBLcient of w in this equation vanishes and if a new
potential function is taken such that

U2 = C/ -j-

the above equation reduces to the previous form

\pq/) dq^ dqi
'

The motion of the system is just the same as though the table
were at rest and the term -f were added to the potential
function, or were added to the potential energy, and
these are called the centrifugal force terms.
The coefficient of co vanishes if every Bi vanishes, for then

Ti = 0. This is impossible for a rigid body that is actually
moving with respect to the table except for a translation parallel
to the axis, but it is possible for discrete particles, or a straight rod
or a thin plane sheet. The coefficient also vanishes if Ti is an
exact differential, say

Ti = S',

for then

== (^\ ^ dS' _ dTi
\^1i'

)

W// \%/ dq,- dq/

and this condition is always satisfied if * = 1
, for then Ti has the

form

144. Reduction of the Order of the Differential Equations
When There Are Ignorable Coordinates.—In 1876 Routh
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showed that if the system has s (<k) ignorable coordinates the
resulting integrals can be used to reduce the order of the differ-
ential equations by s and still preserve the Lagrange form of
the equations. It is the purpose of the present section to
exhibit this reduction.

It will be supposed that the notation has been chosen in such
a way that the integrals [Eqs. (142.3)] are

dL
- Pjj i = 1, 2, • •

• s. (1)

These equations are linear in gi', . . . , and are independent
* •

• ? Qa- Equations (1), therefore, can be solved for

g/, . . . , g/ in terms of . . . ,
and g,+i, . . . , g*. Now

form the function

^ ®

and eliminate gi^ . . . , g/ from it, so that R becomes a function
of g«4- l >

* *
* ) Qk 7 g«+l 7 * • • ) Qk 7 • 7

If the letters gr, gr', are given small arbitrary variations the
functions L and R also will receive small variations, so that

dR -

Since L does not contain gi,

k

. g«)

i — a + l i>»s+li - « +

1

and since by Eqs. (1),

it is seen that

•(© 5/5,', i "" 1^
* *

’
,

s.

S~l j-1 J-1
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and therefore

y=«+i y=i

But if the variations are formed directly from R,

J = y = s+i y**!

Therefore, if the variations in Eqs. (3) and (4) are the same

0
= .2 (i - i)^. . i (i - 0).,/ -

J = s+1
J = s+ 1

^ ^

s

'^‘7/ +

(3 )

(4)

'S^/ , ,

dR\
>.f „/ 4-

—-Jdfi,.;
y=i

and, since the variations are arbitrary, it follows that
dL dR

and
dq/ dq/'

dZf _ dR

W/ ®
•

•
»

s.
a-' -<1=

-
J = 1, •

.

The equations of motion [Eqs. (141.3)] therefore become

Y-Vfg/y dqj
= 0, j = s + 1,

,
k,

3 = 1,
(5 )

Thus, if the dynamical system has k degrees of freedom and <s

rTtr't;*'5 *“ ^educeX rek - s degrees of freedom and s quadratures,

has the kinetic energy T. Suppose
coordinate m, the oSer o’s

^ variation of the
rotation of the entire system aboulTfixeS

^
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= constant.

Let the fixed axis be taken as the 2-axis of a rectangular
coordinate system, then

?
= + y%

+

V dqi dqi

Passing to polar coordinates, let

so that

X = r cos 6, y = r sin 9, z = z,

— 7- sm 9 = —y, = r cos 9 = +x,

= "^^i^i^y' — y^') = “ angular momentum.

The angular momentum is constant. Hence the theorem:
Whenever a system can be rotated as if it were rigid about a fixed axis

without violating any of the constraints and without altering any
of the forces that are acting on it, then the moment of momentum of

the system about this axis is constant.

Again, suppose that qi, having the same meaning as before, is

not an ignorable coordinate. The kinetic energy will not depend
upon qi, although it does depend upon qf, since

T = + yf + zD = -h rHf^ z'^),

does not depend upon the angles 9i. The Lagrange equation

[Eq. (140.9)1 for the coordinate qi becomes

Since Qi dqi is the work done in an infinitesimal rotation, Qi
is the couple that is acting on the system, or the sum of the

moments of all of the forces, including the constraints, with

respect to the fixed axis. Since dT/Bqf is the angular momen-
tum, as has just been seen, the theorem on angular momentum
(I, 32) again presents itself, namely: the time rale of change of the
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angular momentum about any fixed axis is equal to the sum of the

moments of all of the forces with respect to that axis.

146. Reduction of the Order of the Differential Equations by

Means of the Energy Integral.—In 1900 Whittaker effected a

reduction in the order of the differential equations by means

of the energy integral in a manner somewhat similar to that of

Routh (Sec. 144) for the ignorable coordinates, the Lagrange

form of the differential equations being preserved.

If the time does not occur explicitly, the kinetic energy is a

homogeneous quadratic form in qi, . . . , qk ,
aad energy

equation [Eq. (142.2)] can be written

since

2T and L = T -{-U.

If the substitution

q/ = PiQi, i = 2,
• •

•
,

fc,

(1 )

(2)

is made, equation (1) can be solved for qf as a function of the

letters P2, . , py, qi, , qk, or it can be regarded as

defining such a function implicitly. By the same substitutions

the Lagrangian function L passes over into another function W 1 ,

so that

HQi, • qk'; qi,
•

, qk) = Wi{qi; Pi, • pjc’, qi,

Now

dL

dqf

dL

dq/

dqj

Let the function

dWi _
dqi' 2a

i=2
1 dWi
qf dp/
dWi
dq/

q/ dWi
gi'2 dpj

’

i = 2,---

i = 1,
• • •

?*)•

(3)
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be formed and the substitutions Eq. (2) made in it. By the use
of Eqs. (3), it is found that

^ dWr
dqi'’

and the energy equation becoine.s

(4)

<71

,dW,

Qqi'
Wi E.

If this expression is differentiated with respect to p,- and q/
respectively, and it is remembered that qi' is a function of these
letters, it is seen that

dp,- dqi dpi) dp/

1

!£L + I
‘ dqj dqi' dqj dq,-

j

Likewise, from Eq. (4),

dW ^ dWi d^'
^ dW i \

dp,-
“

dp,- ^ ^?~d/,-' I

dqj d<7i'* ~dqi dq,' dqj J

A comparison of Eqs. (5) and (6) shows that

djf ^ J.
dWj

dp7 Vi~^p7
and

dlf 1 dWi
_

dqj ” qi' dq] ’

and then, from Eqs. (3),

dF
dp,-

dL
dq]'

and
dW
’d(f]

L
qi dq/

2
,

The equations of Lagrange [Eqs. (141.3)] then become

J * 2,
* ", A;.

(5)

(6)

k.

(7)

Since the time does not occur explicitly in L, it does not occur

in W. After forming the derivatives dW/dpj, the letters p/ can

be replaced by their equivalents
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dqi

It is then seen that Eqs. (7) are Lagrange equations for a new

system in which W is the kinetic potential and qi plays the role of

the time. If these equations can be solved, 5
^

2 ,
• . . , 5"* will be

expressed as funct ons of qi, and these values substituted in the

energy equation [Eq. (5)] will give qi as a function of the time by a

quadrature. Thus by means of Whittaker’s transformation,

the energy integral reduces a dynamical system with k degrees of

freedom to another system with k — 1 degrees of freedom, and a

quadrature.

147. Motion with Reversed Forces.—Suppose there is given a

dynamical system in which the constraints are independent of the

time and the forces depend only on position. Lagrange’s

equations are then

(1 )

Under the hypotheses made, T is a homogeneous quadratic

function of gi', . . . , g*', and Q,* depends only upon gi, . . . gjb.

Suppose also that the solutions of these equations are

5^? fj (.^1} * > ^kj 1^1}
' '

’
) ^k) /n\

Q/ ^ S/{oLh ' '
'

y OCkl '
J h] Oj ^

where the a’s and j^’s are constants such that

^f(O) = c.,-, g/(0) = iS,., j = 1,
. .

.
, (3)

Suppose further that t is changed into ^V, i = 's/— 1 . Since
{dTJdq/y and {dT/dq^) are homogeneous of degree —2 in dt, and
Qi is independent of dt, the differential equations ( 1 ) become

where

d/dTi\ _^
dTydqiJ dqi

Qjj

-Tiiqi, • •
•

, g,) ^
, g,'),

(4)

the accents denoting differentiation with respect to t and the dot
differentiation with respect to r. On account of the homogeneity
of T, Ti is precisely the same function of the arguments
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ffij • • • ) 7* that r is of g'l , . . , , g/. The solutions however
become

Qf
= • •

•
, a*; ^1,

• •
•

, fo; ir), (6)

4i = •••,“*; ^1, , ;8*; ir);

and the initial values are

qj(0) = a,-, g,(0) = j = 2,
• •

•
, fc. (g)

Equations (4) differ from Eqs. (1) only in that the forces are

reversed. If t is the time in Eqs. (1) and r is regarded as the time

in Eqs. (4), Eqs. (2) are the solutions of Eqs. (1) and Eqs. (6)

are the solutions of Eqs. (4). If the letters a and ^ have the

same values in the two cases and if the initial values are real in

both cases, it is necessary that (8,- = 0 for every j; that is, the

system must start from rest. Under these conditions the solution

for] Eqs. (4) is obtained from Eqs. (2) merely by changing t

into it, and since Eqs. (6) also are real, c

it follows that ?,• is an even function

of t and (?/ is an odd function.

For example, the simple pendu- /
lum (Fig. 77) oscillates in the arc / \

BAD of the vertical circle with a

certain period Px, the pendulum

being at rest at the points B and D.

If the forces he reversed, or, its

equivalent, if the circle be rotated

through 180° about a horizontal axis

through the center O, the pendulum

oscillates in the arc BCD with a

certain other period Pi. Consequently, if 6 represents the angle

which the pendulum rod makes with the vertical, ^ is a periodic

function of the time, say

$

and (pit) has the real period Pi. If the forces are reversed

6 » (piU)

is real with the period Ft. Thus pit) is a doubly periodic function

of t with the periods Pi and tJPj. Therefore pH) cannot be

functionally simpler than an elliptic function. If it were known

that pH) is a uniform function, this would be sufficient to show
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that it is an elliptic function, which is actually the case. (See

also I, 306.)

148. Lagrange’s Equations for Impulses.—The changes in the

momenta or the velocities that occur during an impulse are very

simply derived from the Lagrangian equations of motion, which

are

i = 1,
' •

•
,

/c.

for on multiplying through by dt and integrating from 0 to t,

there results

The first term is immediately integrable and represents the

change that occurs in dTjdq/ during the impulse; that is

dT _ I

dq/

the first term representing the values at the end of the impulse,

and the second the values at the beginning. The second integral

vanishes, for the integrand dT/dqj is finite and the interval of

integration is infinitely short. The third integral,

is the impulse in the qj direction, or the g,-component of the
impulse.

Hence for impulses, the equations of Lagrange become simply

dT
dq/

dT
dq/ t=o

i = 1, ,fc.

These equations are linear in the q/^Sj since T is quadratic in
these letters. The determinant does not vanish, as is shown
in Sec. 162. The equations can therefore be solved, and the
changes in the momenta that occur during the impulse can be
determined.

149. The Atwood Machine.—As a simple problem illustrative
of Lagrange s method consider the Atwood machine in which a
rope with weights of mass mi and attached at each end is
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placed over a pulley of radius a and moment of inertia mk^ with
respect to the axis. Determine the motion when the system is

released from a state of rest under the assumption that there is no
friction, and that the rope is without mass.

Let the free ends of the rope initially be of length li and hj and
let 6 be the angle of rotation of the pulley. The kinetic energies

of the two weights are evidently

and

respectively, and the kinetic energy of the pulley due to its rota-

tion is [Eq. (49.1)]

therefore

T = M(^i + + mfc2]0'".

The potential energies of the two weights with respect to the level

of the axis of the pulley are

+ ciB) and -~m2g(l2 —

and the potential energy of the wheel is constant and equal to

zero. Hence

U == migih + aB) + m2g{k — a0),

and

L = M(^i + ^2)^2 + mP]0'* + mig(li + clB) + m2g(l2 — ci^)-

The system has but one degree of freedom, and Lagrange\s

equation,

/^Y =
\dB') bb'

gives the differential equation

[(mi + m2)a^ + mfc^jd" = (mi — m2)ga,

or

= (^1

(mi + m2)a^ + mfc^

The motion is therefore a uniformly accelerated one.

160. The Double Pendulum.—To a simple pendulum of mass

mi and length h is attached a second one of mass m2 and length h.
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Determine the equations of motion under the assumption that
the system is constrained to move in a vertical plane (Fig. 78).

Let 0 be the fixed point of suspension of li, let

^1 be the angle which h makes with the vertical,

and 02 the angle which h makes with li. If 0 is

the origin of a rectangular system of coordinates

with the 2/-axis vertical, the equations of trans-

formation are

Xi = +li sin 01,

^

iC2 ^ “hh sin 0i -f- I2 sin (0i -j- 02);

2 Vi = —h cos 01,

2/2 “ li cos 01 — I2 cos (01 “f“ 02) >

from which, since

T = ^mi(a;i'*-h yi^) + ^m2 (x2
^^ + 2/2'*),

U = -migyx - m2gy2i

is readily derived

T = + ^2(^1^ + 2Z1Z2 cos 02 + Z2^)]0i'*

“h W2[ZlZ2 cos 02 “h Z2^] 01^02^ "h 2‘^2Z2^^2^
}

[/ = (mi -f m2)lig cos 0i + m2l%g cos (0i + 02).

The Lagrangian function is

Hence

L = r + Z7.

— = [miZi^ -f- m2(Zi2 + 2Z1Z2 cos 02 + Z22)]0i' +
m2[ZiZ2 cos 02 4" Z2402^>

SL ~ ^2[ZiZ2 cos 02 4" Z24^/ 4“ ^2Z2^02^,

dL
- NT*— (^1 4- m2)Zigr sin 0i 4- m2l2g sin (0i 4- 02),

dL—— = m2lil2 sin 020i' + m2lil2 sin 020/02' 4- mhg sin (0i 4- 0*2) •

The differential equations of Lagrange
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now become the differential equations of motion,

[mih^ + + 2Ui cos 0^ + - 2mM% sin etdi'di' -
niilik sin Bid/ + mJilik cos 6^ + +

(mi + m2)hg sin di + niikg sin (Si + Sj) = 0
, (1 )

and

mSih cos 02 + + m,hh sin 020i'’

+ m2l2g sin (^i + $2) = 0 . (2)

Since there are no ignorable coordinates, no integrals can be
obtained from this source. The energy integral

r — [/ = constant,

holds, and this is the only integral that is evident.

If I2 = 0
,
the double pendulum reduces to the simple pendulum.

The second equation [Eq. (2)] is satisfied identically, and the first

[Eq. (1 )] reduces to

(mi + ^2)11^61' + (mi + m^hg sin ^ = 0
,

which, after removal of the factor (mi + m2)Zi, is seen to be the
equation for the simple pendulum. Likewise, if h = 0

,
the

double pendulum becomes a simple pendulum. In this event it is

seen that Eqs. (1 ) and (2) become identical, namely,

+ ^2^0 4" sin (01 + ^2) = 0 .

The equations again reduce to the equation of motion of a simple

pendulum, since 61 + $2 is the angle which h makes with the

vertical. Evidently, 61 can be taken equal to zero.

161 . The Motion of a IWgid Body about a Fixed Point.—

A

single point of a rigid body is fixed in position, but the body
otherwise is free to move. Find the equations of motion.

This problem was treated in Chapter VI, and the discussion

there led to the establishment of Euler^s equations [Eqs. (85 .3)].

In the present section the approach is through the method of

Lagrange.

Let 0 be the fixed point, which will be taken as the origin of a

trihedron rjj f that is rigidly attached to the body, and also

as the origin of a trihedron x, y, z that is regarded as fixed in space.

In order to define the position of the body in space it is necessary
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merely to define the position of the moving trihedron 17, f with

respect to the fixed trihedron x, y, Zj and, as is shown in Sec. 52,

this is conveniently done by means of the three angles of Euler,

where B is the angle between the z- and the i'-axes, ^ is the

angle between the a;-axis and the line OK (Fig. 24) the ascending
node of f77-plane on the rry-plane, and <pj called the angle of

rotation, is the angle between the line of nodes OK and the
f-axis. These three angles will be taken as the coordinates of
Lagrange.

If the f-, 77-, and f-axes coincide with the principal axes of
inertia of the body at the point 0 (Sec. 20), the kinetic energy
of the body is, by Eq. (83.2),

T = + Ccoi.2),

where, as before, A, 5, and C are the principal moments of
inertia of the body at the point 0, and Wf, and are the
angular velocities which, expressed in terms of the Eulerian
angles and their derivatives are [Eqs. (85.4)]

sin B sin (p Ar B' cos <p^ 1

co„ = sin B eos <p - B' sin <p, > (1)
cof = CCS B + j

Taking Lagrange's equations in the form

coordinate g.- with the coordinate <p, it follows

Now
(2)

_ dT dwf
~ ^ = C'tof,

since ,p’ enters in T only through and
3T

^ _
d<P dcoj d,p d<p

~ ~
for

^ sin ecosv- e' sin = +«„
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do)^ d<p ^ ^ sin V?
- (9' cosi^ = -co^.

Hence Eq. (1) gives

Ccoj-' + (S - .4)co^co, == iVf, (3)

in agreement with the third equation of Eqs. (85.3). Since
the product of dip is the work done on the body in an infini-
tesimal displacement dip, and d remaining constant, evi-
dently, is the (P-, or f-, component of the couple that is acting
on the body. It is represented by in Eq. (3) in conformity
with the notation in Eqs. (85.3).

Equation (3) does not contain the coordinates ip, 6 explicitly,

and the symmetry with respect to the angular velocities gives
the other two equations of Euler,

ACO^' + (C — B)a3rj0)^ = iV|, \
+ {A - = iV„ J

without computation. The actual computation of these equa-
tions by the method of Lagrange is much more laborious than is

the derivation of Eq. (2), but it involves no particular difficulties

if it is recognized that

JVf sin 0 == sin <^ + Qe cos sin 0 cos 6 sin (p, 1

Nr, sin d = Qp cos p — sin y? sin 0 — cos 9 cos p, > (5)

JV’f = + Q^; J

for which a study of Fig. 46 is recommended, Qe being the couple

about the line OK, Qp the couple about the z-axis, and the

couple about the f-axis.

162. Motion of a Top on a Smooth Horizontal Plane.—It will

be assumed that the top is the common top of revolution and

that the f-axis coincides with the axis of the top. The central

ellipsoid of inertia is then one of revolution with A = B. If Z is

the distance from the point of the top to the center of gravity,

the height of the center of gravity above the plane is I cos and

its potential energy is Mgl cos 9.

Since the plane is smooth the components of the velocity of

the center of gravity parallel to the plane are constants which

for the present purpose can be taken equal to zero. The 2-com-

ponent of the velocity of the center of gravity is —19* sin 9,
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Hence the exterior kinetic energy (Sec. 35) is sin^ The
interior kinetic energy is, as in the previous section,

and the angular velocities are related to the Eulerian angles just

asinEqs. (151.1).

The Lagrangian function is therefore

L = sin2 d + sin2 d + B'") + iC(rA' cos d + sy
— Mgl cos $.

It will be observed from this expression that and (p are ignorable
coordinates; and therefore

— = sin^ 6 C cos 6 (^' cos 6 + 0') == Ci, (1)

dL = C(i/' cos 6 + (p') = C2j (2)

are integrals; and, in addition to these two, there is the energy
integral

WW* sin2 e + Sin^’ 6 + 6'") + cos 6 <p'y

+ Mgl cos d = cs. (3)

Inasmuch as these three integrals are sufficient to determine the
motion it is not necessary to write down the differential equations
of motion.

_

Equations (1) and (2) are linear in ,p' and and their solution
gives

Cl — C2 cos 6
^

sin^ B

{A sin^ g + C cos^i el - Cci cos 9

(4)

AC sini* 9

The elinunation of v' and between Eqs. (1), (2), and (3) gives

sin* 4- 4- ~ 0)* „ co*
^ ^ Jsin* 9

— + 2Jlffirlcos 0 = 2c* -
and by takmg

“ ^

cos 9 = X
A Ma

, C Mc^, Cl = c* = My^^,

2c* — ^ = Af7 **,
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it reduces readily to the equation

a^[a^ + - (71^

- 2a^glx(l - x^). (6)

The variables are separable in this equation, but x is, in general,
^ i^yperelliptic function of the time. After 6 has been expressed
as a. function of the time, Eqs. (4) and (5) give ^ and (p as func-
tions of the time by two quadratures. The entire problem is

therefore reduced to three quadratures.

II. NON-HOLONOMIC SYSTEMS

163. Example—the Rolling Sphere.—^Let x, y, z be the

coordinates of the center of the sphere and and B its Eulerian

angles. If JJ is its potential function, the Lagrangian function

L is

L = + 2'’) + + JS^^2 + + XJ (1)

where the angular velocities a?,, and cof are related to <Pi 4^, B;

(p\ B' as in Eqs. (151.1).

If the sphere is entirely free, the system is holonomic, and the

equations of motion are formed in accordance with the method of

Lagrange; the sphere has six degrees of freedom. If the sphere

is constrained to be always in contact with the a:2/-plane and

the contact is smooth, it is necessary to write merely

z = a, 2' = 0, (2)

and the degrees of freedom are reduced from six to five. The

constraint [Eq. (2)] leaves the system holonomic; but if the

sphere is constrained to a pure rolling contact, or rolling and

pivoting, it is necessary to formulate the fact that the velocity

of the particle of the sphere in contact with the xy-plane is

always zero. These conditions are given in Eqs. (121.7) in the

form
O’ jp
— Q/COy — 0, (Ty “f“ dOiSx ” <» (^)

where d is the velocity of the center of the sphere, and therefore

Cx = aj', (Ty = 2/', <Tz = z',

and oj*, Wj,, CO* are the components of the instantaneous angular

velocity with respect to the a;-, 2/-, and z-axes. Now
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Wi = aiwf + a2<o, + aswfjl

and >

oiy = /SiOJf + )

where the a^s and /3’s are the direction cosines, as in Sec. 52

where their expressions in terms of Euler^s angles are given.

On substituting in their values and inserting the values of W|,

o)rjj and coj- from Eqs. (151.1), Eqs. (3) become

x' “ ad' sin yp + a<p' sin 6 cos ^ == 0,

y' + ad' cos \p + a<p' sin ^ sin == 0, (5)

or, on multiplying through by dt,

dx — a dd + a sin B cos \p d<p = 0,

dy + a cos \p dd -i- a sin B sin yp d<p = 0. (6)

Only such displacements as satisfy Eqs. (6) are possible, or,

if preferred, only such velocities as satisfy Eqs. (5). There are

two of these constraints in addition to the constraint in Eq. (2),

and the degrees of freedom of the sphere are reduced to three.

As Eqs. (6) are not exact differentials it is not possible to express
the admissible geometric positions and orientations of the sphere
by means of three independent parameters. Hence the system
is non-holonomic, and the equations of Lagrange cannot be used
without modification.^

154. An Extension of Lagrange’s Equations for Non-holonomic
Systems.—Let y, z be the coordinates of any particle of mass
m, and n the number of degrees of freedom, so that the coordi-
nates qij - . . , gn can be regarded as entirely free. Suppose
further that for any arbitrary variations (t constant)

8x — ai8qi + 025^2 + • *
• +

dy = bi8qi + h28q2 + • •
• + 6«5gn,

} (1)
8z == Ci5gi + C28q2 + * •

• + CnSqn^j

The fim extension of Lagrange's equations to non-holonomic systems wasmade by Febrees, Quarterly Journal of Mathematics XII, (1873) . See alsoO Neuman, der konigl GeselUchaft der Wissenschaften m Leipmg

TTT XT
"Monatshefte fiir Mathematik und Physik/'

de Bordeaux, 1896; CABVAnno,JourmX de I Bcole Polytechnique, 1900; Kortweg, Niei^w Archief, 1899.
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In these equations the coefficients ai, ^2 ,
. . . , c« are functions

of the coordinates gi, q 2 ) ^ , Qn and the time, and possibly k
other parameters pi, . . . , p* whose variations are related to

the variations of the by the equations

= aii^gi 4* oi2i^q2 oiniSqn

, (2)

^Pk = oiikdqi 4“ a2k^q2 + * '
* + oink^qn>

Under these conditions the displacement of the particle that
occurs in its motion in the interval of time dt is given by the
equations

dx = tti dqi + ^2 dq2 + * *
* 4" dqn + clo dt,

dy = bi dqi 4- h 2 dq2 4- * *
• 4- dqn + 6o dt, (3)

dz = Cl dqi 4" C2 dq2 + * *
* 4" Cn dqn 4” co

and the changes that take place in the p’s are given by the
equations

dpi = ail dqi + 0:21 dq2 -f-
• •

• 4" oLni dqn 4" <^01 dt,

, (4)

dpk — oiik dqi 4* ct2k dq2 -|- • •
• 4* oink dqn 4* 0:0* dt,

the added coefficients ao, bo, co, ao, * . . aok vanishing if the
constraints are independent of the time.

It follows then that

x' — aiqi^ + ^2^2^ Gnqn' 4- Uo,l

y' — biqi + b 2q2 4- * •
* + bnqn 4" ?>o, /

2 ' = ciqi 4- C2q2 + • •
- 4- CnqJ + CoJ

also

Vi — otnqi + 0L2 iq2 4- * *
• + aniqn 4" aoi,

Vk — OLlkqi + OC2kq2 4- • *
* 4“ CX-nkqn 4- Ot^k-]

From Eqs. (3) and (5) it is seen that

dx _ ^ ^ ^ —
dq^ dq/ ~

dqi
~ ~ Wi

~ ~

but, unlike Eqs. (140.7),

(5)

(6 )

(7)
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for

and

^
n ^

wJ - 2tW^' + 2jdpP'’
t=aO »*»1

} (8 )

dx' = ' 4_
dp,

'f~ ^dq}^' ^^dp.dq,-
dtti dp, ,

V* y

i=0 i= 0 s = l

in which qo is to be taken equal to t

It is possible however to write

(9 )

where t;/, and i*/ are functions that can be obtained by taking

the difference between the equations in the two lines of Eqs. (8),

It is needless to write out their forms explicitly; it is sufficient to

notice that they are linear in o' i', , gn^
The equations of motion for each particle are

mo;" = Xj my^' = F, == Z.

Let the first of these equations be multiplied by dx/dq^j the
second by dyjdqjj the third by dz/dq,- and the three equations
then added. On summing these equations over all of the
particles, there results

where Q,* has the same significance as in the holonomic case.
The transformation of the left member proceeds just as in
Sec. 140, except for the added terms in f 77,., and f /.

On setting

T = + ^'* + O,
and

Wi = + 77
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Eqs. (10) become

(i^)' - f,
- <“>

which are the same as for the holonomic case with the addition

of the term — TF,-. These terms are somewhat troublesome to

compute since the function fjz') must be formed

for each particle and then summed over the entire system.

166. The Equations of Motion for a Homogeneous Sphere

Rolling on a Plane.—It will be assumed that the center of

gravity of the sphere is at its center and that the central ellipsoid

of inertia also is a sphere, conditions that are satisfied if the

sphere is homogeneous, or homogeneous in concentric layers. It

will be assumed also that the applied forces act at the center of

the sphere. With these assumptions the principal moments of

inertia are equal, and

^ B = C = Mk\ (1)

where M is the mass of the sphere and h is the radius of gyration

with respect to a diameter.

The potential function XJ depends upon the position of the

sphere, but not upon its orientation; that is 17 is a function of

X and y, the coordinates of its center, but not upon the Eulerian

angles d, <p, and The z-axis is perpendicular to the plane so

that the z-coordinate of the sphere is

z = a, z' = 0.

If the values of the angular velocities, given in Eqs. (161.1),

are substituted in Eq. (153.1), the Lagrangian function is found

to be

L = + y'') + cos ^) + V]

and the constraints are, Eqs. (153.5),

x' = +ae' sin 4' — sin 6 cos 4/X , .

y' = —ad' cos 4 — O’V' sin 6 sin ^./
^ '

Since the sphere has only three degrees of freedom, three of the

five variables x, y, B, <p, and 4 can be regarded as primary and two

as secondary. For example, if 6, tp, and lA are regarded as entirely
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free, or primary, the coordinates x and y are secondary; or if

yj and are primary, then d and (p are secondary. The

problem will be considered for both cases.

The Equations for Euler^s Angles ,—In accordance with the

method of Sec. 154 the equations of Lagrange becdme

(dT\ dT
\dd') de ee'

From Eqs. (2) it is seen that

+ y'^ = sin^ 6),

and therefore the kinetic energy T can be expressed in terms of

the Eulerian angles and their derivatives alone. Its expression is

T = ^Ma^{6^ + <p^ sin^ 6) -j-

“t“ “f" cos 6). (4)

The equations of transformation for the individual particles
are given in Eqs. (139.1). Let these equations be written

Xi = x + Ai, yi^y + Bi, Zi = a + Ci, (5)
where

= ai^i + a27]i + asfi,

+ ^2^,- +
Ci = 7ifi + 72‘7t + 73^1.

The direction cosines . . . , 73 are functions of <p, and ^
alone, (Sec. 52), and

X^iAi = = '^rriiCi = 0 ,
» i i

the sum being extended over the entire sphere,
derivative of these sums with respect to 6, ,p, and -d/

From Eqs. (5) and (2) it follows that

Any partial

also vanishes.
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Vi — ~ ® cos ® sin 6 sin 4̂ <p'

Zi
dd

, ,+

dBiff
+ w*-

dC i , f

From these expressions it is found that

= +a cos d cos <p' + a cos \[/

Vd = +a cos d sin
\l/

<p^ + a sin ^
= —a cos d cos\l/ d' + a sin ^ sin \p

= —a cos ^ sin
\l/

0 ' — a sin ^ cos

= —a cos ~ a sin 0 sin xj/ (p\

= —a sin 0' + a sin 6 cos 9?',

= 0 .

These functions are the same for every particle,

formation of

Hence in the

•
,
etc.,We — 4" veVi 4“ —

the terms that depend upon ZmiAi, ZmiBij ZmiCi and their

derivatives do so linearly, and therefore vanish. The partial

derivatives that occur in re/, t/Zj and 0/, therefore, can be set

equal to zero at once, and it is then found that

We ~ —Maoism 6 cos d 9?'* + sin $ (p'xj/'],

= +Maoism 6 cos 6 6' ip' + sin 6 d'xp'],

= 0 .

The remaining terms of the equations of motion are conaputed
in the usual manner. The resulting equations are therefore

(6)

M(a^ + k^)[d'' + pip' sin 0]
- dU

dd'

d'\p' sin 0]
== ^^7

d<p

} (7)
Ma^[<p" sin^ B + ip'

6'
sin (9 cos ^ — B'\p' sin 6] +

Mk^iip" + cos d

Mk^xl^" +• <p" cos e - ip'e' sin 6
] = 0.

By eliminating xp" from the second equation, using its value
from the third, the second of these equations takes the simpler
form
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The third of Eqs. (7) gives the integral

i/'' + cos 6 = Cl (9)

which expresses the fact that the moment of momentum about

the diameter which is normal to the plane of motion is constant.

This integral together with the equations of constraint, Eqs. (2),

gives the three equations

aS' — rr' sin yp — y' cos

— a(p' sin ^ == a:' cos ^ + y' sin \p, > (10)

+ <p' cos d = Cij )

which define the orientation of the sphere when x' and y' are

known.

The Equations for the Center of the Sphere ,—Now let the
primary variables be x, y^ and p. Then the equations of motion
are

and the equations of constraint, Eqs. (2), become

= 1

^
H— sin

a
'p

a
cos yp,

(p' = x' cos sin p
a sin e a sin

de _ ^sin \[/^ dip _ cos p
dx

1 ;

a dx a sin 6^

de _ cos yp dip
___ _ sin p

dy
j

a dy a sin 6

In the equations of transformation, Eqs. (6),

Xi = a: + Ai, yi = y + Bi, «< = a + (7.-,

(12)

(13)

the variables x y enter in Ai Bi and implicitly through
e and V, and this must always be remembered in forming the
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derivatives with respect to x and y. It will be found without

much difficulty that

=

=

cos B

sin^ B

cos B

sin^ B

BAjy'

d<p a

BAi^
dip a

r2 +

2 +

dAi
, ,

0Ai sin iZ'

^cos./^ +

dAi
sin —

dip sin B

dAi cos xp

dip sin B J

1^,
a

a’

dAi
,cos^- dAi sin

\l/

dip sin 6

[-

+
} (14)

dAi

dd
sin rp + dAi cos i/' ly'

dip sin 6 \a^

The expressions for j?*, rjv, and are obtained merely by replacing

Aihy Bi in Eqs. (14) ;
and j"*, and are obtained by replacing

Ai by Ci.

Since

Xi = ,
dAi . ,

dAi cos

dd dip sin d

dAi

dd

+

^ cos if-

dAi sin \p . d^
,

,

dip sin d a , d\{/
_

and similar expressions, in which Ai is replaced by Bi and Ci, for

yi and Zi, it is seen that

Tf, = -LmiiUxi + y.Vi' + U'P'), Wy = •
, etc.,

are quadratic in the partial derivatives of Ai, Bi and Ci. In

forming the sum it will be remembered that the linear terms

vanish, since Swiifi = 0, etc, and also the cross product terms

of the form l^mi^im vanish, since the products of inertia at the

center of the sphere are equal to zero. There remain only the

terms in the squares, and since

^rrii^A = Xmaii^ = = Mk^

where k is the radius of gyration of the sphere with respect to a

diameter, it is found that

W I

sin cos e
,

sinjMo^
-I-

0 a^y
T

sinS

cos Ip cos d ^ , r _ sin j cos xp COS^ d
I ,r _

sin® d ^ sin® d a®

1 + sin® P cos® d k^
, ,,

sin®l

r

4
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^ cos i/' cos 0 A;2 ,2
, ^ ,2 cos cos

^hr0~
sin cos 0 ,

1 + cos^ \// cos^ 6 k^ , ,, ,

- sin-» a^« + ap-S 55*> +
sin f cos 4/ cos* 6

Si*l »

f„ sin \p cos lA cos* 0 A* ,! sin f cos i/- cos* -0 A:* ,» . „ ,

= ^ S?0 S^5-0 a^y
+0’A

,

(sin* i — cos* 4^) cos* 0 fc*
, , sin i/- cos dk^ , ., ,+

iiff* +
cos \p cos $k^ f—

srn 0

On eliminating 0' and ?)' from the expression for the kinetic
energy by means of Eqs. (12), it will be found that

T - + !,'•) +

-Mk44/' — — 'P cos 0 _ ^ sin ^ cos 0Y.
2 \ o sin 0 a sin 6 / ’

and the equations of motion [Eqs. (11)] become

M-
Or^ + A:* „ A:* cos ^ cos 0— X

a sin
X

(^'-7
cos \p cos 0 _ sin f cos 0

^^g* + A;*
, „ _ A:* sin 4/ aosO

‘'if ^ TT” ;; X

sin B a sin B

')'

d sin B

{
^ cos B _ sin ^ cos

\ a sin ^ a sin ^ y

Mki

sin ^ a sin

cos \k cos ^ ^ sin i/' cos B

a sin B
-)' = 0 .

'fvi-'
- -

\ g sm 0

The last equation gives the integral

cos ^ cos 0 _ j/' sin \k cos 0 , , . ,

fl sin 0 o sin (t
— ^ -i- v' cos 0 = constant,

third equation, the first two equations reduce to
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Mx"

My''

dx^

dU
dy \

(15)

and as these equations do not contain any dependent variables

other than x and y, they show that the center of the sphere moves
just as though it were a free particle acted upon by the same
forces as the sphere but reduced in the ratio a^:a^ + k^^ a theorem
that was proved otherwise in Sec. 124.

If Eqs. (15) can be solved, x' and y' become known functions

of the time, and the problem is then reduced to the solution of

Eqs. (10), which are of the third order.

166. AppelPs Equations for Holonomic or Non-holonomic
Systems,—In 1899 P. Appell gave a general form for the equa-

tions of motion that are valid whether the system is holonomic

or non-holonomic.^ The same hypotheses are made as in Sec. 124,

and therefore the first six sets of equations of that section hold.

Just as before, the equations of motion of the individual particles

are

mx" = Z, my" = 7, mz" = Z. (1)

On multiplying the first of these equations by bx^ the second

by by, the third by bz, then adding and taking the sum over all

of the particles, there is obtained

'Lm{x"bx + y"by + z"bz) == X{Xbx + Y5y + Zbz). (2)

If in this equation bx, by, and bz are replaced by their values

from Eqs. (154.1) and it is remembered that bqi, . , . ,
bqn are

entirely arbitrary, Eq. (2) is resolved into the following set of

n-equations:

Zm{x"(ii H” y'^ii 4“ = 2(Z<2i + 76i + Zci), 1

I,mlx"a2 + y"62 + ^^"02) = S(Za2 + Yb^ + ZC 2)} 1

lm{x"an + y"bn + ^"cn) = 2(Za„ + Ybn + 2’Cn)J

In the right member of Eq. (2)

XiXSx + YSy + Z8z) = X^iSq^,
y =

1

^ P. Appell, Comptes Itendu$, Aug. 7, 1889; Journal fur Mathematik \2X]

M^canique Kationelle,^^ Vol, 2, chap. 24.
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where

Qj = 'Si{Xaj + Yhj + Zcj)i

is the work done in the displacement; so that, just as before, Qj

is the component of the force in the qj direction, Sec. 141. On
differentiating Eqs. (154.5) with respect to the time there is

obtained

. -j- a^qn' (
. •

•
)

1

+ h2q2' + (
* *

‘ )>}

= Ci^i" + c^q^^ Cnqn^ + (
* •

‘
)» j

where the terms not written, (...), do not contain gi", q^^
. . . , qj\ From Eq. (4) it follows that

n ^ ^ ^ d/'
.

’ dq/" “
dqi"’

”
dq/'

’

SO that Eqs. (3) can be written

Now form the function

>S = + .'0,

a function which, on account of its form, has received the name
the energy of acceleration of the system. It is evident then that
Eqs. (5) become

'q^i = Qi, j = 1, n, (6)

and these are Appell’s equations.
In forming the function S it is necessary that it contain the

second derivatives of q’s Anly, since the q’s are regarded as being
entirely arbitrary. If it contains the second derivatives of the
p’s, these can be eliminated by means of Eqs. (164.6). The n
equations in Eqs. (6) and the k equations in Eqs. (164.6) together
form a system of n + A; equations that determine the n + A:

letters p and q. It should be remarked that in computing S it
IS necessary to retain only those terms that contain the q/',
since the otherterms drop out in the process of differentiation. On
eompanng Eqs. (154.5) and (4), it is evident that the coefficients
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of the terms of the second degree in the g"’s in S are the same
as the corresponding coefficients of the terms of the second degree
in the g'^s in the kinetic energy T; but this similarity does not
extend, in general, to the linear terms.

167. Application of Appell’s Equations to the Sphere Rolling
on a Plane.—As an application of AppelFs method of deriving
the equations of motion, consider the sphere rolling on a plane,

the problem treated in Sec. 155.

Let Xij yij Zi be the coordinates of a particle of the sphere when
referred to a set of fixed axes and rji, when referred to a
system of axes that are rigidly attached to the sphere with origin

at the center of the sphere. Then,

Xi — X + ai^i + a^Vi + astif

2/t == 2/ +
Zi = Z + yi^i + y^Vi + yzU,

where a;, z are the coordinates of the center of the sphere

relative to the fixed system and oji, ^ 2 ,
. . . , 73 are the direction

cosines as indicated in the table in Sec. 85. Throughout the

motion fi, rjij and ft are constants; hence on differentiating twice

a;/' = x" +
Vi' = 2/" + + ^ 2 'vi + ^3"fi,

+ 7i"fx + 72"r;t + y/'fv

With these expressions it is found that the energy of acceleration is

8 = 4Smi(a;/'* + y/'^ + + y"*) +
+ a2^ + 0:3

" + + ^2!^ + Pz' + + y2^ + yz '
),

where k is the radius of gyration of the sphere with respect to

a diameter. Thus the acceleration energy, like the kinetic

energy, is the sum of the exterior acceleration energy,

WW'" + 2/"*),

and the interior acceleration energy; for the remainder of the

expression is what the acceleration energy would be if the center

of the sphere were fixed.

It is necessary to compute the interior acceleration energy in

terms of Euler^s angles. Sec. 52, and their derivative. For this

purpose let
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a = —cos 6 sin rj/,

^ = -fcos 6 cos \l/f

y = -fsin d]

which, since

aai + + 77i “ sin aa^ + jS/52 + 772 “ COS (p,

aaz + + 773 = 0,

are the direction cosines of a line in the ^T^-plane that is perpen-

dicular to the line OX, Fig. 24. Also let

X = cos yp, IX
— sin p.

Then

CKi = a sin ^ + X cos <pj

fix = p sin (p + fx cos (p,

7i = 7 sin

a2 = a cos (p
— \ sin

^2 = ^ cos <p — IX sin (p,

72 = 7 cos (Pj

dfi dy

Id’ dd'

After a straightforward, but somewhat lengthy, computation,

it is found that the interior acceleration energy is

cos e (1)

+ 2 sin e(<p'yp'e" - ^'0V" - ^VV")
+ terms that do not contain the second derivatives}

.

By differentiation of the equations of constraint [Eqs. (155.2)]

it is found that the exterior acceleration energy, insofar as it

depends upon the second derivatives, is

+ (p"^ sin^ 0 + 2 sin 6{<p'\p^d'^ —
+ O'pip" cos 0) + * *

• }y (2)

and the sum of these two expressions is Appell’s function S*

Since, by hypothesis, the potential function U depends only

upon X and y, and by virtue of the equations of constraint,

dx = 0
,

it follows at once that

)

1 es

Mk^
= \p" + 9

?" cos d — d'(p' sin d = 0; (3)
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and therefore

4/' + <p' cos e = Cl, (4)

just as in Eq. (155.9).

By means of Eq. (3), the exterior acceleration energy, Eq. (2),

can be given a variety of forms, and in particular the same

form as Eq. (1) for the interior acceleration energy. Hence

S = + 2^'V" cos 6

+ 2 sin - e'<p’yp")

+ terms that do not contain the second derivatives} , (5)

and the equations of motion in terms of Euler’s angles and their

derivatives are

= M{a^ + + <p'r sin e)
,

(dU . ,
dU ,\

= Mia^ + k^){<p" + v cos e - e'i' sin 6) =
P

{dU
,
,dU .

-a(^-cos^ + -^sm^

% = M(a2 + + v” cos e - e'v>' sin e) = 0.

sin d,

The three degrees of freedom can also be represented by the

letters x, y, and 4^ as primary, with 6 and (p as the secondary

functions, namely,

ad' = sin \p -- y' cos 4^,

ap' sin 6 = —x' cos — y' sin 4^.

With these letters AppelFs function is

S = + y"' + 0 r'

+ terms that do not contain second derivatives)

;

and the equations of motion for these variables are

W ~
a* / dx

dy" a* F ^
0 = 0 .
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Thus the equations reduce to the equations of motion of the

center of gravity, the ^-equation reducing to an identity. Hence

Mx" =
dx’

just as in Eqs. (155.15).

My"
dy

168. The Motion Referred to Axes that Are Not Fixed in the
Body.—That the motion is usually referred to axes that are
fixed in the body is due to the fact that the moments of inertia
are constants when referred to such axes, and when the principal
axes of inertia are used, the products of inertia are zero. If the
central ellipsoid of inertia is a sphere, or even a spheroid, both
of these advantages can be retained even though the axes are not
fixed in the body, and it may be desirable to choose such a set
even though the moments of inertia are not constants.
Let the |-, i;-, f-axes be referred to the center of gravity, let

the moving trihedron have the instantaneous angular velocity
6 with respect to a set of fixed axes, and let i, j, and fc be unit
vectors having the direction of the ^, r,-, and f-axes, so that

0 = Od + dfj + 0,k. (1)

Let M be the mass of the body, D its momentum and L its
moment of momentum when referred to axes fixed in space, and

mr, moving trihedron.
Then by Eq. (80.7)

D' = A' + e X A, and = A' + e X A.• w
I’*.?'*

forces tliat are actingu^n the body, mcludmg the consttainte, and H is the smn ottton moments mth rwpect to the center of gratdty. the princi-

fa m of nomentum
lltq. (32.5)] give the equations

= F, and L' = N;
or, by Eqs. (2),

A- + « X A =

T. = JJJf((r<* + J ^ ^^2).
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and if coy, and co^ are the components of the angular velocity of

the body, the interior kinetic energy is [Eq. (83.2)]

Ti = + -ScOj^ + Cc0^.2 — 2Dcj0yC0fc — 2Eo)k00i — 2Fcj)iO)i\.

The total energy is therefore

T = Ti+ Te-

Since

D = A = M{crii + cryj + or^k),

it can be written

, dT.
,

dT.
,A = —1 + ^3 +

uCT % U(X
2

oak

and, by Eq. (83.5),

L = A =
dcoi dooj dcok

If these expressions for A andA are substituted into Eqs. (3)

and the equations are then resolved into their components, the

following six scalar equations, which determine the motion, result;

+ d~ - eM = z,
oak oaj

+ = F,
oai oak

If the moving trihedron has its fry-plane tangent to the surface

on which the center of a rolling sphere lies, with the f- and ry-axes

coinciding with the lines of curvature and the J'-axis coinciding

with the normal, Eqs. (4) reduce to the equations used in Sec. 121.

169. Sphere Rolling on a Surface of Revolution.—For a sphere

whose center of gravity is at the center and whose central

ellipsoid of inertia is a sphere, the kinetic energy is

T = \M{ai^ + + ah^) + (1 )

If the surface on which the sphere rolls is one of revolution, the

surface on which its center lies can be represented parametrically

by the equations

X = fi((p) cos Oy y = SM sin z = (2)



If the axis of the surface is vertical, d is the azimuth of a point

on the surface and (p is the angle which the normal to the surface

directed inward makes with the vertical axis directed upward.
The lines of curvature are then the meridians (6 = constant)

and the circles of altitude ((p
= con-

stant). A right-handed trihedron is

then defined by taking the f-axis along

the inward normal, the f-axis tangent to

a meridian directed upward, and the

i?-axis along a parallel in the positive

direction of 6,

With this understanding as to the

axes of reference, <ri is the component of

the velocity of the center of the sphere

along a meridian, Cj the component of

motion along a parallel, and 0** = 0.

Hence

Fig, 79.

- cp\l(^Y + \
^\d<p/ \^<P / U (3)

0*/ = 0%
From the discussion in Sec. 122 the angular velocities di, 6k

are found to be

Pi Pi Pi
'

where pi and p,- are the radii of curvature of the meridians and
parallels respectively and «»•, a,* are the angles which the osculating
planes make with normal planes through their tangents. For
surfaces of revolution, evidently (Fig. 79)

Hence

o-i = 0,

.. _ + {Sfi/dpYV

d(p d<p^ d(p d<p^

a,- = 90 — <p,

Pi = M<p)-

di = e', e,- = - ,

Wi/d<py '

6k — ~d' cot <p.

(5)

(6)
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The equations of motion [Eqs. (158.4)] are

M{ai — SkCTj) = —Mg sin <p +
M(a/ + dkCTi) = 0 + Me,,} (7)

M(+6i(jj‘ — dj<xi) ~ —Mg cos <^ + 0, J

Mk^{(jii + — BkOij) =
Mk^{o)/ + = —aMc^j\ (8)

Mk^(o)k + diO)j- — OjCiii) = 0; J

where Mc^ and Mcr, are the components of the frictional forces

acting at the point of contact in the ^ and t) directions respectively.

The elimination of these quantities between Eqs. (7) and (8) and
the removal of the factor M gives the set

a((Xi — 6k(T]) + k^(o)/ + dkO)i — diOik) = —ag sin (p^

a{a/ + BkBi) — k^{<j0 i + BjO)k — BkOij) =
^

B jfT j B jiT
i Q COS cPj

Oik + BiOij — BjOii = 0
;

to which the constraint at the point of contact [Eq. (121.3)]

the two equations

O'

%

“* Ct/Oijj ^Oi {

.

By the elimination of oii and w/, Eqs. (9) can be reduced some-

what, but as they cannot be integrated, in general, the matter will

not be pursued farther. The only general integral is the energy

integral. If the surface of revolution is a sphere, the motion of

the center of the rolling sphere can be expressed in terms of

elliptic integrals.

(9)

adds

(10 )

Problems

1. One end of a uniform bar of length 21 is constrained to move along a

horizontal line and the other end along a vertical line. If the minimum
distance between the two lines of constraint is 2a, the radius of gyration of

the bar with respect to its center is k, and the angle which the bar makes at

any instant with a horizontal plane is show that the energy equation is

4- fcaU'* = - Mffl Bin OOS« v»
- a»)

.

By taking a; * sin ^ this reduces to an elliptic integral of type I, and

is an elliptic function of the time.

2. A heavy uniform bar of length 21 slides down a helicoid, the equation

of which is

a? *» r cos 0, y =s r sin Q, z “ IB,
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pivoting at one end on the axis of the helicoid and always horizontal.
Show that the equation of motion is

an
4P -f

362’

3. A uniform plank of length 21 and negligible thickness is balanced on a
horizontal cylinder of radius a. If the plank is started to rocking (rolling
without slipping) show that the energy equation gives

+ 1 ~ cos ^ 0 sin e)

F+ 3a2^2
^

where h is the constant of integration, li e < 10®, 1 - cos ^ ^ sin 0
differs from — -^6^ by less than one per cent. Hence an approximate form
for small oscillations is

ei/2 = 3^(2/i - e^)

P + ZaH^
'

which defines 0 as an elliptic function of the time.
4. A heavy jod of length of length 21, symmetrical and of radius of

gyration A with respect to its center, moves with its two ends in contact
with the interior of a smooth spherical surface of radius a. Find the equa-
tions of motion. ^

The Lagrangian function is found to be

L = -|~ Tp'^ cos^ ( 4- -f e'^ sin2 tp + ^'^(1 _ sin2 <p cos* 0)]}

—Mgh sin

!nd the center of the

thmntntf
t*"® ®'ttitude and azimuth of the radius of the sphere

Sil " -t-tion of the rod Tbout

thaf’t^n
^ ts a horizontal cylinder. Show

£ aSs oTthe row "T ^ ^ P'^® P-pendicular to

merelvslidestnfi r T the motion of a smooth sphere that

being the same but the fo^"^ H
* Perpendicular plane, the initial conditionsciiig Tine same but the force reduced m the ratio a^-a^ -f-

»oion,‘tSrS,*L'^lS.T* T TT «„ i. the

tern admits an inteeral of tlfo q

oordmate, show that the reduced sys-

which the system can again be rSuctd.^
energy integral, by means of

7. If the Lagrangian function of a dynamical system is

^ ~ + ijj* - Mgi),
show that for the reduced system (Sec. 146)

IT = 12^ -

** S'-- ‘he P-OM.™ .o
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8. The Bifilar I endulum. A uniform bar of length 2a and mass M is sus-

pended at its extremities from two points Oi and 0^(0^^ = 2a) in the same
horizontal plane by two weightless strings of length 1. If 0 is the mid-point
of the line O 1O 2 and C is the mid-point of the bar, let a be the complement
of the angle which the line OC makes with the line OiOi, 6 one half of the
angle between the bar and the line OiOj, and the angle of rotation of the
entire system (as if rigid) about the line OiOi. Also let a- = 2a/l. Show
that the Lagrangian function is

r 1 sin* ® cos* e.,i , , 1L -
g

e -h (1 - 0-2 sm* e)(a' -b cos* a)
J

4 cos* tf
, sin^ e sin* 26 sec« a „

1 - sin* e sec* J + 1 - sin* e sec* a “ + ^ ^9-bgMa*

2 sin 0 sin^ 2d sec^ ot , ,

-f-

Vl — sin^ 6 sec^ a

sin2 e sin* 26 sec^ a ,2

8 cos 6 sin* 0 tan a
,

-<p'd'

8 sin^ 0 cos 0 sec* a tan a.
, ,

1 •“ 8Ui*Tsiec*"a
^

Vl — sin* 6 sec* a

vj — Mgl cos a cos <p\/l O'* sin* 0,

and for infinitesimal oscillations about the position of equilibrium

L = iM[ta*d'* + + <p'^) + Zgr(cr*^2 + a* + ^2
)].

9.

If a homogeneous sphere rolls on an inclined plane, the inclination of

which is OC, the center of the sphere describes a parabola. If the initial

horizontal velocity is v, show that the latus rectum of the parabola is

^^v^/ig sin ot),

10. A homogeneous sphere rolls without slipping in a spherical bowl.

Show that the complete solution for the center of the sphere can be obtained

by means of elliptic integrals.

11, Show that the two following problems are mathematically equivalent:

(a) A uniform bar of length 2a is pivoted at one end to the rim of a wheel
of radius 2a, radius of gyration k, whose axle is horizontal and fixed. The
other end of the bar is constrained to move on a straight horizontal line that

passes through the axle and is perpendicular to it. The only force acting is

gravity. Determine the motion.

(b) A circular disk is constrained to move in a vertical plane, but slides

without friction on a horizontal plane. Determine the motion under the

assumption that the center of gravity is not at the center of the disk and
that the only force acting is gravity,

12* A thin circular disk rolls on a helicoid whose equations are

a: r cos y * r sin z = h0,

the z-axis of which is vertical. At every instant the disk is in a vertical

plane and its center is at the distance a from the axis of the helicoid. If the

radius of the disk is c show that the motion of the center of the disk satisfies

the equation

(,» - 4gb

6(o> -f &•) + c»
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Compare with Problem 2.

13. Pour similar uniform heavy rods of the same length 21 are joined end

to end by smooth hinges so as to form a rhomb. A smooth horizsontal

cylinder of radius a is placed inside the rhomb which is then allowed to rest

on the cylinder in a plane perpendicular to the axis of the cylinder. In the

position of equihbrium two of the sides of the rhomb are in contact with the

cylinder and two are not. The rhomb is displaced from the configuration

of equilibrium in such a way that the center of gravity is displaced vertically

and is then released. If 6 is the angle which the rods make with the hori-

zontal at any instant, show that t is determined by a quadrature, namely,

1 rr4:P -{- 3(22 cos (9 + o sin d)n

2vW^L A-(22sin0-asec^) J

where A is a constant related to the total energy.

14. A uniform bar of mass M and length 22 slides without friction on a
horizontal plane. Every particle of the bar is attracted toward the a;-axis

which lies in the plane, by a force which is proportional to its distance from
the ^is, 7® being the factor of proportionality. Show that the center of
gravity of the bar describes a curve of the form

2/ = A sin (ax + jS),

where A, a, and ^ are constants.
If 0 is the angle which the bar makes with the a;-axis,

S' « 52 - 72 sin® d.

where 5 is a constant of integration. Thus if 6® > 7® the bar turns always
in the same direction. It oscillates if 6® < 7®, and

tan is = tanh iyij

if 5 — 7®. In this last case the bar becomes perpendicular to the axis
asymptotically.

16. A uniform bar AiBi pivots without friction in a vertical plane on its
center pwmt Oi. A second bar AjBj, also uniform and of the same mass, is
attached to the first by two light strings of the same length at the ends of the
Dam, so that the two bars and the two strings form a parallelogram. The
entire system is constrained to a vertical plane, but the initial state of motion
is arbitary m that plane provided the strings are kept taut.

/A
® rotates with uniform angular motion.

a P*.
the center of the second bar A,Bi, moves likea simple pendulum about the point Oi.

hnrt^^^
homogeneous spherical shell of mass mo slides without friction on a

of the sheU^
“
howiiE^^®

friction in the interior

(a) system has seven degrees of freedom.
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(c) The center of gravity of the system moves uniformly along a straight
line.

{d) If the system is referred to a rectangular trihedron, the
plane of which is the horizontal plane through the center C of the sphere and
the origin at the projection g of the center of gravity G of the entire system
on this plane, the and 7?-axes being fixed in direction; if d is the angle
which the line gC makes with the ^-axis and <p the angle which the line CG
makes with the vertical; and if

\ = ^ T? _ r>

mo 4- m ^ ^ mo 4- mT’

where E is the radius of the sphere, then the energy and moment of momen-
tum with respect to the f-axis give the equations

e' sixi^ <p = constant,

(moX® 4“ sin* <p' 4- l(moX* 4- mju*) cos* <p 4- m22* sin* ip\(p'^

= —2mgR cos <p 4“ constant,

which, by the elimination of 0', gives f as a function of by a quadrature.

17. A straight homogeneous beam of length 21 and mass mi and a right

circular cylinder of mass m2 and radius r rest on a smooth horizontal plane.

The beam lies across the cylinder in the vertical plane through its center
of gravity and perpendicular to its axis with one end in contact with the
plane. If all contacts are smooth, show that the motion can be reduced to a
quadrature.

18. Two fixed points A and B on the axis of a homogeneous solid of

revolution are constrained to slide without friction on two non-parallel

lines Li and L2, and the only force acting is gravity. Let the xy-pl&ne bisect

perpendicularly the common perpendicular to Li and L2. If 6 is the angle
which the projection of AB on the a;^-plane makes with the a;-axis and <p is

the angle of rotation of the body about AB, show that the motion is deter-

mined by the two equations.

<p — 6 cos X 4" 4“

cos 26 + ^ sin 2g + 7
cos ^ 4“ 5 sin 0 4- c

where X, ju, 1^; a, /3, 7; a, 6
, c are constants.

19.

Two heavy wheels of the same mass and diameters but with different

radii of gyration are mounted on a light axle about which they turn freely

without friction. The system is placed on a rough inclined plane on which
the wheels roll without slipping. Determine the motion for arbitrary initial

conditions.

Let ki and k2 (ki > ki) he the radii of gyration, <pi and <p2 the angles of

rotation of the wheels about the axle, 6 the angle which the axle makes with
the line of greatest slope in the plane, r the radius of the wheels, a the dis-

tance between the wheels and a the angle of inclination of the plane with a

horizontal plane. Show that 6 satisfies the equation of the simple pendulum

le" = — ^ sin 0,
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where

2ah(ki^ — ki^) sin a

Show further that the point p on the line of the axle at the fixed distance

a2(2r2 + ki^ + k2^) + 2r^{ki^ + iba®)

2a(k2^ - /;i2)

from the center of the axle describes an elastica curve (I, 228), the curve

assumed by a flexible rod when its ends are drawn together, with constant

speed and that the line of the axle is always normal to this elastica curve,

whose poiats of inflection lie on a horizontal line.

If the initial values of (pi and ^2
' satisfy the relation

^2' _ a^ir^ -f ki^) + rKki^ +
<Pi! -b ki^) -b rKki^ + k^^)'

the speed of the point p is zero and the center of the axle describes an arc of

a circle of radius d, moving like a simple pendulum of length L This is the

case when the wheels are released on the plane from a state of rest.

Discuss the case when ki — ^2, and show that the motion is related to the

cycloid.

20. Lagrange^8 Equations with Multipliers .—Suppose a configuration of

any system is completely specified by n coordinates gi, . . . , gn. If the

system has n degrees of freedom, the system is holonomic and the equations

of Lagrange, [Eqs. (140.9)] apply, namely,

but if in addition there are constraints that are expressed by s non-integrable

equations of the form

an dqi 4" 0*2 dq2 -b • • • -b Oin dqn = 0, t = 1, • * • , s (1)

where the coefficients are functions of gi, . . . , gn, then the system has

n — s degrees of freedom and the Qj do not represent all the forces that are

acting. Let Fj be the additional forces that are due to the constraints, so

that the equations of motion are

-Qi + Fr,

it will be assumed that these constraints do no work, so that

2;Fi dqi = 0.

Show that there exist multipliers Xi, . . . ,
X, such that

Fj =» Xidij + Xaflay -b * * * + X«a#/, j =» 1,
• • • , n

and therefore the equations of motion can be written

Qj + XiOi/ + X2a2/ -b • • • -b \$a$jy i » 1,
• •

• , n.

These n-equations of motion and the s equations of constraint are sufficient

to determine the n + a unknowns gi, . . . , fin; Xi, . . , ,
X,.



CHAPTER XI

THE CANONICAL EQUATIONS OF HAMILTON

160. Historical.—In following out certain analogies between

the differential equations of dynamics and of optics Sir William

R. Hamilton^ was led in 1834 to a new form for the differential

equations of dynamics, which on account of their simplicity of

form, and also the fact that n differential equations each of the

second order are replaced by 2n equations each of the first order,

are called canonical.

The first step in Hamilton’s transformation was made by

Poisson^ who derived half of Hamilton’s equations in 1809, and

in 1810 Lagrange^ expressed the rate of change of the elements of

a planetary orbit due to perturbations in the canonical form, but

the development of the general theory is due to Hamilton who
showed that the equations of motion for any conservative, holo-

nomic, dynamical system can be expressed in this form. The
extension to cases where the constraints depend upon the time

was made by Ostrogradsky^ and Donkin.® It was also shown by

Ostrogradsky that all of the differential equations that arise in

the calculus of variations in which there is but a single inde-

pendent variable also can be expressed in the canonical form.

Indeed, according to C. Lanczos,® the proper field of the canonical

equations is the calculus of variations* and their occurrence in the

field of mechanics is of an accidental nature. However this may
be, the equations of Hamilton form the basis of most work in

modern dynamics.

161. Derivation of Hamilton’s Equations.—Suppose the sys-

tem is holonomic and that there exists a force function U which

^ British Association Report^ p. 613 (1834) ;
Philosophical Transactionst

1835, p. 96.

* Journal de VScole Polytechnique, Vol. 8; Cahier 15, p. 266.

® Oeuvres, Vol. 6, p. 814.

* MUanges de VAcadSmie de St Pitershourg, 1848; MSm, de VAcad, de St

PM., 6, p. 386, 1860.

* Philosophical Transactions, 1854, p. 71.

* Annalen der Physik, Bd. 20, p. 653 (1934).

365
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may or may not contain the time explicitly. Then Lagrange's
equations are

It was Poisson's idea, and later Hamilton's, to introduce new
var -ibles, pi, by the definitions

where

L = T +U,

(2)

and T is the kinetic energy. In the right members of Eqs. (2)
the g/ occur linearly, so that Eqs. (2) can be solved for the qt' as
functions of the p<, and these functions, as will be observed, are
linear in the pi.

A new function H, known as the Hamiltonian function, is intro-
duced by the definition

H = _ X,
(3)

and in this function the letters g/ are replaced by their equivalent
^ regarded asrw

of the
While i is to be regarded as a functionof the letters g and g. Evidently

^ J

= + '^(pi - y _ 1

dq/Jdpi’
^ - 1, •

•
, W,

Mid since the parentheses vanish, by Eos m fi,^ • *
reciprocal relationships

^ ^ interesting

S^-p. Bid ^
are established.

Furthermore, from Eq. (3),

L+S~2piqi'^0
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is a function of the letters
O', and p. On differentiating with

respect to these letters, regarding tj if it occurs explicitly, as a

constant, there results

which, by virtue of Eqs. (4), reduces to

dqi = 0 .

Since the differentials dqi are independent and arbitrary, it

follows that

dJL

dqi

Equations (1) now become

m
dqi

Vi =
dqi

and these equations, together with the second set of Eqs. (4),

are Hamilton’s canonical equations, namely,

Qi

Since

f = 1, n. (5)

and T can be written

T = Ti + Ti + To,

where Ts, Ti, and To are the terms in T that are homogeneous

of degree two, one, and zero respectively in the ?/, it is evident

from Euler’s theorem on homogeneous functions that

= 2Ti + Ti + OTo,

and therefore

H = 2piqi — L — i^Ti + T\) — {Ti + T1 + T0+U)
= Ti - To - U.
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If the equations of transformation, Eqs. (140.2), do not contain

the time explicitly, Ti = To = 0, and

H -U,
which is the energy, provided 17 is a function of the coordinates

5 j, . . . ,
alone, that is it does not contain the time explicitly.

Suppose the time does not occur explicitly. If the first of

Eqs. (5) is multiplied by p/ and the second by — ff/, and the two
are then added and summed with respect to i, it is found that

Hence

H = A,

and tMs is the energy integral. If the time does occur in H
explicitly, it is found that

H' = dH
at

'

The magnitudes denoted by the letters p,- are called the general-
ized momenta for reasons that are explained in I, 366.

162. The Transformation Is Always Possible.—The trans-
formation from the letters g/ to the letters pj defined by Eqs.
(161.2) depen^ upon the non-vanishing of the determinant of
the ^'’s in their right members. In order to get the proof that
this tr^formation is always possible in a manageable form, it is
uesirabie to revise the notation.

Instead of using a:,, y,, i = 1,
• •

•
,
m as the coordinates of

the m particles let these coordinates be denoted by the single
~ equations of transformation

can then be written

- Wi(?i, -
• ,q„;t), i=

^ 3^^
and the expression for the kinetic energy is

3m

If, as a matter of notation.

CD

t=i
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the generalized momenta pj are defined by the equations

3m

1—1 4=1

dT . fd^i ,

or since

^ ^%k(lh + <p40,

fc= l

the expressions for the p/ become

3m n 3m

Vi — ^'y^i<Pii^^ikqk +

or,

4 =» 1 A: = 1

n 3m

4=1

3m
(2)

Pf = ^ '^mi<pij(pikqk' +
i=l

If the g’s in Eqs. (1) are given small variations, the time

regarded as constant, it is seen that

5|< = i = 1,
• •

•
,
3m;

i~l

and if the g’s are true coordinates representing n real degrees of

freedom, there will not exist any set of variations 5g,-, j = 1,
• *

•
,

n, for which = 0, i = 1,
* *

'
,
3m, except the set = 0 for

every j. It is assumed therefore that

i«i

unless every 5g/ is zero. In other words, every change in the

coordinates g implies some actual displacement of the system.

Equations (2) can be solved for the g'^s in terms of the p’s

and g’s if the determinant

3n

X '^i<Pii^ih

4-1

f^O.

Suppose this determinant is zero. Then there exist sets of

Sqk, not all of which are zero, that satisfy the linear equations

n / Zm

X( ~ i — 1|
* *

'
1
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Multiply the jth equation of this set by dq,-, and then sum with

respect to j. There results the single equation

. n n 3»n

~ 0;

j — 1 k=> I t=l

which, by rearrangement, becomes

Sm / n \ / n \

If ^<pikSgk) = 0.

i=i V=i /u=i /

Save for notation, the two parentheses in this equation are not
different. It can be written therefore

3n / n \ 2

=0,

and since the to; are real and positive and the ipaSqj are real, this
compels the relations

. l^ipuSq,- = 0, i =
^ 3^^

which contradicts the hypothesis [Eqs. (3)] that this is not so.

A ^ ®' therefore, that the determinant does not vanish

pcSiWe
’ transformation of Hamilton's is always

163. An Equivalent Form of the Equations.—Suppose the
equations of Hamilton [Eqs. (161.5)] have been completely
integrated; that is, the variables and have been expressedas func ions of the time t and 2n constants of integration

S’*
equations, whatever the a's may

i. would no. be possible .o chooL ’.heS Irti."ra;ir;“

.oil" tn 7‘:rr “Ku.
«'B. Let 77’diel^aW 71°““ * ‘ ‘»e

constant ol integration, I.'Xnd thr.h“t

= , -^dHan.
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There exists also the identity

n n

1=1

\ Spi
Qi

t = i

2 Sgi

dateda/
(2)

as is readily verified by carrying out the differentiations indicated

in the left naember. If the values of the pi and g/ from Eqs.

(161.5) are substituted in the right member, then, by virtue of

Eq. (1), Eq. (2) becomes

n n

t = 1 i = 1

jb = 1,
• •

•
,
2n. (3)

On the other hand, if by any means it is known that Eq. (3)

holds, then, by virtue of Eqs. (1) and (2), it can be shown that the

variables pi and qi satisfy Eqs. (161.5). Suppose this is the case,

and it is known that Eq. (3) holds for a set of variables pi and qi.

Then, in view of Eq. (2),

n n

i aa 1 i *= 1

On subtracting Eqs. (1) from Eqs. (4), there results

dffW ^ , ,

dH\^i
dp i)dak ^ dqjdak

= 0
,

fc - 1,
• 2n. (5)

These equations are linear and homogeneous in the quantities

and the determinant is not zero,

for it is the functional determinant of the p^B and q^s with respect

to the a^s; and it is not zero by hypothesis.

Therefore

and i = 1,
• •

•
,
n, (6)

which are Eqs. (161.5).

It follows that Eqs. (3) and Eqs. (6) are equivalent, since

each implies the other.
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IS ma'
and

of the form

dynamics of rigid bodies
164. Contact Transformations Tf a x-

A
i=l

where dS is an exact differential, the transformationby Sophus Lie a contact transformation.
As an example, suppose

C:

was calk

Pi} Pi = —
Then

Qi} t - 1 , n. (2

dpi - dp, = -2;p, dQ, ~ dp,

--d(XPiQd>

transformatiom
* transformation is a contad

As a second example, suppose

P«- = VQ7+7^eP< ] .

= VQ7+J^)e-^if

Pi = Pi\.
j ,

= -

>n.

ta “‘'arable, tmoHon of P,. It

i.dp, - Q,^, . i ig, +
^* = 1

,
• •

•
jfc

«>d equM to *610 tor the other Tdueo of i. Henoe, it
k

^ ~
•) +pi dPi^,

it is evident that
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and the transformation is a contact transformation whatever

the /i(Pt) may be.

As an example of linear transformations, let

n

Qi
~

i = 1

n

Pi ^ t
* *

*
j

where the coef&cients a*; and bik are constants. Let A be the

determinant of the letters aij, and A*-/ the minor of the element

aij in A, Suppose also that

then

XPiQi = XviQi-

Since are related to the dpj by the same equations that relate

the Pi to the p,-, it is evident that

which is exact, and therefore the transformation is a contact

transformation.

Suppose finally that P j) is any function of the 2n variables

gi, . . . ,
Pi, ,

Pn, and that the transformation of

variables is defined by the equations

Vi =
dqi

i = ir n.

Then

- ^QidPi =
i i

~ “ X^’
^ ‘

i
' * ••

= d (X^'^

since

i i i i
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Hence,

^qi d'pi - dPi = dl '^piQi - F
i i \ i

is an exact differential, and the transformation so defined is a

contact transformation. With one exception, namely the

transformation

all contact transformations can be derived in this manner. This

method is due to Jacobi.

166. Contact Transformations Leave the Canonical Form of

the Differential Equations Unaltered.—Suppose the transforma-

tion is from the pi and Qi to the variables Pi and Qi and that the

relation

'^qi dpi — '^Qi dPi = dS (1)

is satisfied, where dS is an exact differential, the time if it occurs

explicitly being regarded as a variable. Suppose also that the

Pi and qi satisfy the canonical equations

From Eqs. (1) it follows that

m
dqi

(2)

% i

and also that

i i

Let the first of these equations be differentiated with respect

to ak and the second with respect to t. The right members
being the same, the two left niembers are equal. Hence

» i i

dak
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or, on account of Eq. (163.3),

i i

dH_

dai’

but tbis is merely Eq. (163.3) in the new variables. Hence, by

Sec. 163,

Qi'
dH
dPl

(4)

the change of variables is canonical, and it is necessary merely

to transform H from the variables pi, Qi to the variables Pi, Qi.

It will be observed that in these transformations the time t has

been left unaltered. If the time, too, is transformed, so that the

transformation is

5i = qiiQi, Pf, T), Pi = ViiQi, Pi) T), t = t{Qi, Pi) T))

and if the relation

^qidpi-'^QidPi = dS + (^'^^-~yT, (5)

i

where S is some function (arbitrary) of Qi, Pi, and T, is satisfied,

the transformation is still a contact transformation with the new

Hamiltonian function

Hi 2 ^i
, _ dS

^'dT dT df (6)

The term contact transformation as here used is a generahzation

to space of n-dimensions of the contact transformation of

Sophus Lie. A contact transformation is independent of the

Hamiltonian function, as will be observed.

A transformation is said to be canonical if the Roman let-

ters Xi, yi, t, are replaced by the Greek letters vii r, iu the

transformation

= Xiil-, Vi) r), Vi = fli) r),

if first, the functional determinant

d(xi, yi) t)

d(ff, Vi)r)
^ 0

,

t = t(^i,Vi)r)) (7)
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and if, second, there exist three functions

Vif '^)> H(xij yi) t), S(xij yi] t)

for which the relation

^Vi — Hi dr = '^yi dx~ H dt + dS
i i

is satisfied identically by virtue of Eqs. (7); and such trans-

formations leave the canonical form of the differential equations

unaltered. The above contact transformations are therefore

canonical transformations, but canonical transformations, in

general, are relative to the H function, and therefore, in general,

are not contact transformations.^

166. Hamilton’s Partial Differential Equation.—Suppose the

differential equations

H = — L, and
i

L^T+U,
(

(1 )

have been completely integrated, and that the solution is

Qi ^1) ^2} *
’

*
} 02n)}

Pi = Pi(t*, Cl, Cs,
’ *

*
, C2n)j

where ci, C 2 ,
. . . ,

C2n are the 2n constants of integration. If

these values are substituted in H, then H becomes a function of t

and the 2n constants Ci, C 2,
. . . ,

C2n; that is

H H (t, Cl, C2 ,
* *

*
) C2n)*

Let Ck be any one of these constants. Then

dCk -^^dpidck dCk

-
'>3' Eqs. (1);

i i

= (identity).

i %

^ For a discussion of the general canonical transformation the reader is

referred to Chap. 5, by C. Carath4odory, of Riemann-Weber’s Differential

gleichungen der Physik. Vol. 1, edited by Dr. Richard r. Mises (1925).
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and since

dCk dCk
i

it is seen, that

^(T + U), byEqs. (1);

dCk
(T+U)

from which it follows, by integration, that

i i

where and g^o are the values of p* and for i = to-

The function

s = £(T + U) dt (3)

was called by Hamilton the principal function of motion of a sys-

tem, because, as he remarked 'The variation of this definite

integral S has therefore the double property, of giving the differ-

ential equations of motion for any transformed coordinates when
the extreme positions are regarded as fixed (Hamilton's principle),

and of giving the integrals of those differential equations when
the extreme positions are treated as varying/^ The function S
is not unique, however, in this respect, as he gave two other,

though allied, functions which will serve the same purpose.

Regarding S and the coordinates g* as functions of the time t

and the 2n constants of integrations Ci, C2, . . . , C2n, it is evident

that these functions vary with the variations of the constants.

In accordance with the notation of the calculus of variations

these variations will be denoted by the symbol d. These vari-

ations are related to the variations of the constants by the

equations

^dCk
dqt = 2 dQi

dCk
Scfc. (4)

Now let Eq. (2) be multiplied by Sck and then summed with

respect to the letter k. In view of Eqs. (4), there results

dS = ^PidQi - '^^PioSqio,

i %

(5)
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and in these variations the time is not changed, or varied.

Expressed in terms of t and the constants of integration

qi = qi{t] Cl, C2,
* •

*
, C2u),

^lO = Cij C2j
" ’

‘
J C2n)f t = 1,

‘ *
* ,91.

S — S(t, Cl, C 2 ,
* *

, C2n) •

The first 2n of these equations can be thought of as solved for

Cl,
,
C 2n in terms of gi, gio, . . . , gn, q-no, and t, and these

results substituted in the last equation
;
so that

S = S(t; gi,
• *

•
, gn,* gio,

• •
*

, Qno). (6)

If this expression is varied (t and to fixed), the variation of S takes
the form

Sqio-
dqio

i X

A comparison of Eqs. (5) and (7) shows that

and "7 — f ^ Ij
dqi

dS

dqio

(7)

,n, (8)

since the variations Sq. and Sqio are entirely arbitrary. Equa-
tions (8) form a complete set of integrals of the differential
equations, for the equations

dqto * ~ ^

could be solved for gi, . . . , g„ ia terms of t and the initial
values g.-o and p,o; and these values of the g,- substituted in the
equations

dS
dqi

^ functions of the same arguments.
The problem can be solved therefore if the 8 function, or the

"“I"® As a step in this direction, let

res It

^ respect to the time. There
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S'
BS . as

,

~dt 2 ^*^’ ’

and, since by its definition [Eq. (3)],

S* = T + 1] - L, and = L + H,

by Eq. (161.3), it follows that

^ + H{t-, (?i,
• •

, 9,.; Pi,
•

•

, Pn) = 0. (9)

If the Pi in this expression for H are replaced by their equals

dS/dQi, Eq. (9) becomes

which is a partial differential equation of the first order and

second degree, since the H function is a quadratic in pi, . . . , p„.

Hamilton’s S function, therefore, satisfies this partial differential

equation.

167. Hamilton’s Principle.—The functions qi, , Qn can be

regarded as the coordinates of a point in space of n-dimensions.

Consider the curve described by this point in the interval of

time to ti. Let the initial point be Po and let the terminal

point be Pi. All along this curve the differential equations are

satisfied. Passing through the fixed points Po and Pi are infi-

nitely many other geometrically possible, but dynamically

impossible, curves whose coordinates -f Sqi can be represented

parametrically as functions of the time, for example,

"H = qiit) + «»(f ~ t(i)(.h ~~ 0<Pi(t)-

At the instants to and ti these points on the varied curves coincide

with Po and Pi, and for other values of the time will differ from

the point on the dynamical curve by as little as may be desired,

if the Ti are continuous in the interval, though otherwise arbi-

trary, and if the constants a are taken sufficiently small.

With the limitation that they vanish at to and h the are

entirely arbitrary. No restriction is placed upon velocities
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along these curves other than that just mentioned, so that Bpi

which are linear combinations of the bqi also can be regarded as

arbitrary. Furthermore, as is easily seen,

{bqiY = Bqi\

Hamilton's principle asserts that the principal function S has a
stationary value in passing from one infinitely close geometrical
curve through the dynamical curve to another infinitely close

geometrical curve. In other words,

^-s' = + u)dt== 0. (1)

Furthermore, the differential equations of motion can be derived
from the assumption that this condition is satisfied, whatever the
coordinate system may be.

From the definition of H,

H U),
t

it is seen that the variation of S can also be written

From the two identities

^^Piq/ = ^Pi^qi + %Qi^Piy

and
*

it is found by subtraction that

and since

= 0
-

(2)

which is true by virtue of the fact that = 0 at both limits it
IS seen that Eq. (2) can also be written

’

SiS X ~ - ~Sp^ dt,
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t)r

35
(3)

From this form of the variation of S, Hamilton’s principle fol-
lows at once. If the differential equations are

m
dp? Vi

dJH

dqi

the variation vanishes since the integrand vanishes identically;
and if 55 = 0 for all variations of the pi and Qi, it is necessary
that

dll

fpi
Pi

dJH
'

dq-

whit'h are the differential equations of motion. It will be
observed that in all of these variations the time is regarded as a
constant.

Bince the potential function U is the negative of the potential
enesrgy V, and since

Y^\'\T-V)dl
h Jojio

is the average value with respect to the time of the difference

betweem the kinetic and potential energies, it is seen that Hamil-
ton's principle asserts that in the motion that actually occurs the

time average of the difference between the kinetic and the

potential energies has a stationary value when compared with any
other infinitely near motion between the same two points, pro-

vided the time interval and the potential functions are the same
for both motions.

168. Jacobi’s Extension of Hamilton’s Partial Differential

Equation Theorem.—Given the function H expressed in terms

of the variables t] qi, . •
, qn] Pi, • • • , Pn,

qu • • ( pi, • • • » Pn),

and the differential equations
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the principal function

S = f‘\T + U) dt

satisfies the partial differential equation

dS . ,+ gu >

dqi’ ’ dqj ( 1 )

which is formed merely by replacing the py in H by dS/dq^, adding

the term dS/dt, and equating the result to zero. Hamilton
imagined the function S expressed in terms of the time, the

coordinates gi, . . . ,
and their initial values gio, . . . , gno,

and then showed that a complete set of integrals of the differential

equations could be obtained by writing

dqi
^ = 1,

• *
•

,
n,

where the new constants pio are the initial values of the Pi,

Sec. 166.

Jacobi advanced the matter an additional step by showing
that if

QU * * • J Qnj CKl, . . . , OCn)

is any complete solution of Eq. (1), a complete set of integrals
of the equations of motion can be derived from it by writing

R • 1

(2)

By a complete solution is meant a function S that, in addition
to the arguments t; qi, •

, qn, contains n arbitrary constants
®i} . . . , a„, which when substituted in Eq. (1) reduces it to an
identity. Of course, if S is a solution, so also is S + C a solution,
where C is any constant. The constants are
mdependent of C and independent of one another in the sense
th&t db/dui form a set of n independent functions of the argu-
ments qi, so that their functional determinant

dai dqi
9^ 0.

(3)

syminetry of this functional determinant in theguments and it could equally well be stated that the a.-
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are independent constants in the sense that the partial derivatives

dS/dqi form, a set of n independent functions of the arguments
ai, . . . ,

an, for the condition that this should be so also is the

non-vanishing of the determinant [Eq. (3)].

Suppose a complete solution S of Eq. (1) is known, and the

functions pi and the constants are defined as in Eqs. (2).

If the second set of Eqs. (2) are differentiated totally with respect

to the time, there results

dai dt dq^
j

= 0
, (4)

since the a’s and iQ^s are constants.

If the first set of Eqs. (2) are substituted in Eq. (1), there

results

<?»: pi, , Pn) = 0; (5)

and if this equation is differentiated with respect to ai, it is found

that

d^S ^dHdpi _
dt dai ^^^dpi dai ’

3

since the constants ai enter the H function of Eq. (5) only

through the p^s. On account of Eqs. (2), this equation can also be

written

d^S ^dH d^S _ ..

dt dai ^dpj dqi dai ^ ^

i

On forming the difference between Eqs. (4) and (6), there is

obtained

dH\ d^S = 0
,

z = 1,
• •

•

,
n.

This is a set of linear equations that is homogeneous in the

quantities

( . dH\
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The determinant

d^S

dqj dai

by hypothesis. It follows therefore that

= = (7)

which is the first half of Hamilton's set of equations.

In order to obtain the second half, differentiate the first set of

Eqs. (2) with respect to the time. The result is

+y—d^S
Sq j

which, in view of Eqs. (7), can be written

4-
dqidt ‘ ^dqidq^dp,-

On differentiating Eq. (5) with respect to qi and bearing in mind
that, on account of Eqs. (2), the p's are functions of the ^'s, there

results

0 = 4- ^ d^s m
dqi dt dqi jLJdqi dq^ dpj

and by subtracting Eqs. (9) from Eqs. (8), it is found that

dE

i
^ ^dqa

Vi = i = 1,
* •

•
, n.

which is the second half of Hamilton's equations.
It is true, therefore, that if

S(t; qi, . . . , gn,* ai, . . . ,
an)

is any complete solution of Hamilton's partial differential
equation,

a complete set of integrals of the differential equations can be
obtained by writing

V% ^ ; Pi — ^—

)

oQi dai
i = 1,, n.
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Ifthesecondset of these equations is then solved for ^1 ,
• . . ^qn,

a complete solution

Qi * *
*

I OJnj
* *

‘
> ^n.)

will be obtained in which the Qi are expressed as functions of the

time and the 2n arbitrary constants cti, . . . ,
an; ^i, . . . ,

jSn.

169. The Restricted Case in Which the Time Does Not Occur

Explicitly.—If the time does not occur explicitly in H, it is

possible to take

S = ^ait + Si(qi, *
*

‘ ai, • *
•

, (Xn), (1)

and Hamilton's partial differential equation becomes

rr/ ^Sl dSl\ . .

H^qi, ^

(

2)

which does not contain the time explicitly. It is suflSlcient

then to find a function Si of the arguments qu * ,qn which in

addition to the constant ai contains n — 1 new constants

0: 2 , ,
an. The set of integrals becomes

3 - t,

dSi

or, on taking /3i
= —to,

Pi =

Pi =

t - to =

da/

d^i

dqi’

dSi

dai

i = 2, n. (3)

(4)

This situation arises, in particular, when the system is a

conservative one, for then

H = %Piq/ - (T + [/) = 2r - (T + C/) = r - C7,

*
.

which is the energy. On replacing dSi/da^ by p,- in Eq. (2), it is

seen that

‘ P19 •
•

•
,

= otij

and therefore ai is the energy constant.

Another procedure has been used by PoincarA Suppose a

function Si{qi, . . . , gn; ai, . . . , an) has been found, which
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when substituted in the left member of Eq. (2) reduces it to a

constant. This constant will be a function of ai, . . . ,
a„, say

As before, take

Pi

dqi’
'

’ dq..

dSi

, an). (5)

dq/ di = da/ (6)

without, however, making any hypothesis as to the nature of the

d’s. Equations (6) can then be regarded as defining a trans-

formation from the variables pi, qt to the variables «.•, and by”
Sec. 164, this transformation is canonical; that is

In the new variables

dai
a.

dfii'
(7)

= V5(ai,
• •

•
, «„),

SO that Eqs. (7) become

- 0. (S)

Again it is evident that the a/s are constants, but the fiiB are
linear functions of the time. If the partial derivatives d<p/dai
are denoted by ipi, it is clear that the <pi are constants and that

= (pit + jSio,

where the are n constants of integration.

170. Example : The Compound Pendulum.—The compound

U between the
vertie^ plane through the axis of suspension of the body and the

St k'T?T suspension and the center of gravity

gvr^tioS°ST
J^be mass of the body be M, its radius ofgyration with respect to the axis of suspension be k, tlio

suspension be h. The energy equation is then

H = - Mgh cos e = «,
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and since the body has but one degree of freedom subscripts on

the variables are not necessary. On taking,

it is found that

H =
2Mki^

~ 6 = a. (1)

Since the time does not occur explicitly,

'S = -at + Slid),

and Hamilton’s partial differential equation is

1 /dSiY ,, ,

2Mki\ dd )
d - a, (2)

which is obtained by replacing p in Eq. (1) by dSi/dd.

As d is the only variable in this equation, it is an ordinary

differential equation of the first order. Its solution is

(Si = \/2Mki^JVa + Mgh cos d dd.

Then, by Eq. (169.4),

= t - <0 =

On substituting

V2Mki^ dd

it becomes

t - to

Va. + Mgli cos 0

a = —Mgh cos

dB
^

•\/sin^ \Bo — sin^ ^6^
= l HC.

and the further substitutions,

. 1 . 1 ,
sin 2^ = k sin <p, k = sin

put it in the normal form of Legendre
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In terms of the canonical variables, therefore,

379

- _1_^ -L (P3 — P2 COS 5)^1= X'
21 A

+ fjL. 4-
A sin® d

+ Mgl cos 6 = ai,

where ai is the energy constant. Hamilton’s partial differential

equation is, therefore.

A\d9) C\d<p/
+ dS

(ios 9
dSy

A sin^ d\d^}' "
9(pj

+ 2Mgl cos 6 = 2ai, (4)

Since this equation does not contain either ty (pj or
\l/

explicitly,

it is sufficient to take

S = — ait -f- a^ip “h 013^ + Si(^B)y

where and as are two new constants, and Si(d) is a function

of 6 alone; and the substitution of this form in Eq. (4) reduces it

to the ordinary differential equation

dS
2Acici

C
a2" 2AMgl cos 6

1

sin® e
(cKS — 0:2 cos fl)®. (5)

If the substitution

cos 6 = u,

is made, and if, for brevity of notation,

2AMglv\{l — u®) — (as — a2u)® = /(m).

= (1 _

2Aai — ^-a2®

it is found, on integrating that

St{e) du.

Then

3ai

=
dai

M ==

daa

^2 = <f

h = 'P

J
A du

V?W
Aa^

r^
j

J
du r ujai —

ViW J
“VKu)

a 2U du

u{ai — a2u) du

VJw’

y/f{u)

(6 )

(7)

(8)

(9)
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On taking = lli, it is seen that this is the integral for the

simple pepdulum of length I (I, 319).

171. Lagrange’s Case of a Spinning Body.—As a second

example of the use of canonical variables, consider the problem

of spinning tops in which one point of the body is fixed, the

ellipsoid of inertia at the fixed point is a spheroid, and the center

of gravity is on the axis of this spheroid.

In terms of the angular velocities and moments of inertia at

the fixed point the kinetic energy is [Eq. (86.5)]

T — + Ccojfc^),

and the potential energy is

““ [/ = +Mgl cos 6,

where I is the distance from the fixed point to the center of

gravity; hence

H — T — U — \{Aoii^ + + Mgl cos d.

The angular velocities in terms of Euler’s angles and their
derivatives are [Eq. (85.4)]

oji = sin 0 cos V? + B' cos (pj\

CO,- = xk' sin ^ sin ^ - 6' sin i (1)

03ic = cos d + <p'; )

and, since d = B, the expression for H becomes

sin* e + Ae'^ + C(<p' + 'p' cos 0)*} + Mgl cos 6. (2)

Then on associating pi with 6, with <p, p^ with ^p, it is found thatm
, ,

de'
~ Pi -

I

,

P2 — C(^ + ^' cos S),

BH
Bf

Axj/ sin^ 6 + C((p' + xp' cos 6) cos 8}

from which it follows that

A
(p' + xp' cos 6 —

C/

sin* d = p* ~ Pi cos e

A

(3 )
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In terms of the canonical variables, therefore,

H
A + 2£ + (Pi — Pi cos d)^

A sin^ 9
+ Mgl cos 6 = Oil,

where ax is the energy constant. Hamilton’s partial differential

equation is, therefore.

, u
A\dd) C\d<p)

^ 1 fdS ^ dS\
A sin^ e\dJ' ^ d<p)d<pj

+ 2Mgl cos 6 2ai. (4)

Since this equation does not contain either t, cp, or \p explicitly,

it is sufficient to take

S = '-ait + a2<p + az^l/ + Si{6),

where a 2 and az are two new constants, and Si{6) is a function

of d alone; and the substitution of this form in Eq. (4) reduces it

to the ordinary differential equation

(~J = (2Aai - - 2AMgl cos 0^

If the substitution

cos 9 = w, = (1 -

is made, and if, for brevity of notation,

^2diai — ^aa^ — 2AMglv^il — «“) — (as — oc^u)^ =

it is found, on integrating that

-Sx(0) = Vf{u)
du.

Then

0ai

dS

= t-u
/

A du

v7(^
Aai

55
- ft - » - J

du
,

Pujai

VTW J

das
= ^s =

Vfiu)
az — a^u du

u{az — a^u) du

vm’

(6 )

(7)

(8)

Tas —

J
1- Vm (9)
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la order to bring the notation used here into agreement
with that used in Sec. 104, it is necessary to take

ax = \hj

ai = Ahoihi

az = AhbikUi^

2Mgl = Aa.

Equation (7) gives as a function of the time, and Eqs. (8) and
(9) give <p and ^ as functions of u. Since u is equivalent to
the solution of the problem is complete.

172. Poisson’s Brackets.—Suppose

* •
*

, 7n; Pl,
• •

•
, Pn; 0 = C'

is an integral of the canonical differential equations

, BE
Qi =

Bpi
V / _ m

dqi
(1 )

Differentiation of this integral with respect to the time gives

I , , -VI /

«

+

i

which, by the use of Eqs. (1), can be written

.t^XdqidTpi

that is, this expression vanishes whatever values pi, qi, and t
may have. Conversely, if u satisfies this relation w = constant
IS an integral.

Suppose
if- is a second function of the same arguments, the

notation

[if/, w] =
.^\dqidpi dp

daj\

<Wi) (3 )

was^opted by Poisson, and the symbol [^, to] is called Poisson’
bracket. Some of its more evident properties are:

(a) If c is a constant, [c, co] = 0.

(^) = -[to, ^], [-f, to] = -[^, to],
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(c) If

^ then [xP, to] = '^[xp,; wj.

3 3

If xp and CO contain the time explicitly,

_dr,
1 ^ dw _ d{dxP/dt) du \

dt ’

^P'

I
djdu/dt)

^\dqi dpi

ep d(do>/dt)\

dpi dQi f

or

(4)

173. Poisson’s Identity.—For still further brevity, let Eq.

(172.3)

a = {p, co] = '^Oi.

i

Then

W, «]

Now

d(p doLi

WiWi
J t

d<p 0aA
^idqj)

[<pi

dai _ do)
1

dpi dpidqidpi dqi dpi dp i dqi dpi dp j dpidqidpf

and

dai d(i3 d^\l/ do) d^(p
,

dxj/ d^cc _ dip d^co

d^j Qq. dq. 0g. Spi dqi dqi dpi dqj dpi dqi dqf

On multiplying the first of these expressions by d<p/dqi, the

second hj -d<p/dpf, and then taking the double sum, there

results

wih «]] = XX
3 i

j
do) dip d(a dip d^yp do) ^ ^ d^ dhp

I
dpi dqi dqi dpj dpi dpi dqi dqi dqi dqi dpi dpi 'dqi dpj dpi dqi

+
dip dyp ^ d^o) _ ^ ^
dqi dqi dpi dpi dpi dqi dqi dpi dqi dpi dpi dqi dpi dpi dqi dqr,l'
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except that in the last line the subscripts i and j have been inter-

changed. This is permissible since the sum is taken with respect

to both i and i, and the interchange can be made on any of the

terms.

On permuting the letters i/', co circularly twice in Eq. (1)

and then adding, it is found that the right member vanishes

identically, that is,

[^) H'j ^]] + hP} + [w> Wj ^11 ^

which is Poisson’s identity.

174. Poisson’s Theorem on Integrals.—Suppose

* *
*

, gniPl,
• •

•
, Vnyt) = c{\

‘
, grv; Pi,

• •
*

, Vn] t) = C 2/

are two integrals of Eqs. (172.1). Then, by Eq. (172.2),

and

+ f

-

0,1

W,Hl + ^-0.

Also, by Poisson’s identity, Eq. (173.2),

[H, co]] + [rl., [co, H]] + [co, [H, ^]] ^ 0.

For simplicity of notation, let

hPi ^1 ~
, Qnj Vh '

'

} Vny 0 ,

then, by Eq. (172.4),

’dtA 1 , r /
^"1+ =

ai'

From Eqs. (2) and (3), it is found that

dco"l
xl, -j- 03,

dt
^

-j L
’ dt

= 0
,

or

that is, by Eq. (172.2),

(1 )

(2)

(3)

<P = Cz

(4)

(5)
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also is an integral. For example, if Eqs. (1) are two of the

integrals of momentum in the problem of n bodies, it will be

found that Eq. (5) is the third integral of momentum.
It is natural to assume that Eq. (5) is a new integral, but, it

will be observed, the theorem does not say this. It merely

says that Eq. (5) is an integral. It may be a function of the

integrals in Eqs. (1), or it may be merely a trivial identity.

Notwithstanding the fact that Poisson^s theorem gives an inter-

esting relation among integrals, it cannot be said that it has led

to integrals that were not already known. As a matter of fact

it has been singularly sterile.

Another interesting relationship is found when H does not

contain the time explicitly. In this event 2? = ci is the energy

integral. Suppose (p{qk\ Pk] 0 = C2 is a second integral; then by

the above theorem

[H, d = ca (6)

also is an integral. But since = C2 is an integral,

[^, ff] + ^ = 0,

which, by Eq. (6), becomes

dip

Thus if ^ = C 2 is an integral that contains the time explicitly,

dip/dt = ca is a second integral; and similarly d^ipjdt^ = C4 is a

third integral, and so on: but, if (p does not contain the time,

cz = 0, and

[H, ^ 0. (7)

176. Lagrange’s Brackets.—Another set of brackets, different

from those of Poisson, is due to Lagrange, although the setting

in which it is found here is due to Poincar6.

Suppose the canonical equations [Eqs. (172.1)] have been

integrated, so that the qi and the pi are expressed as functions

of the time t and 2n constants of integration ai, . . . ,
o: 2n-

The brackets

dqi dpi\

dak daj I
(1 )
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are called Lagrange^s brackets.

It was shown in Eqs. (163.3) that, as a consequence of the

differential equations, the following relations hold:

dtjZj^^dak dau
%

fc = 1,

which can also be written

,
2n,

and similarly

If Eq. (2) is differentiated with respect to ocj, Eq. (3) with
respect to ak, and the second result is then subtracted from the
first, it is found that

dotk^^'docjj dt,^\da,dak
* %

da, dec,)

dt
(fitj, Oik) = 0, j, A: = 1, , 2n. (4)

It foUows therefore that a Lagrange bracket is independent of
the time and therefore a function of the constants a only. In
addition to the obvious relations

(“j) «j) - 0, (ay, Uk) = -(at, ay),

among the Lagrange brackets, there exists the identity

“fc)
,

Koik, a^) d(ai, ay)
da.- aay da, "" (5)

for any three of the 2n constants ai,
seen, at Eq. (4) and above,

, otin. As has just been
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_a_-

dak^
\Qh

dph

da/

d dph

da',2-:dak

{aij ai)
da-2

A

Ifjthe first of these equations is differentiated with respect to a<,

the second with respect to a,-, the third with respect to a*, and the

sum is then taken, it is seen that the right member vanishes

identically, and there remains the identity, Eq. (5).

176. The Method of Variation of Parameters.—The solution

of the problem of two bodies shows that each of the two bodies

describes an ellipse (or, in general, a conic) about their common
center of gravity; or, if preferred, each describes an ellipse (or

conic) about the other. When a third or fourth body is intro-

duced into the system, none of the bodies describes a conic, that is

to say, conic section motion does not satisfy the differential

equations. Notwithstanding this fact, it is true, however, that

the orbits of the planets about the sun continue to be elliptical in

character and the motion Keplerian. The constants that define

the elliptical orbit, namely, a the major semiaxis, e the eccen-

tricity, Q the longitude of the node, a> the longitude of perihelion

from the node, i the inclination of the plane of the orbit, and,

finally, T the time of perihelion passage, are not exactly the same

from year to year, but the changes are small. As a consequence,

the astronomers continued to think of the planetary orbits as

ellipses about the sun even when the perturbations of the other

planets were taken into account. The elements of the orbit,

a, e, i, 12, u, and T, were regarded as varying slowly with the time,

but the motion in the ellipse at any moment was Keplerian.

From the point of view of differential equations, the constants of

integration of the two-body problem were to be regarded as

variables for the solution of the perturbation problem. The

success of the method is due to the fact that the perturbative

function, as it is called, is small and remains small. Evidently

the method is available for the solution of other mechanical

problems that exhibit similar characteristics, and the method is
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known as variation of parameters. It was developed extensively

byLagrange for planetary theory, and the properties of Lagrange’s

brackets were known to every astronomer.

Suppose the differential equations are canonical, and that

they are

dH
dpi

i = 1,
• •

•
,
n. (

1 )

Suppose further that the function H can be broken up into two

parts

H = Ho + Hr,

in w'hich Hi is small as compared with Ha. In the planetary
theory Ho is the Hamiltonian function for the two-body problem
and Hi is the ensemble of terms that must be added to Ho when
the perturbative action of the planets is taken into account.
Suppose, finally, that it is known how to solve the equations

3i
dHo

Pi = - djh
dqt

i = 1, ,n. (2)dpi

That is to say, a function

^(?l) * • • j Qn, ^1, . .
. , t')

can be found, in which fii, , j3„ are n independent, arbitrary
constants, that satisfies the partial differential equation

fi + dqf

dS \ ^
’

7 “

(3 )

The integrals of Eq. (2) are then defined by the relations

V = ^ ,

dql Wl *==!'>
where the a; are new arbitrary constants.

Pi and qt as
functions of the 2n constants a.-, and the time t; that is

- Qi(ai, • •
•

,
a„; ^1,

•
•

, t)J (^)

Si ® ‘he diileren-fciM 6€|iiations to an identity.
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Equations (4) can be regarded, however, not as solutions of

Eqs. (2) which, of course they are, but as equations of trans-

formation from the letters pi and qt of Eqs. (1) to the letters

and |8i. On account of Eqs. (3), it is seen that

dpi - '^ai d^i = + %Pi ~

(%P'

d{Zpiqi ~ S),

which is an exact differential. The transformation of variables

therefore is a canonical one, and

OLi i = 1,
• •

•
,
n.

The term Ho disappears from the Hamiltonian function by

virtue of the fact that if Hi = 0, the at and Pi are constants, that

is

a/ - Pi' = 0.

It is necessary only to transform the function Hi from the letters

Pi and Qi to the letters at and pi by means of Eqs. (4).

Application of this method to the problems of the perturbations

of the planets and to the theory of the rotation of the earth taking

into account the actions of the sun and the moon will be found in

Vols. 1 and 2 respectively of Tisserand^s ^^M6canique Celeste.’’

In Vol, 3 is given a r^sum6 of Delaunay's theory of the motion

of the moon in which this change of variables is made over and

over again, each time cutting out one term from the perturbative

function. Hamilton himself adopted this method of developing

the S function, separating it into two parts, S = Sq + Si just as

H is separated into two parts, H = Ho + H.

Problems

1. Derive Lagrange’s equations of motion by means of Hamilton’s

principle,

2. Show that

dpi d^k _ dak

dak dqi dfik dqi

dqi — dqi ^ _djk

dfik dpi* dak dpi
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3. Given the canonical equations

dH
x/ =

dyi
Vi' =

dxi

If X is Hamilton’s principal function

di
+ H

{""•"’lx)
'

Suppose there is a canonical change of vari?.bles from the letters Xi pi to the

letters §'», pi, so that

, dH
,

dH

and if Q is the principal function

4. Tf(„ . _ n

Show that, in general, the function Q is not merely the transform of the
function Z.

4. Given the canonical equations

, dH
=

ai;.’

J __

dqi
f ~ 1, • •

.
,
n,

in which

ffC?!. • • • , fnj Pi, . . . , p„; 0

contains the time expUeitly. Show that H can be replaced by

Hi = H{qi, • •
, q„; pi, • •

,
p„- gr„^,) -j-

which 18 simply with « replaced by and p„+. is then added, and the
equations are still canonical

dHi dHi
- 1,

dqi

The time i does not occur explicitly in Hi, but evidently

Q'n+l ~
tf

since

In+l
dH
hn+l

1 .

Suppose the set of differential equations

~ QiCqiy

Pi' - Piiqu
- ?n,* Pi,

t Pi,

r PnJ i),

> Pnj t)f i = 1,
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admits two known integrals

389

<pl — Cl, <P1 = C2.

Show that the differential equations can be expressed in the canonical form.

6. Liouville’s Theorem ,—Suppose At, J5i, and Ui are functions of qi alone,

for each i] that

2T = (Ai + Aa + • •
• 4“ A.n){Bxqi^ + Biq^^ ^ BnQn^),

and that

TT = 4~ ^^2 4~ • •
• + Un

Ai + A2 + • *
• + An

Show that the problem can be reduced to quadratures.

7. StaeckeVs Theorem .—Given functions (pij such that the function

<pij is a function of g,- alone, for each j. Let

A =
I
<pij

1

be the determinant of these functions, and let '!></ be the minor of A for the

element (pi,-. If

3

where Uj is a function of q^ only, the problem can be reduced to quadratures.

Show that Liouville^s theorem is a particular case of StaeckePs theorem.

8.

Show that Hamilton’s principal function also satisfies the partial

differential equation

dt
' H(t-,

dqio dqno*
«»-o, qn^ = 0,

where the qio is the initial value of g't, and that



CHAPTER XII

THE METHOD OF PERIODIC SOLUTIONS

177. Introduction.—It was doubtless perceived early in the
study of mechanics that in many problems, perhaps one might
say in most problems, of mechanics the differential equations of

motion cannot be integrated. This statement is understood to

mean that integrals that are algebraic in character, or even simply
transcendental, in sufficient number to form a complete system,
cannot be found.

This fact has led to the development of solutions that are
expressible in infinite series of one kind or another. For example,
if the initial values of the variables are such that the differential
equations are regular (in the sense of the complex variable theory)
a solution can be developed in powers of the time. The series so
obtained are convergent for values of the time sufficiently small,
and they satisfy the differential equations. They are, therefore,
solutions of the problem in a mathematical sense, but, in gen-
eral, have very little value in a mechanical sense in that they do
not reveal the essential, or interesting, properties of the motion.

In numerical cases, by a process known as mechanical quadra-
ture the motion can be followed step by step for as long a period
of time as may be desired; although, as a matter of practice, the
ime so Jsned is rather short on account of the great labor which
the method requires. This method has been used by the
Mtronomers, particularly in the determination ofperturbations,

f method, it does not give any general

hXdT^r The information which ft lives ishmted to the particular solution that is followed and to theparticular interval of time that is used.

pafal^et“ Th^
development of solutions in powers of ap rmeter. The parameter or parameters, in powers of which

tio
mlo the differential equa-

method haeadvantage that the senea whtch represent the solutions are
o90
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convergent for any assigned interval of time provided the

parameters are sufficiently small; that is, the question of con-

vergence is thrown onto the parameters, and the interval of time

is left free. The coefficients of the various powers of the parame-

ter, or parameters, are functions of the time and these functions,

in general, become very complicated as the powers of the parame-

ters increase. But suppose the initial values of the variables can

be chosen in such a way that at the expiration of the time P all

of the dependent variables have returned to their initial values.

It is evident then, if the time does not occur explicitly in the

differential equations, or if it does occur explicitly it does so in a

form that is periodic with the period P, that the motion is

periodic with the period P; for, by virtue of the differential

equations, not only have the variables returned to their initial

values but all of their derivatives have done likewise. These

series, when expressed in a periodic form are convergent, if the

parameters are sufficiently small, for all values of the time in

the interval 0 ^ t S P, and are therefore convergent for all

finite values of the time. The properties of the motion revealed

for one cycle are thus made known for all values of the time; and

it is this fact that gives to the method of periodic solutions the

high position that it occupies in modern analysis.

It is the purpose of the present chapter to show how these series

can be constructed; but before this is done it is necessary to

establish the legitimacy of the processes that are used: in other

words to lay a logical foundation for the construction of the

series. This requires certain theorems in the domains of implicit

function and of differential equations; in particular, there is given

a complete theory of linear differential equations with constant

coefficients that is due to W. Bartky, a method that depends

upon the theory of matrices.

I. CERTAIN THEOREMS CONCERNING IMPLICIT FUNCTIONS

178. Solutions of Simultaneous Equations as Power Series in

a Parameter.—Suppose there are given n analytic functions

Fi{au *
•

•
,
an; m) =

which have the following properties:

(a) Fi{0, 0,
• •

•
, 0; 0) = 0. i = 1,

• *
'

,
n;
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(5) the functional determinant,

dFj

daj
'

does not vanish at the origin, that is for

ai — 0L2 — * • • = OTn = M = 0
;

and finally,

(c) the partial derivatives dFi/djjL are not all zero at the origin.

The functions F» are expansible in the neighborhood of the
origin in powers of ai, . . . , and /i. For compactness of
notation the letter ix will be denoted by ao* Then, on taking the
terms that are hnear in ai, . .

. , an to the left side of the equa-
tion, these expansions have the form

n j k

X X '^fm^'^ocjakCXi + , (1)
j*0A=0Z*0

in which the letters / are constants, and i = 1, n Bv
fiinctiona^

zero
®

By the method of undetermined
formally satisfied by taking

coefficients, Eqs. (1) can be

3 = 0 , 1
,

«=1 (2)

in which, of course, since ao = ao,

/5„x = l, and
/3„ = o, 5 = 2

,

• •

,
00,

^

Eqs. (2) are substituted in Eqs. (1), there results

/o ao + XXX
_ . _ 0 fc=s0 «=a 1 isB 1

j ^ 00 00

j?o *?o + • . . .
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Since the left and right members of these equations must be
identical, a comparison of the coefficients of the first, second, and
third powers of ao give the following sets of equations, and it is

evident that the process can be carried as far as is desired:

(1) X i = l,
,
n,

i=l

(2) = X 1(3.1,

i=i y=Ofc=o
n n j

(3) = X
i»i j= 0 fc=o

n j k

+ X X
J = 0 fc = 0 z = o

In set (1) the /?,i are the only unknowns; the equations are

linear in these letters and the determinant is not zero. The
equations have therefore a unique solution for the fin, and since,

by hypothesis, not all of the are zero, not all of the are zero.

In the left members of the second set the letters jSya enter just

as the letters /3,i do in the first set, and therefore have the same

determinant. The right members contain only known quan-

tities, since the iS/i are all known. This set of equations therefore

determine the letters ^j2 uniquely.

In general, the mth set of equations determine the letters

for these letters are in the left members only. They enter

linearly, and the determinant is
[ |

which is independent of

m. Since fiji, /3/2, . • . ,
enter in the right members and are

all known, the right members can all be regarded as known.

Thus the series, Eqs. (2), can be developed step by step, and the

development can be carried as far as may be desired.

It is a simple matter to extend the solution to cover many

parameters instead of only one, if the functional determinant is

not zero.

179. Convergence of the Solutions.—For purely theoretic

purposes the above equations can be simplified by making a

linear change of variables. If the substitutions
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be made, Eqs. (178.1) take the form

n j n j k

j= 0 k =0 •
- - - -

which by the substitution

i = 0 A;«0 ^ = 0

«=1

with

hoi = 1,

becomes

2)h/s^o®, i — 0,
• •

*
,

hos = 0
, s = 2j

n.

and

'^bi.ao' - + X X X Xl>3i'“^j*i»Jfc(ao*+' + •

y=OA;=Oss=l< = i

A companson of the coefficients on the two sides of these equi
tions gives the results

hi = Po“^ i = 1,

^••2 = X
n,

; = 0 jfc«o

n j

72,

s i i; *>»“'! .A.6.
J= 0 k=‘ 0 l ==0

(6

ya,

and
already solved for the letters 6,

purposes of comparison.Tf U T V uuiuparison.
It snould be remarked that Eqs. (2) converge if Eos HTR T

for are mtermsoftLo’s.'

Then, if the series
y=i

oo

a?

converges, the series
««i (6)

QQ

J=* 1 «=5 1

iaOLo^
(7)
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also will converge. It is necessary, therefore, to show that the
series in Eqs. (6) converge.

If the series, Eqs. (2), converge for

. 1

o,*
I
g r, j = 0,

• •
•

,
n,

where r is some positive number, it can be assumed without
loss of generality that r = 1, for the substitution a,- = h^r would
give a series convergent for \hj\ g 1. It is assumed therefore

that Eqs. (2) converge for
|

a,-
1
^ 1, and therefore there is a

maximum value of the coefficients in these series. Let ikf be a

positive number larger than this maximum value. Then the

equations

00

Xi = Mxq

X

i
• * • -\-Xn)\ ^ = 1

,

* •
•

, (8)

J= 2

dominate Eqs. (2) ;
that is, the coefficient of each term in the right

members of Eqs. (8) is positive and numerically greater than the

corresponding coefficient in Eqs. (2). They can be solved just

as Eqs. (2) were solved; that is, by substituting

00

(9)

8 = 1

and equating coefficients, there results a series of equations

corresponding to Eqs. (5) that determine the coefficients

successively. It will be observed that in Eqs. (5) only positive

signs occur. The terms in the right members of the Cjs are all

positive and dominate the corresponding terms in the equa-

tions. Hence, for every s and every j,

C Ja y*"
\

h 'js \»

It follows therefore that if the series Eqs. (9) converge so also

do Eqs. (3) converge. Equations (8), however, can be solved in

another manner. Let

y = Xo + Xi + ' '
' + Xn,

and let the sum of the n equations in (8) be taken. There results

00

y = {Mn + l)a;o + Mn^ y^\

j = 2

= {Mn + l)xo + Mnj^—

;

i y
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whence, on setting Mw + 1 = m and clearing of fractions,

my^ — (1 + mx^y + mxo = 0.

The solution of this equation that vanishes with xt, is

1 + mxo 1
I 4m^xo

y 2m
i — d

(1 + mxo)'^.

which, evidently, is expansible in powers of xo ;
and this expansion

,

for ffi > 1, is convergent if
|
a:o

|

<l/m.
Since Eqs. (8) are all alike it is clear that

iCl = = • * * = iCn,

and if a; is the common value of these quantities,

which also is expansible as a convergent power series in a:o,

therefore the series in Eqs. (8) are convergent. Since Eqs. (9)

dominate Eqs. (3), it follows that Eqs. (3) also are convergent;

and likewise Eqs. (7).

180. The Functional Determinant Vanishes, but Not All of Its

First Minors.—If the functional determinant vanishes at the

origin without the vanishing of all of its first minors, it is possible

to solve n — 1 of Eqs. (178.1), say for a2, 0:3, . . . ,
as power

series in ao and ai, ai playing merely the r61e of another parame-
ter. If the values of 0:2, . . . an, so obtained are substituted in

the nth equation, the result, if it is not an identity, is an equation

in ai and ao, f{ai, ao) = 0, but the linear term in ai will be missing

since its coefficient is the functional determinant, which is zero.

Other terms of low degree in ai and ao also may be missing.

This equation is solvable for ai in terms of ao, but the power series

expansion may be in fractional powers of ao instead of integral

powers.

In the discussion of this equation in ai and ao the following
theorem,^ which is a variation of the Weierstrass theorem on the
factorization of a power series, will be useful

:

1 MacMillan, BuUetin of the American Mathematical Society

^

VoL 17,
p. 116 (1910).
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Theorem.—If f{y] Xi, . . . , xf) is a convergent power series in

y; Xi, . . . j
Xp such that f{y] 0, 0, . . . , 0) begins with a term of

degree n, there exists a convergent power series <p(y; Xi, ,
Xp)

with a constant term different from zero, such that the product

f-<P = + axy^"'^ + + * *
* + ctn

is a polynomial in y of degree n in which the coefficient of y^ is

minus one andthe coefficients oftheremaining powers of y,ai, . . . ,

an, are convergent power series in Xi, . . . ,
Xp that vanish for

= ^2 = • * * = Xp =5: 0 .

For the purpose of determining the coeflSicients of the series,

it will simplify the notation to put Xi = ^iX and then arrange in

powets of X. The series /, 9?, and can be written

/ == - 60) + 2>ix + 62x2 + • •

•
,

^ = Co + CiX + C2X^ + • *
•

,

pU) =: ^yn
^

where the coefficients hk are known power series in y and are

homogeneous of degree k in the h being a power series in y

alone that vanishes for y equal to zero. The coefficients Ch

are power series in y whose coefficients are to be determined,

and the pk are polynomials in y, also to be determined, of degree

n — 1 .

By taking the product of / and <p it is found that

f • (p
^ —00(1 — bo)y"' + [— (1 — bo)ciy'^ + &iCo]x —

+ [—(1 — 6o)C22/^' + hiCi + 62Co]x2

x^

and this is equal to

“2/’* + Pix + PiX^ 4. . .
- + pj^x^

A comparison of the coefficients of the various pow ers of x in

these two expressions gives the equations

(1 - bo)coy^ = y”,

(1 - bo)ciy^ = bico - Pu
(1 — bo)c2y^ = biCi + 62C0 — P2,
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These equations can be solved successively for the p’s and c’s.

From the first follows at once

Since co and bi are known power series in y, it is seen from the

second equation that pi can be chosen uniquely in such a way
that hico — Pi — is divisible by y^. The solution for Ci is

then

Similarly p2 can be chosen uniquely so that

biCi + 62C0 — ps =

is divisible by 2/”, and then

C2
^2

1 - Co

and so on to as high a degree in x as may be desired. The proof
of convergence is by dominant series, but it will be omitted here.
The reader will find it in the article above cited.

Since

/ • ¥> = p'”' = 0,

and p does not vanish in the neighborhood of the origin, since
It has a constant term, the roots of p'") are identical with the

of the origin. By the funda-
mental theorem of algebra, the equation p'"> = 0 has n roots, all

* >' ‘•0

Pnf+i;
of the Series for Two Variables.-For the Mtual determination of the series for «„ in integral orfractional powers of ;i, that satisfy the equation

/(«!, m) = 0
,

(1 )
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it is not necessary to form the corresponding algebraic equation.

The introduction of the Weierstrass theorem was merely for the

purpose of establishing the number of solutions. Since the

linear term in ai alone is not present, there are at least two
solutions; if the terms in alone also are missing, there are at

least three solutions; and so on. The vanishing of the func-

tional determinant therefore indicates the existence of multiple

solutions.

In order to find the expansions for these solutions, Newton’s
parallelogram^ will be found most useful. In this scheme the

terms that occur in the power series expansion of Eq. (1) are

plotted as points in a coordinate system. For example, if the

term occurs, that is the coefiicient is not zero, it is

plotted as the point (i, j) . The value of Uf,*, provided it is not

zero, is quite immaterial. If m is the smallest value of i for

which j is zero, and n is the smallest value of j for which i is

zero, draw a dotted straight line through the points (0, n) and
(m, 0), and plot all of the terms of Eq. (1) that are below, or to

the left of, this line. Since its equation is

my + nx = mn,

for all points (t, j) above or to the right mj + ni > mn, and these

points play no r61e. The terms for which mj + ni ^ mn are

the important ones, and these all lie in the first quadrant below

and to the left of the dotted line. Imagine these plotted points

to be pins or pegs in the plane and a string tied to the pin (0, n).

Let the string initially coincide with the j-axis. Then let it be

moved to the right under a slight tension until it touches the

point (0, m). In the final position either it coincides with the

dotted line or it forms a broken line by contact with other pins.

It is the segments of this broken line and the points that lie on it

that are essential.

Suppose, for example, with coefiicients omitted,

f(aiy y) = ai® + + (m + +
(^3 q. + ju® + fir,

where H includes all of the terms that lie above the dotted line.

The algebraic theory shows that there are five solutions for ai

that vanish with iu, and the Newton parallelogram (Fig. 80)

iChrystal’s “Algebra/' Vol. 2, p. 362.
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shows three segments of the broken line, on each of which there

are at least two points, and on the middle one three points.
^

With each segment there is associated a group of solutions,

in number equal to the difference in the ordinates of the end

points of the segment. In the above

example there are two solutions associ-

ated with the upper segment, two with

the middle, and one with the lower

—

five altogether.

If rrik, nk are the coordinates of the

upper end point of any segment, and

mi, 111 are the coordinates of the lower
Fig. 80. end point of the same segment, the

equation of the line in which the segment lies is

(mi — mk)y + (nk — ni)x = miUk — nmk,

in which x and y are the running coordinates of the line. Except

the points that lie on the segment, all of the points that belong

to/(ai, ju) lie above and to the right of this line. Therefore, if i

and j are the exponents of any term ai’ja’ of /, it is true that

(mi — mk)j -f (Uk — ni)i ^ mink — nmk,

or, if,

Uk - ni

,

"J

4

3

2

1

Kt"
\

s
s

’ N

N 1

1 2 3 4 5 (
^ ....

j + <ri ^

mi — mk
mmk — nmk
mi — mk

= m:

where tr, evidently, is the tangent of the acute angle which the

segment makes with the j-axis, and m is a perfectly definite

number.

Now let the variable ai be replaced by a by the substitution

ai = ocu''. (2)

The equation

00 00

/(«!, /i) = ^

becomes

= 0 ;
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and since for every i and j

j + ai ^ m,

a factor n”' can be divided out, leaving

00 00

= 0 .

In this expression the exponents of n are integral multiples of

l/(wi — mjc); hence, if the substitution

y ^ (3)

is made, the above equation becomes

00 00

= 0, (4)

in which only integral powers of v occur. For v = 0 the series

<p{a.^ v) reduces to the terms whose plotted points lie on the seg-

ment under discussion, namely

•••-[- Clm^nOlP'^ 0
, (5)

or

am^n^a^Ka - ri){a - r2) • •
• (a - rn^-n,) = 0,

where the r’s are the n* — ui roots of Eq. (5) that are distinct

from zero; the ni zero roots are without interest here. Let rk be

any one of these roots, and let the substitution

a = P + Vk (6)

be made. Equation (5) then becomes a polynomial in in which

the linear term in p is present, if Vk is a simple root. Assuming

that this is the case, the series ^(a, v) [Eq. (4)] becomes a series

p) which contains only integral powers of and v and in

which the linear term in 0 is present. It can therefore be solved

in a unique manner for jS in powers of and, going back through

the substitutions, Eqs. (6), (3), and (2), ai is expressed finally

as a power series in fractional powers of m that vanishes with jx.

There is one such expansion for each non-vanishing, simple

root of Eq. (5), or Uk - ni altogether. If Vk is a multiple root

of Eq. (5), the power series v) will not contain a linear term

in /3, and the entire process must be repeated for v) just as
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for the original series /(ai, ju)- Since there are nu — ni expan--

sions for each segment and Uk — ni is the difference in the orcli-*

nates of the end points of the segments, it is evident that

are

S(nfc — rii) = n

expansions altogether, as there should be.

182. All of the First Minors Vanish.—The cases in which th*^

functional determinant does not vanish, or, if it does, not all cif

its first minors vanish, are particular cases of a general situatkil^

in which n functions o^i, . . . , Xn are defined by means of

equations in Xi, . . . Xnj and k parameters mu • • • > MJt* A
separate treatment of these two cases is justified by their simplii*^*^

ity and by their frequent occurrence. If all of the first minorn
vanish, it is best to proceed at once to the general case.

method of treatment rests upon a generalization of the theorem
in Sec. 180.^

Suppose

Fi(Xij *
*

*
, Xny m) ~ t = 1,

* *
*

, 71,

are n analytic functions in a:i, . . . ,
and ^ which vanialu

with these variables. The function Fi is said to be of order

if, for jLt = 0 in the power series expansion of Fi(xij . . . ^ Xn; m)
in the neighborhood of the origin, the homogeneous polynomial

fi which is composed of the aggregate of terms of lowest de^rmf
that actually occur in Fi{xif . . . , 0) is of degree dt in Xt^
. . . ,

and/i is called the c/iarac<emi7c po^2/7^om^a^ of Ft. An
eliminating determinant Y& a determinant that arises in the procenn
of forming the eliminant of the fi by Caley^s method.^ Let d
be a positive integer defined as follows:

d = 2dt — n.

The theorem that is of interest here is the following

:

Theorem.—If

FiiXi^
* *

’
y Xn] (l) Z == 1,

• *
•

,
71

^ MacMiliian, *-A Reduction of a System of Power Series to an Equivja.**^

lent System of Polynomials,'' Mathemaiische Annalen, Vol. 72, p. 167 (1912).
* Caley, Caifrdyndge and Dublin Mathematical Journal^ Vol. 3, p. 110

(1848). See also Salmok, “Modem Higher Algebra," p. 87.
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is a system of power series in Xiy . . , , Xn and ju, vanishing with

these variables, of order di, and characteristic polynomials fi which

have an eliminating determinant different from zero, then multipliers

’ ’
'

) ff) ,
i, j = X, ’ ’

*
,
n,

that vanish with xi, . . . , Xn, and u, and polynomials

P i{Xi, . , . , Xn', fl),

of degree d and order di, exist such that

(1 + + • •
. + = Pi,

+ (1 + ^22)P2 + • *
• n = P 2,

^nlFl + ^n2P2 + * *
* + (1 + 4>nn)Pn = Pn*

Since the determinant of the coefficients of the F*s of the left member
does not vanish in the neighborhood of the origin, it follows that

the system of equations

Pi = P2 = • • * = Pn = 0,

is equivalent to the system of equations

Fi = F2= • • • = P. = 0,

in the sense that they define Xi, , . . , Xn as the same functions of

the parameter u in the neighborhood of the origin, and the number

of the solutions that vanish with y. is Ildt.

Just as in the case of the single equation in two variables, the

above theorem gives the number of solutions in any particular

case. It is not necessary to form the polynomials Pi. In order

to obtain the expansions of the Xi in powers of y, or fractional

powers as the case may be, the procedure is similar to that of the

single equation, namely, by the use of Newton parallelograms,^

but the proof is too long to be given here. The reader is referred

to the papers cited.

11. THE SOLUTIONS OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS AS POWER
SERIES IN A PARAMETER

183. Formal Solutions of Differential Equations of Type I.

—

The set of differential equations

‘
'

y ^n; y;t), i = 1,
' '

•
,
n, (1)

1 MacMillan, “A Method of Determining the Solutions of a System of

Analytic Functions in the Neighborhood of a Branch Point,” Mathematische

Annakn, Vol. 72, p. 180 (1912).
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are said to be of type I when, the right members carry the

parameter ju as a factor and theft are analytic in a;i, . . . , M

and t and are regular at the point Xi = ai, /x = 0, for all values

of the time that lie in the interval 0 ^ t ^ T. Under these

conditions the functions /» are expansible in powers of (Xi — Ui)

and /i, and these power series are convergent for all values of t

that lie in the interval specified provided

\xi — ai
\
^ Vi and

|

/x
|
< p,

where ri and p are certain positive numbers, not zero.

The differential equations of mechanics are usually of the

second order, but, as has been seen in the chapter on Hamilton's
equations, they can always be reduced to a set each of which is

of the first order.

In order to show that Eqs. (1) can be solved formally as a
power series in the parameter, let the dependent variables Xi be
changed to by the substitution

Xi dx — ^iy

and, for compactness of notation let p = After expansion
of the right members of Eqs. (1) in powers of f and p, but not in
powers of t, Eqs. (1) become

if =
^ijkiiih +

i=o y=o jfc=o

(2)

where the coefficients <(> are functions of the time, or, if the time
does not occur explicitly, are constants.
Under the assumption that the can be expanded as a power

senes in the time, of course, occurring in the coefficients, let

r=l
(3)

with the understanding that = 1, and = 0 if r > 1, since
necessarily Let Eqs. (3) be substituted in Eqs. (2) andthe senra then arranged according to powers of |o, namely

- 00 fl

= f>io^o + V
r 1 ' \r=lj=0

oo 00 n

+ X X X + • • •

r*I 0
(4)
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Since this equation is an identity in Jo, the coefficients of the same
power of Jo in the left and right members are equal. Hence
sequentially,

JiV = (PiO) i = 1,

n

n.

i=0
n

j—Q j = 0 k=^0

(5)

If, whatever ix may be, the initial values of the Xi are the ai, it

is necessary that the initial values of the Jt be zero, and since

this is true whatever ju may be, it is necessary that every

J^r, r = 1,
* •

•
,

00
,
i

j
n, should vanish. The con-

stants of integration of Eqs. (5), therefore, must be chosei^i so as

to satisfy this condition. Since the (pio are known functions

of the time, the coefficients J^i are determined by a quadrature;

and if

^<i(0 == ^Vio(0 dtj

then

With the Ja as known functions of the right members of the

second set are known functions of the time. Hence, if

n

^ Jo 2) i == 1
,

* ‘
*

j
Uj

it is evident that

Ji2 = 4><2(0 >

and so on, as far as may be desired. Hence, formally, the differ-

ential equations [Eqs. (1)] can be satisfied by solutions of the form

Xi = ai+
r=l

which, if convergent, reduce at t = 0 to

iri(O) =

(6)
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as was desired, and it will be observed that the process everywhere

is unique.

184. The Solutions Are Convergent for ^ Sufficiently Small.—
It is no essential restriction upon the differential equations to

assume that the right members of Eqs. (183.2) are convergent for

I 1

= 1, i = 0,
• *

•
,
n,

provided t lies in the interval 0 ^ t g T; for, if it were not so, the
substitutions

V = PMf

would result in equations of the same type in which assumption
was true. As it simplifies the notation, this assumption will be
made. It follows that for all values of t in the interval specified
the coefficients in the right members of Eqs. (183.2) are bounded,
say each one is less than a certain positive number M, Consider
the comparison set of equations

Vi = Mfx

(1 m)( 1 —
i=l

f = 1,
• •

•
,
n. ( 1 )

The right members of these equations also can be expanded iiit

po\^rs of the v% and fx. Furthermore in these expansioUvS every
coefficient is positive and numerically greater than the corre-
sponding coefficient of Eqs. (183.2).
Equations (1) can be solved by the method of Sec. 184, and

of the equations which correspond to

tw /Ak ^<1®- (184.5), it follows

of Fo,
^ °®Jiverge so also will the solutions

AhfiAl Equations
(1 ) can be integrated

an^tT?nwT''r’
members of Eqs. (1) are all alike,

Consequently

Vi V2 - ' ‘ —
rjr,

“e ktt?r f denoted ttne letter r], it is seen that, from Eqs. (1)

,

MuJ —7
) =

(1 —/»)(! — nrj) (2)
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or

(1 - nvW =

After integration and determination of the constant of integra-

tion so that rj vanishes with tj it is found that

n
V - oV

2
(3)

which, solved for r;, gives

Ifl L 2Mnjur

1 - M
(4)

the minus sign being taken before the radical since nj vanishes

with and also with ijl.

Equation (4) is expansible in powers of Mj and this expansion is

convergent for all values of the time in the interval 0 ^ t ^ T
provided

2Mnfit ^ ^

that is, provided

1 + 2MnT
^

Since the solution of Eqs. (2) by the method of Sec. 183 is

unique, the solution so obtained is the same as the expansion of

Eq. (4) ;
it is convergent, provided

|

jn
|
< /uo. The same is true

therefore of the solutions of Eqs. (183.2), and the series Eqs.

(183.6) are therefore convergent, provided
\
im\ is suflSciently

small.

186. Formal Solution of Differential Equations of Type IL

—

Suppose the differential equations have the form

Xi == Qiixif *
i
Xn]t) + fifiixi) *

*
*

j ^n; m; 0
t = i,

• *
•

,
n, (1)

in which the functions are not identically zero; if the gi were all

identically zero, the equations would reduce to type I. Suppose

further that Xi = Xio{t) is a known solution of the differential
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equations for /x = 0; that is, the functions satisfy the

differential equations

XiQ = gi{xx^, •
* * Xno; 0 i = 1,

* •
*

,
nj

and, for t = 0, reduce to Xio{0) =

In what follows, it will be assunaed that the functions are

expansible in powers of Xi — XiOj and that the/i are expansible in

powers of Xi — Xio and /x, and it is desired to find solutions of

Eqs. (1) that are expansible in powers of m ^nd that reduce for

t = 0 to the same initial values Xi == ai.

For this purpose, let

Xi XiQ ^ i 1) y

and for compactness of notation let /x = the functions gi and/i

are then, by hypothesis, expansible in powers of the f /, and the

differential equations (1) become

n n j

= ^gaii + ^ '^gUk^j^h + • • •

y=i j=i k=i
n n j

+ fo/iO + '^fijk^j^k + *
‘

j — 0 3 = 0 k=0

in which the coefficients gi,.. and/i... are, in general, functions of L
In order to show formally that solutions in powers of /x = ^0

can be derived, let

M

i = 0,
•

,
n,

r=l
with

loi = 1 and lor = 0, r > 1, as before.

If these expressions are substituted in Eqs. (2), it is found that

X(^i/ - = fo/« + X
•“A i=l / rtli-O

00 CO n j

r=l s=l I k=l

A comparison of the coefficients of the first power of |o in the
left and right members of these equations, then the second power,
the third, and so on gives the following sets of equations

:
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n '

~ i = 1,
* •

*
,

??/.

j=l
n n n 3

jf = i jsso j==i/;s=i
y

n

?tr
“

’^tr(^fcl)
* *

*
> ?A:,r—1> Ol

i=.l

(4)

These equations exhibit the following properties:

(a) The left naembers are linear and homogeneous in the f jv and

their derivatives.

(b) The coeflficients of the left members are the same from one

set to another, that is, they are independent of the subscript r.

(c) The right members contain only the letters f for which s is

less than the corresponding subscript r of the left members.

The differential equations to be solved at each step are linear

and non-homogeneous, and the difference in these equations from

one set to another is in the right members only. If the equations

are solved step by step, in every case the right members are

known functions of t; the left members are the same at every step

and, of course, are known. The form of the general solution of

the linear, non-homogeneous differential equations

= XAmAt) + Piit),

in which the Aj are constants of integration, the (fait) are func-

tions of t whose determinant
|
(pn |

is not zero, and the Ft{t)

are functions that depend upon the

In the solutions of Eqs. (4) it is necessary to choose the con-

stants of integration in such a way that every Jtr = 0 at ^ = 0.

Since the determinant
]

<pi]‘{0)
|

does not vanish, this condition can

be satisfied, and then every fir becomes a definite function of the

time,

^ir —
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It follows, therefore, that the series
00

Xi — iCxO (^)

r = 1

formally satisfies Eqs. (1).

186* The Formal Solution is Convergent.—Before proceeding
to the proof that the series Eq, (185.5) is convergent for values of

ii sufficiently small, it is desirable to prove the following lemma:
Lemma.—If

+ hi(t) f = 1,
* •

•
,
n

is a set of linear differential equations for which the functions
qij{t) and hiif) have no singularities in the interval 0 ^ i ^ IT, the

solution that vanishes with tj i.e.j = fg = * • * = ~ 0 for
t = 0, is dominated by the solution that vanishes with t of the

differential equations

Vi ~ M^Tji + My i =z
^

where M is a positive number greater than
|
gij

|

and
|

hi
|
for every

t in the interval 0 ^ i ^ T.
By Picards method of successive approximations^ a series of

sets of functions Cl),
. , ^ ^ ^ ^ and 77

,co^
,

Vi j . . . are defined as follows:

W" - £udt,

y=i

y*i

• PiCAED'8, “Trait4 d’Aaalyse,” Vol. 2. p. 340 (1906).
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It is readily seen from these series that for every t in the assigned

interval

and then from the second set that

and, in general, that

>
1 1

.

By Picard's theorem lim = Jt and lim = Vt for a suffi-

k=* OQ ib = so

ciently restricted range of t, which in the present case is the

original interval 0 ^ t ^ since the equations are linear. It

follows therefore that

Vi>
\
^i\

throughout the same interval, which proves the lemma. One of

the hypotheses with regard to Eqs. (185.1) is that the power

series expansions, Eqs. (185.2), are convergent for the interval

0 ^ t ^ T provided
| 1

< i = 0,
* •

•
,

where r, is some

fixed positive number. Just as before, it is no essential restric-

tion to assume that r,- = 1 for every j, since the substitution

= TjXj would result in series of the same type that are con-

vergent for
I

a;,'
I

= 1. Hence it is assumed that this is true

for the series in Eqs. (2), and that r,* = 1. Since the series,

Eqs. (185.2), are convergent for
[ l

= 1, it follows that for

0 ^ ^ ^ r there is a maximum value of the coefficients. LetM
be a positive number that exceeds this maximum value, and let

the comparison equations be

= M (vo + 'ni + ' ’
' + Vn)

1 (^0 + t;i + • •
• + ^n)

where vo = ( 1 )

If the right member of this equation is expanded, it will be a

power series in the 77/
that will dominate Eq. (185.2). It can be

solved in the same manner, that is, by taking

Vi = ^VirVO^'f

r«l
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there will result a series of sets of differential equations sin

to Eqs. (185.4) but which dominate them. If the Vi vams

t = 0, every vir also vanishes. It follows from the lemma, tl

fore, that the solutions vir dominate the corresponding som

and therefore the series

00

Vi = %'nirVo''

r=l

dominates the series

00

r»l

Hence if the first series converges, the second also will coiivo

It will be observed that the differential Equations, Eq[S*

for the Vi are all alike, and, since they have the same initial va

that

Vl - V2 ^ * ' ' — Vn

for all values of t. Let

f = ^1 + ^2 + * *
‘ Vnj a^nd tiM == N

•

The sum of the Eqs. (1) is then the single equation

and the solution that vanishes with t is

log ^1 + 0 - f = m,

or

f = - 1).

Expanded in powers of f this expression becomes

^ “
1 - + ixe^* ( f' + i? + •>

which, expanded in powers of /x, is convergent for all values c

and for
} |

< By the principles of Sec. 178, this equat
admits a unique solution for f as a power series in ju that conver
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for every t in the interval 0 ^ ^ T, provided
|
m

|

is sufficiently

small. Finally, since

f
Vl = V2 = • ‘ • =

‘^?n
=

n

a unique solution for as a power series in ix that converges for

I ^ I

sufficiently small has been derived. By virtue of the
uniqueness, this solution is the same as that in Eq. (2), which
dominates Eqs. (3). It follows that Eqs. (3) converge and
therefore Eqs. (185.5) also.

III. THEOREMS ON MATRICES AND LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL
EQUATIONS

187. Definitions and the Algebra of Square Matrices.—

A

matrix is a rectangular array, or table, of numbers. It is called

an m X n matrix if the array has m rows and n columns, and a

square matrix if m and n are equal; thus

Kll 1^12 • . ^In

^21 ^22 * . • X2n

^nl Kn2 . . . Knn

is a square matrix, since it has n rows and n columns. If n

is equal to one, the matrix reduces to a single number. The
notation

llKijII hi = Ij
' '

can be used to denote a matrix, or, even more briefly, the single

Greek letter, k.

If

are two square matrices, they are equal, if and only if,

(2)

for every i and j. Their sum is the matrix in which each element

is the sum of the corresponding elements in and so that

4- =
1 !

=
1
(«</« + «</“)

II

= (3)
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For example,

1 2
,

5 6 6 8

3 4 + 7 8 10 12
'

The product of a scalar and a matrix is a matrix in which each

element is the product of the corresponding element of the given

matrix by the given scalar. Thus if s is a scalar and /c is a

matrix,

SK = sll..;ll = ll(SKiy)l|.
(4)

Hence

0 0 ... 0

K — K = K + (—1)k = ^ ^ ^ =
II Oil,

• • •

0 0 0

in which each element is zero, is called the n X n zero matrix.
^

The product of two matrices and in the order given is

/Cn)^C2) =-
I ^ 11

r=l 11

just as in the product of two determinants; thus

^(1)^(2)

and

rows coFs

la llfa ^1

1-34-2-5 1-4 + 2-6
3-3 + 4 -.5 3-4 + 4- 6

13 16
29 36

rows col’s

,(=,,<0=13 4||||1 2|1
|3-l + 4-3 3-2+4-4|| 115 22

1|

|5 6ll|3 4|| |l5
1 + 6-3 5 -2 + 6 -411 1

23 341’

from which it is evident that the order of multiplication is

important, and, generally speaking,

^(1)^(2) ^ ,^(2)^(1)^

For the product of a scalar and a matrix, however,

SK =
I 1

=
I
(kuS)

1
= KS,

and the order is not important.
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The identity matrix is defined to be

1 0 . . 0

8 = 0 1 . . 0

0 0 . . . 1

that is, ones down the main diagonal and zero elsewhere. If 5

and K are each matrices, it is readily verified that

8k = Kd = K.

If and are three n X n matrices,

- (,,(1) + k(2)),,(3) = ,^(1)^(3) + ^(2)^(3)^

From these examples it is evident that the associative, dis-

tributive and commutative laws hold for addition and scalar

multiplication of matrices. The associative and distributive

laws hold for multiplication of matrices, but the commutative

law does not hold in general.

Finally, the derivative of a matrix whose elements are functions

of a variable, say t, is defined to be

Kn k2i . . . Kni
I

K21 K22^ . . . Kn2^

Knl ^n2 • • • ^nn I

which is obtained from k by differentiating each element of k.

188. The Determinant of a Matrix.—The determinant

/Cll ICi2 • •

^21 ^22 • . . K2n

Knl Kn2 • . . Knn

evaluated in the usual manner, is called the determinant of the

matrix k, and is written det k. While the matrix is an array of

numbers, its determinant is a scalar, that is, a single number.

The cofactor of the element in Eq. (1) is the determinant

obtained from Eq. (1) by suppressing the ith row and the jth

column and then multiplying by (-1)^+-^. Let it be denoted by

Kji (observe the transposition of subscripts). The matrix

dK

dt
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Kn . . JCln

K = Kn K2, .

X«2 . . . Knn

is called the adjoint matrix of the matrix k. The effect of the

transposition of subscripts is merely to change rows into columns

in K. Since, from the theory of determinants,

V ^ ^
if

it follows that

189. Matrix Polynomials
—

^The Characteristic Equation.

—

Since the product of two matrices is a matrix, it is possible to

have

KK == KKK = ’ *
*

?

and thus build up a polynomial

pW = + ' ^
‘ + aik + ao5,

which also is a matrix, since it is merely a sum of matrices. It

is readily verified that the product of two powers of k is com-
mutative; that is

Let p{s) be the corresponding scalar polynomial- Just as the

scalar polynomial

p{8) = an,{s — Si){s - S2)
• *

• (s - Sm)

is factorable, so also is the matrix polynomial factorable, and

P(k) = aw(/c ~ si8){k — S28) •
•

• (k — Smd)f
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since the coefficients and exponents obey the same laws in the

two cases.

Suppose

p(X) = (
— 1)" det (k — X5)

Kii — X fCi2 Kin

(-1)"
K22 — X K2n

^nl Iin2
. . .

Knn

= X" + an~iX^‘ 1 ctjX + CtQ-

The equation

p(\) = 0

( 1 )

(2 )

is called the characteristic equation of the matrix k, and its roots

Xi are the characteristic numbers for k. If Eq. (1) has r distinct

roots and each Xi is a root of multiplicity to<, then

= n,

t = 1

and the polynomial can be written

The matrix

?)(x) = n (^ - (3)

Kll — X Kin

K22 — X K2n

Knl Kn2 Knn X

can be written k — \d, or simply /c(X), with /c(0) = k. If K(K) is

its adjoint matrix, then, by Sec. 188 and Eq. (1),

k(\)K{\) = [det k(X)]« (4)

= (-l)»p(X)5.

The elements Ka of the matrixK are polynomials in X of degree

not greater than n — Hence the matrix K can be written in

the form

K{\) =
t«0
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where are matrices that do not contain X; and this expression
substituted in Eq. (4) gives, since k(X) = « — X 5

,

n-1 n-1

/c2 i!:'*>x* - xVif<«xi =
i = 0 iJo

(— l)”(ao + OiX -|- flaX^ + • •
• + X"}5. (5)

Since this equation is true for every X, the corresponding coeffi-
cients of the left and right members are equal. Hence

.ifd) _ = {-iya,5,
= (-l)na,5,

If the first of these equations is multiplied by 5
, the second by k,

t e third by k
,
and so on, and the equations are then added, it is

found that the left member is the zero matrix and the right
member is (

-

1 ) "p («) 5 . Hence

P(k) = k" + -b • •
• + aiK + ao3 =

II 0 ||, (6)

or again [Eq. (3)]

T

pw = ![(*- = 101 .

i=l
(7)

This shows that the matrix satisfies its own characteristic
equation, a theorem due to Sylvester.
Example .—If

K =

and

3 ~1
1 6 l’

then K — \d = k(X) = 3 -- X -1
1 5 - X ^

p(X) — 8X -J” 16 = (X — 4)^j

so that X = 4 is a double root. Consequently
-1 -1

i+1 -blP
It is evident that if

P{k) =«”>-+-
-f

-1 -1
+1 -bl

0 0

0 0
= 10 ||.

+ biK -b bcS, m > n, (8)
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is any other polynomial in k of degree greater than n, it can be

reduced by means of Eq. (6) to a polynomial of degree not higher

than n — 1, that is, it can be written in the form

P(k) = + Cn-2#c”~^ -j_ CiK + Co5.

190. Bartky’s Identity.—Before proceeding to the formulation

of this reduction it is desirable to establish an identity that is due

to W. Bartky.

Let jE7t be an operator with the definition

jBi = 1 +
\ -\i d

1! dM

= 2 (X - XiY

k\ i/x"’

+
(X -
(rrii

— 1)! dn”'
1

and let Rij Si be functions of X and ju respectively with the

defimitions

RiW = n'(>^ -
i=i
r

-Si(M) =

j ^ i,

j L

It is assumed that if i and j are distinct Xt 9^ X,-; that the 'mi are

positive integers and that no mi is zero; and finally, that

^rrii = n;

so that the Ri are polynomials of degree not higher than n — L

If the X/s are all equal, R — S = I, and m = n, the subscript being

useless.

Bartky’s polynomial Q(X) is then defined to be

Q(x) = = XQi, (1)

i-i »=i

and it is readily seen that its degree in X is not higher than n — 1.

It will be shown that

Q{\) = 1 . (2)
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It is fairly evident that for any t

Q{\i) = 1
,

(3 )

since = 0, if i t\ while for i = t, Eii\t) = 1, so that

Qi\t) = = 1 .

When in Eq. (1) is replaced by its definition, the polynonoial

Q(X) becomes

r mi-1 r

i— 1 k=0 i* 1

where is the fcth derivative of SiCm) for the value ju = Xi,

The pth derivative of Q with respect to X is

i=l

and, for X = Xi and p < mty

(4 )

since, for i 9^ t, Qi has the factor (X — X,)”'.

In the neighborhood of X(, /S((X) can be expanded in the Taylor
series

00

k= 0

and therefore

mi— 1

Q<(x) =

becomes

00

Q<(X) = E,(X),SdX) fc^^V>(X0.

h^mt

The first term in the right member, RtSt, is equal to unity, and
the second term, the infinite series, carries (X - X,)"' as a factor.
Hence, by Eq. (4),

QW(X,) = Q(<J’>(X
4) = 0, provided 0 < p < m*.
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Since Q(X) — 1 and its first ~ 1 derivatives vanish for

X = Xi, it follows that (X - XO’^^isafactorof Q(X) - 1; also that

r

n(^ -

is a factor. Since Q(X) — 1 is of degree n — 1 at naost and

ItTUt = it follows that

therefore

Q{\) -1.^0;

Q(X) ^ 1.

The corresponding matrix polynomial is

that is

in which

and

Q(k) = a;

r mi—

I

«w - 2 • '
t *sx 1 A SB 0

Ki — (k — Xv5), Kj® = 5
,

(5)

(6)

r r
^

Rii^) = = n ^
y B, 1 i«

1

If now the Xi are the characteristic numbers of k, and the m*

their multiplicities, then, since the matrix k satisfies its own char-

acteristic equation [Eq. (189.7)], it is evident that

y -1 y«i

and the summation with respect to k in Eq. (6) can be continued

to infinity, for all of the succeeding terms vanish. Furthermore,

this sum can be written symbolically

**0
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where = d/dju, and therefore

r r

QW = = ^Qi- (8)

i=l i=l

Since Qi carries i?i(/c) as a factor, it is evident from Eq. (7) that

iCi”^Qi =
II
0 1|.

(9)

From this fact and the fact that Qj carries as a factor in

22/ (/c), it is readily seen that

<2iQf = l|0||,
(10)

when i ^ j; and on multiplying the identity Eq. (5),

i-1

through by Qi, and then applying Eq. (10), that

QiQi = SQi = Qi, t = 1,
• •

•
,
r. (11)

191. Functions of a Matrix.—Suppose /c is a given matrix with
characteristic numbers \i of multiplicity Mi, and that

P,(X), g = 1,2, 3,
• •

•
,

is a sequence of polynomials in X of degree not necessarily
constant. Suppose further that

IX=Xi

lim Pq(\i)
q= 90

For example.

F{\i),

s = 1, 2,
‘ • mi — 1 .

PM = 1, Pi(X) = 1 -

Evidently

P2(X) 1 ^
2! 4!’

P(X,) = cos Xi.

LetP 5 ((c) be the corresponding sequence of matrix polynomials.
Then
Thmrem A—The limit for q equal to infinity of Pq(K) is a

matrix, F{k); and, if Zm, = n, F(k) can he expressed as a poly-
nomtal tn k of degree not greater than n — 1.
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Since, by Eq. (190.5),

Q(k) = SQ< = S,

Pqiic) can be written

PM = XQiPM- (1 )

For each i, Pq{\) can be expanded by Taylor^s theorem in the

neighborhood of the characteristic number \i. That is,

P,(X)=P,(X0H-^^V^P/“(X0+ • •

hence

r

PM = + • •
• +

^;p,w(x,)j. (2)

Now, as was observed in Eq. (190.9),

Qi/cr‘ = l0i. (3)

It is not necessary, therefore, to carry the expansion by Taylor’s

theorem in Eq. (2) beyond the (mi — l)th term, since all of the

higher terms vanish. Hence, whatever riq may be,

r mi*® 1

PM =
t«l fc-O

which is a polynomial in k of degree not higher than n — 1;

for the factor
r

PM = n'(« -
1

of Qi, which contains the ic, is of degree n m* and therefore

QiKi^ is of degree n — mi + fc, for fc ^ mi — 1. On letting q pass

to the limit, there results the desired formula

r Wi—l

i-1 jfc-O

(5)
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in which F{k) is represented as a polynomial in k of degree not
greater than n — 1.

Ifforeachithefinitesequenceof numbers^

,

defined at the beginning of this section, be extended
in any desired manner to an infinite sequence of numbers

,
then, since, by Eq. (3),

QiKri+^ = =
II
0 II,

s = 0, 1, 2,
• •

•
. (6)

Eq. (5) can be written

j=l i=0

or symbolically,

r

(7)

where Ui’^ operates on F(X<) to give From Eq. (190.8)

Qi = (8)

and Eq. (7) becomes

r

F(«) = (9)

in which fl,- operates only on F{\i) and D, operates only on .

e expression of the exponential operator need be continued to
and mcluding the term only, since the terms of degree m<
and higher vamsh.

sequence of polynomials P,(X) converges in a
contains Xj, . . . ,

x„ to a function F(X), and the kth

ITIT/- converge on the same interval

Mlntn I®® be the case in the
following sections, the numbers F<»(X,) can be taken to be

Q.“>F(X.-) = F(*)(Xf) = ^/(X)

and then Eq. (9) becomes

|X.“X(
fc = 1, 2, 3,

(10)
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In this case the matrix F{k) is called the matrix associated with
the function F(X).

Theorem B.—If

F{\) = aifi(X) + ajFsCX)

for X in a region containing \x, ,
X,, then

F(k) = axFiiK) +aiFiiK),

as is readily seen from Eq. (10).

Theorem C.—If

F(\) = Fx(\)F^{\)

or X in a region containing \i, ...
,
X,, then

F(k) = Fx(k)F,{k).

By Eq. (7)

r

.•(e<‘^xfi(X))x_x..

y«i

On taking the product and bearing in mind that

QiQi = Qi and QiQi = || 0 1|,
if j 9^

it is found that

Fi(H)F,iK) =
i-1

and since

[(Dx + = [Dx*Fx(X)F2(X)]x«x„

it follows that

Fx(k)F,(k) = XQiW<‘>^Fx{X)F,iX)U^,
i «

1

- F(k).

The following theorems also are easily proved and, for brevity,

the proofs will be omitted.
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Theorem D.

—

If

t) = G(X; t)

lor X in a region containing Xi, . . . ,
Xr, then

t) = (?(«; t).

Theorem E .—If

JV(X; t) dt = J(X; 0

/or X in a region containing Xi, . . . , Xr,

i) - /(«; 0.

192. Example—^the Matrix —The matrix that is associated

with the function e^^ can be written e'^K Since

it follows from Theorem D that

ie^^ = Ke'^\ (0)
at

Now, by Eq. (191.10),

r

t = l

and since

it follows that

i

or, in an expanded form,

e<‘ = + ^(t +D^)+ • • •

i

1 "1 "X
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If the characteristic numbers are all distinct, each rrii = 1, and

e*‘ = (2)

t=i

and if they are all equal, mi = n, Xi = • • • = X», and

e*' = e’' ‘ 5 + p ^ + +

since, by definition for this case, Ri = Si = I-

Numerical Example .—Suppose the given matrix is

K ==

+1 -1
-1 +1

-1
-1

,
SO that k(X) =

1 - X
-1

-1
1 - X

-1
-1

-1 -1 +1 -1 -1 1 - X

det k{\) = — (X + 1)(X — 2)^.

The characteristic numbers Xi of k and their multiplicities mi are

Xi = — 1, mi = 1; X2 = 2, mj = 2.

Therefore

+2 -1 -1

K — Xi5 = Ki “ 1 “b 2 1

-1 -1 +2
and

-1 -1 -11

K — XjS = K2— 1 1 ^ '

-1 -1 -ll

Also

iJiW = Siiix) = (fi - 2)-“; 2?2W = «1, S 2 = (m + I)"'-

Equation (1) becomes

e“ = e-‘Ei(K)-Si(Xi) + e^‘R2iK)[dS2(\2) + + /S2“>(X2)}]

= ie~~^K2^ + + /C2(^
—

-I)],

whicb reduces to

^Kt — —

since

KiK2 = 1
0

II

and = -3/C2.
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193. Homogeneous Linear Differential Equations with Con-

stant Coefficients.—Suppose /c is an X ^ matrix and x is an

X 1 matrix, that is a matrix with n rows and but one column.

The product /a is an n X 1 matrix. Suppose, for example,

Vl = KiiXi “
1
“ K12X2 -j- * * •

“t” filnXnj

(
1 )

yn == KnlXi + Kn2X2 + * *
* + t^nnXnj

is a set of linear equations. The right members of these equations

can be regarded as the elements of an X 1 matrix obtained by
taking the product of the two matrices

Xx

X2

K =
I
Kij

I
and X =

Xn

If this product is identified with the matrix

yi

2/2

y ^ ,

Vn

then the matrix equation,

y = KX, (2)

is equivalent to the set of linear equations in Eqs. (1).

If an n X 1 matrix is called a vector

^

its elements are the com-
ponents of the vector. Thus Xi, , . . , Xn are the components
of the vector x, and . . . , are the components of the
vector y.

Supp(^e Xij . . . , a^n are fxmctions of t and that Xi, . . . ,

are the derivatives of these functions with respect to L The set
of linear differential equations,

^1^ — /CniTi + ^120:2 + • •
* + tCnlXn^

= KnlXi + Kn2X2 + * *
* + /CnA,

(3 )
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evidently, can be written in the vector form

X' = KXj (4)

since a:/, . .
. ,

a;/ are the components of a vector which can be

denoted by x', and this is true even though the elements of k are

themselves functions of the time t.

Suppose, however, the kh are constants, and that

x(0) = a,

where a is a vector with the components ai, . . . ,
a^.

The solution of Eq. (4) is

X = (5)

for by differentiating and using Eq. (192.0) it is seen that

and, for ^ = 0,

x' = = kx

a:(0) = a.

Example .—If the differential equations are

Xi = +Xi — X2- Xzy

X 2 == -Xi + X 2 — Xzj

Xz = —Xi — X2 + X3,

the matrix of the coefficients of the right members is the same as

K of the numerical example in Sec. 192. Hence

and

QKt =: —

X = --\e~h2a + le^^/cia.

which, expanded, gives

Xi — + 2e^0 "b
"" ^^0 "b 1^3(6

* —

X2 == + ^a2 (e~^ + 26^0 + — ^^0) r (6)

Xz = — 6^0 “b ^a2 (e~^ — e“^0 “b 3^3(6 * + 2e^0j

194. Linear Differential Equations of the Second Order.—If

each of the differential equations is of the second order instead of

the first, that is,

Xi' = KuXl 4- • •
• + KnlXn,

Xn' = f<lnPC'l + * *
* + KnnXri)
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the corresponding matrix equation can be written

where k is the matrix

.y.'/^ = —
/ca;.

• • • —Knl\

‘Kin • • • —Knn
and, as is easily verified, the solution is

a: = (cos

\ -y/K /
’

with the initial values

^(0) = o, a;'(0) = h.

plied l^t^ri^ht*^
^

The matrices

cos y/d and sin Vd
"V^

+ •

j.

"2< = —^ n. 2 _ 1 /3i <3\ -i

VXfL 2 8X.‘ 48(x£2 +
|»

'Pli = S -K- A- f-Jl. 1 0

VX^L 2X. ’ (^8X<2 8X^j'^* + > (3)

J- a- 1 , 1
V 16X,*+8X?/‘ + ’

’f'ii ^
j

I f 5 t 1 \ 1
L < 8Xf2‘ \16X,3 48 X?/*^*'’

“i"
'

'

J'
it is found that, for X = x<,

^

cos \/\t = «,
. cos a/T/ j_ • /—

/. V Ai< -f OJ2 ,- sin Vx^i 'I

-y/xA _ .

’1
V Vx /

~ + 'l'2i cos VKt;
f

(4)
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and then

431

cos \/Kt ’s/Xit + a)2i sin
t = i

r

sin \/Kt

-vA
"" vXii 4- \//2t cos \/^it)Ri(K)(e‘^'^tiSi(iJi))p,^\i,

a*l

(5)

If Xi = 0 is a characteristic number of k of multiplicity lUij the
det K also is zero, and therefore there exist constants aijj

^ = 1,
• *

•
, TUij such that the mi independent relations

+ af2X2" + • •
• + ojinO:,/' = 0. f = 1,

• •
•

, (6)

exist; and by integration

aaiCi + ai2X2 + • •
• + ainXn = Cio + Cut. (7)

By means of these relations the order of the differential equations
can be reduced by mi. The reduced equations have a matrix for
which zero is not a characteristic number and they can be solved
by the above method, although they are non-homogeneous.

Numerical Example.—Suppose the differential equations are

= +a;i — X2 Xz)

X2' = — OJi + 0:2 — XZf

Xz' = —0:1 — 0:2 + Xz]

and therefore

-1 +1 + 1 — 1 — X + 1 +1
K = +1 — 1 + 1 ,

/c(X) == 4“1 -1 - X -j-l

+ 1 +1 — 1 -|-.l + 1 -1 - X

Then

det /c(X) = -(X - l)(x + 2)\

and

-2 + 1 +1 +1 + 1 +1
«i = +1 -2 +1 ,

= +1 + 1 +1 ,

+1 + 1 -2 +1 + 1 +1

if the notation is chosen so that

Xi = +1)1
mi = 1; X2 = -2, ma = 2.
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It is easily verified that

Ki^ = — 3/ci, /C2^ = +3/C2, k-iK2 ==
||
0 ||;

also that

Ri{k) = = 3/C2, i?2(A:) = Kij

Slif.) = (fX + 2)-2, S2(m) - (m - 1)-'

The application of Eqs. (5) now gives

cos = 5 cos ^ • 3/C2
*

^
+

^cosh sinh y/2t^Ki^

,

= cos ^^/C 2 ““

sin V~Kt _ ^ , o 1
,—— — 5 sin t * 0K2 * 7: T“

V K y

sinh \/2< -* tK2 cosh \/2^k

== sin t^K2 “ sinh \/2^^/ci.

Hence

cos ^^/C2

^3*y/2
Jet

“j“

[(5 “ (§:^
\/2f^/ci jfc;

or, in the expanded form,

3x1 « ai(co8 < + 2 coah ^/2t) + a2 (cos i — cosh \/20 + as (cos t — cosh \/2t)

+ 6.(sm i + V2 siah V20 + fc, ^sin I -^ sinh i/2(^ + 6. ^sin ( -^ sinh ,

3*. - <ii(cos t - oosh -v/a) + O2(co8 i + 2 cosh Vat) + a.(cos i - coah VSt)

+ h.(^sin
‘ ^ »inh + !,s(sin ( + V2 sinh V2i) + h.^ein t -^ sinh Va^

,

3w - oi(cos < - cosh Vli) + os(co8 t - cosh Vat) + a, (cos t + 2 oosh V2<)

+ li^sdnl - sinh V2(^ + hs^sin* -^ sinh V2t^ + hsCsin t + V2 sinh V^t).+ 63(sin t 4- \/2 sinh -v/iO.

196. Non-homogen^us Linear Differential Equations, If
the differential equations are non-homogeneous, they can be
written
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= KX + (p(t)j
(1 )

where <p{t) is a vector with the components ^i(0, <P2 it), . . . ,

tpn(t). By the substitution

re = (2)

where y is a new vector, Eq. (1) becomes, by this substitution,

y' =

md, by integration,

y ^ a + dt (3)

This value of y substituted in Eq. (2) gives

X = dt^ (4)

which for i = 0 gives

a;(0) = a.

Since ^ is a vector and e"'"* is a matrix, their product is a vector.

The integral of this vector also is a vector whose components are

the integrals of the components of the vector Let \l/ be

this vector with the components
, ^l/n(t). The com-

plete solution of Eq. (1) is then

X = e'^^ia + i/). (5)

Suppose, for example,

.r' — KX + (p(t)j

where k is the same as in the example of Sec. 193, and therefore

ICi2 = SkIj K2^ = —3/C2, KiK2 =
f 0 ||.

As was shown in Sec. 192,

0+Kt ~

Therefore, by changing the sign of t.

Hence

J
* dt = J^‘e^(pi(t) dt "f dt =
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and

dt = {—\e~*K2 + §e“'/ci)^ — jKz^^eVO) di

+ dij

If

W'ii = e-‘j^pidt and Wa = di,

the terms to be added to the solution given in Eqs. (193.6) are

xi = I(Fu + Wn + TF31 + 2Wu - TF32 - Wa2),
^2 = i(T^U + Wil + IF31 — W12 + 21^22 — Wsi),
^2 = K^ll + 1^21 + 1^31 — Tri2 — W22 + 2TFs2).

Of course the expression

^(«) = e"‘£e-'“<pi(t) dt

can be waluated by the general formula for the functions of a
matrix [Eq. (191.10)].

IV. THE EXISTENCE AND CONSTRUCTION OF PERIODIC
SOLUTIONSi

196. The Differential Equations.
equations

Consider the differential

Vi - fiiVi, ,y„; li), i = 1, n, (1 )

whefthl arguments. Suppose

Vi = Vi^'^Kt), i =
, n,

Without loss of generality
f'^ctions of the time,

for it can always be made 2x b?”°^
pendent variabk.

^ the inde-
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In order to discuss the solutions of Eqs. (1) when ^ is distinct

rom zero, and there may be more than one such parameter, let

Vi = z = 1,
• •

•
,
n,

^nd suppose that the fi are regular for

Vi
- = M = 0,

or all values of t in the interval zero to 2^, If for convenience

>f notation the parameter ju is denoted by xqj Eqs. (1) become, on

ixpanding in powers of the x,*,

= do^^^xo + X
3^0 k^Q
n ) k

+ X X + * *
•

) (2)

n which the coefficients are either constants or continuous,

)eriodic functions of t with the period 2w.

Before integrating Eqs. (2), consider the linear equations

x/ = = 0, (3)

hat are obtained by setting the left members of Eqs. (2) equal

0 zero. These equations are linear and homogeneous with

)eriodic coefficients. Their solution can be written in the form^

n

.T< = (4)

i “ 1

n which the A,- are constants of integration and the functions

can be so taken that the determinant

A =
I

^/^(O)
I

= 1.

Sxpanded according to the elements of its ith line

n

A = = 1’ (S)

i-1

^here is the minor obtained by suppressing the ith line and
heith column of A and multiplying by (

—

iSee Moitlton and MAcMinnAN, American Journal of Mathematics^

hi 33, pp. 63-96 (1911).
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197. Integration of the Differential Equations as a Power
Series in the Initial Values.—If the initial values of the Xi are

denoted by ai, and xq = }xhj olq, it follows from Cauchy's exist-

ence theorem^ that the solutions of Eqs. (196.2) are expansible

as power series in the a/, reducing for i = 0 to

= OLij

and from Poincare's extension^ of Cauchy's theorem that these

solutions converge for all values of t in any preassigned range
for which the right members of Eqs. (196.2) converge, provided
the moduli of the ai are sufficiently small. That is, the solutions

of Eqs. (196.2) can be written

n

4- higher degree terms, i = 1,
* •

*
,
n, (1)

i=o

where

= 1, (2)

and all of the other coefficients vanish at ^ = 0. On substituting
Eqs. (1) in Eqs. (196.2), it is found that the differential equations
for the linear terms in ai, . . . , an are

n

i,3 = l,
,
n. (3)

fc = l

ihese equations are the same as Eqs. (196.3), and the solutions
are therefore

X Xi)
3

n

i = l

i, 3 = 1, n.

From the initial conditions, Eqs. (2), it follows that

where

Hence

a;/«(0) = dij,

Sii = 1 and Sii = 0,

= S„:

Jfc = l

^ Collected Works, 1st series, Vol. 7.

^Les MMhodes Nouvelles de la Micanique CSleate, VoL 1, p. 55.
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Since the determinant of the left members is equal to unity, the

solutions of these equations are

and therefore

*=1

,
n. (4)

/C*= X

Siace rco = M = «o, the coefficients of ao are linear but not

homogeneous. They are

dt

n

+ i = 1,
• •

•
,
n. (5)

k^l

The general solution of these non-homogeneous equations can be

denoted by

(6)

jfc»i

in which mS) is the particular solution and the are the

constants of integration.

From the initial conditions,

= 0,

it follows that

k^l

Hence

and

n

i = l

,
n,

i = 1,
• ,n. (7)- i; X

The linear terms of the solutions as power series in the a’s are

therefore

n 71

= X
j sa 0 -fc “ 1

~ Wi(0)ao] + Wi(0«). (8)

198. A Change of Parameters.-It is convenient now to

change the parameters by the linear substitutions
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r

ao = iSo, - mi(0)ao] = /?*, h = 1, ,
n, (1)

i = l

which can be solved for the a’s in terms of the /3's, since the

determinant
|
At'’'

\
has the value unity. The result is

n

ao = ^0, oLi = ^ (0)^k} i = 1,
• '

' fU, (2)

A;=»l

Since Eqs. (1) as power series in ao, . - . ,
oLn converge if the

moduli of the a, are sufficiently small, the solutions of Eqs. (196.2)

can also be developed as power series in the which converge
if the moduli of the /3,* are sufficiently small; and for ^ = 0 will

reduce to [Eqs. (197.7)] the linear terms

n

a:.-(0) = m<(0),8o + 2&«>(0)/3,, f = 1,
•

•
,
n. (3)

For, the transformation, Eqs. (1), are linear and homogeneous,
and the coefficient of every a of degree higher than the first

vanishes at ^ = 0. The same will be true, therefore, for the
series in the iS^s.

Expressed in terms of the ^S’s, the solutions of Eqs. (196.2) can
be written

a:.- = J +
n j k

2) X + • •
•

. (4)
i=0fc»OZ=0

Since Pu • . • , are arbitrary, it is seen that they are merely
the constants of integration of the linear terms [Eqs. (196.3)].
Hence the following theorem, since the periodic properties of

Eqs. (196.1) have not been used:
Theorem.—If

/ A \

^ ~
*

J m; 0, i — Ij
j
n

ts a ^stem of differential equations in which the fi are analytic
ur^tons of Xi, , .

. , Xn; and u, regular for all t in the interval

7
' a:x = 0:2 = • • • = X. = M = 0, and

tne fi are uniform and dontinuous in the interval 0 < ^ T-
and if ~ ~ "
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(B) dxj

dt

are the linear terms of (A) equated to zero, then the solutions of (A)

are expansible as power series in /z and the constants of integration

of the solutions of (jB), and these solutions converge in the interval

^ ^ t ^ T provided the moduli of ix and the constants of integration

are sufficiently small.

For homogeneity of notation, Eqs. (4) will hereafter be written

2X2 + *
*

> (5)

j«OA;=»07«0

though it should be observed that the are the same as the

linear terms in Eqs. (4) and are not the same as the used in

Sec. 197.

On substituting Eqs. (5) in Eqs. (196.2) and rearranging as

power series in /So, it is found that the terms of the

second degree in the are

n 3

22
n j

dt

1 = 1

=

3=0 k =0 \n=0 / \a =0
n r / n 3

22«n2"“’'*')(2-"H-

r «0 a »0 \j =0 k=0
n 3 /nr

(6)

J = 0 h = 0 \r= 0 8= 0 /

in which e,*jb = 1 if j and Jc are different and ea = Hence

n n r

dt
+ = ^’*2 2

i = 1,
• •

•
,
n. (7)

Since the linear terms are known, the right numbers of these

equations are known functions of the time. The equations are
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therefore linear and non-homogeneous in the If a par-
icular solution is the general solution of Eqs. (7) is

+ 1;^,

i

= 1,
.

. (8)
1=1

’ > \ j

In order to satisfy the initial condition, it is necessary that
n

whence

n

so that Eqs. (7) become
n n

i=ih=^i

Thus the terms of the second degree become known.

de^ee
manner there is obtained for the terms of third

n J k

222
i«0 k = 0 l=.o

P Q

dt

m = l

=

2 2
.=o«=o.-o Att^ !

f 2 2^(2^’'’’^

IVS 7

V/-0 i=o /
/ n J

- 2 2 2
/) i=»0 A=0 z = o

'Sri + a:i<*>>a:/«>)a;jfr)'j

I +(**'*’V®* +

'•>/ + (%<J'>a:i<8>
-I- a:,7'8>a;jfc<i>>)l

+ (a;K‘»’>a:,‘8> + a:H<«5a;,(3>>)
j

\i«=0 A;=»0
n p q

,^22
L p=0 gaaO r=0

n p

P “0 3 = 0
;
8A/S,.

CIO)
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. symbol eju is 1 if fc, and I are all different; i if two are alike
different from the third; and ^ if all three are alike. The

ymbol djjci means that when two of the three letters j, k and I are
>qual only one of two like terms are to be taken, and when all

:^e are alike, only one of three like terms is to be taken.
The right members of the differential equations in Eqs. (10) are
nown since the and are all known functions of the
ime. If is a particular solution, the general solution is

and when the constants of integration are determined so that
every vanishes with tj the solution is

-- 2 (
11 )

The integration, evidently, can be carried as far as may be
desired.

199. The Integration as Power Series in y, Alone.—Without
specifying the initial values of the x* and without regard to the
convergence of the series so derived, the differential equations
can be integrated formally as power series in /x, or any root of ju,

say /iVp. The integration will be carried out here as a power
series in /x, and the constants of integration arising at each step
left undetermined.

Let the assumed series

Xi == xi^’V + ‘ t = 1, ‘
, n. (1)

be substituted in the differential equations, Eqs. 196.2, and these
series then arranged in powers of jn. From the coeflScients of the
first power of ju it is found that

n

-jp + = eo'«(0, i = 1,
• •

• ,n. (2)

i=-l

These differential equations are the same as Eqs. (197.5) and
have therefore the same solutions, Eqs. (197.6), namely

n

= m.(<) + f = 1,
• •

•
,
n, (3)

i-1
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which can be written

3^0

the being the same functions of t as in Eqs- (198.5), and

= 1 .

The coeflSicients of give the equations

dX2^^'^

dt

n

i=i
2 2»»“’ X
3=0 k =0 \p = 0

n. (5)

The right members of these equations differ from those in Eqs.

(198,6) only in that is substituted for /3p. The solutions

are therefore, Eqs. (198.7),

y=oA=»o

It is proposed to leave the constants of integration undeter-

mined, but it will be observed that if is given the form

= - 2 a,<«2 -t- A ,«’,

A -1 i=0*«0

where the are undetermined, the solution of Eqs. (5) takes

the form

2 X
i-0 jfc-o i=-i

» i
(6)

i-l i*0 **0 jmO

where is zero. The initial value of 3:2
'*^ is then

n

a:2«>(0) = 2^,-'%/«(0),
;-0

which is undetermined, since all of the are undetermined.
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From the coefficients of it is found that

n V Qt

443

(Da; <t>>

3 = 1 p = 0 3 = 0 r=0 ^ i = 0

n P
(l)^ (p)

fc*0
r n fc

A; = 0 1 = 0
k = 0

+2^'‘

3-0

*==«

which becomes, on rearranging the right member ,

d£^>
dt

71 J

-222
P 3

2 2
|_P*0 3 = 0 r = 0

n P

s'"

J-
= 1 3 = 0 J! = 0 1=0

+ (x,-'p’xi‘o' + ^

+ {Xji^^W^^ + >

(i)

p*0 3 = 0
n J

22
jm»0 At — 0

2 2«'-»' ^<0 (a; -j-

On 'comparing these eciuations with Eqs. (198.10) and (198.6),

it is seen that the solution is

^3«’ = XX
j^O k = 0 1 = 0

<fi

j=0 A=0

and if the constants of integration are given the form

u> .
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(A) ,C1)

A a= 1 h^Q i=0

+i t ¥>,»«> (0) [A

J=0 i=0
+ A/»

they become
n j k

Xz''‘ ssx
n j

+ XX

n n

;-*0 A = 0

g = l A = 1

n n

^ = 1 A = 1

+ A,'“A/«]+
1

or, more simply,

= X X Xa;,-H'«Af'‘>A,“>A
( 1 )

i -0 Jc=«o z=o
n j

j=0A=*0 /“O

in which are the constants of integration, is zero, am
are the same functions of t that occur in Eqs. (198.9

and (198.11). Since these functions vanish with if, the initia

values of 0:3^^^ are

X5'«(0) =
j=*0

The coefficients of the higher powers of /x can be determinec

in a similar manner. So far as they have been worked out, thi

solutions as power series in fi are

Xi =
Li^o

M)

5a/%,-Si)

i«0
n j

M + X 2 x,-*<*>A/i>A,'« +
L/=.0 A = 0

.5 = 0 Ji = 0J-0
> (7 :

i«o A=o

A*(x)A,c«) + Si)

i-0
m’ +
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in which = 1 and = 0, ?? > 1. All of the other

are undetermined.

A comparison of Eqs. (7) with Eqs. (198.5) shows that Eqs. (7)

could have been derived from Eqs. (198.5) by taking

^0 = ju and + A/'V' + • • •
. (8)

This, of course, was to have been expected; for if 0 < A/^^^ < M,
where Af is a positive constant, the substitution, Eqs. (8), con-

verges for all ju < 1, Therefore the substitution of Eqs. (8)

will give solutions of the differential equations as power series

in ju which converge for /x sufficiently small, and which, at i = 0,

reduce to

k — X i — 0

But these are exactly the conditions under which Eqs. (7) were

developed. The two series are therefore identical.

200. Conditions for Periodic Solutions.—From the hypothesis

on the coefficients in the differential equations, i.e.,

that they are constants or periodic functions of t with the period

27r, it follows that sufficient conditions that the solutions shall be
periodic with the period 2kT (fc an integer) are

Xi(2kTr) = Xi(0). f = 1,
* *

•
,
n.

If the Xi all return to their original values, it is obvious from
the differential equations that their first derivatives retake their

initial values, and therefore all higher derivatives do likewise.

Consequently, under these conditions,

Xi{t + 2kTt) = Xi{t) i = 1,
• •

•
,
n.

If the difference between the value of a function at ^ = 2kw
and at ^ == 0 is denoted by a dash over the letter representing

the function, for example,

Xi s Xi{2kTr) — x*(0),

the conditions for periodicity as derived from Eqs. (198.5) are

0 = + 2 +
y=o)fc = o

n i k

X X 4“ * •
*

, (1)
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and as derived from Eqs. (199.7),

Jx
j

Xj0

3 = 0

/X +

y=o

n j

+
= 0 = 0

.3 = 0 k = 0 1 = 0
(2 :

SS
3 = 0 )fc = 0

3 = 0

.(3)^ .Ci) + • •
• .

Since the second set of conditions, Eqs. (2), can be derived from

the first set, Eqs. (1), by the substitution Eqs. (199.8), it is cleai

that if the constants can be determined so as to satisfy

Eqs. (2), then the values of the /?, as defined in Eqs. (199.8) will

also satisfy Eqs. (1). That is, the determination of the con-

stants in such a way as to make the series Eqs. (199.7)

periodic is equivalent to a solution of the equations of condition

Eqs. (1). The convergence of the series so derived is assured

by the general theorem in Sec. 182. For any sort of series for

the i0^s in integral or fractional powers of that vanishes with

jjLy and satisfies Eqs. (1) is convergent if the modulus of /z is

sufl&ciently small, provided the determination of the constants

becomes unique at some stage of the process and remains so.

It should be stated however that Eqs. (1) may admit solutions

that are not of the form Eqs. (199.8), which contains only

integral powers of jjl. There may exist solutions in fractional

powers of fi, and none in integral powers. If this is true it is

necessary to have Eqs. (1), and Eqs. (1) can be obtained from

Eqs. (2) by the substitution

A/iV = i^y, A/^^=:0 p>L
These results are embodied in the following theorem

:

Theorem.—If

dxi

dt
i 1,

'
*

j
Tly

is a system of differential equations in which the fi are ex'pansihle

as power series in Xi, . . . y Xn and /x, vanishing for

=z • • • = Xn = M = 0,
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with coefficients which are uniform, continuous, and periodic func-

tions of t with the period 27r, and if the fi converge for 0 S t S 2t

when Xi < pi, p < r, then the Xi(t) are expansible as power series

in p, or any fractional power of p, which converge for all values of t

in the interval 0 ^ ^ g 27r provided
[
m

1
sufficiently smalL If

the constants of integration that arise at each stage of the process

can he determined so that the series are formally periodic, then the

solution so determined will he periodic and will converge for all

finite values of t provided
\ p \

is sufficiently small.

It has been assumed for simplicity that there is but one

parameter p. There may be several and the course of the argu-

ment is not altered. Suppose 5 is a second parameter and is

available for making the series periodic. If 8 can be determined

as a power series in p in such a way as to make the series periodic,

the equations of condition, Eqs. (1), will be satisfied and the

series so derived will converge.

V. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES

201. The Rocking Pendulum without Friction.—In Sec. 67 the

problem of the rocking pendulum was discussed and, for the case

in which there is no friction, the energy equation [Eq. (67.5)] gave

/de\ ^ ,cos 0 — cos $0 f.s

(s)
- («

where 0 is the angle which the axis of the pendulum makes with

the vertical, I is the distance of the center of gravity from the axis

of the rolling cylinder, p is the radius of gyration at the center of

gravity, and Oo is the amplitude of the oscillation.

Equation (1) requires but a single integration to effect a solu-

tion, but as an integral in terms of known functions cannot be

found, resort to integration by series is necessary. The problem

of the simple pendulum (I, 319) suggests the notation

p = sin po, (2)

and the substitution

sin = p sin (p.

With these changes Eq. (1) becomes

(3 )
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a form that is suitable for expansion in powers of fi, A second

parameter X also occurs, but for a given pendulum X is a definite

constant, and therefore is not available for making the solution

periodic in form.

For /Li = 0 the solution of Eq. (4) is simply

if (p vanishes with L It is seen from Eq. (3) that as <p runs from

zero to 2t the pendulum makes a complete oscillation. There-

fore, for /i = 0, the limit of the period of the pendulum is

Presumably, the period of the pendulum depends upon the

amplitude of the oscillation, and this fact suggests a change of the

independent variable from f to r by the substitution

^ = (1 + 5)r, (5)

where 5 is a new parameter that will be available for making the

solution periodic in r with the fixed period 2r. If this can be

done, the period in t will be

P = 2r(l + (6)

Since 6 vanishes with /x, it is seen that for /^ = 0, = r. Hence,

in general, that is, for /x 7*^ 0,

where 4^ is some function of r that vanishes with /x. On intro-

ducing these new variables and using accents to indicate differ-

entiation with respect to r, Eq. (4) becomes

/I I jj\2 ^14- /t'\2
1 fj> sin (t -{-

( + ^ ) ^ 1 4- XV sin^ (t + 1^)11 — sin

17^

Since n occurs in this equation only in the form /x^, it will be

assumed that the solution is a power series in and therefore

that
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xP =z -f xpelM^ + ‘ *
*

,1

and ? (8)

d = + • *
• J

The coefficients \pj of the first series are functions of r to be deter-

mined by the differential equations, and the coefficients 5/ are

constants to be determined by the condition that the be

periodic in r with the period 27r.

If Eqs. (8) are substituted in Eq. (7) and the series are then

arranged in powers of it is found that

+ • *

• f
[252 i(l "t* 4" 2(1 “b cos 2t]/x^

+ [254 + ^2^ + 52(1 + \^){-l + cos 2t) - 1/^2'*

+ (2X2 + X^)(f — I cos 2r + I cos 4r) — ^2(1 + X^ sin 2r]fx*

•+• [25^ + 25254 + (8a + i52^)(l + X^)(— 1 + cos 2r)

-f- 252(2X^ + X^)(f — i cos 2r 4“ cos 4t) —
252t/'2(1 4“ X^) sin 2t

+ (X2 + 3X^ 4- X®) (— 4- M cos 2t — cos 4t 4- A cos 6t)

- (1 4- X2)^22 cos 2t 4- (2X2 ^ x^)i/'2 sin 2r

— (|X2 + iX^)i/'2 sin 4r — (1 4- sin 2r ~ 2\p2\pA%^

4-

A comparison of the coefficients of the two members of this equa-

tion shows that:

Coefficients of p?,

"^2 ~ ^2 — 4(1 4" X^) 4" 4(1 4” cos 2t,

In order that the solution of this equation may be periodic, it is

necessary that the constant term in the right member shall be

zero. This condition requires that

52 = 4(1 4- XO,

and it is then found that

^2 = 4(1 4- X2) sin 2t,

if the constant of integration is chosen so that \p2 vanishes with r.

Coefficient of

2^p4! = 254 4“ ^2^ 4” 52(1 4" ^^)(— 1 4“ cos 2r) — ^1/2

4“ (2X^ 4” ^^)(f — I’ cos 2t 4" 4 cos 4t) — ^2(1 4" sin 2t,

If the values of \p2 and 52 that have just been determined are

substituted in the right member of this equation, it becomes
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2W = (254 - ^ + iVX' + AXO + (i - iX2 - cos 2r +
+ t\X 2 + ^X^) cos 4r.

The condition that the constant term be zero requires that

^4 = — -j^X^ — AX^
and then, by integration,

^4 = (tV “ sX^ — tS-X^) sin 2t + + tItX^ + tItX^) sin 4r.

Coefficients of

It is found in an entirely similar manner from the coefficients

of /i® that

^6 - iri¥(25 - 5X2 + 15^4 4. 5x6)^

and

it = (83 +\^ + 2Z7\* + 79X«)^^ +

(1 - 3X=> - 15X< -

sin Gt
+ (1 + 27X2 + 63X^ + 21X«)-gj^*

The details of the computation will be left as an exercise. It is

evident that the term 252/ occurs in the constant term in the

coefficient of and the condition that thip term must vanish

determines 52/ for every j. Integration then gives 1^2/, and if

the constant of integration is chosen so that 1^2/ vanishes with r

it is evident that the expression for 1^2/ contains only terms that

are sines of even multiples of r, and the entire series vanishes

w'ith r.

The solution for (p is therefore

<P
= T + [|(1 + X2) sin 2t]/42

+ [(tV ~ iX2 — sin 2t +
(yk + Ti?X2 + sin 4r]M^

+ [(83 + X^ + 237X^ + 79X«)^+ I

(1 - SX** - 15X^ - 5X«)5^^
256

+ (1 + 27X^ + 63X^ + 21X«)^^l/iO + • •
•

.

Dl44 J
« = Ki + - *x» - +

-i|iy(5 - X^ + 3X< + X')m® + • • •
.
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If it is borne in mind that the origin of time is arbitrary, it is

seen that Eqs. (9) are the complete solution of the problem.

AN UNSYMMETRICAL TOP

202. The Differential Equations.—Suppose a rigid body is

moving about a fixed point 0 that is located on a principal axis

of the central ellipsoid of inertia at a distance h from the center of

mass. This line also is a principal axis of inertia at the point 0
(Sec. 22). Let it be taken as the k-axis of a rectangular system of

coordinates, i, j, k with the origin at 0, and the i- and j-axes

coinciding with the other principal axes at 0. It will be assumed

that the center of mass lies on the positive end of the k-axis, and

therefore h is positive.

If, aside from the constraint at 0, the only force acting is its

weight, the equations of motion are [Eqs. (85.3)]

Ao)i = (J5 — C)coyco* + mghy2,]

Bo)/ = (C — A)o3k03i — mghyif} (1)

Cook = (A — + 0; J

in which cot*, coy, and co^. are the angular velocities, and 71, 72,

and 73 are the direction cosines of the fc-axis with respect to a set

of rectangular axes that are fixed in space with the 2:-axis vertical.

In terms of Euler's angles [Eqs. (85.4) and Sec. 52]

coi = \p' sin 6 sin <p + 0' cos <Pf 71 = sin 6 sin

coy = yp' sin 0 cos (p — 6' sin cpj 72 = sin 6 cos (p, ? (2)

CO* = cos 6 + <p', 73 ~ cos 0. J

The direction cosines 7? satisfy the differential equations (Prob-

lem 9, Chapter VI)

7/ = 0)ky2 — Wj73,

72
' == oj,.73 —^(0*71,

73 ' = C0 y7 i
— C0i72.

On dividing Eqs. (1) by A, B, and C respectively and then

taking

a =

h

, A - C A - B
b = C =

mgh , mgh
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they become

oji = aoijOJk "t" ^i72,

oi/ = — 6 o)jfcC«)i
*- h^yii

OOk = CCOiCO/ + 0 .

The constants a, 6
,
and c are not independent. They satisfy tl

relation

, a + c
b = ;

1 (ZC

and therefore (Problem 22
,
Chap. II)

1 = (1 + c)D, B = (1 + ac)D, C = (1 - a)D

with

-l<a<+l, -l<c<+l.
The moments of inertia related to points in the ac-plane hav

the following order of magnitude:
\

First quadrant, a > 0, c > 0, A > B >
Second quadrant, a < 0, c > 0

,
A > C > Bj if a + c > 0,

C>A>B, if a + c < 0,

1

Third quadrant, a< 0
,
c< 0

,
C > B > A,

Fourth quadrant, a > 0
,
c < 0

,
B > A > C, if a + c > 0

,

B>C>A, Ua + c<0.^

The integrals of energy and moment of momentum [Eqs. (86.5,

and (86,7)] become

(1 + + (1 + ac)o)j^ + (1 — (i)o3k^

~
-f constant,

(1 -f" o^cDiYi -f- (1 “b ac)a)/y2 “b (1 — ci)(^kyz ~ constant,

and, of course,

+ 72^ + 73^ = 1 *

On account of the third of Eqs. (6), it is seen that Eqs. (3)

and (4) are really of the fifth order only, and not the sixth which

is the order of the complete set of differential equations. Since

the 7^s depend only upon the angles (p and 6, the angles <p and d

are defined as soon as ji and 72 are known. The third of Eqs.

(85,5),

sin 6 = «i sin <p + w,* cos <p, (7)
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necessary to complete the set of differential equations. Equa-
ons (3) and (4) however are independent of Eq. (7), since they

D not contain the angle or its derivatives, explicitly. After

lese equations have been solved, the angle xp is obtained from

q. (7) by a quadrature.

203. The Equations of Variation.—Equations (202.3) and
J02.4) admit two simple particular solutions. They are: First,

0)i = CO,- = 7i = 72 = 0, o)z = n, 73 = ±1; (1)

L which n is arbitrary. In this case the body turns about a
rincipal axis that coincides permanently with the vertical,

econd,

coi = +600 cos 7i = + sin $0 cos

c = 0, Wj- = — coo sin 72 = — sin Oq sin (2)

,a = bj 03k = n, 73 = + cos 0o,

03 0 cos ^0
n

(1 — a) sin ^0

a coo cos 6o

1 — a sin do

+

+

ho sin dp

(1 — a)coo

ho sin dp
ho = hi h,'2 ,

nd do and ooo are arbitrary. In this solution the principal axis

f the body describes a right circular cone about a vertical axis

dth an arbitrary rate of spin.

Either of these particular solutions can be regarded as a

:enerating solution for a family of periodic solutions of the

roblem. The first will be selected here as the simpler, since

b does not contain the time, and therefore leads to expansions

nth constant coefiScients.

Let ju be an arbitrary parameter, and let new variables vi,

. . ,
be introduced by the relations

71 = I^Vi, 03i = fXVii, \

72 = 60,- = IJLViy V (3)

73 = Vl - (^1^ + 0>K = n + IXV^y]

vith the condition upon the solution that initially

vi^ + = 1, and therefore ju == sin ^o,

ivhere dp is the initial value of the angle $. For /.i = 0 it is

evident that Eqs. (3) reduce to Eqs. (1), and therefore Eqs. (1)

lie the generating solution for the family of solutions, Eqs. (3).
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After the substitutions and the removal of a factor thedifferential equations, Eqs. (202.3) and (202.4), become

i'l' nv^ + 1)4 - +1)81)5/4 + _ Vl - (di^ +
Vl + WDi - 1)3 = _ (j,

2
_f. „5,2)^2]

Da' - AiD2 - awD4 = A-aViV&ii,
Vi + A2D 1 + bnvz = -6D3t)5/4,

I's' = cvsVin;

(4)

(5)

and the last of Eqs. (202.3) can be discarded, since

73 = Vr- (Di2 + y^a)/,!.

M 0, Eqs. (4) reduce to the linear equations

t-i' - nv, + 1)4 = 0, 2,3' _ h,v2 - anv, = 0,
Vi nvi V3 — 0, vt + hiVi + bnvs = 0,

Vi' = 0,

which are known as the equations of variation.

from the last of

(S« 18W of Sf.
“ ° ““ tharaeteristic equationtoee. 189) of the remaining equations is

k — n 0 1

n X -1 0
I
_ .

0 -h^ X -an'-®’
hi 0 bn \

or

+ [(1 + ab)n^ - (Aj + A2)]X2 +
_ _

(an2 + Ai)(6n2 + A2) = 0. (1)

of the* e^tionTofmecLnL^'i^Tr''*^
pairs and th. L

mecn^anics.i The roots therefore occur in

LgLTd al : ^7 ‘iiffer only in sign.

according as the discriminant
’ '''' ®

^ = [(1 +- ab)n^ - Qiy + hi)]^ - 4(an^ + Ai) {bn^ + A*) (2)

Pomcart, Nouvfta d. I. Mfo.nl, oa«d... p, ,,3,
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with care. For this purpose, let the notation be changed by
taking

a — X, e = y, b =

-1 <x < +1,

X + y ^ _ 1 + y
1 + xy’ hi 1 + xy hi

—l<y< +1, 2 > 0.

The characteristic equation then becomes

X- + [

l + 2xt/ + x^
^

2 + y_+Hl,
L I +xy 1 + xy }

+ y + yz + xz)hi^, (3)

and its discriminant

C>x =
(1

+ 2xy + x^)z - (2 + y + xy)Y —

4(1 + xy) (1 + 0:2) (1 + y + a;2 + yz)
} . (4)

The discriminant vanishes on the surface

{S) [(1 + 2xy + x^)z — (2 + y + xy)Y —
4(1 + xy)(X + X2)(l + 2/ + X2 + 2/2) = 0; (5)

but only that portion of the surface that lies inside of the square

cylinder, C, whose edges are parallel to the 2-axis and pass through

the points -1-1, -t-l; —1, -f-1; —1, —1; and -fl, —1, and for

which 2 > 0, is of interest in the present problem.

Arranged according to powers of y the surface S is

[(1 - a:)2 - 82x (1 + x)]y^ - 22(1 + x)“(3 -1- x)y +
(1 + x)2[(l - x^)^z^ - 42] = 0.

This equation is not only quadratic in y, it is also quadratic in

2 . Thus for a given point x, y there are either two values of 2 or

none. In the hatched area of Fig. 81 the values of 2 are complex

and therefore the surface S lies over the remainder of the square.

Since both values of 2 are positive (or zero along the lines y = Q,

and X = -fl) there is a volume below 5 and above the x2/-plane

within which Dx is positive. Inside of 8, Ih. is negative, and the

two roots are complex. Above the second sheet of S, D is again

positive. The contour lines of /S for z = ^ 2, 3, and 4 are ^ven in

Fig. 81. The surface <S has a cuspidal edge along the straight

line X = — 1, 2/
= 0 from 2 = 0 to z = -fl, and the contour
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line for every z passes through the point +1,-1. Ksz increases

the contour lines, which are hyperbolas, tend toward coincidence

inside of C with the straight line a; = +1. Thus for every point

a;, y, with z sufficiently large, D\ is positive and the two roots

are real.

Inside of C and outside of S, D is positive, and the two values

of are real. Thus the four roots X are real or purely imaginary.

If all four roots are purely imaginary, the motion is said to be

pj0

~I,H +1,-1

Fia. 81.

stable, otherwise unstable. For periodic solutions at least two
of the roots X must be purely imaginary, that is, one root X^

must be negative; and for stability, both must be negative.

As is seen from Eq. (3), the two roots X^ have the same sign if

(1 + xz)(l + y + xz + yz) > 0,
I

and opposite signs if this product is negative. One of the roots

changes sign if the point p{z, y, z) crosses the hyperbolic cylinder

(ff) 1 + a:2 = 0,

or the ruled surface

(K) 1 + y + a:2 + J/2 = 0,

The intersection of the surfaces S and H with the plane y =
is shown in Fig. 82. The surfaces S and H intersect in the plane

y = 0 along the hyperbola 1 + a:z = 0.
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It is easy to j&nd the lines of intersection of H and 5; for if p is

on both R and S it is necessary that

1 -f- == 0,

and, as is seen from Eq. (5), that

(1 + 2xy + x^)z - {2 + y + xy) ^ (i.

These equations give the line

(HS) .._1, (6)

and similarly, for the intersection of R and >S,

^ -9^’
I n

^
"" a + 2)(2 - z)

The projections of these lines
Ion the a;2/-plane are shown as
j

^

dotted lines in Fig. 81. It is /

easy to see from Eq. (5) that
the surfaces H and R have con- /

tect of the second order with
/

>S and therefore do not cut
j

through it. For the discrim- h/
inant D\ has the form /

-Dx = F2 - 4J?(?. /
On the surface /S, Dx == 0, and ^ +i

on the surfaces H and R either

^ == 0 or (? = 0. If a point p
moves along either H or R \

Dx =

which is positive except along
the lines of contact where it

vanishes. It follows that H lies entirely on one side of the

surface S, and R likewise.

The lines ES and RSj Eqs, (6) and (7), can also be regarded

as the intersection of the surface S with the surface

jP = 0, where F = (1 + 2xy + x^)z — (2 + p + xy).
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206, The Roots of the Characteristic Equation.—It is now

possible to discuss the character of the roots of the characteristic

equation, and this will be done by quadrants.

In the first quadrant

X > Oj y > 0, and A > B > Cj

as is seen by Eq. (202.5). In the volume above the a^y-plane

but below the first sheet of S, both roots are positive; and

in the volume above the second sheet, both roots are negative.

In either of these volumes

Dx > 0, H > Oj and R > 0,

if it is permitted to write H and R for the functions 1 + s-nd

1 + y + xz + respectively. But above S the function F > 0,

and below S, F < 0.

The second quadrant, x < 0, 2/ > 0, is more complicated since

it is cut by both the surfaces H and R, Also [Eq. (202.5)]

A > C > By if x + y > Oj

and

C > A > B, if X + y < 0.

Since R intersects S in the plane 2/
= 0 in the hyperbola iT = 0,

R lies inside of H in the second quadrant. Also H touches S in

the line HS. Outside of H and S and below the line HS

Dx > 0, H > Oj R > 0

and both roots X^ are positive. On crossing the surface H one

of the roots becomes negative, and on crossing the surface R also

both roots are negative. In this region, which is inside of H and

to the left of R, and in which both roots are negative,

Dx > 0, H <0j R < 0.

But if the point p after entering H passes upward, and leaves H
above the line HS, it is above the surface S, and

Dx > 0, H >0j R> 6,

and again both roots X^ are negative. There are therefore two
distinct regions in the second quadrant in which both roots are

negative.
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The third quadrant also is crossed by both H and

this quadrant R is outside of H. For 2: sufficiently small botn

roots are positive, and

Tx > 0, R>0, H> 0.

Between R and H one root is positive and one is negative.

Inside of H both roots are negative, and

Dx > 0, R <0, H <0;

or, passing outside of R again above the surface F = 0, both roots

are negative and

Bx > 0, R>0, H > 0, F > 0.

Thus again there are two distinct regions in which both roots

are negative.
, v u

In the fourth quadrant there is but one region, in whxc o

roots are negative, namely,

Bx > 0 ,
R>0, if > 0, F > 0.

The surface H does not cross this quadrant, but R does. The

region indicated is to the right of R and outside of S above e

dotted line RS.
* u v.

Thus in each quadrant there are regions in which both roots

X** are negative, but certainly not everywhere.

206. Solution of the Equations of Variation.—It will be

assumed that both X^ roots of the characteristic equation are

negative, and therefore all four X roots are pure imaginaries.

The constants a and c (which correspond to x and y of the last

two sections) depend upon the body and the point 0 about

it turns. They are therefore fixed constants, but n^/hi, which

corresponds to 2
,
is determined by the rate of spin. In a general

way, though not always, it is true, if the spin is sufficiently great,

that all four X roots are pure imaginaries as is here assumed to

be the case, namely,

+fXi, — tXi, +2X2,

— 1X2,
f = s/— !.

A particular solution of the equations of variation [Eqs. (203.6)]

Vi — nvi + ri = 0, »s' — (i)

Vi + nvi — 1)3 = 0, V + hiVi + bnva = 0,)
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can be obtained by taking

Vi == A

I

cos \itj vz = Az cos

V2 = A2 sin \it, Vi = ^4 sin \it.)
^

On substituting Eqs. (2) in Eq. (1), it is found that the constants

Aj must satisfy the linear equations

XiAi UA2 “h OA3 “h ]il4 = 0,

nAi + Xi-42 — 1-4-3 “t" 0x44 = 0,
^

OAi hiA 2 — X1A3 — auAi = 0,

^ 2 -4.1 + OA2 + hnAz + X1A4 = 0 .^

The determinant of the left members, A, is the characteristic

equation [Eq. (204 . 1)] for X = iXi, and therefore vanishes. Then,
on omitting the last equation, it is found that

Ai == Aai, A2 = -4a2, A3 == Aas, A4 = Aa 4 ,

where

A41 = ai = — Xi^ — an^ — hij
^

A42 = CI2 = +^(1 "-
1
“ a)Xi,

A43 = dz = +n(aXi^ ~ an^ — hi),

A44 = (I4 = — Xi(Xi^ — “

72
.^

-f" hi),
^

and A is an arbitrary constant.

A second particular solution is obtained from the first by
increasing t by a quarter period. A third and fourth solution is

obtained by using X2 instead of Xi. Thus a complete solution
of the equations of variation is

vi = Aai cos Xi^ + Bai sin \it + Cci cos Xzt + Dci sin
V2 = Aa2 sin Xi^ — Ba2 cos Xi^ + Cc2 sin \2t — Dc2 cos X2i{, ( /rn

Vz = Aas cos Xi^ + Baz sin \it + Ccz cos X2^ + Dcz sin \2t,
j

Vi = Aa4 sin Xi^ — Bci cos Xi^ + Cci sin \2t — Dci cos X2^,J

in which A, B, C, and D are constants of integration, and C/ is

obtained from a, by replacing Xi by X2.

207. The Non-homogeneous Equations.—Instead of the right
members of Eqs. (1) being all zero, suppose they were

Ml sin k\it, M2 cos k\it, m3 sin k\it, and nii cos k\it (1 )

respectively, k being a positive integer. The particular solution,
that depends upon these terms is obtained by assuming that

Vi = h cos k\it, Vz = h cos fcXx^,\

V2 = h sin fcXi^, Vi = U sin k\it,j
(2 )
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substituting in the differential equations, and solving the result-
ing algebraic equations. These equations are similar to Eqs.
(206.3) except that the A’s are replaced by the I’s, Xi is replaced
by AXi, and the right members are mi, m2 , mz, and mi, respec-
VK e y. Th.e determinant of the left members is now not zero,
since fcXi is not a root of the characteristic equation, unless 11: = 1,
or AXi = X 2 . The equations can therefore be solved, and the
particular solution has the form given in Eqs. (2).

If fc = 1
, the solution in general is not periodic. A periodic

solution of the form Eq. (2) with k = I exists, if the constants
Wi satisfy the relation

= 0, (3)
i

where A^i is the minor obtained from A by suppressing the zth row
and the first column.
Assuming that fc = 1

,
the substitution of Eqs. (2) in the differ-

ential Eqs. (206.1) with the right members as in (1 ), there results

\ili — nl2 + OZ3 + li = Miy

-{-nil + X1Z2 ” Iz + OZ4 = m2,

OZi —
• hih — X1Z3 — anli = m3,

“f” OZ2 Hh hnlz Hh X 1Z4 = m4 .

The determinant A of the left members is zero, but the equations
are consistent by virtue of the assumption (3 ). Not all the first

minors of A are zero, however, since its roots are simple roots, or,

at least they are in general. It is assumed here that they are

simple, and therefore not all of the first minors are zero. Suppose
A 41 Q; suppress the last equation and rewrite the other three

equations as follows,

— T1I2 d” OZ3 -f- 14 = mi “b XiZi,

"f"Xi^2 — Z3 “b OZ4 == m2 — nlij

—hih XZ 3
— anU = m3 + OZi.

If £> = A41 is the determinant of the left members and Dig are its

first minors, the solution is

-DZ2 = [+Diimi ~ D2iTn2 + Dzifnz] + [ XiDu + nDailZi,

Dlz == [—Di2mi -f* Dasma — Dsam-s] b [— XiDia — tiDailZi>

Dli = ["bDiami — Dasm^a "b Dasm®] b [ X1D13 b ^DasPij
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in which h is arbitrary. The coefficients of h in the right

members are CI2, as, and a4, of Eqs. 4, and D is ai. Hence, by

taking

it is seen that

?1 *” IiQ/Xj

ll = Zai, Zs = P3 +
Z2 = P 2 “h Za2, Z4 == ^4 "4” Za4,

in which Z is arbitrary, and p2, Ps, and p4 are functions of the

as defined above. Equations (2) then become

Vi = lai cos XiZ, Vs = (ps + Zas) cos XiZ,

V2 == (p2 + Za2) sin XiZ, V4 = {pi + la^) sin XiZ.

The terms which carry Z as a factor, however, are merely

terms of the complementary function [Eqs. (206.5)], and there-

fore, without loss of generality, Z can be taken equal to zero.

208. A Periodic Solution of the General Equations.—It will

now be shown that the differential equations of motion [Eqs.

(203.4)] can be satisfied by power series of the following form:

Vi = cos XiT + [vi2^^^ cos XiT + Vi2^®^ cos 3Xit]a4^ +
V2 = r2 sin XiT + [^22^^^ sin Xit + ^22^^^ sin 3XiT]At^ +
V3 = rz cos Xir + [^32^^^ cos Xit + ^32^^^ cos 3Xir]V^ +
Va = r4 sin Xir + sin Xir + ^42^®^ sin 3Xir]/x2 +
Vs = [V51^°^ + Vsi^^^ COS 2Xit]/X +

+ V63^^^ cos 2XiT + V 53^^^ COS 4Xir]/X^ +

’ >(1)

in which the are constants and r is a new independent vari-

able defined by the relations

and
Z = (1 + 5)t,

b = 52M^ + ^4^^ “h
* •

•
.

(2 )

This form of the solution is suggested by the following proper-
ties of the differential equations: If Vi, V2, V3, and V4 are even func-

tions of IX, and V5 is an odd function, all of the terms of the first

four of the differential equations [Eqs. (203.4)] are even in p, and
all of the terms of the last equation are odd. If vi, V3, and V5 are

even functions of Z, and V2 and V4 are odd functions, all of the terms
of the first, third, and fifth equations are odd in Z, and all of the
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terms of the second and fourth, are even functions of L It will be
observed that if r is increased by a quarter of the period, t/(2Xi),
the property of evenness and oddness in the time is reversed in the
series of Eqs. (1 ), with the exception of the last. The same is

true in the differential equations.

In order to effect a solution of the differential equations after

the change in the independent variable from t to r, let

= VlO + VufJL^ + -j- - •
•

^

V2 = V20 + + * *
*

,

^^3 = ^30 + Vz2P-^ + V34M^ + ’ '
*

) (3)

^4 = V 40 + + Vi4lT^ + * *
'

)

^^5 = Viifl •+ ^

in. which the Vij are functions of the time to be determined, be sub-

stituted, and the differential equations then arranged in powers

of JU.

The Terms of Degree Zero .—The terms that are independent of ^

are the same as the equations of variation [Eqs. (206.1)] and their

solutions are therefore Eqs. (206.5), except that the independent

variable is r instead of t. The period in r that has been chosen is

27r/Xi; the terms that contain the period 2ir/\2 are made to

disappear by taking the constants C and D equal to zero, and, for

simplicity, B also is taken equal to zero, although this last is not

necessary. There remain only the terms that have A as a factor.

It. will be remembered that at Eqs. (203.3) the condition was

inaposed upon the variables that for all values of /i

= 1 .

It follows therefore that A is the reciprocal of ai, the minor of A,

that by hypothesis is not zero. Then, by taking

there is obtained

= cos XiT, t?30 = ^*3
4|

V20 = ^2 sin XiT, = r4 sill: XjT.Jt

which agrees with the first terms of Eqs. (1).

The Term of First Degree—Them is but one term of the fir«l

degree in ju, namely,
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dv^i

dr
— CVzoViQj

or, after substitution from Eqs. (4),

dvn

dr
= sin 2Xit.

The first term n of co^ is arbitrary. It will be assumed, therefore,

that the initial value of vz is zero, whatever fx may be. Therefore,

on integrating and choosing the constant of integration so that

this condition is satisfied, it is found that

Vn — COS 2Xir).
4:Xi

(5)

Terms of the Second Degree .—When the values of Vio and v^i that

have been determined [Eqs. (4) and (5)] are used, it is found

that the differential equations for Vi^ are

dvp

dr
— “^^22 4" 2^42

22

dr

dvz2

dr

dv^2

dr

[{nr2 — r^h + sin Xit + sin 3Xit,

+ nVi2 — Vz2 =

^ ;.g)^2 + ^22^^^ cos XiT + ^22^^^ cos 3Xir,

— hxV22 — onViz ~

[{hirz + anr^^Sz + ^32^^^ sin Xir + ^32^®^ sin 3Xit,

+ A2^^i2 + invz2 =

[— {hz + bnrz)d2 + m42^^4 cos Xir + m42^®^ cos 3Xit, J

> (6)

in which the are constants that are not computed here.

The explicit values of the coefficients of 82 are given, as their

values are necessary in order to show that the periodicity condi-

tion stated in Eq. (207.3) can be satisfied.

This condition, stated explicitly, is

[(nr2—r4)Aii— (— n+r3)A2i+(/iir24-anr4)A3i+(/i2+&^r3)A4i]52

+ [mi2^^^An “1“ m22^^^A21 + m32^^^A3i — 77Z42^^^A4 i] = Oj

and ^2 can be chosen so that the condition is satisfied provided the
coefficient of ^2 is not zero. Since A = 0, this coefficient can be
expressed in the form
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iXi2{[(l + 2a + ah)n^ + (hi - h2)]\i^ -
{an^ + hi)[(l + 26 + ab)n^ — {hi — ^12)]} j

d, by the eliminatioii of Xi^, finally in the form

-2(1 + a) (I + 6)n2Xi22)x„

here D\ is the X discriminant defined at Eq. (204.4). The root

the characteristic equation, X, vanishes on one of the two sur-

-ces H and i?, Dx only on the surface S, and the other factors

.1 the walls and floor of the square cylinder (7. The coefficient of

I does not vanish in the interior of the prescribed regions, and in

aese regions the periodicity condition can always be satisfied.

The solution of Eqs. (6) then is, bearing in mind the discussion

a Sec. 207,

V12 = ( 0 + Z2) cos XiT + cos 3Xir,

V22 = (P2 + h) sin XiT + sin 3Xit,

Vz2 = (pz + I2) cos XiT + 2^32^^^ cos 3XiT,

Va2 == (Pi + h) sin XiT + V42^^^ sin 3Xir.

It is still subject to the condition that, for r = 0,

+ V2^ = 1 .

Since V22 vanishes with r, the constant of integration h must be
chosen so that 1^12 vanishes with r; that is

Z2 =

If this value of Z2 is substituted in Eqs. (7), it is seen that the

expressions given in Eqs. (7) agree in form with the coefficients of

ju2 in Eqs. (1).

Terms of Higher Degrees ,—As developed thus far, Vi, Vz and
are even functions of r, while V2 and V4 are even functions. From
the properties of the differential equations already mentioned it is

seen that this property persists: t^ik vzk and vsk are always even
functions, while V21L and V4k are odd functions. Furthermore,
Vik and Vzic contain only cosines of odd multiples of Xir, while t^sk

contains only even multiples; and V2k and t;4k contain only sines of

odd multiples of r.

Since the derivative of vzk is odd in r, it has no constant term
and the periodicity condition is satisfied automatically. The
constant arising in the integration can always be chosen so that
i»6k vanishes at r = 0.
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The integration of the coefficients of the even powers of ix is

quite similar to that of the second degree. The periodicity

condition is the same, and 5k occurs in this condition with pre-

cisely the same coefficient as in the terms of the second degree,

already discussed. Hence 5k can always be chosen so as to satisfy

this condition, and the constant of integration then arising can

always be chosen so that Vuc vanishes with r, and therefore, at

T = 0,

The solution therefore can be carried as far as may be desired;

and by the general theorems, the series are convergent if
|

/x
]

is

sufficiently small.

By changing the origin of r, these series will lose the property of

evenness and oddness with respect to r. Such series could have

been developed from the beginning, but as they are less simple and
add nothing essential to the solution, it is better to develop the

series as has been done here.

209. The Eulerian Angles.—From the second column of

Eqs. (202.2) it is seen that

tan — j sin ^ == + 72^
72

and therefore, in terms of the series developed in the last secjtion,

Vl V2—p====f cos <P = —7========.^Vv? + + V2^

fxVv? + V2^, COS d = Vl - (vi^ +

At T = 0,

= -t-l, V2 Vi = Vh = 0,

Vz = rz + [V32^^^ + + • •
*

;

at r = 7r/2Xi, the quarter period,

Vl = Vz = 0, t;2 = 7*2 + — V22^^^]fX^ -j- . .
.

^

Vi == ri + [Vi2^^'^ - + * •
•

,

Vh = "" +

sin <p
=

sin 6 =
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and at t = ir/'Ki, the half period,

Thus (p, which initially is 7r/2, increases by w during the half

period, and by 27r during the complete period. That is the body
makes one complete turn per period.

The initial value of sin d is ix. At the expiration of a quarter

period its value is

which is a maximum or a minimum value, since the derivative

vanishes at r == 7r/2Xi. At the expiration of a half period,

sin 6 has returned to its initial value. Thus the principal axis, the

k-axis, describes a curve on the unit sphere that always lies

between two parallels of latitude as in Figs. 60, 61, and 62.

The rate of precession [Eq. (202.7)] is

, , _ ^1^3 -h

^ Vi^ + V2^

At T =: 0, the value of is rs, and at the quarter period its value

is

Vj ^
. . .

V2 r2 + ^22
^^^ — V22^^^h^ 4- . • .

210. Concluding Remarks.—^The solution just derived con-

tains four arbitrary constants, n, m, and ro, since the initial

values of \(/ and r can be regarded as arbitrary. It is a particular

solution, inasmuch as the differential equations are of the sixth

order, and therefore six arbitrary constants are needed for a

complete solution. In this respect it differs from the problem
first considered, the rocking pendulum.

It will be observed that the method of periodic solutions is

long and difficult. It is not possible therefore to multiply

examples here . A collection of problems in which this method has
been used will be found in a volume entitled “Periodic Orbits,''

by F. R. Moulton and others, published by the Carnegie Institu-

tion of Washington, Publication 161; and many others are to be
found in the literature. As remarked by its originator, H. Poin-
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car6, it is the only worth-while method that is known for a wide

class of problems.

Problems

1 . Prove that the matrices cos kI and sin kI/k satisfy the matrix identity

(coa Kt)^ + = 5 .

2. Given that det k 9^ 0. Show that Eq. (191.10) defines at least one
matrix whatever the value of the scalar n (real or complex) may be.

For n = —1,

-1 - ^
" det

where K is the adjoint of k, is the reciprocal of the matrix x.

Then show that the solution of the set of linear equations

KX ^ y, a; = (a;i,
• •

•
,

rcn),

is

a? = >r^yy y = (2/1,
• •

•
, Vn)-

3. If det X 7*^ 0 and n = §, the matrix xi — -v/x is a square root of x,

that is

a/xa/x = X.

How many such square roots are obtainable from Eq. (191.10)?
Ans, 2r, where r is the number of distinct characteristic values of x.

4. The matrix

a —

o

satisfies the equation

= 5.

Is obtainable from Eq. (191.10)?

6. Prove that, if 17 is a matrix and m is an integer,

det (e”‘’J) = (det e’^)”.

Generalize this result for m a rational fraction.
[Let

det

then from the identity

e**" « det (e«*’»)

show that

« - coefficient of m in det (« + mTj)
** sum of diagonal terms of 17].
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6. If the scalar fx is sufficiently small, there exists a matrix

71 (li) = -log (5 - hk)

= jUK + + • • • ,

such that

5 — /XK =

7. Let 0 stand for the operation of taking the sum of the diagonal terms

of a matrix; then show that

det
I
5 — /xK

I

= eoM,

_ g-f-MOtiogCa— /«c)]^

From this identity develop a method of finding the characteristic equation,

det
I

/£ — X5
I
from the sum of the diagonal terms of k, k®, k®, . . , ,

8. Consider the non-homogeneous differential equation

eUtC,
at

where C is a constant vector. Show that for det
|

k — Xo5
| 0, a particular

solution is

X — eXoi(— K -f Xo5)”'^C,

and for Xo = Xi, a characteristic root of k of multiplicity mi, a particular

solution is

where

and

-
•‘“I SsC-

-
'‘s=s i '

fli(X) (-!)»
det (k — X5)

(X ~ Xi)»«i
’

T(K) = i^i(X) jBi(Xi)

(X - Xx)22(Xi)
•

9.

Solve for the vector x the differential equation

d^x

dt^

with the initial values

where k is a matrix.

Ans.

where

-h KX ^ <p{t)

dx„m - a, ~(0) = 6,

,

sin VKt
X = cos V d V K

1/(1)

^ sin y/iA

Vi
<p{i) dtf

y(i) ~
^ ^ Vi^ v’W dL
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10. Let D denote the operation of differentiating with respect to t.

Express the matrix operator F(k, BD) in terms of the scalar operators

F^^'^Xij D) multiplied by polynomials in the matrix k. Show that in terms

of this operational notation a solution of the equation

d^x
,— +^x = v{t),

is

® ” +1C +
11. Develop the solution of the simple pendulum by the method of

periodic solutions.

12. Develop the solution of the rocking pendulum with friction by the

method of periodic solutions.
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rartiaj contents; Harmonic motions, vibrating systems in general, lateral vibrations of bars,
curved plates or shells, applications of Laplace’s functions to acoustical problems, fluid
fnction, plane vortex-sheet, vibrations of solid bodies, etc. This is the first inexpensive
edition of this great reference and study work. Bibliography. Historical introduction by R. B.
Lindsay. Total of 1040pp. 97 figures. 53/8 x 8.

S292, S293, Two volume set, paperbound, $4.70

.dynamical theory of sound, H. Lamb. Comprehensive mathematical treatment of the
physical aspects of sound, covering the theory of vibrations, the general theory of sound, and
the equations of motion of strings, bars, membranes, pipes, and resonators. Includes chap-
ters on plane, spherical, and simple harmonic waves, and the Helmholtz Theory of Audition.
Complete and self-contained development for student and specialist? all fundamental differ-
ential equations solved completely. Specific mathematical details for such important phenom-
ena as harmonics, normal modes, forced vibrations of strings, theory of reed pipes, etc. Index.
Bibliography. 86 diagrams, viii -f- 307pp. 53/8 x 8. S655 Paperbound $1.50

WAVE PROPAGATION IN PERIODIC STRUCTURES, L. Brillouitt. A general method and applica-
tion to different problems: pure physics, such as scattering of X-rays of crystals, thermal
vibration in crystal lattices, electronic motion in metals; and also problems of electrical
engineering. Partial contents; elastic waves in 1-dimensional lattices of point masses.
Propagation of waves along 1-dimensional lattices. Energy flow. 2 dimensional, 3 dimensional
lattices. Mathieu's equation. Matrices and propagation of waves along an electric line.
Continuous electric lines. 131 illustrations. Bibliography. Index, xii + 253pp. 5% x 8.

S34 Paperbound $2.00

THEORY OF VIBRATIONS, N. W. McLachlan. Based on an exceptionally successful graduate
course given at Brown University, this discusses linear systems having 1 degree of freedom,
forced vibrations of simple linear systems, vibration of flexible strings, transverse vibra-
tions of bars and tubes, transverse vibration of circular plate, sound waves of finite ampli-
tude, etc. Index. 99 diagrams. 160pp. 53/8 x 8. S190 Paperbound $1.35

LIGHT: PRINCIPLES AND EXPERIMENTS, George S. Monk. Covers theory, experimentation, and
research. Intended for students with some background in general physics and elementary
calculus. Three main divisions.- l) Eight chapters on geometrical optics—fundamental con-
cepts (the ray and its optical length, Fermat’s principle, etc.), laws of image formation,
apertures in optical systems, photometry, optical instruments etc.; 2) 9 chapters on physical
optics—interference, diffraction, polarization, spectra, the Rayleigh refractometer, the
wave theory of light, etc.; 3) 23 instructive experiments based directly on the theoretical
text. "Probably the best intermediate textbook on light in the English language. Certainly,
it is the best book which includes both geometrical and physical optics,’’ J. Rud Nielson,
PHYSICS FORUM. Revised edition. 102 problems and answers. 12 appendices. 6 tables. Index.

270 illustrations, xi +489pp. 53/8 x 8V2. S341 Paperbound $2.50

PHOTOMETRY, John W. T. Walsh. The best treatment of both "bench” and "illumination”

photometry in English by one of Britain’s foremost experts in the field (President of the

International Commission on Illumination). Limited to those matters, theoretical and prac-

tical, which affect the measurement of light flux, candlepower, illumination, etc,, and

excludes treatment of the use to which such measurements may be put after they have been
made. Chapters on Radiation, The Eye and Vision, Photo-Electric Ceils, The Principles of

Photometry The Measurement of Luminous Intensity, Colorimetry, Spectrophotometry, Stellar

Photometry! The Photometric Laboratory, etc. Third revised (1958) edition. 281 illustrations,

10 appendices, xxiv + 544pp. 5V2 x 9iA. S319 Clothbound $10.00

EXPERIMENTAL SPECTROSCOPY, R. A. Sawyer. Clear discussion of prism and grating spectro-

graphs and the techniques of their use in research, with emphasis on those principles and

techniques that are fundamental to practically all uses of spectroscopic equipment Begin-

ning with a brief history of spectroscopy, the author covers such topics as light sources,

spectroscopic apparatus, prism spectroscopes and graphs, diffraction grating, the phato-

graphic process, determination of wave length, spectral intensity, infrared spectroscopy,

spectrochemical analysis, etc. This revised edition contains new material on the production

of reolica gratings, solar spectroscopy from rockets, new standard of wave length, etc.

Index Bibliography. Ill illustrations, x -F 358pp. 5% x 8VSi. S1045 Paperbound $2.25

FUNDAMENTALS OF ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM, L. B. Loeb. For students of physics, chem^

istry or engineering who want an introduction to electricity and magnetism on a higher level

and in more detail than general elementary physics texts provide. Only elementary differential

and integral calculus is assumed. Physical laws developed logically, from magnetism to

electric currents, Ohm’s law, electrolysis, and on to static electricity, induction, etc. Covers

an unusual amount of material; one third of bcok on modern material; solution of wave equa^

tion Dhotoelectric and thermionic effects, etc. Complete statement of the various electrical

nf units and interrelations. 2 Indexes. 75 pages of problems with answers stated.

Over 300 figures and diagrams, xix -F 669pp. 5% x 8. S745 Paperbound $2-75
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analysis of ELECTRICAL AND OPTICAL WAVE-MOTION, Harry Bateman. Written
by one of this century s most distinguished mathematical physicists, this is a practical

deyelopmen^ts of Maxwell's electromagnetic theory which are directly
connected with the solution of the partial differential equation of wave motion. Methods of
solving wave-equation, polar-cylindrical coordinates, diffraction, transformation of coordinates,
h^ogeneous solutions, electromagnetic fields with moving singularities, etc. Index. 168pp.

S14 Paperbound $1.75

??
PHYSICAL OPTICS, Emst Mach. This classical examination of the propagation

SLLr ® historical and philosophical treatment that has
readability. Contents: Rectilinear propagation of

redaction. Early knowledge of vision. Dioptrics. Composition of light,
dispersion. Periodicity. Theory of interference. Polarization. Mathematical

Propagation of waves, etc. 279 illustrations, 10 por-
traits. Appendix. Indexes. 324pp. 53/8 x 8. S178 Paperbound $2.00

Drude. One of finest fundamental texts in physical optics,

JImU?
coverage, complete mathematical treatment of basic ideas. Includes

Tuiiest tr^eatment of application of thermodynamics to optics; sine law in formation of
images, transparent crystals, magnetically active substances, velocity of light, apertures,

upon thetn polarization, optical instruments, etc. Introduction by A. A.
Michelson. Index. 110 illus. 567pp. 53/3 x 8. S532 Paperbound $2.45

®i*^ J*!^..®*®**5*
SYSTEM, P. Cornelius. A new clarification of the funda-

iTi!c
®'®9^ricity and magnetism, advocating the convenient m.k.s. system of

n? hie w
^ gaming followers in the sciences. Illustrating the use and effectiveness

hLfl \vnmm3o +iS^«
numerous applicatioos to concrete technical problems, the author

flnrf
famous Giorgi system of electrical physics. His lucid presentation

?hA
universal adoption of this system form one of

fo? trStcL?
!^P°s«tion in recent years. 28 figures. Index. Conversion tables

inLv Y 3: Translated from 3rd Dutch edition by L. J.
Joliey. x + 187pp. 5V2 X 83/4. S909 Clothbound $6.00

FINiVp^ PROPAGATION OF ELECTRIC ACTION WITH

orfcinai u *^®^*^* This classic work brings together the

?n iQth
Hertz~-Helmholta s protege and one of the most brilliant figures

mpntaUv electromagnetic waves and showed experi-
pf light, research that helped lay the groundwork

marveK
J.^l^vision, telephone, telegraph, and other modern technological

Preface* hv I

fd'tion. Authorized translation by D. E. Jones.Preface by Lord Kelvin. Index of names. 40 illustrations, xvii + 278pp. 53/8 x 8V2.
S57 Paperbound $1.75

MKHAlifcAL pJ7eno^^^
theory AND APPLICATIONS OF ELECTRO-

temalfc^ coveraSe^^f^^^^
*^^*'^* complete and sys-

Slc iSyf^pniihUrl+L^ Prjn]—now regarded as something of scientific

trfbutors li this
and corrected by Prof. Cady—one of the foremost con-

eVectrlM Timl^
progress and new material on Ferro-

e eeWeitv^ 5 im?nrtait I ^I’^Pters deal with fundamental theory of crystal
nLlfJIlfJ .

irnportant chaptere cover basic concepts of piezoelectricity including com-

(theorv^ methods'^o/T^nniS^ti^^
discussed: piezoelectric resonators

i;n6°ry, methods of rnanufacture, influences of air-gaps. etc.V the oiezo oscillator- the
properties, history, and observations relating to Rochelle salt- ferroelectric crystals- rniscel-

Pyroelectricity^ 'A

lit i ® *• ^nd corrected edition. New preface by Prof Cadv 2 AoDendices
Indices. Illustrations. 62 tables. Bibliography. Problems. Total of 1 + 822pp 5^ x sS:

51094 Vol. I Paperbound $2.50
51095 Vol. II Paperbound $2.50

Two volume set Paperbound $5.00

MASHETISM AND VERY LOW TEMPERATURES, H. B. G. Casimir. A basic work in th. literature
a concise survey of fundamental theoretical orlnciDles

menta/Wtt^rtrTblo',^'o^^

S943 Paperbound $1.25

4™m-LVocKm‘:af-.^iV"anf*2"'on
Douglas® JaumSt, PoT Austin Vi sort Man^^^

Sin “45%r. K"“*'KK r« A J7y4.
537 Paperbound $3.00
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SUPERFLUIDS; MACROSCOPIC THEORY OF SUPERCONDUCTIVITY, Vol. 1, Fritz Lotidon. The
major work by one of the founders and great theoreticians of modern quantum physics.

Consolidates the researches that led to the present understanding of the nature of super-

conductivity. Prof. London here reveals that quantum mechanics is operative on the macro-

scopic plane as well as the submolecular level. Contents: Properties of Superconductors
and Their Thermodynamical Correlation; Electrodynamics of the Pure Superconducting State;

Relation between Current and Field; Measurements of the Penetration Depth; Non-Viscous Flow
vs. Superconductivity; Micro-waves in Superconductors; Reality of the Domain Structure;

and many other related topics. A new epilogue by M. J. Buckingham discusses developments

in the field up to 1960. Corrected and expanded edition. An appreciation of the author’s

life and work by L. W. Nordheim. Biography by Edith London. Bibliography of his publica-

tions. 45 figures. 2 Indices, xviii + 173pp. SVa x BYs. S44 Paperbound $1.45

SELECTED PAPERS ON PHYSICAL PROCESSES IN IONIZED PLASMAS, Edited by Donald H.

Menzei, Director, Harvard College Observatory. 30 important papers relating to the study of

highly ionized gases or plasmas selected by a foremost contributor in the field, with the

assistance of Dr. L H. Aller. The essays include 18 on the physical processes in gaseous

nebulae, covering problems of radiation and radiative transfer, the Balmer decrement,

electron temperatives, spectrophotometry, etc. 10 papers deal with the interpretation ot

nebular spectra, by Bohm, Van Vleck, Alier, Minkowski, etc. There is also a discussion

of the intensities of “forbidden” spectral lines by George Shortley and a paper concern-

ing the theory of hydrogenic spectra by Menzei and Pekeris. Other contributors: Goldberg^

Hebb, Baker, Bowen, Lifford, Llller, etc. viii -h 374pp. BVe x 9y4. S60 Paperbound 42.95

THE ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD, Max Mason & Warren Weaver. Used constantly *>y g/aduate

engineers. Vector methods exclusively: detailed treatment of electrostatics,
JJJL

ods, with tables converting any quantity into absolute electromagnetic,
c'

practical units. Discrete charges, ponderable bodies, Maxwell field *'1 52%
tlon. Indexes. 416pp. 53/8 x 8. S185 Paperbound 42.00

THEORY OF ELECTRONS AND ITS APPLICATION TO THE PHENOMENA JF *Lo°rent?
HEAT, H. Lorentz. Lectures delivered at Columbia University by

tinahridffed thev form a historical coverage of the theory of free electrons, moiiOT,

absorption of heat, Zeeman effect, propagation of

effect, optica! phenomena in moving bodies etc 109 pages of

advanced sections, index. 9 figures. 352pp. 5% x 8. S173 Paperbouna

FUNDAMENTAL ELECTROMAGNETIC THEORY, Rqnold P. King, Professor Applied Phys»«.

University. Original and valuable introduction
D^escription

thpnrv from thp standoolnt of e ectromagnetic theory. Contents: iwainemaiicai

of Matter-stannary aT no^ states, Mathematical iPj “ JPa'tc Force
Simple Media-Field Equations, Integral “f F'| Ss wfves™^ UnbouS
ptf. . Trsin^frtrrnation of Field and Force Equations; Electromagnetic wa — .snrf

Regions-, Skin Effect and ^ nea“zonrcfr^^^^^^^
Electrical Circuits—Analytical Foundations, ’".PP'ej® version by
two-wire and four-wire transmission lines. Revised and enlaced version, ne v

the author. 5 appendices (Differentia^
S1023 PaS

Problems. Indexes. Bibliography, xvi + 580pp. 5% x 8%. siuiis r.pe.uv -r.

Hydrodynamics

A TREATISE ON .‘•P*<®“J''AM1ICS, A. B- ''^nograptiBta,''shir’S^rsreL‘®K
tlons of physicists, students and «igte«e*« «
enough for the beginning student and borough

the work of d’Alembert, Euler,
’Beslnt l^mb. dcw-

Helmholtz, J. J. Thomson, *-ove, Hicks.
voj j. thaw of niotlM # frictl^lea

mentation on entire t^'^ory of classical hydrodynam . „ mbllographiy. 3

exercises, ^^bliography. 4 Appendixes, xv + 328pp. Two volu e set^l^x^
Paperbound $1.»

S725V.lllP.p.^.md|t^

HYDRODYNAMICS, Horace ''^"atl^uy

ence work on dynamics of liquids & gas
. rhaoters Include Eqaabcuis of WotioB,

solutions, l>ackground,_for |'®“^^‘ej'^Foilynam Ch Pt

“Vh Twaws^Integration of Equations in Special bases *rruuii.
Mot on* TM Wavp, surf^®
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HYDRODYNAMICS, H. Dryden, F. Murnaghan, Harry Bateman. Published by the National

Research Council in 1932 this enormous volume offers a complete coverage of classical

hydrodynamics. Encyclopedic in quality. Partial contents: physics of fluids, motion, turbulent

flow, compressible fluids, motion in 1, 2, 3 dimensions; viscous fluids rotating, laminar

motion, resistance of motion through viscous fluid, eddy viscosity, hydraulic flow in channels

of various shapes, discharge of gases, flow past obstacles, etc. Bibliography of over 2,900

Items. Indexes. 23 figures. 634pp. SVa x 8. S303 Paperbound ?2.75

Mechanics, dynamics, thermodynamics, elasticity

MECHANICS, J. P. Den Hartog. Already a classic among introductory texts, the M.l.T. profes-

sor's lively and discursive presentation is equally valuable as a beginner’s text, an engineering

student's refresher, or a practicing engineer's reference. Emphasis in this highly readable text

is on illuminating fundamental principles and showing how they are embodied in a great

number of real engineering and design problems: trusses, loaded cables, beams, jacks, hoists,

etc. Provides advanced material on relative motion and gyroscopes not usual in introductory

texts. ‘'Very thoroughly recommended to all those anxious to improve their real understanding
of the principles of mechanics.” MECHANICAL WORLD. Index. List of equations. 334 problems,

all with answers. Over 550 diagrams and drawings, ix + 462pp. 53/8 x 8.

S754 Paperbound $2.00

THEORETICAL MECHANICS: AN INTRODUCTION TO MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS, J. S. Ame$. F. D.

Murnaghan. A mathematically rigorous development of theoretical mechanics for the ad-

vanced student, with constant practical applications. Used In hundreds of advanced courses.

An unusually thorough coverage of gyroscopic and baryscopic material, detailed analyses of

the Coriolis acceleration, applications of Lagrange’s equations, motion of the double pen-

dulum, Hamilton-Jacobi partial differential equations, group velocity and dispersion, etc.

Special relativity is also Included. 159 problems. 44 figures, ix + 462pp. 5% x 8.

S461 Paperbound $2.25

THEORETICAL MECHANICS: STATICS AND THE DYNAMICS OF A PARTICLE, W. D. MacMillan.
Used for over 3 decades as a self-contained and extremely comprehensive advanced under-

graduate text in mathematical physics, physics, astronomy, and deeper foundations of engi-

neering. Early sections require only a knowledge of geometry; later, a working knowledge
of calculus. Hundreds of basic problems, including projectiles to the moon, escape velocity,

harmonic motion, ballistics, falling bodies, transmission of power, stress and strain,

elasticity, astronomical problems. 340 practice problems plus many fully worked out examples
make it possible to test and extend principles developed in the text. 200 figures, xvii -h

430pp. 53/8 x 8. S467 Paperbound $2.00

THEORETICAL MECHANICS: THE THEORY OF THE POTENTIAL, W. D. MacMillan. A comprehensive,
well balanced presentation of potential theory, serving both as an introduction and a refer-

ence work with regard to specific problems, for physicists and mathematicians. Np prior

knowledge of integral relations is assumed, and all mathematical material is developed as it

becomes necessary. Includes: Attraction of Finite Bodies; Newtonian Potential Function;
Vector Fields, Green and Gauss Theorems; Attractions of Surfaces and Lines; Surface Distri-

bution of Matter; Two-Layer Surfaces; Spherical Harmonics; Ellipsoidal Harmonics; etc. “The
great number of particular cases . . . should make the book valuable to geophysicists and
others actively engaged in practical applications of the potential theory,” Review of Scientific

Instruments. Index. Bibliography, xiii + 469pp. 53/3 x 8. S486 Paperbound $2.25

THEORETICAL MECHANICS: DYNAMICS OF RIGID BODIES, W. D. MacMillan. Theory of dynamics
of a rigid body is developed, using both the geometrical and analytical methods of instruc-

tion. Begins with exposition of algebra of vectors, it goes through momentum principles,

motion in space, use of differential equations and infinite series to solve more sophisticated
dynamics problems. Partial contents: moments of inertia, systems of free particles, motion
parallel to a fixed plane, rolling motion, method of periodic solutions, much more. 82 figs.

199 problems. Bibliography. Indexes, xii + 476pp. 5% x 8. S641 Paperbound $2.00

MATHEMATICAL FOUNDATIONS OF STATISTICAL MECHANICS, A. I. Khinchin. Offering a precise
and rigorous formulation of problems, this book supplies a thorough and up-to-date exposi-
tion. it provides analytical tools needed to replace cumbersome concepts, and furnishes
for the first time a logical step-by-step introduction to the subject. Partial contents: geom-
etry & kinematics of the phase space, ergodic problem, reduction to theory of probability,
application of central limit problem, ideal monatomic gas, foundation of thermo-dynamics,
dispersion and distribution of sum functions. Key to notations. Index, viii -f 179pp. 5^ x 8.

S147 Paperbound $1.50

ELEMENTARY PRINCIPLES IN STATISTICAL MECHANICS, J. W. Gibbs. Last work of the great
Yale mathematical physicist, still one of the most fundamental treatments

,
available for

advanced students and workers in the field. Covers the basic principle of conservation of
probability of phase, theory of errors in the calculated phases of a system, the contribu-
tions of Clausius, Maxwell, Boltzmann, and Gibbs himself, and much more. Includes valuable
comparison of statistical mechanics with thermodynamics; Carnot’s cycle, mechanical defini-
tions of entropy, etc. xvi + 208pp. 5% x 8. S707 Paperbound $1.45
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e5ttlii*"*fa1t**The^p?Ses^a?d
explained by two of the greatfrt^ classical physics
materia! on hydrodwamfcs^ elattLtJ^ mechanics, with
Thorough and detailed coveral? ^ivfth

and what is now standard mechanicsm more recent studies Onfv^PknnwilH^f ‘^^‘‘vations, and topics not included
Vol. I (Prelimyrv). Kinematics book,
experimentation? formaZn"^ nfhvn%ht?^^^ Experience fobservation,
Continuous Calculating Machmes^^°Vnr^!i ^rflhP+l‘?M-

Measures and Instruments;
Attraction; Statics of ^Solidf anri FiniJ;

statics of a Particle-
Unabridged reprint of revised eriitinn inrtov

Natural Philosophy."S u icpruu or revised edition. Index. 168 diagrams. Total of xlii + I035pp. 5% x BV2 ,

Vol. I: S966 Paperbound $2.35
Vol. 11: S967 Paperbound $2.35

Two volume Set Paperbound $4.70

P BROWNIAN MOVEMENT, Albert Einstein. Reprints

Brownian
journals. 5 basic papers including the Elementary Theory of the

TrarSat^rf T P \^®* '’e^^est of Lorentz to provide a simple explanation.
.^O'^^Per. Annotated, edited by R. FUrth. 33pp. of notes elucidate, givehistory of previous investigations. Author, subject indexes. 62 footnotes lalpp? 5% x

8^

S304 Paperbound $1.25

ifnial-^mlS?
CALCULUS, P. W. Norris, W. S. Leggc. Covers almost everything, from

u"
vector analysis: equations determining motion, linear methods, compounding

X
motions, Newton’s laws of motion, Hooke’s law, the simple pendulum,

^ centers of gravity, virtual work, friction, kinetic energy ofrommg bodies, equilibrium of strings, hydrostatics, sheering stresses, elasticity, etc. 550problems. 3rd revised edition, xii + 367pp. 6x9. S207 Ciothbound $4.95

HM*' articles and of RISID, EUSTIC, AND FLUID BODIES; BEING LECTURESOH MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS, A. 6. Webster. The reissuing of this classic fills the ne^ for
^f^P*’6hensive wprk on dynamics. A wide range of topics is covered in unusually great

fPP|y*h8 ordinary and partial differential equations. Part ! considers laws of motion

o ?*. ns •
systems of all sorts*, oscillation, resonance, cyclic systems, etc.

ir
2 IS a detailed study of the dynamics of rigid bodies. Part 3 introduces the theory of

potential; stress and strain, Newtonian potential functions, gyrostatics, wave and vortex
mopon, etc. Further contents: Kinematics of a point; Lagrange’s equations; Hamilton’s prin-
ciple; Systems of vectors; Statics and dynamics of deformable bodies; much more, not easily
found together In one volume. Unabridged reprinting of 2nd edition. 20 pages of notes on
dllTerentiat equations and the higher analysis. 203 illustrations. Selected bibliography. Index.
XI + 588pp. 5% x 8. S522 Paperbound $2.45

A TREATISE ON DYNAMICS OF A PARTICLE, E. J. Routh. Elementary text on dynamics for
oeginning mathematics or physics student. Unusually detailed treatment from elementary defi-
nitipns to motion in 3 dimensions, emphasizing concrete aspects. Much unique materia! im-
portant in recent applications. Covers impulsive forces, rectilinear and constrained motion in
2 dimensions, harmonic and parabolic motion, degrees of freedom, closed orbits, the conical
pendulum, the principle of least action, Jacobi's method, and much more, index. 559 problenK,
many fully worked out, incorporated into text, xiii + 418pp. 5% x 8.

S696 Paperbound $2.25

DYNAMICS OF A SYSTEM OF RIGID BODIES (Elementary Section), E. J. Routh. Revised 7tft edi-
tion of this standard reference. This volume covers the dynamical principles of the subject,
and its more elementary applications: finding moments of Inertia by integratiai, foci of
inertia, d'Alembert’s principle, impulsive forces, motion in 2 and 3 dimensions, Lagrange's
equations, relative indicatrix, Euler’s theorem, large tautochronous motions, etc. Index. 55
figures. Scores of problems, xv -F 443pp. 5% x 8. S664 Paperbound $2J®

DYNAMICS OF A SYSTEM OF RIGID BODIES (Advanced Section), E. I. RoiDi. Revised 6tli edi-
tion of a classic reference aid. Much of its material remains unique. Partial conteatss Bwrfaf
axes, relative motion, oscillations about equilibrium, motion. Motion of a body uodtr m
forces, any forces. Nature of motion given by linear equations and aMidltloiis of sttMtity.
Free, forced vibrations, constants of integration, calculus of finite dlfere»es, vartattc»,
precession and nutation, motion of the moon, motion of string, chain, raeiidiraiies. 64 figir^.
498pp. 5% X 8, S229 Pspefl»iiKi

DYNAMICAL THEORY OF GASES, James J'emis. Divided into mathematical and physical i^pters
for the convenience of those not expert In mathematics, this volume discusses the «»-
matfca'l theo^ry of ps In a steady state, thernmdynamics, Boltzmann md Maxwell, liiaific

theo,ry, quantum, theory, exponentials, etc. 4th enlarged edition, with new oatm'^l «•
turn theory, quantum dynamics, etc. Indexes. 28 figures, 444|jp, x S^A.

Sim 1^15

THE THEGiRY 0F HEAT MDlATtDH, Mwi Pteidt. A pioneering work Is tbemiMlyiwiiito, mold-
ing basis for roost later work, Nobel laureate Planck writes on ieductiwis from Electro-

ctyfiamics a.nd Thermodynamics, Entropy a*nd Profo^lWty, irrarersibli Radlatlw Pk»»«, ete,

Sta^rts with simple ejqjerimental laws of optics, advances to problems of spwitral iis^lbo-

tfoii of energy and irreversibility. Bibliography. 7 Htiisfratloas, xlt + 224|», x i.

SS«
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FOUNDATIONS OF POTENTIAL THEORY, 0. D. Kellogg. Based on courses given at Harvard this

is suitable for both advanced and beginning mathematicians. Proofs are rigorous, and much
materiai not generally available elsewhere is Included. Partial contents: forces of gravity,

fields of force, divergence theorem, properties of Newtonian potentials at points of free

space, potentials as solutions of Laplace’s equations, harmonic functions, electrostatics,

electric images, logarithmic potential, etc. One of Grundlehren Series, ix + 384pp. 5% x 8.

S144 Paperbound $1.98

THERMODYNAMICS, Enrico Fermi. Unabridged reproduction of 1937 edition. Elementary in

treatment; remarkable for clarity, organization. Requires no knowledge of advanced math

beyond calculus, only familiarity with fundamentals of thermometry, calorimetry. Partial

Contents: Thermodynamic systems; First & Second laws of thermodynamics; Entropy; Thermo-

dynamic potentials: phase rule, reversible electric ceil; Gaseous reactions; van’t Hoff reaction

box, principle of LeChatelier; Thermodynamics of dilute solutions: osmotic 8i vapor pressures,

boiling & freezing points; Entropy constant. Index. 25 problems. 24 illustrations, x +^160pp.
53/h X a, S361 Paperbound $1.75

THE THERMODYNAMICS OF ELECTRICAL PHENOMENA IN METALS and A CONDENSED COLLEC-

TION OF THERMODYNAMIC FORMULAS, P. W. Bridgman. Major work by the Nobel Prizevyinner:

stimulating conceptual introduction to aspects of the electron theory of metals, giving an

intuitive understanding of fundamental relationships concealed by the formal systems of

Onsager and others. Elementary mathematical formulations show clearly the fundamental

thermodynamical relationships of the electric field, and a complete phenomenological theory

of metals is created. This is the work in which Bridgman announced his famous thermo-

motive force” and his distinction between “driving” and “working” el ectromoti^ve force.

We have added in this Dover edition the author’s long unavailable tables of thermo-

dynamic formulas, extremely valuable for the speed of reference they allow. Two works

bound as one. Index. 33 figures. Bibliography, xviii -I- 256pp. 53/8 x 8 . S723 Paperbound $1.65

TREATISE ON THERMODYNAMICS, Max Planck. Based on Planck’s original papers this offers

a uniform point of view for the entire field and has been used as an mtroduction tor

students who have studied elementary chemistry, physics, and calculus. Rejecting the earlier

approaches of Helmholtz and Maxwell, the author makes no assumptions regarding the

nature of heat, but begins with a few empirical facts, and from these deduces new physical

and chemical laws. 3rd English edition of this standard text by a Nobel laureate, xvl +
297pp. 53^ X 8. S219 Paperbound $1.75

THE MATHEMATICAL THEORY OF ELASTICITY, A. E. H. Love. A wealth of practical illustration

combined with thorough discussion of fundamentals—^theory, application, special problems

and solutions. Partial Contents: Analysis of Strain & Stress, Elasticity of So id Bodies,

Elasticity of Crystals, Vibration of Spheres, Cylinders, Propagation of Waves in Elastic Solid

Media, Torsion, Theory of Continuous Beams, Plates. Rigorous treatment of Volterra s theory

of dislocations, 2-dimensional elastic systems, other topics of modern
_

interest. For years

the standard treatise on elasticity,” AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL MONTHLY. 4th

tion. index. 76 figures, xviii + 643pp. 6Vb x 9V4 . S174 Paperbound $3.00

STRESS WAVES IN SOLIDS, H. Kolsky, Professor of Applied Physics, Brown University. The

most readable survey of the theoretical core of current knowledge about the propagation of

waves in solids, fully correlated with experimental research. Contents: Part I—Elastic Waves:

propagation in an extended plastic medium, propagation in bounded elastic media, experi-

mental investigations with elastic materials. Part II—Stress Waves in Imperfectly E astic

Media: internal friction, experimental investigations of dynamic elastic properties, plastic

waves and shock waves, fractures produced by stress waves. List of symbols. Appendix.

Supplemented bibliography. 3 full-page plates. 46 figures, x -h 213pp. 5% x 8V2 .

S1098 Paperbound $1.55

Relativity, quantum theory, atomic and nuclear physics

SPACE TIME MATTER, Hermann Weyl. “The standard treatise on the general theory of rela-

tivity” (Nature), written by a world-renowned scientist, provides a deep clear discussion of

the logical coherence of the general theory, with introduction to all the mathematical tools

needed: Maxwell, analytical geometry, non-Euclidean geometry, tensor calculus, etc. Basis is

classical space-time, before absorption of relativity. Partial contents: Euclidean space,

mathematical form, metrical continuum, relativity of time and space, general theory. 15 dia-

grams. Bibliography. New preface for this edition, xviii -f 330pp. 5^ x 8 .

S267 Paperbound $2.00

ATOMIC SPECTRA AND ATOMIC STRUCTURE, G. Herzberg. Excellent general survey for chemists,
physicists specializing in other fields. Partial contents: simplest line spectra and elements
of atomic theory, building-up principle and periodic system of elements, hyperfine structure

of spectral lines, some experiments and applications. Bibliography. 80 figures. Index, xll

-F 257pp. 5% X 8 . S115 Paperbound $2.00
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t)?e n^*?asic^papers*^that ^ ? Lorentz, H. Minkowski, H. Weyl. These are
iated into English Two ^5? special theories of relativity, ail trans-

phenomena, Minkowski’s SPATF ti
experiment, electromagnetic

making pipe s by Einstein-
^ ELECTRICITY. 7 epoch-

TATION JN^PROPAGATION of influence of gravi-
3 others. 7 diagrams GENERAL THEORY, and/ aidgrams. special notes by A. Sommerfeld. 224pp. 5% x 8.

S81 Paperbound $1.75

tion^^o^f’cLthl^® UibWed^'fnT ^‘‘'*55, Pf®Pared with the collabora-
Popularizations and complex an^«« f ® between superficial
and with special ins® Easihf

explains Einstein’s theories clearly

mathematicL the H"has been ® knowledge of high school
tions of the well-known orieinaT*»rt1tfnr^^t?h^'

revised and extended to modernize those sec-
review of classical physics

^ now put of date. After a comprehensive

o^a^^gitfa?^ Sh/^grfc^ 1“ -2kamd\r^ic?,^
others.

QUANTA, Arthur E. Ruark and Harold C. Urey. Revised (1963) and
^ 'that has been a favorite with physics students and teachers for

SSi? I

years. No other work offers the same combination of atomic structure and
molecular physics and of experiment and theory. The first 14 chapters deal with the origins
ana rnaior experimental data of quantum theory and with the development of conceptions

structure prior to the new mechanics. These sections provide a
inorough introduction to atomic and molecular theory, and are presented lucidly and as
simply as possible. The six subsequent chapters are devoted to the laws and basic Ideas of
quan'tem mechanics; Wave Mechanics, Hydrogenic Atoms in Wave Mechanics, Matrix Pechan-
cs, General Theory of Quantum Dynamics, etc. For advanced college and graduate students
in physics. Revised, corrected republication of original edition, with supplementary notes

authors. New preface by the authors. 9 appendices. General reference list. Indices.
428 figures. 71 tables. Bibliographical material in notes, etc. Total of xxili 4- 810pp.
5=^8 X 8%. S1106 Vol. ! Paperbound $2-5®

S1107 Vol, II Paperbound $2.5©
Two volume set Paperbound $5.MI

WAVE MECHAMICS AND ITS APPLICATIONS, N. F. Mott and 1. N, Snedd@n. A comprehensive
introduction to the theory of quantum mechanics; not a rigorous mathematical exi;»si'
ti^ it progresses, instead, in accordance with the physicai problems considered. Many topics
difficult to find at the elementary level are discussed in this book. Includes such matters
as: the wave nature of matter, the wave equation of Schrodinger, the concept of statloiiary

states, properties of the wave functions, effect of a magnetic field on the energy ieveis of
atoms, electronic spin, two-body problem, theory of solids, cohesive forces In ionic crystals,

collision problems, interaction of radiation with matter, relativistic quantum ineclianics, etc.

All are treated both physically and mathematically. 68 illustrations, ii tabies. Indexes,
xli + 393pp. 5% X 8%. S1070 Pa'pe^rbotiiid $2.25

BASIC METHODS IN TRANSFER PROBLEMS, V. Kourganoff, Professor of Astrophysics, U. of

Paris. A coherent digest of all the Known methods which can be used for approxiiiite or

exact solutions of transfer problems. AH methods demonstrated on one particilar pfi*teJ!i—Milne's problem for a plane parallel medium. Three main sections: fandamental coacepts

(the radiation field and its interaction with- matter, the absorption and easssioa coeftclcfits.

etc.); different methods by which transfer problems can be attacked; anef a wire
problem—^the non-grey case of Milne's problem. Much new material, drawing tipofi ieciassi-

tied atomic energy reports and data from the US^. Entlrdy unierstaiiciabie to the swwt
with a reasonable knowledge of analysis. Unabridged, revised re^priatifig. New preface of
the author, index. Bibliography. 2 appendices, xv + 281pp. 5% x 8%. ^ ^

S1074 Pa|»ri«ifid $2-«

PRINtlPUES OF RiANTUM^ MEDHAmCS, W. V. Hettstoa. Enables student witti kiK^
edge of elementary TOaOTatical physics to develop facility in me of qatnteii we«aif«,
understand published work in field. Formulates qu^otiMii mechanics In tenis «
wave roechan,ics. Studies evidence for quantum tti^.ry, for iiiadei|ii«y of

chantes, 2 postulates of quantum mechanics; numerous important, ^fniitW appicattwa e?

quantum mechanics in spectroscopy, collision pre^ems, electrons in so«Ws?

“One of the most rewairdtng features ... is the interlacing of probl«s rttfc t®«»

J. of Physics. Corrected edition. 21 ilius. index. 2^pp. 5^ x 8. .5524 PipfilMs««l $2.*

PHYSICAL PlllHCB’tES OF THE MJUiraM TKECIIY, Weraff IJ»Is»»«nE. A
cusses quantwn ftc^ry,* Heisenberg’s om work, Gonistot, ScRrowtiifcr.

many others. Written for physicists, chemists vAo am mt specialists p
only elementally formuiae are consider'ed In the tex^ there Is i

for specialists. Frofowd wi^out sacrifice of clarity. Traistetei by C. g
figures.. 192p:p. 5% x .8.
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PHYSICS, HISTORIES AND CLASSICS

A HISTORY OF PHYSICS: IN ITS ELEMENTARY BRANCHES (THROUGH 1925), INCLUDING THE
EVOLUTION OF PHYSICAL LABORATORIES, Florian Cajori. Revised and enlarged edition. The onl>

first-rate brief history of physics. Still the best entry for a student or teacher into the ante-

cedents of modern theories of physics. A clear, non-mathematical, handy reference work which
traces in critical fashion the developments of ideas, theories, techniques, and apparatus from
the Greeks to the 1920’s. Within each period he analyzes the basic topics of mechanics,
light, electricity and magnetism, sound, atomic theory and structure of matter, radioactivity,

etc. A chapter on modern research: Curie, Kelvin, Planck's quantum theory, thermodynamics,
Fitzgerald and Lorentz, special and general relativity, J. J. Thomson’s model of an atom,
Bohr’s discoveries and later results, wave mechanics, and many other matters. Much biblio-

graphic detail in footnotes. Index. 16 figures, xv + 424pp. 5% x 8. T970 Paperbound $2.00

A HISTORY OF THE MATHEMATICAL THEORIES OF ATTRACTION AND THE FIGURE OF THE EARTH:
FROM THE TIME OF NEWTON TO THAT OF LAPLACE, I. Todhunter. A technical and detailed review
of the theories concerning the shape of the earth and its gravitational pull, from the earliest

investigations in the seventeenth century up to the middle of the nineteenth. Some of the
greatest mathematicians and scientists in history applied themselves to these q^uestions;

Newton (“Principia Mathematica”), Huygens, Maupertuis, Simpson, d’Alembert, etc. Others dis-

cussed are Poisson, Gauss, Plana, Lagrange, Bolt, and many more. Particular emphasis is

placed on the theories of Laplace and Legendre, several chapters being devoted to Laplace’s
"Mdcanique Cdleste” and his memoirs, and several others to the memoirs of Legendre. Impor-
tant tp historians of science and mathematics and to the specialist who desires background
information in the field. 2 volumes bound as 1. Index, xxxvi -j- 984pp. 53/8 x 8.

S148 Clothbound $7.90

OPTICKS, Sir Isaac Newton. In its discussions of light, reflection, color, refraction, Wieories

of wave and corpuscular theories of light, this work is packed with scores of insights ana

discoveries. In its precise and practical discussion of construction of optical apparatus,

contemporary understandings of phenomena it is truly fascinating to modern physicists,

astronomers, mathematicians. Foreword by Albert Einstein. Preface by i. B. Cohen of Har-

vard University. 7 pages of portraits, facsimile pages, letters, etc. cxvi + 414pp. 5% x 8.

S205 Paperbound $2.25

TREATISE ON LIGHT, Christiaan Huygens. The famous original formulation of the wave

theory of light, this readable book is one of the two decisive and definitive works in the

field of light (Newton’s “Optics” is the other). A scientific giant whose researches ranged

over mathematics, astronomy, and physics, Huygens, in this historic work, covers such

topics as rays propagated in straight lines, reflection and refraction, the spreading and

velocity of light, the nature of opaque bodies, the non-spherical nature of light in the

atmosphere, properties of Iceland Crystal, and other related matters. Unabridged republi-

cation of original (1912) English edition. Translated and introduced by Silvanus P. Thompson.
52 illustrations, xii + 129pp. 53/8 x 8. S179 Paperbound $1.35

FARADAY’S EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCHES IN ELECTRICITY. Faraday’s historic series of papers

containing the fruits of years of original experimentation in electrical theory and electro-

chemistry. Covers his findings in a variety of areas: Induction of electric currents. Evolu-

tion of electricity from magnetism. New electrical state or condition of matter. Explication

of Arago's magnetic phenomena, New law of electric conduction. Electro-chemical de-

composition, Electricity of the Voltaic Pile, Static Induction, Nature of the electric force

or forces, Nature of electric current, The character and direction of the electric force of

the Gymnotus, Magneto-electric spark. The magnetization of light and the illumination of

magnetic lines of force, The possible relation of gravity to electricity, Sub-terraneous electro-

telegraph wires, Some points of magnetic philosophy. The diamagnetic conditions of flame
and gases, and many other matters. Complete and unabridged republication. 3 vols. bound
as 2. Originally reprinted from the Philosophical Transactions of 1831-8. Indices. Illustra-

tions. Total of 1463pp. 5% x 8. S783-4, Clothbound $17.50 (tentative)

REFLECTIONS ON THE MOTIVE POWER OF FIRE, Sadi Carnot, and other papers on the 2nd
law of thermodynamics by E. Clapeyron and R. Clausius. Carnot’s “Reflections” laid the
groundwork of modern thermodynamics. Its non-technical, mostly verbal statements examine
the relations between heat and the work done by heat in engines, establishing conditions for

the economical working of these engines. The papers by Clapeyron and Clausius here reprinted

added further refinements to Carnot’s work, and led to its final acceptance by physicists. Selec-
tions from posthumous manuscripts of Carnot are also Included. Ail papers in English. New
introduction by E. Mendoza. 12 illustrations, xxii + 152pp. 53/^ x 8.

S661 Paperbound $1.50

DIALOGUES CONCERNING TWO NEW SCIENCES, Galileo Galilei. This classic of experimental
science, mechanics, engineering, is as enjoyable as it is important. A great historical docu-
ment giving insights into one of the world’s most orlginat thinkers, it is based on 30 years’
experimentation, it offers a lively exposition of dynamics, elasticity, sound, ballistics,

strength of materials, the scientific method. “Superior to everything else of mine,’’ Galileo.
Trans, by H. Crew, A. Salvio. 126 diagrams, index, xxi + 288pp. 5% x 8.

S99 Paperbound $1.75
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TREATISE ON ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM, James Clerk Maxwell. For more than 80 years

a seemingly inexhaustible source of leads for physicists, mathematicians, engineers. Total

of 1082pp. on such topics as Measurement of Quantities, Electrostatics, Elementary Mathe-

matical Theory of Electricity, Electrical Work and Energy In a System of Conductors, General

Theorems, Theory of Electrical images, Electrolysis, Conduction, Polarization, Dielectrics,

Resistance, etc. “The greatest mathematical physicist since Newton,” Sir James Jeans. 3rd

edition. 107 figures, 21 plates. 1082pp. x 8. S636-7, 2 volume set, paperbound $4.00

A HISTORY OF THE THEORY OF ELASTICITY AND THE STRENGTH OF MATERIALS, I. Todhuntcr and
K. Pearson. For over 60 years a basic reference, unsurpassed in scope or authority. Both a

history of the mathematical theory of elasticity from Galileo, Hooke, and Mariotte to Saint

Venant, Kirchhoff, Clebsch, and Lord Kelvin and a detailed presentation of every important

mathematical contribution during this period. Presents proofs of thousands of theorems and
laws, summarizes every relevant treatise, many unavailable elsewhere. Practically a book apiece

is devoted to modern founders; Saint Venant, Lam§, Boussinesq, Rankine, Lord Kelvin, F.

Neumann, Kirchhoff, Clebsch. Hundreds of pages of technical and physical treatises on specific

applications of elasticity to particular materials. Indispensable for the mathematician,

physicist, or engineer working with elasticity. Unabridged, corrected reprint of original 3-

volume 1886-1893 edition. Three volume set. Two indexes. Appendix to Vol. i. Total of 2344pp.

5% X 83/^. S914-916 The set, Clothbound $15.00

DE MA6NETE, William Gilbert. This classic work on magnetism founded a new science. Albert

was the first to use the word “electricity”, to recognize mass as distinct from weight, to

discover the effect of heat on magnetic bodies,- Invent an electroscope, diffei^ntiate

between static electricity and magnetism, conceive of the earth as a rnagnet. Written by

the first great experimental scientist, this lively work Is valuable not only as an historical

landmark, but as the delightfully easy to follow record of a perpetually searching, ingenious

mind. Translated by P. F. Mottelay. 25-page biographical memoir. 90 figures, lix +368pp.
5% X 8. S470 Paperbound $2.00

ASTRONOMY

THE INTERNAL CONSTITUTION OF THE STARS, Sir A. S.
fnr ?ntprio«

enormous; first detailed exposition of theory of radiative equilibrium for

of all available evidence for existence of diffuse matter in

theory, polytropic gas spheres, mass-1 urn inosity relations, variable stars, etc.

equations paralleled with informal exposition of intimate r®latjonship of ast^^^^^

great discoveries in atomic physics, radiation. Introduction. Appendix.
^g^®%^^g\Pbound

PI AMPTARY THFORY E w BrowR and C. A. Shook. Provides a clear presentation of basic

methods for calculating planetary ofbits for ^stronome^^^

sition of specialized mathematical topics essential for handling perturbation theory ana

goes on to indicate how most of the previous methods reduce ul^mateiy to ^ogen^^
calculation methods-, obtaining expressions either for the coordin^es of pianew

or for the elements which determine the Perturbed paths An ewi^le of each is^gi^n ana

worked in detail. Corrected edition. Preface. Appendix. Index, xii ^

CANON OF ECLIPSES (CANON DER FINSTERNISSE),

its origin^ publication in 1887, this has been standard reference a^^^

Sst an?^tore.
sive Single volume of data on the calculation of solar and

A comprehensive introduction gives a full explanation of t^
w^the calculation of 8,000

calculations of the exact dates of. eclipses, etc. Data furnish^ for
up to

solar and 5,200 lunar eclipses, going back as far as 1200 BX ajd givmg^

the year 2161. Information is also given for Pert‘®*
scientists

on Universal (Greenwich) Time. An unsurpassed reference
repubiication, with

engaged in space research and J®velopmerrts, historians,^
corrections. Preface to this edition by D^ald Menzei ana uw n b

cogjjn x 11^4.
College Observatory. Translated by Owen Gingench. 160 charts. Ixx

sifK.sW.'iar
sirs 5“
depends—relations pertaining simply

i nfaces jn sMce. The Mlcaiation meth-

between several places in orbit, and s^eral p rfetermination of an orbit from

Sds of Part 11 based on the grounawork^ Umh only two arT detersina-

3 complete observations, from 4 number of observations wtetever, and

tlon of an orbit satisfying as^ nearly as
®4h?^n2itiirhations Translation of **Tli«oi1a

determination of orbits, taking into
republication. Api^dices ^

Motus” and with an.,®PP®"54L
Unabnagea rei*

Paperl^jid

tables. 13 figures, xviii -h 376pp. 6% x 9¥4.
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GEOLOGY, GEOGRAPHY, METEOROLOGY

PRINCIPLES OF STRATIGRAPHY, A. W. Grabau. Classic of 20th century geology, unmatched In

scope and comprehensiveness. Nearly 600 pages cover the structure and origins of every kind

of sedimentary, hydrogenic, oceanic, pyroclastic, atmoclastic, hydroclastic, marine hydroclastic,

and bioclastic rock; metamorphism; erosion; etc. includes also the constitution of the atmos-
phere; morphology of oceans, rivers, glaciers; volcanic activities; faults and earthquakes; and
fundamental principles of paleontology (nearly 200 pages). New introduction by Prof. M. Kay,

Columbia U. 1277 bibliographical entries. 264 diagrams. Tables, maps, etc. Two volume set.

Total of xxxii + 1185pp. 53/8 x 8 . S686 Vol I Paperbound $2.50
S687 Vol II Paperbound $2.50

The set $5.00

TREATISE ON SEDIMENTATION, William H. Twenhofel. A milestone in the history of geology,
this two-volume work, prepared under the auspices of the United States Research Council,
contains practically everything known about sedimentation up to 1932. Brings together all

the findings of leading American and foreign geologists and geographers and has never
been surpassed for completeness, thoroughness of description, or accuracy of detail. Vol. 1

discusses the sources and production of sediments, their transportation, deposition, diagene-
sis, and lithification. Also modification of sediments by organisms and topographical, climatic,
etc. conditions which contribute to the alteration of sedimentary processes. 220 pages deal
with products of sedimentation; minerals, limestones, dolomites, coals, etc. Vol. 2 continues
the examination of products such as gypsum and saline residues, silica, strontium, manga-
nese, etc. An extensive exposition of structures, textures and colors of sediments; stratifica-
tion, cross-lamination, ripple mark, oolitic and pisolitic textures, etc. Chapters on environ-
ments or realms of sedimentation and field and laboratory techniques are also included.
Indispensable to modern-day geologists and students. Index. List of authors cited. 1733-
Iterrv bibliography. 121 diagrams. Total of xxxiii -h 926pp. 53/fe x 8V2 .

Vol. I: S950 Paperbound $2.50
Vol. II: S951 Paperbound $2.50

Two volume set Paperbound $5.00

THE EVOLUTION OF THE IGNEOUS ROCKS, N. L. Bowen. Invaluable serious introduction applies
techniques of physics and chemistry to explain igneous rock diversity in terms of chemical
composition and fractional crystallization. Discusses liquid immiscibility in silicate magmas,
crystal sorting, liquid lines of descent, fractional resorption of complex minerals, petrogenesis,
etc. Of prime importance to geologists & mining engineers, also to physicists, chemists
working with high temperatures and pressures. “Most important," TIMES, London. 3 indexes.
263 bibliographic notes. 82 figures, xviii -h 334pp. 5% x 8 . S311 Paperbound $2.00

INTERNAL CONSTITUTION OF THE EARTH, edited by Beno Gutenberg. Completely revised.
Brought up-to-date, reset. Prepared for the National Research Council this is a complete &
thorough coverage of such topics as earth origins, continent formation, nature & behavior
of the earth’s core, petrology of the crust, cooling forces In the core, seismic & earthquake
material, gravity, elastic constants, strain characteristics and similar topics. "One is filled
with admiration ... a high standard . . . there is no reader who will not learn something
from this book," London, Edinburgh, Dublin, Philosophic Magazine. Largest bibliography in

print: 1127 classified items. Indexes. Tables of constants. 43 diagrams. 439pp. 6V8 x 9V4 .

S414 Paperbound $3.00

HYDROLOGY, edited by Oscar E. Meinzer. Prepared for the National Research Council. De-
tailed complete reference library on precipitation, evaporation, snow, snow surveying,
glaciers, lakes, infiltration, soil moisture, ground water, runoff, drought, physical changes
produced by water, hydrology of limestone terranes, etc. Practical in application, especially
valuable for engineers. 24 experts have created "the most up-to-date, most complete
treatment of the subject," AM. ASSOC, of PETROLEUM GEOLOGISTS. Bibliography. Index. 165
Illustrations, xi + 712pp. eVa x 9V4 . S191 Paperbound $3.25

SNOW CRYSTALS, W. A. Bentley and W. J. Humohreys. Over 200 pages of Bentley’s famous
microphotographs of snow flakes—the product of painstaking, methodical work at his Jericho,
Vermont studio. The pictures, which also include plates of frost, glaze and dew on vegeta-
tion, spider webs, windowpanes; sleet; graupel or soft hail, were chosen both for their
scientific interest and their aesthetic qualities. The wonder of nature’s diversity is exhibited
in the intricate, beautiful patterns of the snow flakes. Introductory text by W. J. Humphreys.
Selected bibliography. 2,453 illustrations. 224pp. 8 x IOV4. T287 Paperbound $2.95

PHYSICS OF THE AIR, W. J. Humphreys. A very thorough coverage of classical materials and
theories in, meteorology . . . written by one of this century’s most highly respected physical
meteorologists. Contains the standard account in English of atmospheric optics. 5 main
sections; Mechanics and Thermodynamics of the Atmosphere, Atmospheric Electricity and
Auroras, Meteorological Acoustics, Atmospheric Optics, and Factors of Climatic Control.
Under these headings, topics covered are: theoretical relations between temperature, pres-
sure, and volume in the atmosphere; composition, pressure, and density; circulation; evapo-
ration and condensation; fog, clouds, thunderstorms, lightning; aurora polaris; principal ice-
age theories; etc. New preface by Prof. Julius London. 226 illustrations. Index, xviii +
676pp. 5% X ZVi. S1044 Paperbound $3.00
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CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY

ORGANIC CHEMISTRY, F. C. Whitmore. The entire subject of organic.

ing chemist and the advanced student. Storehouse of ^acts, theories, processes found e^^^

where only in specialized journals. Covers aliphatic compounds (500 PaEes on
“J.f

and synthetic preparation of hydrocarbons, halides, proteins, etc.), alicyclic com-

pounds, aromatic compounds, heterocyclic compounds, o[8anophosphorus and organometa^

compounds. Methods of synthetic preparation analyzed critically throughout. Includes muc^

biochemical interest. “The scope of this volume is astonishing,

ING CHEMISTRY. 12,000-reference index. 2387-item bibliography. Total of x + 1005pp. 5% x 8.

Two volume set S700 Vol I Paperbound $2.00
Iwo volume sex,

jj paperbound $2.00
The set $4.00

THE MODERN THEORY OF MOLECULAR STRUCTURE, Bernard A reasona^y popular

etc.); Diatomic Molecules; Non-Conjugated Polyatomic Molecules; Conjugated Pol^yatcimic

Molecules; The Structure of Complexes. Minimum of iriathemati cal background needed. New

5%“. Moleculaire.” Index. Bibl^WdPhV.J.i^^+ 87(g.

CATALYSIS AND CATALYSTS, Marcel Prettre, Director, Research Institute on Catalysis. This

brief book, translated into English for the first time, is the finest sumrnary of the principal

modern concepts, methods, and results of catalysis. Ideal introduction for beginning chem-

istry and physics students. Chapters: Basic Definitions of Catalysis (true catalysis and

generalization of the concept of catalysis); The Scientific Bases of Catalysis (Catalysis

and chemical thermodynamics, catalysis and chemical kinetics); Homogeneous Catalysis

(acid-base catalysis, etc.); Chain Reactions; Contact Masses; Heterogeneous Catalysis

(Mechanisms of contact catalyses, etc.); and Industrial Applications (acids and fertilizers,

petroleum and petroleum chemistry, rubber, plastics, synthetic resins, and fibers). Trans-

lated by David Antin. Index, vi -i-. 88pp. 5% x 8V2. S998 Paperbound $1.00

POLAR MOLECULES, Pieter Debye. This work by Nobel laureate Debye offers a complete guide

to fundamental electrostatic field relations, polarizability, molecular structure. Partial con-

tents*. electric intensity, displacement and force, polarization by orientation, molar polariza-

tion and molar refraction, halogen-hydrides, polar liquids, ion ‘C saturation, dielectric con-

stant, etc. Special chapter considers quantum theory. Indexed. 172pp. 5%
50

THE ELECTRONIC THEORY OF ACIDS AND BASES, W. F. Luder and Saverio fuRantt. Th^e first

full systematic presentation of the electronic theory of acids ^nd bases—treating ^
theory and its ramifications in an uncomplicated manner. Chapters.*

Atomic Orbitals and Valence; The Electronic Theory of Acids and pses;

Electrodotic Reagents; Acidic and Basic Radicals; Neutralization; Titrabons with Indicators;

Displacement; Catalysis; Acid Catalysis; Base Catalysis; Alkoxides

Sion. Required reading for all chemists. Second revised U961) OL^^^on, with aWitional

examples and references. 3 figures. 9 tables. Index. Bibliography xi^^+
Pap?rboui^ $1.M

KINETIC THEORY OF LIGUIDS, J. Frenkel. Regarding the kinetic theory of *‘*1“*^*

eralization and extension of the theory of solid bodies, this volurne ^
arrangements of solids, thermal displacements

orientational and rotational motion of molecules, and transition

Mathematical theory is developed close to the physical subject "^^tter. 216 b^lio™hl^
footnotes. 55 figures, xi -f 485pp. 5% x 8. S95 Paperbouna

THE PRIHCIPLES OF ElEf"OCHEMISTRY 0- tosU ec,uations ftr

subfield of electrochemistry from first Pf"><; P*'®; "
l-fgrence. Covers coulometers

most recent theories and results; unusually useful a^ert or as retere^«^
theoretical

and Faraday’s Lavv electrolytic conductonce, the D^yeHugi^^^
potentials, thermo-

585-item bibliography. 137 figures. 94 tables, li + 478pp. 5% x 8-5^.
paperbound ^1.4$

THE PHASE ROLE AND in APPLICATIOH.

Of 1. 2, 3, 4, and multiple component systems, ttis ^naaro ^ N. (^mpbelf
(NATURE, London), has been completely revised and up ^ ^ ^ binary* tertiary

SiS N &. Smith!' Brand new material has been *dded an ^
liquid equilibria, solid solutions m ternaiy b^inaiT y graphic repre-

Completely revised to triangular ^oordmates m
lublect 'indues. 236 figures. 505

sentatlon, solid modefe, etc. 9th remed editiom ^^or. subject inaexw.
$2.45

footnotes, mostly bibliographic, xii -J- 494pp. 5% x 8.
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THE SOLUBILITY OF NONELECTROLYTES, Joel H. Hildebrand and Robert L. Scott. The standard

work on the subject; still indispensable as a reference source and for classroom work.
Partial contents: The Ideal Solution (including Raoult's Law and Henry’s Law, etc.); Nonideal

Solutions; Intermolecular Forces; The Liquid State; Entropy of Athermal Mixing; Heat of

Mixing; Polarity; Hydrogen Bonding; Specific Interactions; "Solvation” and “Association”;
Systems of Three or More Components; Vapor Pressure of Binary Liquid Solutions; Mixtures

of Gases; Solubility of Gases in Liquids; of Liquids in Liquids; of Solids in Liquids; Evalu-

ation of Solubility Parameters; and other topics. Corrected republication of third (revised)

edition. Appendices. Indexes. 138 figures. Ill tables. 1 photograph, iv 4- 488pp. 53^ x BVi.
SI 125 Paperbound $2.50

TERNARY SYSTEMS: INTRODUCTION TO THE THEORY OF THREE COMPONENT SYSTEMS, G.

Masing. Furnishes detailed discussion of representative types of 3-components systems, both

in solid models (particularly metallic alloys) and isothermal models. Discusses mechanical
mixture without compounds and without solid solutions; unbroken solid solution series;

solid solutions with solubility breaks in two binary systems; iron-silicon-aluminum alloys;

allotropic forms of iron in ternary system; other topics. Bibliography. Index. 166 illustra-

tions. 178pp. 55/8 x 83/b. S631 Paperbound $1.50

THE KINETIC THEORY OF GASES, Leonard B. Loeb, University of California. Comprehensive
text and reference book which presents full coverage of basic theory and the Important
experiments and developments in the field for the student and investigator. Partial con-

tents; The Mechanical Picture of a Perfect Gas, The Mean Free Path—Clausius’ Deductions,

Distribution of Molecular Velocities, discussions of theory of the problem of specific

heats, the contributions of kinetic theory to our knowledge of electrical and magnetic
properties of molecules and its application to the conduction of electricity in gases. New
14-page preface to Dover edition by the author. Name, subject indexes. Six appendices.
570-item bibliography, xxxvi -H 687pp. 53/8 x SV2 . S942 Paperbound $2.95

IONS IN SOLUTION, Ronald W. Gurney. A thorough and readable Introduction covering all

the fundamental principles and experiments in the field, by an internationally-known author-

ity. Contains discussions of solvation energy, atomic and molecular ions, lattice energy,

transferral of ions, interionic forces, cells and half-cells, transference of electrons, exchange
forces, hydrogen ions, the electro-chemical series, and many other related topics.

Indispensable to advanced undergraduates and graduate students in electrochemistry. Index.

45 Illustrations. 15 tables, vii -f 206pp. 53^ x SV2 . S124 Paperbound $1.50

IONIC PROCESSES IN SOLUTION, Ronald W. Gurney. Lucid, comprehensive examination which

brings together the approaches of electrochemistry, thermodynamics, statistical mechanics,
electroacoustics, molecular physics, and quantum theory In the interpretation of the

behavior of ionic solutions—the most important single work on the subject. More extensive

and technical than the author’s earlier work (IONS IN SOLUTION), it is a middle-level text

for graduate students and researchers in electrochemistry. Covers such matters as Brownian
motion in liquids, molecular ions in solution, heat of precipitation, entropy of solution,

proton transfers, dissociation constant of nitric acid, viscosity of ionic solutions, etc.

78 Illustrations. 47 tables. Name and subject index, ix + 275pp. 53^ x 8V2.
S134 Paperbound $1.75

CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC DATA ON METAL AND ALLOY STRUCTURES, Compiled by A. Taylor and
B. J. Kagle, Westinghouse Research Laboratories. Unique collection of the latest crystallo-

graphic data on alloys, compounds, and the elements, with lattice spacings expressed uni-

formly in absolute Angstrom units. Gathers together previously widely-scattered data from
the Power Data File of the ATSM, structure reports, and the Landolt-Bornstein Tables, as
well as from other original literature. 2300 different compounds listed in the first table.

Alloys and Intermetallic Compounds, with much vital information on each. Also listings for

nearly 700 Borides, Carbides, Hydrides, Oxides, Nitrides. Also all the necessary data on
the crystal structure of 77 elements, vii -F 263pp. 53/a x 8. S1013 Paperbound $2.25

MATHEMATICAL CRYSTALLOGRAPHY AND THE THEORY OF GROUPS OF MOVEMENTS, Harold
Hilton. Classic account of the mathematical theory of crystallography, particularly the geo-
metrical theory of crystal-structure based on the work of Bravais, Jordan, Sohncke, Federbw,
Schoenflies, and Barlow. Partial contents: The Stereographic Projection, Properties Common
to Symmetrical and Asymmetrical Crystals, The Theory of Groups, Coordinates of Equivalent
Points, Crystallographic Axes and Axial Ratios, The Forms and Growth of Crystals, Lattices

and Translations, The Structure-Theory, Infinite Groups of Movements, Triclinic and Mono-
clinic Groups, Orthorhombic Groups, etc. Index. 188 figures, xii -F 262pp. 5% x BV2 .

S1058 Paperbound $2.00

CUSSICS IN THE THEORY OF CHEMICAL COMBINATIONS. Edited by 0. T. Benfey. Vol. I of
the Classics of Science Series, G. Holton, Harvard University, General Editor. This book
is a collection of papers representing the major chapters in the development of the valence
concept in chemistry. Includes essays by Wohler and Liebig, Laurent, Williamson, Frankland,
Kekul6 and Couper, and two by van't Hoff and le Bel, which mark the first extension of
the valence concept beyond its purely numerical character. Introduction and epilogue by
Prof. Benfey. Index. 9 illustrations. New translation of Kekul6 paper by Benfey. xiv 4-

ISlpp. 5% X 8^2. S1066 Paperbound $1.85


